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1
1.1

Management Summary
Purpose of This Report

This report presents the economic potential, legal framework, and technical foundations required to understand distributed ledger (DL) / blockchain technology and illustrates the opportunities and challenges they present, especially in the mobility and
logistics sectors. It was compiled by the blockchain laboratory at Fraunhofer FIT on
behalf of the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI). Its
intended audience comprises young companies seeking, for example, a legal assessment of data protection issues related to DL and blockchain technologies, decisionmakers in the private sector wishing concrete examples to help them understand how
this technology can impact existing and emerging markets and which measures might
be sensible from a business perspective, public policymakers and politicians wishing to
familiarize themselves with this topic in order to take a position, particularly in the mobility and logistics sectors, and members of the general public interested in the technology and its potential. The report does not specifically address those with a purely
academic or scientific interest in these topics, although parts of it definitely reflect the
current state of academic discussion.
The fast pace of digitalization is now affecting almost all areas of society. This is the
result of the ubiquitous use of computing, ever-shorter innovation cycles, and the convergence of digital technologies and innovations. One such technology with particularly great potential is distributed ledger technology (DLT). The first major application for
DLT debuted in 2009 in the form of a blockchain for the Bitcoin cryptocurrency. Since
then, it has evolved into a highly versatile technology; prototype DLT applications are
appearing in practically every sector of the economy. Among other things, they are
demonstrating the potential of so-called smart contracts for modelling business logic.
It is increasingly becoming apparent that DLT, as a driver of innovation, could potentially bring about disruptive changes in many fields of business, law, society, and public
administration. DLT―in the form of a transparent, electronic ledger managed by participants in a distributed computer network―provides an answer to as yet unmet expectations in connection with information and communication technology by enabling
secure processing of information and transactions, resistance to manipulation, and
decentralized consensus formation. As a high-level digital infrastructure, DLT is paving
the way from today's “Internet of Information” to an “Internet of Trust and Value”.
The mobility and logistics sectors in particular possess many characteristics that make
them appear especially suitable for DLT. In the case of the mobility sector, these include networked vehicles that communicate with their environment, intermodal forms
of transportation, and distributed infrastructure for charging electric vehicles. There is
also potential in logistics and shipping, which are currently burdened by many inefficient cross-organizational processes (e.g. requiring a tremendous amount of paperwork) and urgently need digital support. For the first time, thanks to DLT, it may now
be possible to provide it on a practical level.
DLT has potential for addressing the BMVI's responsibilities in two ways: first, for implementing promising applications in the mobility and logistics sectors and second, for
designing and providing digital infrastructure. Proactively addressing DLT is essential
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for ensuring that this technology will evolve in line with Germany’s legal system and
values and add the hoped-for value for the country’s economy and society. Germany
has an excellent starting position, since start-ups and research organizations there are
actively pursuing the development of DLT. It is therefore logical and important for the
state to become actively involved here in order to take advantage of the momentum
and appropriately guide the development of DLT. This study provides a basis for formulating recommendations for further action and achieving the political goal of proactively leveraging DLT to enhance the welfare of German society and strengthen the
country’s economy in ways that are consistent with its laws and values.
This study identifies, analyzes and addresses economic, legal and, where relevant,
technical issues both within and/or across different disciplines as appropriate. The
analyses from different perspectives provided here have therefore not been prepared
independently of one another, but instead with continual sharing among experts in the
realms of science, business and industry, associations, and public policy.

1.2
1.2.1

General Analysis
Technical aspects

The term "distributed ledger technology" refers to a type of database system that is
characterized by shared, synchronized data management in a peer-to-peer network
with progressive encrypted storage of data in successive links of a chain. Blockchain is
one implementation of this technology. Other examples include directed acyclic
graphs. The information is stored in blocks that are strung together in chains using
cryptographic methods, and redundantly stored in each of a network’s nodes using
peer-to-peer protocols, meaning that each participant in the network has exactly the
same data. The distributed network of independent hosts (nodes) that communicate
and synchronize with each other verifies and validates these blocks through a so-called
consensus mechanism. The most common consensus mechanism currently used in the
Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains is called "Proof of Work". In addition, there are now
several alternative consensus mechanisms that, depending on the design of the specific DLT network, confer certain advantages and/or disadvantages. In addition, secondgeneration DLT solutions usually offer the option of defining and using so-called smart
contracts. Smart contracts are programs that can be written into a DLT platform and
executed by all participants in the DLT network in a redundant and/or verifiable manner. As a result, DLTs can be used not only for securely storing data but also for modelling and executing business logic. However, because of the wide range of applications, the scalability and energy efficiency requirements of DLT systems are increasing.
In order to do justice to the latest developments, research is currently being done on
innovative, scalable, energy-efficient systems. This research has already had initial successes. The frequently voiced criticism that these systems are inefficient and have high
energy consumption now only applies to obsolete versions.
DLT systems can also be divided into public and private as well as permissioned and
permissionless systems. In principle, anyone can participate in a public system such as
the Bitcoin blockchain and see which transactions are added. Such a system is selforganizing, since it lacks a central controlling entity (such as a bank), and the network
participants make decisions collectively via a consensus mechanism. In this context, it is
important for there to be sufficient incentives for network participants to join the consensus creation process. If this does not happen, a small number of members can wind
7

up dominating it, which contradicts the underlying idea of DLT and makes manipulation much more likely. Private systems, by contrast, have access restrictions, meaning
that participants must register to join the network. In permissionless systems, all network participants can perform any action without restrictions. If the system is permissioned, role profiles allow certain participants to perform only certain actions. For example, it can specify that only certain participants be involved in the consensus finding
process. Since a private (or even consortium-based) DLT application often already has
some degree of trust among its members, more efficient consensus mechanisms than
Proof of Work can be used. For example, in private DLT systems often only a small
number of players actively participate in the consensus process.
Examples of well-known DLTs are Bitcoin (public, permissionless), Ethereum (public,
permissionless, suitable for the development of widely usable smart contracts), Hyperledger Fabric (private, permissioned, modular design), Sovrin (public, permissioned,
especially designed for digital identities), and IOTA (public, permissioned, supports
micropayments). Although these are all based on the same underlying concept, so far
it is not possible for different systems to directly interact or communicate beyond
simply reading data. Nor are there any standardized guidelines for developing DLT
infrastructures. However, different organizations are working to find ways to allow
transactions between different DLTs. In addition, 11 DLT standards are currently being
developed by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). In the EU, 21
member states have joined in the European Blockchain Partnership to promote the
establishment of a European DLT infrastructure.
Integrating DLT systems into existing IT systems makes it necessary to interact with the
latter and integrate external data. Currently there are two basic options for the second:
1) the use of hash values as "fingerprints" on external data such as text documents,
images, videos, or excerpts from multimedia databases. This method can also be used
to check the integrity of external data. For this purpose, the hash value of a piece of
external data is compared with the hash value stored in the DLT system. Any manipulation of external data is instantly apparent, since the hash value of the external data is
identical to that stored in the DLT system. 2) Data integration performed by participants who log and verify external data and import them into the DLT system, or provide smart contracts for this process (so-called "oracles"). To ensure the correctness of
oracles and their data, these are often made plausible based on input from other oracles or else certified.
1.2.2

Socioeconomic aspects

1.2.2.1 Current situation
Due to their infrastructural character, DLTs are classified as basic innovations. And as
the individual components continue to evolve, such as the consensus mechanism, DLTbased IT solutions are becoming suitable for an increasing number of applications.
However, it is becoming increasingly clear that many uses, both those that have already been investigated and prospective ones, require combinations of different
emerging digital technologies. Particularly promising are combinations of DLT with the
Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and privacy-preserving computing
methods.
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In recent years and months, companies have been investing heavily in the development of DLT solutions to unlock their potential and strengthen their innovative power.
According to figures from the IDC market research firm, global investment in DLT solutions amounted to about US$950 million in 2017 and roughly US$1.5 billion in 2018.
The forecasts of the future volume of the blockchain market diverge sharply, however.
While the market research institute Tractica estimates that the global market volume
for DLT will reach US$20.3 billion by 2025, WinterGreen Research predicts that the
market volume will reach US$60 billion by 2024. By contrast, analyses by MarketsandMarkets suggest a global blockchain market worth US$20.3 billion by 2023. The
development of the number of blockchain-related patent applications also shows that
there is a high level of corporate interest in the technology and a great deal of innovation. The interest in so-called initial coin offerings, which represent a means of corporate financing based on cryptocurrencies, is also increasing. ICOs are expected to raise
a total of US$14.2 billion of capital by 2019.
In Germany, an extensive ecosystem has developed around DLT, including both research and business. Most of the initiatives involve proof-of-concept or prototype
development. So far not many solutions are being used productively. Given these developments, there is a considerable demand for DLT specialists. Numerous corporate
and government initiatives are currently promoting and working on DLT. Startups are
exploring innovative business ideas, while established companies are evaluating potential applications of the technology, either individually or as part of industry-based or
interdisciplinary consortia.
DLT has potential as a digital infrastructure for propelling the Internet to a new stage
of development. The first stage was the Internet in its current, well-known function as a
source of information. This has in turn spawned the Internet of Things in recent years,
as a result of increased networking among intelligent devices. For a long time it was
only possible to copy and transmit digital information. Value transfers depended on
the involvement of a trusted third party. With the introduction of DLT, however, direct
value transactions have become possible. This is why the "Internet of Value and Trust"
is often mentioned in this study. DLT must therefore be understood and developed as
a higher-level digital infrastructure.
1.2.2.2 Generic roles and application patterns
Basically, DLT can be used for three generic roles: to optimize existing processes that
are already handled without intermediaries via bilateral (peer-to-peer) interfaces, either
digitally or nondigitally; to streamline operations previously carried out with the involvement of conventional intermediaries; and to enable systems that were previously
technically infeasible. The possibilities for implementing various services and applications are quite varied, although certain application patterns can be identified. These
include neutral platforms, forgery-proof documentation, payment transactions, management of interorganizational processes, digital identities, digital certificates, services
without service providers, and economically autonomous machines.
In most cases, the use of a DLT-based IT solution is not motivated by the technology
itself, but rather for economic or organizational reasons. Redundant data management
and execution of applications (smart contracts) makes the performance and scalability
of a DLT solution technically inferior to a centrally organized system, at least for the
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time being. However, DLT opens up the possibility of digitally implementing processes
that were previously only possible with the involvement of a trustworthy third party.
In platform markets, the benefits of network effects typically increase for all participants
as more people participate on both the provider and the demand sides. As a result, the
market usually consolidates, leaving only a few or just one platform provider ("winner
takes all"). Experience has shown that monopolistic platforms can use their supremacy
to create market entry barriers (in the form of data silos) to new competitors or charge
inappropriately high fees. As a result, there is a fundamental skepticism about such
platform solutions, especially in the B2B sector. The motivation to use DLT is clearly
economic, namely to avoid a monopolistic platform operator in favor of a decentralized solution. However, it is not always necessary or sensible to completely renounce
centralized structures. It is important to investigate how DLT could interact with existing mechanisms for creating trust.
1.2.2.3 Policy on promoting the spread of DLT
Looking at the general structural and economic situation, it is noticeable that German
universities are not turning out enough graduates with the DLT expertise that the labor
market requires. Due to the nature of the technology, it is especially important to promote programs that address the interface between at least two of the following disciplines: business, law, computer science, and possibly engineering. In addition, ministries need to start funding projects related to the development of DLT infrastructure
solutions, which would not be conceivable without these technologies. A dual strategy
seems advisable for encouraging the diffusion of these innovations. On the one hand,
SMEs should be targeted with a variety of support programs such as research projects.
On the other, existing low-threshold instruments such as the mFUND and the promotion of strategic flagship projects should also be used. Funding programs should also
emphasize the interdisciplinary nature of DLT by establishing consortia. The state must
also determine the extent to which incentivizing measures can be used to motivate
competing market players to participate, while also monitoring compliance with regulations. A long-term, forward-looking policy that promotes DLT beyond the current
hype is preferable to short-term investment. The startups, consortia, initiatives, and
organizations that already exist across national boundaries depend on a consistent
legal and commercial framework. Like other new technological developments, DLT can
benefit from gaining valuable experience under a variety of time-related and geographical constraints and in other test environments (so-called sandboxes and realworld laboratories) constrained by other parameters. Since the technology is undergoing a nonlinear development, it is also advisable to regularly check its implementation
and continued usefulness.
Since DLT is comparatively young, it still has some deficits, for example with regard to
transaction speed and energy consumption. In addition, DLT has received negative
press for things like money laundering and theft, particularly in the context of its most
widespread cryptocurrency applications. In addition to internally developed selfgovernance rules, DLT systems can also potentially contribute to implementing improved governance mechanisms. To this end, the previous considerations are mainly
based on two central concepts: the transparency principle for DLT systems which offers
many advantages including protection from manipulation, and the inherently democratic structures of DLT, which can be implemented in decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO), for example.
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1.2.2.4 DLT in the mobility sector
In the field of mobility, the applications for DLT can be divided into four application
fields. The case studies on each are at different stages of development. The field of
transportation and logistics includes initiatives that are using DLT to make the processes and cooperation of various transportation and logistics providers more transparent
and efficient. Mobility infrastructure includes all infrastructure-related initiatives, such
as chargers for electric vehicles. Mobility platform initiatives aim to integrate different
mobility services (intermodal mobility) in a single platform, making them accessible to
customers via a single portal or app. The field of fully autonomous mobility includes
initiatives that pursue the vision of fully automated mobility, with autonomous vehicles
playing a central role.

1.2.3

Legal considerations

1.2.3.1 Civil law
From a civil law perspective, the use of so-called smart contracts is particularly interesting. Smart contracts are software that automate the execution of contracts. The term
"contract" suggests that this software is a contract in the legal sense. However, applying the general rules on the conclusion of contracts and interpretation of declarations
of intent, it becomes clear that in most cases smart contracts will only process what has
already been agreed (regardless of the DLT level). It is conceivable that declarations of
intent could be expressed with software code, in which case smart contracts would
resemble contract documents more closely. However, the difficulty of understanding
them imposes considerable limitations.
Like all contracts, those involving the use of a smart contract are also subject to legal
constraints. Their validity and legality depend on compliance with mandatory laws.
To the extent that it can be necessary to reverse a transaction that has already taken
place, the immutability of DLT does not present any major challenges from a civil law
perspective. It is by no means unusual for transfers of value to be subsequently undone. This is done by restoring the original economic situation, and in the case of DLT
by means of a reverse transaction. It is immutable only in the sense that the record
continues to show the original transaction, which is harmless.
From a contract law perspective, existing civil law thus provides an appropriate legal
framework for the use of smart contracts. In practical terms, it should be noted that the
current state of the technology does not permit contractual relationships to be completely automated. Software works according to predefined parameters and, so far as
least, is unable to make evaluative decisions. Yet legal norms contain vague legal concepts that can only be applied by analyzing and evaluating the situation in each individual case.
1.2.3.2 Data protection law
Existing data protection law poses a legal challenge for the use of DLT. While the distributed storage of data across multiple nodes is an inherent feature of DLT, the EU
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) follows the principle of a central responsible individual (data controller). This apparent contradiction can be partially overcome
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by appropriately designing the architecture. It is becoming apparent, however, that the
use of intermediaries cannot be entirely dispensed with. Central coordinating offices
could be established to serve as a point of contact and responsible entity for those
affected to submit claims to. Without such a central office, open exchanges of data
would only comply with the GDPR if no personal data whatsoever were stored in the
DLT layer. However, what may initially seem simple turns out to be very challenging to
actually implement. While third-party data can often be stored outside the DLT layer
(off-chain), public keys regularly contain personally identifiable information on direct
users of the DLT layer. Anonymization of user identities is required; this must be not
only technically possible, but also ensured in practice.
Another data protection conflict exists between the immutability of the DLT on the one
hand and the rights of data subjects to have personal data on them rectified or erased
on the other. In ordinary databases the data controller can make subsequent changes,
but this is fundamentally neither possible nor desired on DLT platforms. Possible solutions include implementing backdoors to enable subsequent changes by an authorized
party or completely avoiding the storage of any personal data on the DLT layer, which
also eliminate the need to make any subsequent changes.
In general it should be noted that, in view of the rapid pace of technological developments and the potential of new technologies, future legal regulations should be as
technology-neutral as possible.

1.3

Case Studies

Corresponding to the four types of DLT applications in the mobility sector mentioned
above, its role is examined in detail in four case studies. For each of the four, a representative application has been selected, described in detail, and analyzed for its potential. The examples were chosen with an aim to ensuring a balanced mix of different
levels of maturity and topics relevant to both the public and businesses. The principal
ideas and insights on the possible role of DLT in these four case studies are outlined in
the following.
1.3.1

Shipping documents

The first application is in the field of transportation and logistics: digitalizing bills of
lading (BoL) and the related banking and supply chain processes in international maritime trade. A BoL is a tradable security that represents the value of shipped goods. For
shipping documents in general, and especially for bills of lading as discussed in detail
in the case study, DLT enables digital modelling of processes that could not previously
be digitized for economic or social reasons. Since this topic was already a frequent
topic of discussion in the sector even before the spread of DLT owing to its huge potential, this application is already quite mature. The report therefore describes several
initiatives and quantitatively analyzes their potential. It also shows that considerable
regulatory progress has already been made in Germany by incorporating digital saving
clauses into the German Commercial Code.
Many of today's internationally traded goods are still documented with traditional
paper documents such as BoLs. This has several disadvantages. Almost all of the steps
of a largely paper-based process are slow, and it also suffers from a high error rate due
to frequent manual copying of information. It is estimated that today's analog system
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costs about a trillion dollars or between five and 10 percent of the total value of goods
traded internationally each year. Calculated in terms of the share of German goods in
international trade, this process could result in potential savings on the order of tens of
billions of euros. Despite the available technical possibilities, no attempts to digitalize
this process have so far been widely successful, since centralized approaches would
have resulted in a monopoly for a single platform operator. DLT can address these
challenges and provide a basic IT infrastructure for enabling collaboration among
companies. The basis is a smart contract-enabled DLT platform. Increasing efforts in
recent months to establish DLT-based solutions in the market are providing confirmation that DLT is able open up new possibilities, which the participating players regard
as promising.
As already mentioned, initiatives for digitalizing shipping documents in Germany benefit from flexible, technology-neutral digital saving clauses in the German Commercial
Code. These establish the equivalence of analog and digital shipping documents, since
the digital versions must perform all the same functions as their paper-based counterparts.
Current initiatives should not, however, focus exclusively on bills of lading. Other documents such as insurance documents and certificates of authenticity are also important
in this and similar processes and should therefore also be digitalized. Legal adjustments or clarifications may need to be made regarding the validity of electronic signatures and digital certificates, as well as the accessibility and validity of electronic transactions as evidence in court, and also the distinction between negotiable and nonnegotiable documents. Digital saving clauses are a technique that legislators could also
fruitfully apply in other areas.
1.3.2

Charging of electric vehicles

Electromobility and electrified mobility have undergone rapid technical development in
recent years. An indispensable prerequisite for their rapid acceptance and market penetration is the provision of publicly accessible, (rapid) charging infrastructure, especially
for charging on the go. Physical, IT, and billing-related differences in charging infrastructure have led to a partitioning of (fast) charging infrastructure, i.e. a splintering of
suppliers. Platform operators (special mobility service providers) are trying to counteract this barrier to electromobility with an approach that is comparable to roaming
services for mobile telephones. Specifically, a mobility service provider’s customers
cannot easily access all theoretically available charging stations. There is considerable
interest in finding a way for the customers of one supplier to purchase electricity from
as many (rapid) charging stations as possible under transparent and suitable conditions, and in ensuring that the associated charging and billing process takes place
smoothly and with minimal input from the driver. A DLT-based solution could contribute to this. DLTs can perform at least three potential functions that would address the
challenges of electrical charging: authentication and authorization capabilities through
DLT-based identity solutions; tamperproof documentation and maintenance of the
charging process; billing and value transfer for the charging sessions using tokens.
In this way, a DLT solution can allow for disintermediation, i.e. the partial substitution
and reduction of the participants to preclude the risks of individual actors’ concentrating market power by design. In addition, new participants could be given access and
allowed to participate more readily. However, it remains questionable to what extent a
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DLT-based solution might achieve significant market shares, especially since in Germany the market already appears to be maturing fast and charging infrastructure operators also frequently own shares in (centralized) platform solutions. In addition, residents generally cannot be expected to understand every detail of a technology. It must
be determined whether DLT, together with consumer protection portals or the TÜV
inspection and certification organization, etc., could enable an understanding and acceptance of the technology among private customers. If a blockchain-based solution is
established, it could be extended to include shared charging of power among several
electric vehicles and proof of origin for green and local electricity. In addition, an application for charging situations with complex ownership structures (e.g. in homeowners
associations) would also be attractive. This would create new opportunities for DLT
solutions as a neutral platform for a new, as yet fairly undeveloped, market. Looking
ahead, not only DLT-based charging but also discharging (i.e. inclusion of electric vehicles in electricity grids such as microgrids) should be promoted. However, first it is
necessary to find solutions to the challenges posed by current energy laws.
1.3.3

Ridesharing

The passenger transportation sector in Germany is currently experiencing significant
conflict between the traditionally heavily regulated, cooperatively organized taxi industry and public transportation, as well as novel digital mobility platforms offering opportunities for ridesharing. Ridesharing is the shared use of a vehicle by several people
with similar travel requirements. But although it has great potential for improving vehicle utilization, reducing emissions, and lowering overall traffic volumes, it is facing major challenges. The most relevant one here is the risk of monopolies arising, but challenges exist also at the operational level, for example in terms of identity management
and instilling trust between the parties involved, as well as issues in connection with
payments. For example, there is a need to establish trust among fellow travelers, who
are for the most part total strangers. In addition, there must be a way to ensure that
only actually agreed and utilized services are billed in order to prevent fraud.
To prevent the formation of monopolies and associated data silos, it is necessary to
create an open, shared ridesharing platform that excludes neither buyers nor providers
from participating. To this end, the opportunities and implications of open and decentralized (technology-neutral) platforms should be examined. In principle, due to its
decentralized nature and its ability to automate business processes through smart
contracts, DLT is well-suited for rendering individual institutions obsolete as intermediaries for such bilateral transactions and for counteracting the risk of monopolies arising. For amending the German Passenger Transport Act (PBefG), it should be noted in
this context that current licensing requirements not only affect the major current intermediaries, but also and especially drivers. However, in the specific context of ridesharing, the potential of DLT for adding value is limited by technical constraints such as
latency and energy consumption. In order to match those offering rides with potential
passengers, large data quantities have to be continuously analyzed, updated, and processed, but their tamperproof storage is not a requirement because documentation
and processing of the contracts do not take place until after a match is found. However, for regular ridesharing (for commuters) and offers with long lead times, DLT-based
marketplaces could be used to coordinate supply and demand. If the case study is
extended, for example by also including providers of other forms of transportation on
an open, multimodal platform, DLT could potentially add value. In this scenario, existing relationships among multiple vendors must be modelled to facilitate guaranteed
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billing of provided services in multimodal transportation. Exemplary approaches can be
found, for example, in the initiative funded by the BMVI mFund program for the creation of an open and decentralized mobility system (“OMOS”) and the call for a "Germany Ticket." Integration of multimodal services could also generally have a positive
impact on the popularity of ridesharing.
In terms of identity management and trust creation, DLT can be used for selective and
privacy-preserving identification and authentication of individual parties. In addition to
the use of cryptocurrencies or tokens to pay for ridesharing, the use of smart contracts
to implement trust agreements without the involvement of intermediary parties seems
possible. DLT could therefore add value to ridesharing by facilitating various general
and supporting functions.
1.3.4

Platooning

Platooning is a road traffic management system in which two or more vehicles travel at
a very close distance behind each other to save fuel ("slipstreaming"). The requirements for platooning include various technologies that are typically used in (fully) automated driving, such as distance sensors and automatic control systems for the steering wheel and accelerator pedal. Platooning activities are currently limited to trucks
and (still) in the pre-competitive phase of development. In addition, platooning requires digital infrastructures to coordinate technical processes. This case study shows
that hardware retrofits of trucks are likely to be required to facilitate the dissemination
of the platooning. In order for platooning to become reality, however, apart from
technical advances it is still necessary to address economic issues. From an economic
perspective, there is basically no incentive to be the lead vehicle in a platoon. The savings from lower fuel consumption are higher for the vehicles at the rear than for the
lead vehicle. If, in the future, a platoon can reduce driving times, the associated savings
would also not affect the lead vehicle and its operator. If an operator’s vehicles take
the lead more often, this would result in a competitive disadvantage compared to
those in the rear, resulting in cost savings for the lead vehicle operator’s competitors.
The main challenge to the broad use of platooning is how to equitably share the benefits among a platoon’s participants. When a platoon consists of vehicles from different
freight companies, payment transactions very different from standard payment methods are required. A system of monetary incentives that rewards the leading truck in a
platoon for the cost savings achieved by the vehicles in the rear seems to be the logical consequence. In such a scenario, a central platform would act as an intermediary
between the individual carriers and coordinate payment settlement. The problem with
this approach is that individual platforms could eventually merge to form a monopoly.
In the form of a decentralized payment infrastructure or offsetting realized (fuel) savings, DLT could help establish a broad base for platooning. Since DLT-based payment
settlement for platooning would make trips more efficient, its potential can also be
quantified. Nationwide use of platooning in Germany could save up to 500 million
euros for fuel and prevent 1.39 million tonnes of CO2 emissions per year. In the future,
further savings in personnel and insurance costs as well as increased road safety are
also conceivable.
Thus, DLT can be useful for platooning, in particular for settling compensations among
platooning participants. In addition to avoiding a monopoly, it offers the advantages of
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automating real-time billing of microtransactions with a peer-to-peer approach that
makes subsequent clearing unnecessary. Furthermore, documentation could provide
protection against attempted fraud and ensure the traceability of driving mistakes or
technical problems in any of the vehicles forming a platoon. DLT systems can thus
provide the necessary confidence for the driver of the lead vehicle to be sure of fair
compensation, even if the platoon contains direct rivals (i.e. other carriers). The basis
for this is intelligent expansion of the Internet and its accessibility, in particular to enable realistic case studies.
From a legal perspective, a nationwide rollout of platooning requires an adjustment of
the minimum spacing between vehicles (50 meters for trucks heavier than 3.5 tonnes)
required by Section 4, Subsection 3 of the German Road Traffic Regulations (StVO).
There needs to be a way for the police to tell whether or not two vehicles are driving
very close together because they are in a platoon. It would be a good idea to access
the time and location data that must be saved in accordance with Section 63a, Subection 1 of the German Road Traffic Act (StVG). These could be used to infer the driving mode (manual vs. automatic). Although Section 63a, Subsection 2, No. 1 of StVG
allows these data to be turned over to the police, this solution is a viable alternative
only if the recipient and data storage location are defined more precisely. Authorization under Section 63b of StvG would be appropriate.
Interpreting platooning as break time in the sense of Articles 7(1 and 4d of Regulation
(EU) No. 561/2006 does not appear to be legally completely out of the question. However, it has probably not yet been conclusively explored whether the driver's obligations under Section1b, Subsection 1 in conjunction with Subsection of StVG to be completely alert and ready to resume driving at all times allows for it to be classified as a
break. This indicates a need for further study. In addition, platooning with DLT-based
payment balancing gives rise to an internal partnership as defined in the German Civil
Code.
Data protection law also presents challenges. Often, the platooning platform will be
used by companies, in connection with which it will be possible to use knowledge of
them to deduce information on natural persons behind them (business owners, drivers,
etc.). If the latter then become active on a public DLT platform a username, data processing of relevance under data protection law may occur. This would then require
adjustments to the architecture. This can be accomplished by implementing a central
entity to regulate data processing. Alternatively, techniques could be used to break the
link between usernames and identities, e.g. anonymization. In the event that the participants are exclusively companies behind which no natural persons can be identified, it
is sufficient to forego storage of personal data in the DLT layer. The information must
be stored off-chain and linked to the DLT platform via hash values. However, such a
solution requires prior checking of the participants to establish whether they meet the
above requirements. Smaller companies in particular would probably not be able to
participate in the system.

1.4

Conclusions

The present interdisciplinary study addresses current questions on the opportunities
and challenges facing the use of DLT in mobility and logistics from the perspectives of
economics, technology, and law.
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General, but also specific application-based study of DLT, reveals that it is a comparatively young technology with great potential. Since its initial use for technically implementing the Bitcoin cryptocurrency, DLT has evolved into a broadly usable basic digital
solution for economic infrastructure that is currently approaching market maturity.
With regard to the four case studies presented here (shipping documents, charging of
electrical vehicles, ridesharing, and platooning), the analyses show differing levels of
maturity and potential. In the case of shipping documents, both technical maturity and
implementation are already advanced and the financial potential is very significant.
However, cross-national integration of different legal perspectives is currently an obstacle. With regard to electrical vehicle charging, the first DLT-based solutions have
already been developed but appear to be more market-corrective than suitable for
replacing existing centralized platforms. In the case of ridesharing, it is apparent that,
due to the required real-time processing of large data volumes, the use of DLT only
appears useful and advantageous for secondary functions such as identity management. Where platooning is concerned, the decentralized approach taken by DLT appears to be beneficial and superior to a centralized solution.
It is also unlikely that DLT will lead to new monopolies. However, it can be concluded
that DLT solutions and systems should be actively co-shaped by the state in accordance with free democratic ideals. It appears sensible to support programs that address
the interface between at least two of the disciplines of economics, law, computer science and, if applicable, engineering sciences. Funding programs should also emphasize the interdisciplinary nature of DLT by encouraging the establishment of appropriately heterogeneous consortia. Furthermore, startups, consortia, initiatives and organizations that already exist across national borders depend on having a uniform legal
and commercial framework and clearly defined working conditions (e.g. including
sandboxes and real-world laboratories).
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2
2.1

Introduction
Basic Concepts

One way to explain how distributed-ledger technology (DLT) works is to present an
analogy. Each user of a DLT network has a special notebook (called a “ledger”), and all
of the notebooks are “synchronized” to ensure that they are always identical to one
another. Whenever a user makes an entry in a notebook, that entry also instantly appears in all of the other notebooks. The individual pages of each notebook (“blocks”)
are joined by links (the “chain”). The cryptographic connections among the individual
notebooks are permanent and cannot be severed. This means that, once made, entries
are impossible to delete or alter, and no pages can be torn out of any of the notebooks. At any given point in time, every user of this distributed ledger has a complete
history of all of the information contained in it and can be sure that it has never been
manipulated.
If, for instance, transactions conducted in a digital currency are entered in such a notebook along with the initial “account balances”, this attribute can be taken advantage of
to create a system that is managed similarly to bank accounts. One major difference is
that such a DLT-based currency system dispenses with an intermediary, which in a
conventional system would be a bank. This makes it possible to digitize and store not
only financial transactions, but also documents of any other kind in the form of unique,
immutable blocks. A combination of transparency, restorability, and tamper-resistance
ensures trust among the players. This is achieved without the need for a specially privileged party to assume the role of policeman and make sure that everyone else plays
by the rules. Besides technical and legal issues, DLT also begs the question of who
could implement a neutral platform of this kind. Because the platform is by definition
designed to be neutral―i.e., no company “owns” it―there is no longer an operator
whose business model consists of running the platform. Instead, DLT becomes an infrastructure on which other business models can be based. Because the state, and in
Germany the Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI) in particular, is responsible for infrastructure, it is understandable that this ministry has sought
an initial substantiated assessment of the potential of DLT, especially in the realm of
mobility, to better prepare itself for the future.
This study addresses political decision-makers at various levels of our federal system
who seek an understanding of the possible benefits and repercussions of this technology and therefore wish to be acquainted with current challenges, also from a regulatory perspective. It also addresses established companies and associations that are looking into DLT but have not yet succeeded in assessing the implications of this technology for their industries, as well as companies active in the fields of mobility and logistics.
It is also directed at startups, many of which greatly depend on the existence of a precisely defined regulatory framework. With it, the BMVI wants to make it clear that it is
always open to questions on regulatory hurdles. Interested citizens are of course also
warmly invited to read all or part of this study. It is not explicitly aimed at the scientific
research community, because the envisioned coverage of the entire spectrum of DLT
lacks sufficient depth to serve as the basis for academic or scientific studies.
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This study strives to provide a simple, compact introduction to distributed-ledger technology. What is DLT? What is it already capable of today, and what could the future
bring? Where is there a need for social or economic action? And also: Which legal or
technical challenges are involved, e.g. with regard to data protection and for ensuring
a reliable data infrastructure? Practical case studies on distributed energy systems,
identity management, and self-driving vehicles are presented to provide an idea of
some of the applications that are already becoming reality today, including the changes induced by them and their potential for further development. The challenges posed
by digitalization are now affecting all areas of life, while the associated digital innovations are driving major changes at an ever-faster pace. In order to intelligently shape
such far-reaching transformations, it is essential to investigate new digital phenomena
and their potential from an early stage. These include, importantly, DLT. A comprehensive, targeted analysis of DLT is key for making sure that this technology continues to
evolve in harmony with Germany’s legal system and values and adds the hoped-for
value for the country’s economy and society. This study can also serve as the basis for
formulating recommendations for further action to achieve the associated political
goal: to leverage DLT in ways that proactively increase prosperity and strengthen the
German economy in legally compliant ways.
This study’s target group and objectives necessarily restrict its level of detail. For instance, although each of the four case studies presented (see 3.2) sheds light on the
implications of DLT, it has not been possible to go into detail on specific prototypes
and protocols. In addition, the case studies mainly concentrate on changes induced by
the spread and use of DLT, but not on the impact of digitalization in general. While it
has been possible to qualitatively assess the potential of this technology from a socioeconomic perspective, it would go too far to also consider its quantitative impacts by
applying transaction cost theory and forecasting its effects on public welfare, employment, and so on.
Due to the interdisciplinary nature of DLT, methods drawn from various fields have
been used to prepare this study. Economic information was obtained from scientific
publications, semi-structured interviews of experts, and practical projects and prototypes implemented in industry and the public administration. On the technical side,
real-world implementations were studied. Legally speaking, the existing legal framework was examined and available literature on aspects of DLT, mobility, transportation
and infrastructure, and data protection law was assessed. In addition, current and
planned regulatory initiatives were reviewed. Parallel to this, in October 2018 an interdisciplinary workshop was held, drawing a large number of DLT experts from industry,
startups, foundations, and research institutes. The attendees took part in a large number of discussion groups, the results of which were integrated into this study. This interdisciplinary debate on technical, economic, and legal topics closely related to DLT
also revealed new connections and even paved the way for a few pioneering insights
within the scope of this study. In addition, detailed analysis of the four case studies
provided pragmatic confirmation of numerous hypotheses.

2.2

Organization of the Study

This study comprises a general part and a special part. The general analysis starts with
a technical introduction to the underlying concepts of DLT, explaining concepts of
cryptography and decentralized systems as well as terms such as consensus mechanisms, transactions, and smart contracts. Possible applications are also briefly reviewed.
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It is shown that DLT is not a homogeneous technology with characteristic attributes,
but rather a very mixed, dynamic field with a multitude of different approaches and a
plethora of creative ideas. These are organized and assigned to types based on their
basic features. Finally, DLT is contrasted with other technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT). The possibilities for combining blockchain
with these technologies are also considered.
The following section looks at the importance that DLT could have for our economic
system and society. First, economic patterns that favor the use of DLT-specific attributes are identified and illustrated with examples. Special attention is paid to DLT’s suitability as a tamper-resistant data storage medium, as a neutral platform, and for transferring value in the form of cryptocurrencies and tokens. Then the spread of DLT is
examined to determine its prospects for becoming established in Germany and the
rest of the world. Special attention is paid here to its implications for Germany and to
suitable measures for promoting it. Problematic aspects are also intensively discussed,
as well as the opportunities and risks associated with the technology, including ways in
which it could be attacked and public key infrastructure. The implications and potential
of quantum computers are also assessed.
The analysis of risks reveals that DLT possesses a number of attributes that potentially
make it vulnerable to abuse if employed incorrectly or maliciously. In this context, it is
also indispensable to clarify its legal situation. Particularly in connection with the civil
law status of automating the execution of smart contracts and the assessment of DLT’s
compliance with the GDPR, a number of questions are raised and then analyzed and
answered in the context of existing laws. Special attention is also paid to aspects that
still need to be changed from a legal standpoint, at least to the extent that DLT-based
solutions are envisaged for different uses.
The second part of the study backs up the general conclusions drawn in the general
analysis by presenting several case studies, one in each of four different mobilityrelated fields (transportation and logistics, mobility infrastructure, intermodal mobility,
and self-driving vehicles), to determine whether DLT actually adds value in each particular case. Here it emerges that, although there is a wide range of potential uses, substantial differences exist in the level of maturity of DLT. For example, the potential of
blockchain for implementing ridesharing platforms must be assessed very differently
from the case of a neutral platform for approving digital shipping documents. Each of
the four case studies is first described from an economic and technical perspective, the
role that DLT could play in it is then analyzed, and finally its suitability is evaluated and
recommendations for action are provided. Finally, the legal issues and hurdles associated with each application are described.
At this point, the reader’s attention should be called to the fact that chapter 3 provides
a basic introduction to the complex topic of DLT. For those who are not already familiar with DLT, it is recommended reading. However, this general technical part is not
necessarily essential for understanding the remaining parts of the study. Although the
general socioeconomic and general legal discussions refer to one other and to the
general technical part, they are designed so they can be read and understood on their
own. The same statement applies to the special section of the study, in which each of
the case studies can be read separately. Many statements made in connection with the
case studies can be generalized, and can also be found in the general analysis.
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Contracts, transactions, and the data they contain play essential roles in our everyday
lives. The ownership of factories and other assets is documented, and at least some of
this documentation is in the public domain. Digitization opens up new possibilities for
managing these processes, but also poses new challenges that need to be mastered.
DLT technology addresses these, enabling greater data security and transparency by
documenting transactions in a decentralized, secure, transparent, and immutable manner.
DLT emerged gradually across several phases. In 2008, an unknown person or group of
people using the name of Satoshi Nakamoto 1 developed the idea behind Bitcoin, a
cryptocurrency or form of electronic cash. The software written for it was released in
2009, thus spawning the Bitcoin network. The technical infrastructure on which Bitcoin
is based is referred to as DLT 1.0. It is primarily used in the financial sector and for verifying proofs of origin. The Ethereum blockchain was then developed in 2014. The main
innovation distinguishing it from Bitcoin was the addition of “smart contracts”. A smart
contract is a computer protocol intended to digitally facilitate, verify, or enforce the
negotiation or performance of a contract. Ethereum, which has also come to be known
as DLT 2.0, is the best-known example of this technology. DLT 2.0 platforms are used
in the Internet of Things, supply chain management, smart grids, and the mobility sector, among other things. Figure 1 shows the development over time of blockchain and
DLT (distributed ledger technology).

Figure 1: The development of blockchains over time

From a technical perspective, DLT technology combines methods from two fields of
study: distributed systems and cryptography. DLT is organized as a network of computers administered by a distributed ledger or directory. This is in turn divided into
blocks. Each block contains timestamped transaction data. The blocks are cryptographically linked in a chain known as a blockchain. The ability to trust a blockchain results
from cryptographic methods that make it virtually impossible, at least with current

1

Satoshi Nakamoto is a pseudonym. It is not yet known which person or group of people it stands for.
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technology, to retroactively alter the ledger. 2 The basic concepts of DLT are explained
in the following, mainly using the example of blockchain technology.

3.1

Basic Concepts

In order to identify, assess and discuss potential uses, it is necessary to be familiar with
the basic concepts of blockchains. The following explanations mainly apply to Blockchain 1.0 and Blockchain 2.0 (currently the most commonly used platforms), on which
Bitcoin and Ethereum are both based. The underlying ideas and associated characteristics of DTLs are presented here in simplified form.
3.1.1

Blockchain networks

A blockchain infrastructure is based on a network of computers that are linked in a
“peer-to-peer” structure. In other words, all of the computers have the same rights.
The specific way in which the computers are linked (the topology) is not fixed. In particular, it is not necessary for every computer to be connected to all of the other computers in the network. The individual computers are also referred to as nodes. The lefthand part of Figure 2 shows a blockchain network.
This simple peer-to-peer model makes it easy to change the network, with the advantage that additional computers can be very easily incorporated into it as new
nodes. For example, at any time a computer can be inserted into the public Bitcoin
network for executing financial transactions or even mining Bitcoins (i.e. creating new
ones). However, the second of these two activities would not be very successful on an
ordinary commercially available computer, since the probability of successfully mining
new bitcoins increases with a computer’s power.

Figure 2: Blockchain network with DLT available at every blockchain node

2

Under certain circumstances, however, retroactive changes are possible: namely if a majority of a
blockchain’s “miners”―those who add transactions to it―team up to systematically violate the rules.
See section 4.3.2.2 to learn more about these so-called 51% attacks.
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3.1.2

Transaction, distributed ledger, digital signature

The second basic concept involves storing and managing data in the form of transactions. A certain number of transactions is stored in each block. The blocks are cryptographically linked to form a distributed ledger (DL) that is stored in every blockchain
node (see the right-hand part of Figure 2). What constitutes a “transaction” is defined
more broadly in the context of blockchains than, for example, when transferring money
or goods. In particular, status information can be stored as transactions in a blockchain.
Examples of transactions are: “Alice transfers 10 euros to Bob”, “Car 1518 receives 37
kWh of power at charge point L”, or “Truck 2324 travels from A to B as the third vehicle
of a platoon.” The transactions are digitally signed so they can be entered in the blockchain. The digital signature can be executed by persons or by other participants in a
blockchain network, such as vehicles, machines, etc.
A digital signature is based on a public key infrastructure (PKI) that supports the issuing
and verification of digital certificates. Each node of a blockchain network contains pairs
of public and private keys. Transactions are signed using the private key and contain
the corresponding public key. This ensures that all nodes of the blockchain network
can identify the node that has executed a given transaction.
3.1.3

How transactions flow through the blockchain

The way in which transactions move through the blockchain network is another basic
concept. Suppose that Alice is sitting at her computer, which is a node of a blockchain
network, and wants to send 10 euros to Bob. She creates, signs, and dispatches the
transfer. This causes a corresponding transaction to be published and relayed to the
other nodes of the blockchain network to which Alice’s computer is directly connected.
They check, for example, whether Alice has enough money to transfer the sum to Bob.
If this validation produces a positive result, then these nodes in turn relay the transaction to their neighbors, and so on. As a result, the transaction is propagated across the
entire network. The diagram on the left of Figure 3 shows how Alice’s transaction flows
through the blockchain network.
A->B: 10
Alice

A->B: 10

Bob
A->B: 10

A->B: 10

A->B: 10

Figure 3: Transactions in a blockchain network (left); the topmost node has solved the cryptographic
puzzle (right).

3.1.4

Hash values

In addition to digital signatures, so-called cryptographic hash functions play a crucial
role in blockchain technology. Their purpose is to ensure that data stored in a block23

chain are very difficult to manipulate. A hash value is an unambiguous bit string of a
certain length, e.g. 256 bits, that can be efficiently generated from any kind of digital
information, such as text documents, images, videos or other data sets using hash
functions. In the blockchain context, special cryptographic hash functions with additional properties are used.
Hash functions are one-way, meaning that it is extremely difficult to invert them and
calculate the inputs that produce a given hash value. They are also collision-resistant,
in other words it is virtually impossible to identify two sets of digital information that
yield the same hash value.
The Bitcoin blockchain uses a cryptographic hash function known as SHA-256 (short
for “secure hashing algorithm 256”). Applying it to the first sentence of this section
yields
the
following
value
(in
hexadecimal
notation):
583939AAD746525B33D1D176A9CD3B0E87B3CA875F594910AA40411BA88C993E.
3.1.5

Blocks

A block contains a digital signature, a timestamp, a certain number of transactions, and
a cryptographic hash of the preceding block in the chain, which links the two together.
The serially linked blocks constitute the blockchain. This structure is illustrated in Figure
4.

Figure 4: Structure of a blockchain linked by hash values

As soon as a certain number of transactions is reached, a new block is created and
added to the blockchain. The decision as to which node of a blockchain network
should generate a new block and connect it to the blockchain is part of a so-called
consensus mechanism, which is discussed in the next section.
3.1.6

Consensus mechanisms

A consensus mechanism is an essential part of ensuring the blockchain’s trustworthiness. The most popular algorithm for this, Proof of Work (PoW), is described in the
following. The Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains both use it.
In order to generate a new block and attach it to the blockchain, the decentralized
nodes of the blockchain network have to solve a kind of cryptographic puzzle involving
several input parameters. They include the list of transactions that will be stored in the
new block, the hash value of the preceding block, and an unknown number called a
nonce (from “number used once”). The puzzle is solved when a nonce is found that,
together with the other input parameters, yields a hash value smaller than a prescribed
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target. Due to the already described attributes of the hash function, the only way to
solve the puzzle is by randomly picking different values for the nonce and checking to
see if the result meets the criterion. The difficulty of the puzzle is usually adjusted from
time to time. In the case of the Bitcoin blockchain, it is currently set so that, on average,
a new block is added roughly every 10 minutes.
The first node of the blockchain network that solves the puzzle attaches the new block
to its ledger; this is shown in the right half of Figure 3. The nonce and the hash value of
the preceding block are entered in the header of the new block. Its predecessor receives that block’s nonce and the hash value of its predecessor, and so on. This
scheme ensures that the blocks are chained together in a tamperproof way. A block’s
integrity can be easily checked by calculating its hash value and comparing it with the
hash value stored in the preceding block in the chain.
The new block is passed to the neighboring nodes, which check the correctness of the
solution. Unlike the process of finding the puzzle’s solution, it is very quick and easy to
verify that the solution is in fact correct. 3 If it is, the new block is attached to the node’s
chain and then passed to its neighbors and so on. The newly generated block is thus
transmitted throughout the blockchain network and all of its nodes add it to their
chains.
3.1.7

Attributes of a blockchain

The concepts explained above directly account for important attributes of the blockchain. The first is immutability of the distributed ledger (DL). With current technology it
is impossible to tamper with a transaction after it has been added to the blockchain.
Any attempt to do so would change the hash value of the corresponding block, and it
would then be necessary to solve all of the cryptographic puzzles again in order to
conceal the manipulation―a virtual impossibility.
The second basic attribute of the blockchain is its decentralized structure: instead of
following instructions in a top-down, centralized structure, the individual nodes themselves autonomously decide which transactions to add to their distributed ledgers.
They also use the consensus mechanism to determine which node should create a new
block. DLT can therefore dispense with a centralized decision-making.
The third characteristic of DLT is automation of processes. This is accomplished with
“smart contracts”, which are presented and discussed in the next section.

3.2

Other Concepts

As the original technology of the Bitcoin blockchain evolved, it gave rise to new systems that are collectively referred to as Blockchain 2.0. New concepts also emerged
that increased the possible uses of DLT and are also relevant to the case studies presented in the special part of this study. They are concisely explained below.

3

This is comparable to the fact that searching for the prime factors of very large numbers is extremely
time-consuming, but once identified the prime factors can be very quickly multiplied together.
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3.2.1

Smart contracts

Smart contracts are scripts (i.e. computer programming code) that the members of a
blockchain network execute. In theory, they permit all deterministic calculations. A
calculation is deterministic if a given input always produces the same output. Smart
contracts typically contain IFTTT (= if this, then that) instructions for executing control
or business logic. IFTTTs are often nested inside one another, which makes a smart
contract “complex”. From a purely legal perspective, however, smart contracts are neither contracts nor particularly intelligent. In the vast majority of cases, they merely
control and coordinate processes or data flows. Smart contracts were not originally
foreseen either for the Bitcoin network or for DLT systems based on directed acyclic
graphs. Although this is now being worked on, there are already uses for these systems
today, while it is also clear that DLT systems can also add value without smart contracts. The platooning case study is a case in point. Smart contracts also aggravate the
storage problems of DLT. Because all data are permanently stored in a blockchain, over
time the required memory resources steadily increase. These data also include the
program code of smart contracts. Another important point is that smart contracts can
only be used to ensure correct calculations. This does not include checking data outside the boundaries of the blockchain system. Mistakes made by users when entering
data and defective, corrupted or manipulated sensors can be especially problematic.
These issues are addressed in section 3.2.5.
The Bitcoin blockchain is mainly suited for financial applications. It includes a scripting
language that can be used, for example, to create a trust account or make so-called
micropayments. However, Bitcoin’s scripting language lacks the capabilities of a fullfledged programming language such as C++ or Java, which constrains the possible
uses of Bitcoin. The Ethereum blockchain, by contrast, integrates a programming language that can be used to implement smart contracts: Solidity. A smart contract is
nothing more than executable program code that is immutably stored in the blockchain and then executed in response to a defined event.
In the context of mobility, for example, a smart contract could be used to automatically
pay road tolls when a vehicle passes a toll booth. It would also be possible to implement auction mechanisms as smart contracts, for example for local energy trading.
Charge points could automatically negotiate prices with nearby power producers and
obtain electricity from them. Smart contracts also have potential for simplifying the
borrowing or use of vehicles or devices by aggregating (sensor) data or managing
identities.
Another example of how smart contracts can be used is for depositing data on a trust
basis (also known as escrow smart contracts). In connection with online purchases, a
frequent problem is that customers prefer to put off paying until they have received
the product. A possible solution is for the buyer to transfer the money to a smart contract (thereby relinquishing control over it), while certain defined conditions must be
met in order for the smart contract to release the money to the seller. Conditions of
this kind could include, for example, digital confirmation by the customer or a previously designated third party such as a forwarder that the merchandise has been delivered.
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3.2.2

Other consensus mechanisms

The Proof of Work consensus mechanism used in the current Bitcoin and Ethereum
blockchains was presented in section 3.1.6. Basically anyone can join both of these socalled public blockchain networks; this means, in particular, that the trustworthiness of
the individual blockchain nodes is unknown. Proof of Work ensures competition
among the blockchain nodes for the privilege of creating a new block. Every change to
a blockchain node generates a new block, which virtually rules out any manipulation of
blocks or the transactions they contain.
In contrast to public or open blockchains, private and consortium blockchains are restricted to previously selected, trustworthy participants. Because a situation of trust has
already been established, the consensus mechanisms used can be much simpler. They
can range from Proof of Work with a reduced level of difficulty, across Proof of Stake
and Lottery Protocol, to selected validation nodes. Figure 5 schematically shows the
relationship between transaction throughput and degree of openness in blockchains
based on different consensus mechanisms.

Figure 5: Performance of a blockchain as a function of the consensus mechanism

Proof of Stake
Proof of Stake designates a class of consensus mechanisms that considers the stakes
that blockchain nodes (participants) hold in the network. The stakes can be, for example, monetary assets (coins), the number of added blocks, or how long they have participated in the blockchain. The corresponding stakes can be quickly calculated. The
next participant to add a block is chosen by a combination of weighting their stake and
applying a random factor. Security is derived from the fact that each participant has a
real stake in obeying the rules of the network (analogously, in a Proof of Work approach the stake consists of energy consumed, which costs money). If anyone tries to
add blocks that break a rule, they lose their stake.
Proof of Authority
This consensus mechanism is based on explicitly selected blockchain nodes: so-called
validators. Only these may combine transactions in a block and add it to the blockchain. Applying a reputation-based mechanism, blockchain nodes with a good reputa-
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tion can become validators. If such a node later acquires a bad reputation, it loses its
validator status.
3.2.3

Sharding

The approach called sharding is now being tested to see if it can increase the transaction rate in blockchains and thus improve the scalability of blockchain infrastructures
overall. It is based on a database portioning technique, with the nodes of a blockchain
managing different parts of the distributed ledger. Blockchain nodes only process the
transactions of the partition assigned to them, which enables parallel processing and
thereby increases the transaction volume. Sharding is designed to preserve the integrity of the overall ledger. OmniLedger is an example of a prototype DLT infrastructure
that uses sharding.
3.2.4

Integration of external data

On blockchain platforms, data are stored as transactions that are in turn bundled into
blocks which constitute the decentralized peer-to-peer distributed ledger (see section
3.1.2). However, these transactions should not contain too many data, since the size of
the DLT system increases with the number of transactions and the storage space they
require. A standard method for integrating external data such as text documents, images, videos, or excerpts from multimedia databases is to add “digital fingerprints” to
transactions in the form of hash values. A link to the data is stored in the blockchain
along with a hash of the data. The link can then be used at any time to access the data.
At the same time, it permits easy checking of the integrity of the external―and therefore changeable―data by comparing their hash with the hash value stored in the
blockchain. If they fail to match, the external data have clearly been manipulated. A
second class of external data is that of sensor values. Sensors capture states in the real
world and are therefore indispensable for applications in the Internet of Things and
supply chain processes. In a food delivery chain, for example, sensors can support the
traceability of items, activating an alarm if a cooling chain is interrupted or initiating
appropriate actions when products arrive at their destinations. Process automation can
be supported in particular by a combination of sensor values and smart contracts.
However, sensors initially provide values that are outside the blockchain. It is therefore
important to verify the identity of the sensors and the correctness of the values they
deliver before storing this information in the blockchain. Similar issues arise in connection with other data that are to be entered in the blockchain.
3.2.5

Oracles

These issues have led to the development of “oracles”. This is the name that has been
given to externally provided services such as trustworthy sensor values and online information like weather data, sports scores and so on. Especially in the mobility sector,
there is a need for blockchain infrastructures that directly implement blockchain clients
on devices in the Internet of Things (IoT) to appropriately secure sensor values and
communication paths. For this purpose, IoT devices have to be extended by adding the
required computing power and storage capacity for securely managing keys. The relevance of the IoT to DLT is discussed in greater detail in section 4.1.1.
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3.3

Blockchain and DLT Infrastructures

DLT has steadily advanced since the advent of Bitcoin. Alongside the blockchain structure consisting of linked blocks that is the basis for Bitcoin and Ethereum, other new
data structures are now also delivering benefits such as better performance or scalability. The term “distributed-ledger technologies” (DLT) has become established as the
generic descriptor for all of these innovations.
3.3.1

Classification schemes

Several distinct phases can be identified along the evolutionary path of DLT. Blockchain
1.0, which laid the foundation for the development of all DLT infrastructures, was first
mentioned in 2008, when Satoshi Nakamoto (or the person or group of people using
this pseudonym) published a paper titled “Bitcoin: A Peer to Peer Electronic Cash System”. The first actual blockchain was implemented in 2009 in the form of Bitcoin. 4 The
Bitcoin blockchain is transaction-oriented; in other words, transactions for transferring
Bitcoin cryptocurrency between users of this infrastructure can be stored in it. Subsequent to the publication of Bitcoin, numerous other transaction-oriented DLTs were
launched, each with its own cryptocurrency. These alternative cryptocurrencies have
been dubbed “Altcoins” (= alternative coins).
While the technologies of Blockchain 1.0 are used almost exclusively for transferring
cryptocurrencies between users, Blockchain 2.0―as already explained in section
3.2.1―introduced smart contracts. 5 Blockchains of this kind are also referred to as logic-oriented, since smart contracts, i.e. snippets of program code, are inserted in them
and automatically executed. This has spawned a large number of further uses for
blockchain infrastructures that require a certain amount of business logic. Figure 6
assigns some blockchain structures to Blockchain 1.0 and 2.0.

Figure 6: Assignment of some DLTs to the 1st and 2nd blockchain generations

In addition to classifying DLTs as belonging to the 1st or 2nd generation, they can also
be divided into public (open) and private and, according to the extent that access to
them is restricted, permissioned and permissionless platforms. 6 Public platforms like
Bitcoin allow unrestricted access by users, i.e. anyone can participate in the network
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Lamberti/Gatteschi/Demartini/Pranteda et al., IT Professional (Early Access) 2017, 1.
Lamberti/Gatteschi/Demartini/Pranteda et al., IT Professional (Early Access) 2017, 1.
Vukolic, Proceedings of the ACM Workshop on Blockchain, Cryptocurrencies and Contracts, 2017, p. 3.
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and see which transactions are added to the blockchain. Private platforms, by contrast,
are characterized by restricted access, meaning that it is not possible for simply anyone
to freely join the network; instead, it is necessary to register, which may require the
consent of all current users. The most important examples of private DLTs are consortium DLT systems. This term typically designates an association of multiple users such
as companies.
If a platform is permissionless, network participants can perform all actions without any
restrictions; but if it is permissioned, there may be different role profiles that limit a
user to performing only certain actions. On a permissioned platform, for example, a
participant could be authorized to read transactions but not to add any new ones. The
left-hand part of Figure 7 schematically categorizes public, private, permissioned and
permissionless blockchains.

Figure 7: Classification of blockchain platforms based on public/private, degree to which access is restricted, and programmability

Another parameter for classifying blockchain platforms is programmability. Here a
distinction is made between transaction-oriented and logic-oriented platforms. The
Bitcoin blockchain is transaction-oriented and comes with a scripting language that
can only be used to define simple relationships. Logic-oriented blockchain infrastructures feature a more powerful programming language that can be used to implement
smart contracts. The right-hand part of Figure 7 shows how different blockchain platforms are classified on the basis of accessibility and programmability.
Blockchain platforms can also be distinguished on the basis of whether or not they
include cryptocurrencies. The Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains have cryptocurrencies
that are used to pay for storing transactions and executing smart contracts. Miners are
also rewarded for their work with a sum in the corresponding cryptocurrency. If a cryptocurrency is essential for operating a DLT system, it is also referred to as “native”.
Hyperledger Fabric is an example of a blockchain platform that performs its basic functions without the need for a cryptocurrency―there are no rewards for mining new
blocks, and no transaction costs are incurred―and it therefore has no native cryptocurrency. However, suitable smart contracts (“chaincode”) can be programmed to create tokens that have all of the attributes of a cryptocurrency.
3.3.2

Bitcoin

As explained in section 3.3.1, DLT originated with the Bitcoin blockchain. This blockchain is public and permissionless, meaning that anyone can participate and there are
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no restrictions on its use. 7 As a member of the first blockchain generation, the Bitcoin
blockchain has a native cryptocurrency called bitcoin and is used to generate this currency and transfer it between network users. The consensus mechanism used for it is
the Proof of Work algorithm.
3.3.3

Ethereum

The Ethereum blockchain was developed in 2015 by Vitalik Buterin, Gavin Woods, and
Jeffrey Wilcke, among others. The first example of Blockchain 2.0, it makes it possible
not only to make digital payments via the blockchain, but also to automate entire processes with the aid of smart contracts. 8 The cryptocurrency on which Ethereum is
based is called Ether. Ether can also be converted into “gas”, which is needed to pay
for executing transactions and smart contracts. Like Bitcoin, the Ethereum blockchain is
public and permissionless, and anyone can therefore access the blockchain and enjoy
the same rights and privileges as all of the other network participants. Ethereum paved
the way for the development of a large number of decentralized applications, or
“DApps” for short, that are used in a wide range of fields and industries; the benefits of
blockchains are no longer limited to the financial sector. Like Bitcoin, Ethereum uses a
Proof of Work consensus algorithm. Because it is extremely resource-intensive (as already explained above), however, the Ethereum Foundation is planning to switch to
the more resource-efficient Proof of Stake approach (see section 3.2.2).
3.3.4

Quorum

Quorum is a blockchain based on the Ethereum blockchain model. It began with a
“fork”, or alternative chain, of Ethereum. 9 Unlike Ethereum, however, Quorum is a permissioned consortium-type blockchain and includes private transactions that can only
be viewed by certain users. There is also no charge executing transactions, so no “gas”
is needed to pay transaction fees. As a result of these modifications and the choice of
an alternative consensus mechanism, Quorum is designed for greater efficiency and
more privacy for transactions, which makes this blockchain particularly attractive to
enterprises.
3.3.5

Hyperledger Fabric

Yet another blockchain platform is Hyperledger Fabric, which emerged from one of
several Hyperledger projects hosted by the Linux Foundation. 10 In contrast to Bitcoin
and Ethereum, Hyperledger Fabric has no need for a native cryptocurrency. Instead, it
uses container technology for creating smart contracts that are called “chaincode”
because of the slightly modified blockchain architecture. When necessary, however,
this functionality can also be used to generate cryptocurrencies. Hyperledger Fabric
also differs from Bitcoin and Ethereum in terms of its access rights, being a private,
permissioned blockchain. Like in Quorum, different rights can be implemented for
users; for example, part of the transactions or the execution of smart contracts may not
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be visible to everyone. Consequently, Hyperledger Fabric is also highly suited for crossorganization applications and therefore geared to corporate use. Depending on the
application, certain components of the blockchain can be modified on a plug-and-play
basis, like the consensus mechanism or membership services.
3.3.6

Corda

In contrast to Ethereum and Hyperledger Fabric, Corda was not developed to support
applications across all industries and applications. Instead, its originators―an industry
consortium called R3―designed it specifically for the financial sector. 11 Just like Hyperledger Fabric, Corda also dispenses with a native cryptocurrency, although it permits the implementation of smart contracts. In Corda, however, smart contracts can
contain not only program code but also legal prose, which makes a great deal of sense
for the highly regulated financial industry. Another similarity to Hyperledger Fabric is
that Corda is also private and permissioned. The consensus mechanism can also be
swapped on a plug-and-play basis.
3.3.7

Sovrin

The Sovrin Identity Network is a blockchain initiative that, as a result of its work on
Hyperledger Indy, can be broadly grouped with the Linux Foundation’s Hyperledger
project. It has set itself the goal of enabling self-sovereign digital identities for everyone. 12 Sovrin is public and permissioned, so anyone can participate in its blockchain
system and benefit from a digital identity, although roles with different rights are defined within the system. The idea is for everyone to have their own self-sovereign digital identity independently of a central entity or authority, so each individual has complete control over the information that comprises their identity. Relevant information
can be assigned to an identity as “claims”. For example, a driver’s license can be issued
by an authorized government office as a claim and assigned to a certain individual,
thus becoming part of their digital identity. If that person wishes to share information
constituting part of their digital identity, they can do so selectively. Consequently, as
required only a subset of the information can be compiled and shared without revealing all parts of the digital identity. The use of a blockchain to manage identities in this
way is intended to render the keeping of multiple accounts, usernames, and passwords
obsolete and achieve the ideal of a single unique digital and tamperproof identity for
each person. Sovrin has also eliminated the Proof of Work consensus mechanism, using a so-called RBFT (Redundant Byzantine Fault Tolerance) algorithm instead. Here it
should be especially emphasized that no personal data are stored in the blockchain.
Instead, the blockchain is used to manage the public keys (“addresses”) of trustworthy
government agencies and users, which Sovrin enables to use self-sovereign digital
identities. All personal data remain the property of the individual at all times, with the
blockchain ultimately being leveraged to disrupt the monopoly of “certificate authorities” (whose role is traditionally to confidentially assign public keys from a public key
infrastructure (PKI) to organizations over the Internet) while also enabling private users
to quickly and inexpensively obtain public addresses. Since the public keys are readily
accessible in the blockchain and can be read by anyone, personal data might poten-
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tially be deduced by comparing several interactions. Sovrin therefore also uses zeroknowledge proofs, which are described in greater detail in section 4.1.3.

3.3.8

IOTA

IOTA is an example of a DLT that does not use a blockchain as its underlying data
structure. Instead, transactions are stored in the “Tangle”, which is described as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). 13 Before a new transaction can be added to the Tangle, it
must first validate two preceding transactions. This ensures the network’s consistency.
The nodes are chosen by a complicated “random tip selection” algorithm. During validation, checks are made to ensure that the signatures of the two transactions are correct and do not add any contradictory information to the Tangle. As more new transactions validate a given transaction, either directly or indirectly―i.e. via another transaction―the user adding the transaction to the network gains greater security that the
transaction in question really is valid and will remain in the final Tangle. As soon as a
transaction has been directly or indirectly validated by all loose ends of the Tangle (socalled tips) that have not yet been validated themselves, it is considered completely
accepted. Figure 8 shows an example Tangle with a genesis (initial) transaction, completely and partially validated transactions, and new transactions (tips) that have not
yet been validated.
IOTA purports to have much greater scalability than blockchains, making it especially
well-suited for applications in the Internet of Things, since the absence of transaction
costs also makes micropayments feasible. This is particularly relevant for machine-tomachine transactions. Another advantage of the Tangle is that the speed with which
new transactions are validated actually increases as more transactions are added. This
is in stark contrast to the Bitcoin blockchain, for example, in which the transaction volume―in other words, the number of transactions completed, weighted by their data
volume―remains constant, thus subjectively reducing its performance as the number
of users and the network’s cumulative computational overhead increase. Currently,
however, the network is still in a transitional phase in which, according to the IOTA
Foundation, validation of transactions is being transferred to a central moderator function.
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram of the IOTA Tangle

3.3.9

Hedera Hashgraph

Hedera Hashgraph is another DLT system with a nonstandard data structure. It was
developed with the goal of ensuring fast distribution of information by keeping its
bandwidth as small as possible. 14 The underlying idea is based on the gossip principle:
each of the network’s users randomly chooses another user and tells them everything
he or she knows about the network. Besides information on executed transactions, the
entire Hashgraph is also shared, in other words information on all of the gossiping.
Information distribution is therefore referred to in Hashgraph as “gossip about gossip”.
In other words, all of the gossiping done so far is also communicated by gossiping. In
this way, the Hashgraph is propagated further and further in the network. Figure 9
illustrates how the Hashgraph works.
Another important activity is virtual voting to establish a consensus in the Hashgraph:
because every user has a copy of the Hashgraph, he or she knows what the other users
know and consequently how they would vote in a decision-making process. Therefore
there is no need to actually vote, which significantly improves the performance of the
Hashgraph network.

Figure 9: Schematic of Hedera Hashgraph. A, B, C, D and E are network participants. Every connection
between two participants represents a gossip event in which a participant reveals everything they know
to another participant.
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3.3.10 Overview of DLT infrastructures
Table 1 contains an overview of all of the DLT infrastructures presented in this section.
They are divided into general DLT and blockchain technologies, the latter being a special case of DLT. In addition, their respective access restrictions are compared and special features listed.
Access restrictions
Public, permissionless
Public, permissionless

Bitcoin
Ethereum
Hyperledger
Fabric
R3 Corda

Private, permissioned

Sovrin

Public, permissioned

IOTA

Public, permissionless

Hedera
Hashgraph

Private, permissioned

Private, permissioned

Special features
The first blockchain
Suitable for developing DApps for
the masses
Modular structure
Smart contracts that support legal
prose
Specially developed for digital identities
Supports micropayments
Virtual voting accelerates the validation process

Table 1: Overview of different DLT infrastructures

Besides the DLT infrastructures already discussed, there are many other variants. They
include blockchains that use alternative cryptocurrencies (so-called Altcoin blockchains
like Litecoin and Ripple) and some that support both a cryptocurrency and smart contracts. There are also blockchains that have arisen by diverging from another blockchain (forks): Quorum, for example, which split off from Ethereum. In addition, there
are endeavors to improve the scalability of distributed systems with non-blockchain
DLT infrastructures.

3.4

Governance of DLT Networks

DLT applications call for appropriate DLT networks. There are applications that can be
implemented on the basis of existing publicly accessible blockchain networks such as
Bitcoin or Ethereum. These applications are then subject to the rules of the system they
are piggy-backed onto, like its prescribed consensus mechanism or transaction costs.
Many applications geared to industry are based on non-public DLT networks. In these
cases, it matters greatly who the network partners are and which of them operate
nodes. Basic considerations for defining the rules of cooperation, so-called governance
principles, are discussed below. They are also relevant to the case studies in the mobility sector.
3.4.1

Blockchain networks

The network of a public blockchain is self-organizing: the blockchain is designed to
eliminate the need for a central decision-making entity, administrator or function,
which would normally be required for controlling and monitoring a network. Supported by a consensus mechanism, the members of the network make decisions without
35

additionally requiring such a function. 15 In order for this to work, it is important for the
network’s members to have sufficient incentives to join the process of arriving at a
consensus. If this is not the case, the network can be easily dominated by a few members―a situation that is contrary to the underlying idea of a blockchain and can open
the door to manipulations. In a private and permissioned blockchain, the network is
not completely self-organizing. Consequently, a designated body or committee is typically responsible for admitting new members to the network, expelling members if
necessary, and issuing access authorizations. Alongside managing the membership,
another important task of this body―which can be either a single trustworthy third
party or a subset of the membership―is to choose the procedure for arriving at a
consensus. Because private and consortium blockchains are usually characterized by
greater mutual trust among the network’s members than is the case with public blockchains, they can employ more efficient consensus mechanisms. This can mean, for
example, that only a minority of players is actively involved in establishing a consensus.
3.4.2

Technological governance

In addition to managing a network’s organizational structure, it is important to keep
developing the underlying technology. 16 Of particular relevance are regular security
updates. Private and consortium blockchains in particular often have a taskforce that is
responsible for advancing the technology. An alternative is open-source blockchains
like Bitcoin, in which a loose community of independent programmers devotes itself to
developing the infrastructure further.
3.4.3

Forks

In any given blockchain, normally each block only has one successor. But under certain
circumstances a “fork” can occur, causing the blockchain to split and spawn two or
more child chains. One thing that can provoke such a split is a software update. 17 The
outcome can be either a hard or soft fork. In a hard fork, the new version of the blockchain is no longer compatible with the old one, and consequently from that moment
on there are two blockchains: one consisting of network nodes that have adopted the
update and the other of nodes that have rejected it. This is illustrated by Figure 10. In
the case of a soft fork, the new software is compatible with the old one and nodes that
do not adopt the update continue to belong to the original blockchain. However, if
nodes running on the old software subsequently add transactions that are incompatible with the new software, the soft fork can mutate into a hard one.
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Figure 10: A “hard fork” induced by a software update

A fork can also occur, at least temporarily, if the consensus mechanism causes multiple
blocks to be created at the same time, resulting in diverging versions of the blockchain. 18 In this case, however, the blockchain eventually fixes itself because the longest
version of the blockchain prevails while the alternatives are rejected. These temporary
soft forks can occur frequently and are the main reason why it is wise to reserve
judgement on whether a transaction has been irrevocably integrated in the blockchain
until a sufficiently large number of additional blocks have been added. In the case of
the Bitcoin blockchain, the rule of thumb is to wait until about six more blocks have
been added before concluding that a transaction is secure, because by then it is safe to
assume that the chain, and with it the block in question, will not be replaced by an
alternative chain and a different block.

3.5

Interoperability and Standardization

As was explained in section 3.3, there are many different DLT and blockchain infrastructures. Over time, collections of similar systems arise that are based on the same
technology but not necessarily able to communicate with one another. To make matters worse, no standardized guideline for developing DLT infrastructures currently exists. Various organizations are striving to alleviate this situation by enabling transactions between different blockchains. Among other things, a new ISO standard for
blockchains and DLT infrastructures is now in the pipeline.
3.5.1

Blockchain-to-Blockchain Communication

Different blockchain and DLT applications for things like verifying guarantees of origin,
supporting platooning (see Chapter 9), and implementing supply chain applications
(see Chapter 6) also pose different requirements, both for the technology used (scalability) and for governance of the corresponding networks. Consequently, in the short
term the emergence of a whole menagerie of blockchains is to be expected. But there
will also be applications that are able to access information and/or execute transactions across various types of blockchains. There is also every reason to expect that
smart contracts in one blockchain will acquire the ability to invoke smart contracts in
other blockchains, for example as oracles, or to send them instructions. Examples of
interoperable blockchain networks may also appear in machine-to-machine applications.
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Appropriate standards for data and interfaces need to be defined to prevent content
from being coded specifically for only one blockchain (and unintelligibly for others), so
that it can be used across multiple applications. Where guarantees of origin are concerned, the Open Badges standard for digital personal certificates already provides a
workable solution. Application interfaces that abstractly implement blockchain functions enable inter-blockchain communication. Standards of this kind for data and interfaces, as well as corresponding identity management systems, are the foundation for
the emergence of an Internet of Blockchains.
No simple solution is yet available for enabling the currently available blockchains to
confidentially communicate with one another, but there are various approaches for
enabling the interoperability of blockchain infrastructures. 19 Here the goal is an “Internet of Blockchains”, in other words a way to network all blockchains analogously to
how computers are now able to network over the Internet. Such blockchain-toblockchain communication could, for example, be achieved by combining public and
private blockchains to create applications for special requirements. Various initiatives
striving to develop such an Internet of Blockchains have joined together in the Blockchain Interoperability Alliance (BIA). The BIA is studying ways to enable transactions
and communication among various blockchains and working to develop a global industry standard and a protocol architecture for blockchain-to-blockchain networks.
One such approach to enabling communication between blockchains already exists:
Blocknet, which builds so-called XBridges to enable communication, interaction, and
exchanges between nodes on different blockchains. Among other things, it is working
to make it possible to swap various cryptocurrencies for one another without the need
for an official exchange, as well as sharing of any other data or smart contracts.
Another technology based on an alternative approach is Cosmos. The underlying idea
here involves “zones” and “hubs”. Zones are individual, autonomous blockchains, and
hubs are special blockchains that connect multiple zones (see also Figure 11). The
blockchains can exchange information via the hub without the need for every block to
establish a direct link to every other blockchain that it wants to communicate with.

Figure 11: Schematic of Cosmos-based blockchain-to-blockchain communication via hubs and zones

The challenges for achieving blockchain interoperability range across several levels.
Besides the purely technical level, which involves enabling the exchange of tokens such
as cryptocurrencies and standardizing smart contract languages, it is also vital to con-
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sider syntactical, organizational, and legal aspects. The syntactical goals include crossblockchain identity management and interoperability of smart contracts, the organizational level is about governance aspects and mapping of processes, and the legal level
mainly addresses the validity and effectiveness of the underlying agreements and possibly whether these are correctly implemented at the technical level.
3.5.2

ISO standards

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is currently developing 11
standards on blockchain and distributed ledger technologies. The ISO/TC 307 technical
committee has working groups devoted to the technological foundations; smart contracts and their applications; security, privacy and identity; governance; and the interoperability of blockchain and distributed ledger technology systems, among others.
3.5.3

Sidechains

A somewhat simplified way for blockchains to communicate is sidechains. A sidechain
is a blockchain that is connected to and exists alongside a master chain, which can
have multiple such sidechains. Tokens of a cryptocurrency can be transferred from the
master chain to a sidechain and used there, then later moved back to the master chain.
One major advantage of sidechains is that they can be used to achieve greater efficiency and scalability: shifting transactions to them increases the throughput of the
original chain.

3.6

Trends

Despite being a relatively young enabling technology, blockchain has evolved dynamically since the advent of Bitcoin. In particular, new blockchain platforms have emerged
that are universally usable or specially tailored to business applications, or make use of
alternative data structures that are not based on blocks linked in a linear chain in order
to manage transactions more efficiently and securely. Some other trends are discussed
in the following.
3.6.1

Certification

Smart contracts are transparently and immutably stored in a blockchain and substantially boost confidence in it. They support the automation of processes and play a key
role in enabling cooperation between business partners.
It is not always possible for business partners to create and check smart contracts, but
they can benefit greatly from joining blockchain networks. It is therefore desirable for
there to be libraries of vetted smart contracts. These libraries will contain both generic
all-purpose smart contracts and application-specific smart contracts. One approach
that is being discussed is that of establishing certification agencies for smart contracts.
However, these are a less-than-ideal compromise because they wind up acquiring the
status of central authorities.
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Today’s smart contracts can only be read by IT specialists. It would be a good thing if
non-specialists could also read and understand them. Approaches are therefore now
being developed for making smart contracts readable by ordinary people 20 or supporting the semiautomated translation of contractual documents into equivalent smart
contracts. 21
It appears to be technically feasible to achieve legal security with frameworks while
limiting the design possibilities, with so-called Ricardian contracts providing legal security for lawmakers. When formulating legal texts, care would need to be taken from the
start to ensure that the rules can be translated into and executed by software. But it is
more realistic to assume that only agile (and therefore temporary) legislation, contracts, and the guidelines and rules of official inspection agencies can qualify as Ricardian contracts.
3.6.2

Quantum computing and blockchains

The security of blockchain and DLT infrastructures is based on algorithms for encrypting data and cryptographic methods such as one-way hash functions. So far at least,
their security can only be broken with enormous computing power and is therefore not
in any imminent danger. But the capabilities of conventional computers are steadily
increasing, and new technologies like quantum computing are also on the horizon that
may change this situation. It is possible that powerful quantum computers will, to some
extent at least, endanger the security of the usual cryptographic methods that blockchain and distributed ledger technologies are based on, such as hash functions, asymmetrical encryption (public-key cryptography), and symmetrical encryption. This will
affect nearly all digital services across the board, since digital signatures, for example,
are also based on asymmetrical encryption and/or hash functions. However, quantum
computers with sufficient computer power to break these codes are not expected to
become available until five to 10 years from now at the earliest. And it is safe to assume
that new, more secure alternatives to the currently used cryptographic methods will be
found by then. If the power of conventional computers continues to increase, it is conceivable that the cryptographic puzzles used will also be made harder to solve in response or that the length of public or private keys or hash values will be scaled up. At
the same time, new cryptographic methods are being developed that will also be safe
from quantum computers. This area of research is referred to as post-quantum cryptography. 22 Apart from this, in the unlikely case that the currently used cryptography
became vulnerable to attack and no suitable new methods could be found, not only
DLT itself but in fact all value transfers over the Internet would have to stop. It can
therefore be concluded that DLT is not particularly threatened by quantum computers.
The only difference between conventional systems and blockchain, the software of
which can be continually updated to reflect the current state of technology, is that in
blockchain it is not possible to retroactively alter already stored data. This important
difference and its implications, especially for data protection, is discussed in greater
depth in section 4.3.2.3.
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3.6.3

Identification of DLT-appropriate business processes

The basic technology of DLT paves the way for a large number of possible applications
(see also section 4.2.5). Yet it is often hard for organizations to tell which of their business processes could benefit from blockchain or DLT. The first comprehensive frameworks for this have already been developed. The work cited here describes and compares some of them and presents a two-stage framework. 23 This is helpful for choosing
business processes, defining the parameters of the DLT implementation, and assessing
the associated benefits. A technical framework that extends to cooperation by multiple
parties, provides performance incentives, and supports selection of a platform is described in Osterland, 2018.
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Digital products and services change the everyday lives and activities of individuals,
companies, and society in general. The impacts of digitalization are becoming increasingly clear, obliging organizations all of the world to respond to changing business
rules and models. Today, more people have access to mobile telephones than to toilets, 24 and at least one out of five people on the planet has an actively used Facebook
account. 25 Digitalization is changing established business rules in both the digital and
the physical world and affecting all areas of life. Recent examples include Uber, the
world’s largest taxi company, which has no vehicles of its own; YouTube, allegedly the
world’s most popular media provider, although it produces none of its own; Alibaba,
the world’s largest retailer, which dispenses with warehouses; and Airbnb, the world’s
largest provider of accommodations, which owns no real estate. DLT is another type of
digital technology that accelerates and strengthens, instead of curbing, the changes,
opportunities, and risks for society and business that come with digitalization. These
technologies therefore first need to be classified in the context of digitalization before
investigating their potential and the prospects for the spread and implementation of
their innovations.

4.1

Characterization of DLT Within the Scope of Digitalization

DLT is widely regarded as a groundbreaking innovation. 26 The (further) development of
its constituent parts (e.g. consensus mechanisms) permits the use of DLT for many
basic applications. However, in order for many of its envisioned and potential applications to be implemented, various emerging technologies have to come together. In the
following, three key technologies are presented that have strong synergies with DLT:
the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and privacy-preserving computation.
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4.1.1

DLT and the Internet of Things

4.1.1.1 The Internet of Things is changing business and society
Digitalization requires companies to fundamentally reconsider their existing business
and operating models against the background of digital technologies. 27 Digital technologies are also becoming faster and less costly. One digital technology that is considered to have enormous potential across multiple applications is the Internet of
Things (IoT). In the IoT, physical objects are equipped with sensors, actuators 28 and
computational power and linked to the Internet. The resulting smart things are becoming increasingly autonomous and helping to merge the digital and physical worlds. At
the same time, smart things of this kind are enabling completely novel interactions
among companies, things and individuals as well as innovative business models based
on newly available data and ever-greater networking. 29 It is estimated that by the year
2020, over 50 billion smart things will be connected to the Internet and thus to one
another, potentially adding eight trillion U.S. dollars of value. 30 There are already diverse examples of the Internet of Things, manifested in smart homes, smart mobility or
smart factories. 31 For instance, a smart thermostat makes it possible to adjust the indoor temperature at home while still on the road. An appropriately designed thermostat with self-learning capabilities can adapt to the daily schedules of a home’s occupants in order to save energy. All of the activities of these intelligent devices, as well as
all information that they capture on their surroundings, exist in the form of machinereadable data. Data of this kind are increasingly finding their way into private and
business processes. Smart things and the data they generate or collect will belong to
different players. The existence of these data and interest in using them as a resource
for processes will thus also lead to the accumulation of increasing data volumes, and
with them ownership, in the hands of certain players. It will not always be possible to
assume that these players trust one another―in fact, their trust is likely to diminish as
the presumed value of these data grows.
Smart things form the basis of the Internet of Things. To illustrate this, let us take the
example of an agricultural machine. 32 Its original function, such as plowing fields, has
long since evolved further. Now the machine can also send local weather, soil, or machine data to manufacturers or farmers, who then use (semi-)automatic processes to
analyze and evaluate them and base actions on them. This gives rise to new possibilities, like in the case of predictive maintenance. This makes it possible, for instance, to
predict the anticipated wear to heavily used machine parts and reduce downtimes
while boosting utilization and thus also productivity. Performance metrics such as daily
output can be determined in the same way. In the described example, the machine is
capable of more than simply transmitting data. It can also be controlled via the Internet, and this can be extended to include simultaneously controlling and coordinating a
whole fleet of machines. The machine can even use data from other machines, farms
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or companies. By networking with agricultural and weather systems, it can access new
external functions with potential for further development (e.g. weather forecasting) and
autonomously optimize their use. At an industry’s former perimeters, smart systems
will be networked to forge “systems of systems”. 33
4.1.1.2 The Internet of Things requires an integrated technology architecture
Even if the value added by the IoT only manifests itself at the customer interface, or
when using smart things in operational processes, companies must first meet the technological prerequisites in-house. In this context, various technology architectures are
being discussed, all of which share similar levels.
In all of these architectures, a physical object equipped with sensors, actuators and
computational power is regarded as the foundation of the “thing level”. Being connected to the Internet, smart things can also interact with various other players in their
environment―such as individuals, companies, or other smart things. An important
attribute of smart things is their ability to potentially integrate data from different
sources and process them on the basis of Web-based and therefore interoperable
standards. Captured data can be used, for example, to design innovative services.
Since the innovative character of smart things manifests above all in the form of combinable (information) services, the topmost level of technological architectures is typically a service level.
4.1.1.3 The Internet of Things is the basis for using DLT in the physical world
DLT is predestined to make the interfaces between the thing, interaction, data, and
service levels of the Internet of Things more secure. The previously cited example of
smart homes is excellently suited for illustrating this and applying it to the industrial
Internet of Things. Besides various advantages, however, the IoT also poses diverse
risks that need to be dealt with. The 10 biggest security risks in the context of the IoT
include, for example, identity theft, installation of malware on devices, altering of (system) information, theft or manipulation of log data, and theft of personal information. 34
In many cases, distributed ledger technologies―with their inherent resistance to manipulation, redundancy, and reliability―can significantly reduce these.
The risk of identity theft can, for example, be diminished with zero-knowledge proofs
(see section 4.1.3). It is possible to make it more difficult to install malware by using
DLT to prevent unauthorized devices from contacting the system. Alteration of system
data can be made much more difficult by distributing them across different physical
and virtual systems via a DLT layer. In this scenario, based on the current state of technology and research, the cost of manipulating appropriately decentralized log data is
discouragingly high. These issues also exist in the industrial context and can, like the
security risks present in private contexts (e.g. smart homes), also be addressed with the
aid of DLT.
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If the risks described above are reduced to the point where the Internet of Things becomes secure enough for productive use, in both private and business contexts, then
the IoT can also serve as the basis for using DLT in the physical world. DLT can model
the transition between human/machine and an omnipresent service level. Here the
main focus is on using DLT to raise the trustworthiness of data generated in the IoT.
Whereas DLT is currently being used above all to implement cryptocurrencies and
capital market transactions, it is already clear now that this technology can and will also
serve as an enabler for the Internet of Things. This is the case because DLT has potential for substantially reducing the security risks (as described in the previous section) of
machine-to-machine communications in the IoT. It is therefore highly probable that
DLT will be widely used in this environment. In conjunction with the rapidly falling cost
of IoT devices, this may also be the first “real” contact that most people have with DLT.
If this technology really takes off in the market as a result, it will come to play a major
role in the everyday lives of many people. The high coverage that can be achieved by
combining DLT with the Internet of Things will also boost the relevance of DLT. The
core task or function of DLT in this context is to instill confidence in the interactions
that smart things have with individuals, other players, and other smart things that were
typically unfamiliar with one another before starting to interact. It would theoretically
be possible to deploy the IoT without DLT and DLT without the IoT. But the two technology packages appear on the whole to have potential for generating considerable
synergies when used together.
4.1.2

DLT and Artificial Intelligence

4.1.2.1 The future-oriented technologies of DLT and AI are converging
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is increasingly developing into an important driver of digitalization. AI is an umbrella concept for machines that simulate human intelligence, embracing abilities like thinking, learning, and self-correction, among other things. 35 Two
kinds of AI can be distinguished. The label of “strong” AI is applied to systems that
possess or even surpass the intellectual capabilities of a human. For solving application-related problems, however, “weak” AI is (initially) more important. Methods borrowed from mathematics and informatics are used to design these systems while systematically striving to reproduce aspects of human intelligence. They can perform a
wide variety of tasks and are already being used for many purposes. Examples include
self-driving vehicles and personality detection.
Both Germany and the EU have acknowledged the importance of Artificial Intelligence
for industry and society, and each of them has drawn up a corresponding AI strategy.
For defining the EU’s AI strategy, in April 2019 a group of experts presented “ethics
guidelines for trustworthy artificial intelligence”. 36 These require trustworthy AI to meet
seven prerequisites, including “privacy and data governance”, “transparency”, and “accountability”. They clearly reflect the goals and potential of DLT in connection with AI,
suggesting that AI could take major strides forward in conjunction with DLT. In general
terms, it is true that DLT is able to increase the potential uses of AI by instilling trust
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between players that have hitherto been unaware of each other. But AI will also directly
impact the development of DLT in many areas. The complementary characteristics of
DLT and AI make it likely that the overlap between these two revolutionary technologies will steadily grow in the future. In the following, this will be illustrated with examples while explaining its relevance for meeting the requirements for “trustworthy AI”.
4.1.2.2 DLT as the database for AI
Data play a central role in the use of AI. The availability of data is an essential factor in
all AI-related applications (e.g. for detecting patterns that permit contextual conclusions to be drawn). When data are used by AI, it often adds economic value. At the
same time, however, both private individuals and companies want data sovereignty, in
other words control over how their data are used or at the very least appropriate financial or other compensation. With the aid of DLT, there is now a technical means of
leaving data under the sovereignty of private persons or companies and only selectively granting access to them on the basis of prior agreements, without authorizing any
third parties to assign, alter or suspend the corresponding rights.
This can be illustrated with an appropriate example from the context of smart homes.
A private individual generates data in their household (smart home or smart city).
These data are plainly of a personal nature 37 (e.g. power consumption, online shopping
and television watching habits) and unfiltered access to them by third parties such as
companies should not be possible unless they have received permission to do so. On
the other hand, the private person could, the next time they make an online purchase,
allow temporary access to the television set’s utilization data for the last three months
in return for a discount, for example so that a company could use them for AI-based
data analysis. The DLT can provide support for selectively granting permissions of this
kind to different companies and documenting them. This enables the companies to
use the data for improving their products. In addition, the DLT can be used to verify
the source of the data and, under certain conditions, their integrity as well. 38
4.1.2.3 DLT as a recording platform for AI
When machines interact with people or other machines, errors will still continue to
occur in records. As already discussed, a trustworthy infrastructure is a prerequisite for
integrative cooperation. This is so because if any of the players suffers damage, loss or
harm, 39 it should or must be clarified who is responsible for what. If the risk that cases
of this kind will occur is assessed as too high with no possibility of clarifying them, the
players will have little interest in collaborating. So it ought to be very difficult or ideally
impossible for intelligent, increasingly autonomous players in particular (artificial intelligences) to re-interpret or even retroactively alter data of authorized stakeholders. At
the same time, humans often have difficulty grasping how AI processes arrive at their
decisions. DLT provides a way to reliably document the activities and decisions of artificial intelligences. The properties of DLT make entries transparent and safe from afterthe-fact tampering, thus permitting reliable clarification of accidents, cases of fraud etc.
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by consulting the stored information. The records can be used to investigate conspicuous actions at a later point in time.
This can be illustrated with an example from the field of self-driving vehicles. Suppose
that two such vehicles have a collision that causes considerable damage. To clarify the
sequence of events leading to the accident and determine whether either or both was
to blame, it is necessary to study the recorded data and the actions of both vehicles
that were derived from them. DLT eliminates any risk that these data could have been
manipulated. Say, for example, that it was reliably recorded that one of the vehicles
sent a warning signal but the other never received it―and was therefore unable to
process it and respond appropriately. The investigation of the accident’s cause can
now focus on the interruption in communication (which may have been caused by
outside interference, for example), since the AI in question is cleared of any suspicion
of wrongdoing. In such a case, of course, the basic prerequisite is regular recording of
data or references in a suitable DLT infrastructure.
4.1.3

DLT and privacy-preserving computational methods

The most successful DLT systems to date, including Ethereum and IOTA, are public DLT
solutions. So that they can unfold their full potential, data privacy should be just as
important for information of a general nature that deserves protection as it is for personal data. Otherwise it is doubtful whether companies would work with a public DLT
solution if data they regard as worthy of protection become public and transparent as
a result. There is then a very real danger that competitors could obtain confidential
information and use it for their own purposes. The transparency of data stored in DLT
systems thus makes it desirable to also use a kind of complementary technology that
technically enables and supports the privacy of data in DLT-based systems. There have
been many calls for only “pointers” to be stored in blockchains, with all other data
remaining in private “off-chain” databases. This applies especially to public blockchains.
In this context, so-called privacy preserving computational methods are being discussed. In actual fact, cryptography-based approaches of this kind have been around
since the late 1970s. Although they also exist independently of DLT, they have attracted
a great deal of attention more recently, undergoing developmental leaps forward and
being applied to other applications. In recently years, research in this field has greatly
accelerated and become more focused. As a result, the technologies of DLT and privacy preserving computation are cross-pollinating one another.
Privacy preserving computational methods add value because they can be added to
practically any DLT solution as an extra layer, analogously to DLT forming an additional
stratum on top of the Internet. So-called “zero-knowledge proofs”, a special case of
secure multiparty computation, are relevant methods, or actually classes of methods.
These are sketched in the following to demonstrate the relevance of their (co)development with DLT solutions.
Secure multiparty computation (SMC) protocols are a class of algorithms that allow a
group of mutually distrusting parties to evaluate functions (calculation rules) without
having to disclose their private inputs. The best-known example is the “Millionaire’s
Problem”: two parties want to know which of them is richer (i.e. to solve a “greater than
function”) without revealing their actual wealth (input). This problem was first solved
with “Yao’s Principle”, which was published in the 1970s, i.e. considerably before the
first DLT application debuted. Yao’s Principle and other algorithms based on it are
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widely used for both public and private DLT solutions to verify calculations by two or
more parties without requiring them to put their private data in the DLT layer. An instructive example of an SMC protocol is secured distributed addition. 40 If three persons
A, B and C possess the private numbers a, b and c and want to add the three together
without any of the participants learning the private number of the others, this can be
accomplished as follows: A chooses another, secret random number r and adds it to a.
Since r is unknown to B, it is impossible for B to reconstruct the number a from the
sum r + a. Now B adds his private number b to the sum and passes the result r + a + b
to C. Finally, C adds c to it and passes the result to A, who is the only one who knows
what r is. A subtracts r and now knows the sum a + b + c, which he or she tells to the
other two participants. Other methods exist to boost the confidence of B and C in case
they doubt that A has given them the correct result. These can be cryptographic or
simply involve swapping the roles of A, B and C to let them repeat the procedure in
order to test whether they obtain the same result in every constellation. Most SMC
protocols, of course, are far more complex. The remarkable thing about SMC is that it
is DLT itself, with its inherent transparency and the issues around private data discussed above, that makes it so intriguing. Conversely, DLT provides the IT infrastructure needed to implement SMC, thus rendering it practicable. Certain special cases of
SMC―so-called zero-knowledge proofs―are receiving particularly great attention in
connection with DLT solutions.
Zero-knowledge proofs (ZKPs) are methods for proving attributes of data without revealing what they are. This makes it possible to store only such proofs in DLT systems
without any actual input data. An intuitive negative example is a password that, without ZKPs, would have to be revealed in order to demonstrate that a party is authorized
to access something. To verify that a user is authorized, it is easy to compare an entered password with one that is present in plain text. But a password of this kind is not
stored in a (public) DLT system, since it could otherwise be read by every node of the
network and would no longer be secret. ZKPs make it possible to check whether a user
knows a certain password without the need to enter the password itself in the DLT
system. A zero-knowledge proof can be imagined, for instance, as replying to a series
of special yes/no questions that can only be answered correctly with knowledge of the
password but cannot be used to deduce the password. In this case, the probability of
guessing the correct answer to any given question correctly is 50%, but if there are
enough of them then the likelihood of getting them all right by pure chance is extremely small. Due to the required repeated exchanges between a party claiming to
know the password and the mechanism demanding sufficient proof, such ZKPs are also
referred to as interactive. These types are not especially well-suited for DLT systems,
however. So-called zk-SNARKs (= zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive argument
of knowledge), by contrast, can dispense completely with interactions and are therefore a significantly better choice for use in DLT contexts. They are also mathematically
more complex than interactive ZKPs.
The interesting thing about ZKPs is that this technology can provide proofs in general―i.e. not just for verifying passwords, but also, for example, for showing that data
have certain attributes or that a calculation has been correctly executed. ZKPs and
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especially zk-SNARKs can be used to check the correctness of calculations without the
need to actually perform them. Even better, nothing is learned about what has been
done, only whether it has been done correctly. Despite the fact that this technology
holds great promise and could play a very important role in DLT, today it is still regarded as too compute-intensive to be practicable for many uses. That will change.
While an enormous amount of research continues to be devoted to DLT itself, ZKPs
also appear to be extremely important due to the potential benefits of this technology.
They deserve further study to exploit their potential for ensuring the required privacy
of information in public DLT solutions.

4.2
4.2.1

The Potential of DLT
Status quo

Worldwide, enormous potential is ascribed to DLT. Various quantitative assessments of
the economic potential of this technology have been published in recent years. However, due to its newness, the difficulty of comparing it with other developments, and
the rapid pace of technical and economic advances, it is difficult to corroborate them.
One prominent study by the World Economic Forum, for example, postulates that by
the year 2027 an estimated 10% of the global gross domestic product will be stored on
blockchain technology. Potentially, according to this forecast, goods and assets worldwide could be linked to a DLT application and exchanged via it while deriving benefits
from its properties. 41 Gartner Inc., a market research company, estimates that the global introduction and use of blockchain technology could generate business value of
about 3.1 trillion U.S. dollars by the year 2030 in the information technology sector
alone. 42 Overall the credibility of this estimate should be taken with a grain of salt,
however, since it hinges on many assumptions regarding its future development.
In order to leverage the enormous growth potential being dangled in front of them
without allowing competitors to gain an innovative edge, companies are investing
huge sums in the development of DLT solutions. According to figures published by the
market research company IDC, in 2017 about 950 million U.S. dollars were spent on
DLT solutions and around 1.5 billion U.S. dollars in 2018. As shown in Figure 12, the
annual outlay will climb to about 11.7 billion U.S. dollars by 2022. The USA will account
for the lion’s share of this, roughly 4.2 billion U.S. dollars. 43
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Figure 12: Expected annual expenditure for blockchain (in billions of U.S. dollar)

In this context as well, it should be noted that the estimates of different market research institutes vary considerably. While Tractica puts the worldwide market volume
of DLT at 20.3 billion U.S. dollars in the year 2025, 44 WinterGreen postulates that the
market volume could reach 60 billion U.S. dollars by the year 2024, 45 and the analysts
of MarketsandMarkets expect the global blockchain market to be worth 23.4 billion
U.S. dollars in the year 2023. 46
The number of blockchain-related patent applications confirms that companies are
very interested in this technology and channeling a great deal of creativity into it. At
the time of this writing, since 1999 no fewer than 3,021 patent families have been registered that are either directly related to DLT or address the technology’s technical foundations. The first patent applications in the second category, dealing with aspects such
as Merkle Trees or distributed and decentralized ledger systems, were submitted long
before the invention of the Bitcoin blockchain in 2008. Conspicuously, the number of
new patent applications submitted increased explosively in the years 2014 to 2016,
rising by between 143 and 231 percent. Of the 3,021 mentioned patent families, 1,581
were from China and 951 from the United States. Europe took fifth place with only 131
patent applications. 47
The field of cryptocurrencies (see section4.2.5.6) is also increasingly attracting attention. By the end of 2013, the market capitalization of all cryptocurrencies together
amounted to about 10.3 billion U.S. dollars. Of the total of 63 cryptocurrencies on
which this estimate is based, Bitcoin alone had a market capitalization of around nine
billion U.S. dollars. In 2017 the Bitcoin euphoria peaked, driving the market capitalization of all then existing cryptocurrencies to approximately 614 billion U.S. dollars. The
prices then crashed and continue to fall steadily. As of February 24, 2019 the market
capitalization of all cryptocurrencies amounted to around 127 billion U.S. dollars.
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Figure 13: Market capitalization and number of all cryptocurrencies 48

Where cryptocurrencies are concerned, other trends are also increasingly impacting
the financial industry. One of these, which is most pronounced in the United States,
involves endeavors by financial service providers like SolidX and VanEck to launch
bitcoin-based exchange-traded funds (ETFs). An exchange-traded fund tracks the value
of a specified asset, in this case bitcoins, or a whole basket of underlying investments.
A bitcoin ETF makes it possible to invest in a cryptocurrency without actually owning
bitcoins. 49 If such an ETF is approved, it will provide not just private investors but also
international investment funds with a simplified way of investing in bitcoins. Until now,
investors have had to either directly purchase the currency and manage it with special
software, or else acquire it via currency exchanges. Currently the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) is investigating the possibility of approving bitcoin ETFs. It
cites considerable obstacles to approval due to the fact that the bitcoin cryptocurrency
is largely unregulated and the applied-for bitcoin funds do not adequately comply with
the SEC’s rules for preventing fraudulent and manipulative behaviors. 50 Cryptocurrencies are a controversial topic in general. According to the Dead Coins database, a total
of 934 different cryptocurrencies have failed to date. At least 680 of them were simply
abandoned, but 182 were proven scams and another 60 were hoaxes or parodies.
Twelve currency systems have been sabotaged by hackers. 51
Interest in so-called initial coin offerings (ICOs) is also on the rise. These are a way to
fund business ventures with cryptocurrencies. As of 2019, a total of about 14.2 billion
U.S. dollars has been raised with ICOs. Figure 14 shows that the total capital raised
each year with ICOs is increasing fast. This is mainly because the growing popularity of
ICOs allows individual players to rake in significant amounts of venture capital. For
example, in 2018 a startup called Block.One released a cryptocurrency called EOS and
took in 200 million U.S. dollars. 52 It is interesting to observe that about 79%, or roughly
48
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6.2 billion U.S. dollars, of the total raised with ICOs in 2018 was collected during the
first half of that year. This makes it clear that this is not necessarily a stable, rising trend.
The fact of the matter is that the sums gathered with ICOs are subject to substantial
fluctuations, similarly to the cryptocurrencies themselves. The figures presented by
different studies also vary. According to a study by Ernst & Young, for example, ICOs
raised 15.5 U.S. dollars in the first half of 2018. 53 More information on ICOs is provided
in section 4.2.5.6.3.

Figure 14: Number of ICOs and total capital raised per year in billions of USD 54

In Germany, an extensive DLT ecosystem spanning both research and business has
emerged. However, the majority of the initiatives are still devoted to developing prototypes or conducting proofs of concept. So far only a few solutions are being used productively. As a result of these developments, however, blockchain experts are in great
demand. Between August 2016 and August 2018, 737 relevant new positions were created at startups, plus another 790 at other companies. During this period, the interest
in blockchain professionals quadrupled at large enterprises. 55 In an international comparison, German is a relatively attractive place for these experts to seek employment,
since on average only 18 candidates compete for each job opening, a relatively low
figure. By comparison, in the USA about 57 individuals looking for blockchain-related
employment vie for each DLT job vacancy. 56 These positions typically require excellent
technical skills. To meet the growing demand for developers and other specialists,
efforts are being made to disseminate relevant knowledge (training, research, and
companies). The first dedicated programs are appearing, including one for a master’s
degree in blockchain and DLT at the Mittweida University of Applied Sciences in Germany. The blockchain laboratory of the Fraunhofer Institute for Applied Information
Technology (FIT) is also facilitating the release of research findings to the economy.
In addition, both companies and governments worldwide are launching numerous
initiatives to promote and study DLT. Startups are experimenting with innovative busi53
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ness ideas, and established companies are evaluating―both internally and in consortia―possible uses for this technology within specific industries and across multiple
sectors. Government initiatives are supporting these activities with promotional programs or studying the potential of this technology for use in public administrations.
4.2.1.1 Startups
A large and lively ecosystem of young startups with business models around DLT has
emerged, as a 2018 study documents: about 179 new firms have so far been established across various sectors in Germany. It is also plain that innovation hubs like Berlin,
which accounts for 89 of the startups in question, is an extremely attractive environment for these ventures. 57 In fact, it boasts one of the world’s largest and most important DLT scenes. With such a high concentration of startups, Berlin also accounts
for a large share of the German professionals working in this field. 58 Munich is Germany’s second-largest blockchain hub, with 23 startups as of this writing.
4.2.1.2 Consortia
In the corporate context, distributed ledger technologies have potential for use as a
tool for supporting collaboration between enterprises (see section 4.2.5.4). Consequently, the creation of DLT solutions also encourages inter-company cooperation as
well as initiatives to develop standards and infrastructures for solutions of this kind. 59 It
therefore makes sense that consortia embracing both established companies and
startups are appearing in the DLT ecosystem with increasing frequency. These include
consortia that primarily pursue technological goals as well as business-focused consortia formed to investigate possibilities for leveraging DLT in a specific industry. 60 There
are also consortia that, like R3, straddle both categories.
The goal of technology-focused consortia is to make DLT usable by different companies for a widening range of applications. To accomplish this, they apply technical
standards, e.g. for architecture and performance and scaling specifications. Examples
of consortia of this type include Hyperledger, Ethereum, and IOTA. The International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) should also be mentioned in this context. Although it is an independent international association and not a consortium of companies, it belongs in this category on account of its technology-focused goals. Currently
11 different standards are being developed for aspects of blockchain and DLT, including terminology, architecture, and the legal validity of smart contracts. 61
Business-focused consortia are now predominantly arising in the financial sector and in
the fields of mobility and energy. An example of a consortium in the financial industry
is Bankchain in India. Among other things, it is studying DLT applications in a special
software environment with the goals of minimizing fraud in the financial sector while
also increasing the efficiency, security, and transparency of financial services. 62 Along-
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side consortia that are focused on a certain industry, there are also cross-industry consortia, with the Climate Chain Coalition being a case in point. It takes its orientation
from the long-term goals of the Paris Agreement and systematically supports the development of DLT solutions that will help combat climate change. 63
4.2.1.3 Established companies
More and more established players are exploring the possibilities of DLT. Prototypical
implementation of blockchain solutions and development of Proofs of Concept for
specific applications are therefore steadily increasing. Because most companies possess relatively little in-house DLT expertise, however, they investigate applications with
the help of consultants or work with other initiatives within the scope of a consortium.
In 2018, for example, IBM teamed up with 45 customers from various industries to
develop DLT solutions. Cooperation with Maersk, a logistics group, for example, led in
August 2018 to the go-live of the DLT-powered TradeLens platform, which enables
more efficient management of shipping processes. 64 In addition, a trend is becoming
noticeable for companies to take advantage of the blockchain-as-a-service (BaaS) offerings of large cloud providers like Microsoft, Amazon, IBM, and SAP. This enables
them to leverage technologies for automating, protecting, or optimizing their processes without having to build their own DLT infrastructure. 65
The breakdown of the blockchain market shown in Figure 15 reveals that in 2018 the
financial sector accounted for the largest share of the total market value of blockchain
solutions, at 60.5%.

Figure 15: Blockchain market value breakdown by economic sectors in 2018 66

The Tractica market research agency predicts that the five most important markets for
DLT applications will be the financial sector, manufacturing, the public sector, health,
63
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and insurance. 67 Here too, of course, it should be noted that forecasts of future potential are difficult to get right.
So far the potential of DLT has mainly been recognized by startups and large corporations, so it is hard to assess the extent to which small and medium-sized businesses will
also benefit from this technology. Tellingly, in a survey carried out by YouGov 43% of
questioned decision-makers at medium-sized enterprises stated that they were not
familiar with any of the common uses of distributed ledger technology. 68
4.2.1.4 Public initiatives
More and more government initiatives are being launched to address DLT. This could
be due to two factors. For one, countries have an understandable interest in identifying
the potential of DLT for their government institutions. Studies conducted on this have
revealed that governments would like to use DLT solutions to store critical information
of residents on digital identity cards or similar instruments. These could then be used
to identify them unambiguously, reliably and verifiably to facilitate access to digital
services. 69 The other is that public initiatives are gaining momentum because they have
an interest in making sure that technologies develop there and not elsewhere, along
with the associated expertise and jobs.
Also at the EU level, public initiatives are being organized to promote DLT. The “European Blockchain Partnership”, for example, is a framework that makes it easy for the 28
member states to share information on the international uses of the technology at the
governmental level. 70 Within an even larger framework, the EU Blockchain Observatory
and Forum is monitoring current activities and trends in the European DLT ecosystem. 71
4.2.1.5 Summary
In Germany, efforts to promote and regulate DLT are only just getting started. The
regulation of cryptocurrencies in particular is increasingly coming into focus (also in
other countries). A positive aspect here is that in most cases, these regulatory
measures do not yet go as far as restraining the innovative potential inherent in blockchain technology. Right now, Berlin is the most attractive location for DLT startups. This
needs to be encouraged by closely networking this budding industry with companies,
scientific institutions, and government. However, Germany is also competing with aspiring new venues such as Malta that have intentionally created favorable conditions
including a regulatory framework and a DLT strategy, with the goal of attracting young
startups. For example, a regulatory framework for DLT and cryptocurrencies is now
being worked on there with the goal of creating transparency and legal security. The
Malta Digital Innovation Authority, which was set up in February 2018 to address DLT
and AI, among other things, has placed digital innovations high on its agenda. The
blockchain-related topics addressed by this institution include creating regulatory con-
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ditions that are conducive to certifying DLT platforms and legalizing the use of smart
contracts.
Here it is vital for Germany to keep up and not lose the lead that it now enjoys in this
field. Regrettably, the country’s universities are not releasing enough graduates with
appropriate DLT expertise into the job market. Due to the nature of this technology, it
is especially important to promote programs that address the interface between at
least two of the following disciplines: business, law, informatics, and possibly engineering as well. In addition, there is a need for Germany’s ministries to launch projectbased programs to encourage the development of DLT infrastructure solutions, which
would be inconceivable without these technologies. Programs of this kind should be
modeled after consortia to underscore the interdisciplinary character of DLT.
Cooperation within the scope of the European Blockchain Partnership, the establishment of the EU Blockchain Observatory and Forum, and the European Blockchain Services Infrastructure (EBSI) initiative are important steps in the right direction. This collaboration and these initiatives constitute a favorable framework for establishing common foundations and conditions not just for promoting, but also for actively shaping
the future evolution of DLT in the EU. It is imperative for the establishment of this partnership to be followed by energetic action in the legal, economic and political realms.
Collaboration on all of these levels must be intensified further to ensure that the required contributions can be made.
In this sense, it is essential to additionally intensify this cooperation at all levels, which
will also favor the developments in the field of DLT. The cross-border startups, consortia, initiatives and organizations that already exist depend on having a consistent legal
and commercial environment in which to operate and clearly defined parameters to
guide them.
4.2.2

The blockchain value proposition: trust

Following the so-called Internet of Information, the Internet of Services, and the Internet of Things, DLT is being hailed as the enabler of the fourth generation of the Internet: the Internet of Trust. 72 In other words, DLT has come on the scene with the value
proposition of instilling trust.
Trust is a desirable state that can be described as a valuable asset, 73 because trust must
be acquired and upheld. After all, trust is not necessarily permanent, because there is
always a risk of losing it again. Trust can arise in the context of an interaction between
at least two parties, e.g. persons, institutions or organizations, and is typically required
in situations in which one party relies on “the other party to not take advantage of
what the first initially provides.” 74 In other words, a giver trusts a taker to reciprocate.
With stronger mutual trust, general insecurity diminishes. In this way, trust helps reduce complexity, because it is impossible for anyone to absorb and process all potentially available data, thus reducing imbalances and overcoming information deficits. 75
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Trust opens the way for cooperation, which can in turn increase the effectiveness of
economic activities. 76
Especially as a result of digitalization and the growing importance that platform economies have for our society, there is an increasing need to create digital trust characterized by security, identifiability and traceability. After all, for example, purchased software can turn out to be harmful, an involved party can pretend to be someone other
than they really are, or contractual agreements can be difficult to understand and implement. The opportunities that platforms like Uber or Airbnb provide for offering and
using services are creating an ever-greater need for trust, since the parties that conclude contracts are now increasingly private individuals instead of companies. 77 Platforms usually only act as mediators and brokers. Here DLT can provide the required
identifiability and traceability for creating digital trust, thus extending or supplementing
the feasible limits of trust.
In these times, different kinds of trust can arise in different ways. Systemic trust, for
example, is often instilled by way of institutions 78 and “… accounts for the phenomenon
of individuals placing trust in social systems, organizations and institutions.” 79 These
institutions are normally active in a certain sector of the economy, like the European
Central Bank in the financial services sector, or across multiple industries, like TÜV certification facilities. When a product is certified by such an institution, buyers trust the
certificate and thus also the product’s quality. Certification thus engenders trust. Another way that trust can arise is in response to someone’s reputation. 80 The more
trustworthy someone has been in previous interactions, the more trustworthy they are
assumed to be in future interactions. Reputational systems based on this principle can
now be encountered in many online situations: 81 when purchasing merchandise in
online shops, when selecting a hotel at a holiday destination, or when choosing a
nearby physician.
The major trust-building institutions of our society include banks. After all, their clients
entrust a great deal of information to them and also trust them to manage (at least
part of) their wealth. Nearly all of a bank’s clients trust it to perform the task of transferring a sum of money to another party on their behalf and assume that the money
they keep there is exposed to only minimal risks, if any.
This trust in the global banking system took a beating during the financial crisis of
2007/2008. Several banks also collapsed in Germany, prompting Chancellor Angela
Merkel and Peer Steinbrück, who was then the finance minister, to publicly reassure the
population that their savings were in no danger. 82
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Bitcoin, a DLT-based currency, was developed at least partly in response to the events
before and during the financial crisis, when confidence in the world’s financial markets
and banks was badly shaken. 83, 84 In DLT systems, trust is no longer created via institutions, but instead by the DLT system itself, whose architecture enables transparent
access to information, thus making it possible to reduce asymmetrical information and
directly perform peer-to-peer interactions while dispensing with a mediator. Trust thus
acquires a different basis: confidence in the protocol, algorithm or code.
Peer-to-peer interactions are also already possible on other, non-DLT-based platforms.
For example, it is possible for private individuals to rent accommodations or purchase
used objects from other private individuals. However, in these cases their interactions
are technically executed by a mediator, namely a platform operator. The associated
trust therefore involves confidence that the operator will execute the transactions as
wished and is able to resolve conflicts, and this trust is supported by reputation systems in which all of the participants can be evaluated. But the operator can also
change the rules, reduce transparency, and control competition on the platform to suit
his own interests.
DLT enables direct peer-to-peer interactions without the need to place trust in an institution (i.e. a mediator). Instead, trust in the DLT system itself is the basis. This trust is
greatly strengthened by the fact that the system is distributed, immutable, and transparent. Due to the unchangeable nature of entries, which are stored in the nodes of a
distributed network, all participants (or possibly only certain authorized participants)
know that information, once stored in this way, can no longer be altered. The (desired)
degree of transparency of a particular system can be increased by stored information.
Moreover, the “rules” are predefined for all system participants, in other words all processes obey the rules of the DLT protocol and are not influenced by the vested interests of a platform provider. Ultimately, the trust in such a network is derived from confidence in the underlying (technical) system, its rules, and how it is implemented. In
addition, smart contracts provide a way to implement a wide range of interactions and
modes of cooperation to maintain this trust, in a relatively dynamic manner, in previously unforeseen situations. This trust in the program code is expressed by the maxim
that “the code is law”: the program code defines the rules of cooperation, after-thefact changes are impossible, and execution is automated. 85
The case of a money transfer can serve to show the difference. Normally, when someone wants to send money to another person, the transaction is handled by one or
more institutions, which are typically banks. The parties at both ends of the transaction―the sender and the receiver―trust that the institutions in the middle will correctly execute it as follows: sender -> bank -> bank -> receiver. In a DLT system, however,
there is no mediator, i.e. no institution that handles the transaction. Instead, it is carried
out directly “peer-to-peer” (sender -> receiver). The two parties trust the system to
carry out the transaction correctly. The rules for doing so are clearly defined in advance
and cannot be altered by individuals.
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Nevertheless, this principle also carries inherent risks. For one thing, program code is
often very context-specific and therefore less flexible than legal contracts (or laws, for
that matter). There is no or only very limited room for interpretation. In particular,
there is a risk that implementations may contain errors or bugs. Probably the bestknown example of a defective implementation is the infamous “DAO hack”: thieves
took advantage of a loophole in the programming of a “decentralized autonomous
organization” (DAO) to steal about 50 million U.S. dollars’ worth of the Ether cryptocurrency. This incident also unleashed a debate within the Ethereum community about
whether “the code is law” principle also applies to programming mistakes.
Cases like this can shake confidence in a system. In many cases it is virtually impossible
for ordinary users to tell whether or not such a system has weaknesses. However, this
statement also applies analogously to mainstream systems: users have an equally hard
time judging whether today’s institutions really deserve their trust or if their platforms
are compromised by competition or reputational mechanisms.
DLT provides a novel way to build trust, namely on the basis of confidence in the technology, its underlying concept, and how it is implemented. Here it should be noted
that a certain degree of blind faith is also required in the case of DLT. However, it is
shifted from the involved persons, institutions and organizations to the DLT protocol
and its consensus mechanism.
DLT can thus either displace or complement other trust-building mechanisms. It would
be conceivable, for example, for the use of blockchain to prompt established institutions, like banks or TÜV certification facilities, to become more transparent and comprehensible.
It is also imaginable that utterly new ecosystems will emerge or that existing ones will
be replaced further down the road. It is even possible that different trust-building
mechanisms will meaningfully complement one another in shared ecosystems in the
future. For instance, it would appear to make sense for DLT systems to be supplemented by reputation systems to generate as much trust as possible.
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4.2.3

Generic roles of DLT

In contrast to software for performing specific tasks, like a wage accounting system,
DLT should be understood as software with an inherently infrastructural character. The
corresponding systems do not constitute business models in their own right; instead,
they provide a basis for implementing applications and possibly business models.
In most cases, a decision to use a DLT-based IT solution is made for economic or organizational reasons, not technical ones. Because DLT uses redundant data storage
and program execution (smart contracts), it is technically inferior to a centrally organized system in terms of performance and scalability, at least so far. Its advantage is
the ability to digitally implement processes that, in the past, required the involvement
of a trustworthy central authority. Nevertheless, its use does not necessarily make
sense in all scenarios. On so-called platforms, beneficial network effects typically increase for all parties as the number of participants grows on both the supply and the
demand side. As a result, a small number of platform providers wind up dominating
the entire market. Experience has shown that these monopolistic platforms take advantage of their dominance to erect barriers to the market entrance of new competitors (“data silos”) or charge inappropriately high utilization fees. The B2B economy in
particular is permeated by a fundamental skepticism of or aversion to platform operators, who could potentially dominate the market. In the long term, centralized solutions
generally pose threats to free competition, with the associated disadvantages for final
customers. Consequently, in most cases the reason for using DLT is economic in nature: namely to prevent monopolies. It is not always necessary or sensible to dispense
entirely with centralized structures, however. In this context, it is important to ask
whether a combination of existing trust-inspiring mechanisms and DLT would work.
Generally speaking, DLT can directly create trust between parties while effectively replacing intermediaries and raising integrity in connection with data and processes. DLT
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can assume various roles for implementing processes. In a possible generic classification, for instance, it can play the role of improver, transformer, or enabler. 86
4.2.3.1 Improvers
First of all, DLT can improve existing processes that are already being executed without
any intermediaries via bilateral (peer-to-peer) interfaces (which can be digital or nondigital). Here the emphasis is mainly on attributes that previously could not be implemented as well or were implemented using conventional paper-based processes. They
include, for example, retroactive protection of stored data in centralized systems from
manipulation and digital modeling of paper-based processes with smart contracts.
4.2.3.2 Transformers
Second, DLT is able to transform and streamline existing processes that were previously executed with the involvement of classic intermediaries. In these cases, the focus is
on its trust-instilling character as a system for distributed coordinated and integral
modeling of direct interactions. A hypothetical example of how this technology can
serve as a transformer is the execution of escrow agreements via smart contracts. 87
Whereas in the past third parties have served as escrow agents and provided corresponding guarantees, the details of certain agreements can now be implemented in
the program code of a smart contracts with autonomous distributed execution of functions like disbursing certain sums of money. 88
4.2.3.3 Enablers
Third, DLT can pave the way for implementing innovative systems that were not technically feasible in the past. Frequently, these systems enable or improve direct interactions between different parties. These services, which are often generic in nature, can
be integrated in a wide range of applications. An example of DLT in the role of enabler
is the implementation of new kinds of (digital) identification systems (digital identities)
that can be used as modules across applications for selectively releasing information
without violating the privacy of individuals (the keyword here is informational selfdetermination).
At an interorganizational level, DLT can enable the execution of tamper-resistant transactions between mutually mistrustful network participants. It can thus provide a basis
for controlled cooperation among competitors to benefit customers. Until now, this
has only been possible by means of trustworthy intermediaries or strict regulation.
Even in the absence of trust, DLT can, at the technical level, enable fair, transparent
behavior by multiple participants, thus potentially rendering intermediaries and strict
regulation obsolete.
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Another general scheme for classifying the uses of DLT is based on the attributes of
this technology as used in different cases. 89 Tamper-resistant recording of data and
coordination of cross-application processes take priority here. Of importance are DLT’s
abilities for dealing with data or commands in connection with access management,
modelling direct interactions between different parties, and implementing collective
decision-making mechanisms.
4.2.4

Developmental stages of the Internet

DLT provides a digital infrastructure for implementing a variety of services and applications. In this context, it may be regarded as the next stage in the evolutionary development of technological infrastructures. The nature of digital content (software, media,
and data of all kinds) is such that it can be easily and freely reproduced almost without
marginal costs. Until now, it has therefore been out of the question to execute digital
value transactions without the involvement of a central controlling function. This has
not affected the sharing of information, however, which is why the Internet as originally
conceived may also be referred to as the “Internet of Information”. Once informationdriven services had been enabled, the next step was to implement cyber-physical systems that integrate physical objects with the digital world to extend their abilities. The
Internet gained a large number of new applications in this way. This trend has culminated in the “Internet of Things” (see section 4.1.1). In the context of the invention of
Bitcoin, solving the double-spending problem provided the foundation for a broader
ecosystem: DLT now also enables, on the basis of the Internet of Information, direct
transactions without the need to rely on or trust another party. In this context, the
terms “Internet of Trust” and “Internet of Values” are often used. It is notable here that
DLT can also enable interactions between nonhuman parties, thus also broadening the
Internet of Things.

Figure 16: Developmental stages of the Internet (own depiction)
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4.2.5

Application categories

It does not make sense to use DLT for purely technical reasons, since it is less efficient
than centralized systems due to the cryptographic methods used (especially for mining
in DLT systems with the Proof of Work consensus mechanism), redundant execution of
smart contracts, and redundant data storage. 90, 91 But the fact of the matter is that, in
most cases, the use of a distributed solution is not motivated by economic or organizational considerations. For example, processes can be made more efficient by directly
creating trust without the involvement of central operators. 92
The potential applications of DLT are diverse. Correspondingly, this technology is being
discussed and tested across nearly all industries and areas of society. The applications
are all specific, yet certain patterns can be discerned that we will refer to in the following as application patterns. These application patterns generalize specific applications
by bringing together recurring attributes that can be encountered across industries or
sectors. Application patterns are not averse to being split; a given application can belong to multiple application patterns. Application patterns constitute an intermediate
level between specific applications on the one hand and abstract concepts, such as
“instilling trust”, on the other. This will help us understand the wide range of possibilities for using this technology. As already mentioned, in this connection it can be observed that each individual application pattern could also be implemented by centralized systems. The question as to whether DLT is an apt solution to a given problem
that is described as an application pattern can only be answered on a case-to-case
basis and is―as explained in the foregoing―more of an organizational issue than a
technical one.
4.2.5.1 Neutral platforms
Alongside emerging informational asymmetries and data silos, monopolistic platforms
based on centralized infrastructures pose additional challenges. The associated issues
around governance and the use of data increase in complexity as more companies join
the platform. Moreover, mistrust and fear of dependency on a central operator often
lead companies to shun platforms that actually make sense in terms of their processes.
Currently existing quasi-monopolistic platforms, especially in the B2C market (e.g. Facebook), impressively demonstrate this “winner takes all” principle. As a rule, companies try to avoid falling into a dependent situation like this, striving instead to prevent
the rise of monopolistic platforms in their industries.
Neutral platforms that use DLT as an infrastructure make it possible to implement
business processes between different organizations via a neutral technological platform that is designed to prevent improper behavior on the part of individual participants. DLT, by virtue of its distributed nature and (in some implementations) transparency, makes it feasible for the platform to be jointly coordinated and administered by
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its participants. The defining paradigm is that the platform is not available to an individual company, being based instead on a distributed approach. Of course, for such a
platform to work it is necessary, for example, to define responsibilities for development
and maintenance. However, no operator of a centralized platform of this kind profits
from running it and strives to turn it into a monopoly. A platform of this kind can, for
instance, be used to automate (interorganizational) processes with smart contracts. The
advantages of a platform economy can thus be enjoyed without having to tolerate the
disadvantages of sharing it with a potential monopolist. Such neutral platforms can
also host digital applications in the form of marketplaces, games or other applications
or provide an environment for digital ecosystems.
4.2.5.2 Forgery-proof documentation
One of the fundamental properties of DLT systems is their immutability, which prevents
or at least documents any retroactive manipulation of data stored in them (e.g. documents, contracts, machine protocols etc.). The use of a DLT system thus permits the
establishment of a credible log for various kinds of information that all participating
parties can view. This can also make it possible to access stored data for auditing or
other purposes. For example, it is conceivable to trace access by certain individuals to
sensitive data in a DLT application and prevent unauthorized access. For this purpose,
however, as a rule actual data are not stored in DLT systems but only their hash values, 93 which can be used to confirm that a document available outside the system already existed in exactly the same form at an earlier point in time.
4.2.5.3 Payments
Payments are probably the use of DLTs that the public is most familiar with. The most
prominent examples are cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. DLT creates a way to make digital payments without having to resort to intermediaries such as the banking system.
Two parties can then directly make payments to one another without the need for a
detour via their banks or a service provider such as PayPal. The entire transaction is
conducted “peer-to-peer” via the DLT infrastructure, and even very small sums can be
transferred. 94 The use of such direct value transfers can make sense in many scenarios,
often supplementing other functions provided by a DLT system.
4.2.5.4 Management of cross-organizational processes
Processes between companies, or business-to-business (B2B) processes spanning multiple enterprises or organizations belonging to a value creation network, are―often in
order to protect business secrets, but also due to a lack of standardization―typically
afflicted by system and media fragmentation and consequently a marked lack of trans-
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parency. In some interorganizational situations like this, a centralized solution emerges
(e.g. operated by a process participant with considerable market power) and integrates
the data and businesses processes of all of the other participants. In practice, however,
this only occasionally succeeds, while giving already-strong market players even greater opportunities to exert influence. In many cases, the background is not necessarily
technical challenges, but rather political and economic issues. In the case of a centralized solution, a single company or organization must take responsibility for establishing and running the system, thus also gaining an advantage over its rivals within the
value creation network in terms of access to information. Data silos frequently also
result. An alternative to monopolistic platforms like this can be neutral platforms implemented with DLT. They are described in depth in connection with the next application pattern.
Rapid distribution of information to all of a DLT network’s members makes it possible
to coordinate processes across organizations. Once process information has been
written into the DLT system, it can be utilized for triggering subsequent processes. This
can thus potentially slash the duration of gaps between processes. The well-considered
use of smart contracts on DLT systems can also enable automatic monitoring of processes and eventually also (partial) automation of selected process steps.
To cite an example, the logistics industry is typically characterized by a large number of
different process participants who are involved in the successive stages that stretch
from the start to the finish of a supply chain. Frequently, the data generated in connection with production, packaging, inventory, transportation, customs, storage and security management can only be rendered transparent after a considerable delay, if they
are communicated at all. 95 These information deficits and asymmetries result in inefficiencies and waits. Private DLT systems, for example, would be a way to improve the
flow of information between process players. Information on progress made while
traversing the process can, for instance, be tamper-resistantly modelled in a chronological register. Job tickets, invoices, certificates of origin, and customs documents can
all be documented more easily while ensuring their integrity and security. At the same
time, processes spanning multiple organizations can facilitate cooperation by all of the
companies involved in the flow of goods. 96 This shows that DLT-based IT, serving as a
distributed, transparent and tamper-resistant infrastructure, can be a valid alternative
for improving intercompany collaboration within the scope of shared processes, thus
increasing the transparency of information and reducing inefficiencies in how the participating companies work together.
4.2.5.5 Digital identities
Many applications require digital versions of physical things (so-called digital identities
or digital twins 97) for representing persons or objects in the digital world. These digitally model attributes and actions of a person or object to subsequently permit digital
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interactions with that person or object. 98 DLT provides a way to define identities of this
kind. Unambiguous, validated and sovereign identities can make it considerably more
difficult to commit identity theft and manipulate data in other ways.
The German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees has already taken the initiative
in this regard. It is currently investigating the possibility of creating unique digital identities for refugees that would facilitate administrative processes. 99 The common ground
with cross-company processes is also evident here: it would be relevant to have unambiguous digital identities that could be used for processes across multiple government
institutions. It would also be technically possible to accomplish this with today’s centralized systems. But considering that several thousand facilities are involved, it would
be difficult to implement in actual practice. The use of a DLT application has potential
for establishing digital identities of this kind in a single, all-embracing infrastructure.
4.2.5.6 Digital documents
Analogously to the idea of digital identities, other objects or assets in the real world
can also be represented by tokens, thus mirroring―like today’s legal documents―ownership of property, for example. Such a digital document (the keyword is
tokenization) digitally models attributes of an object. The digital document then makes
it possible to denominate and trade objects, such as assets, in (almost) any way. The
digital document thus constitutes an alternative to paper-based documents, which are
typically difficult to manage in terms of preventing forgeries―by ensuring that they
can be validated anywhere and anytime―and document logistics. This can open up
new applications that would involve too much effort to implement today, while also
making existing applications more efficient or less prone to fraud (e.g. possibly also for
American depositary receipts, which have been attracting criticism for tax fraud since
late 2018).
Thanks to DLT and tokens implemented on it, for the first time digital value and digital
property can thus be divided up without the need for an intermediary. No exact definition of DTL tokens exists yet. The concept of digital tokens originated in informatics,
where tokens were used as a means of identification and authentication. Basically, a
DTL token is linked to value or authorizations. These can include voting rights, assets,
or services, among others. The use of DLT tokens as a general cryptocurrency is a
prominent application, e.g. for bitcoins. In addition to functionally differentiating tokens, they can also be distinguished on the basis of their tradability. Tradable tokens
are also referred to as fungible, and non-tradable tokens as nonfungible. Precisely
these nonfungible tokens cannot be transferred. This is important in connection with
digital identity documents, among other things, since these are usually tied to a certain
person or object. In recent years a large number of new digital token systems have
appeared, since such tokens can enable new forms of corporate, startup and project
funding. This is accomplished by issuing them via various paths to investors. The most
common approach is a so-called ICO (also often called a “token generating event”). It
involves the use of smart contracts to issue tokens that are paid for using a fiat currency (e.g. EUR or USD) or cryptocurrency. Tokens, which have primarily originated in
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connection with such ICOs, open up a host of technological and economic possibilities
due to the fact that they can be very flexibly configured. For example, they can be
issued in the form of utility, security or equity tokens, which are discussed in the following in greater detail.
4.2.5.6.1 Classification of tokens
Over the course of the last few years, many different kinds of tokens have appeared,
and as a result this phenomenon has also become a focus of scientific research. 100 Several different schemes now exist for classifying tokens. However, the goals achievable
with tokens and the corresponding possibilities for their use have not yet been conclusively identified. Three basic types of tokens can be distinguished: cryptocurrencies,
utility tokens, and security tokens. The oldest kind of token is cryptocurrencies, which
are used as digital money―among other things, for purchasing goods or services. By
contrast, a utility token can have a variety of functions. For example, it can confer authorization for someone―e.g. its owner―to access something (similarly to an admission ticket) or serve as a “value container” for paying or rewarding a user for behaving
in a certain way. Security tokens, finally, are corporate shares that include the right to
receive dividends or a share of profits. This last type of token in particular is now in the
sights of regulatory institutions because tokens that are equivalent to securities fall (in
Germany) under the Securities Trading Act and as such are monitored by the Federal
Agency for Financial Services Supervision. 101 So far, however, no uniform legal framework for tokens exists for the EU or Germany. Overall, there is still a considerable need
for study and political action in this area.
4.2.5.6.2 Cryptocurrencies
Cryptocurrencies are an example of digital tokens. Common to digital currencies (regarded here as a superordinate category) is that they are used as a medium of exchange, value depository, or accounting unit. 102 For example, they can be exchanged
for physical goods or services, among other things. Their use may be limited to an
online location such as a casino or an airline website. In this context, they are also designated as virtual currencies. Bitcoin initiated the spread of a new type of digital currency, namely so-called cryptocurrencies. It was inspired by the financial crisis of 2007.
At that time, the world’s central banks flooded the markets with fresh money, causing
the value of physical currencies to plummet. In that situation, a person or group of
people known by the pseudonym of Satoshi Nakamoto developed a new currency that
was independent of banks and countries and therefore could not be centrally controlled, dubbing it Bitcoin. Cryptocurrencies thus differ from other digital currencies in
that they are based on a distributed network. By March 2019, there were more than
2,000 different cryptocurrencies 103 broadly based on DLT. One advantage that cryptocurrencies have over conventional means of payment is that they permit fast execution
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of transactions across countries. While the banking system can take up to several days
to complete an international transaction, cryptocurrencies provide a unified system in
which transactions can be handled worldwide within seconds or minutes. Sweden and
China are taking very innovative approaches by having their central banks develop
their own cryptocurrencies. The director of the International Monetary Fund, Christine
Lagarde, also underscored their potential and future importance by proposing a digital
currency in October 2017. 104 On the other hand, one characteristic of current cryptocurrencies that has often been criticized is the fact that their value often fluctuates greatly.
This topic is illuminated further in section 4.2.5.6.4.

4.2.5.6.3 Initial coin offerings (ICOs)
An ICO is a way to raise capital, and from the perspective of the financial markets can
be directly compared with a traditional initial public offering or crowdfunding. ICOs are
also referred to as a kind of fund raising that uses blockchain to implement the underlying idea of crowdfunding 105 without relying on intermediaries such as banks. In contrast to classic crowdfunding, no third parties are involved in concluding contracts or
handling monetary transfers. ICOs are therefore also described as “truly peer-topeer”―i.e. they do not rely on any intermediaries. In an ICO, an investor receives tokens in return for a deposited investment. The investment takes place as an exchange
of cryptocurrencies. An investor sends, for example, a number of bitcoins to a project’s
network address and receives in return a corresponding number of the tokens associated with the project, based on a defined exchange rate. New tokens are often created
on a DLT system with the aid of smart contracts. The equivalent value and functionality
behind an invested token can vary depending on the ICO’s design. The generic functions of tokens have already been described in detail. The revenues obtained via the
ICO are available in full to fund the development project. ICOs thus strive to provide
incentives for private individuals to invest in the technology. Because the “blockchain
community” is self-organized and unregulated, black sheep often take advantage of
the situation. With fake initiatives that often involve blockchain in name only, they attempt to fraudulently obtain money from unsuspecting investors. In 2018, for example,
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a Vietnamese company calling itself Modern Tech scammed some 32,000 investors for
660 million U.S. dollars with an ICO for “Pincoin”. 106 The open, global nature of blockchain and ICOs make it difficult to regulate and even harder to “prohibit” schemes like
this at the national level. Overall it is imperative to study more exhaustively the conditions under which ICOs can be a sensible way for startups and established companies
to raise money, as well as how investors can be more effectively safeguarded from
fraudsters.
4.2.5.6.4 Value fluctuations
As a rule, the value of tradable tokens depends on supply and demand in the market.
Their value (and especially that of cryptocurrencies) therefore fluctuates often―not
least because of the large numbers of speculative investors interested in this sector.
Since tokens are often used as an incentive to actively participate in operating DLT
systems, these value fluctuations are problematic. As described in section 3.3.1, calculations performed by smart contracts often cost something in the applicable currency.
Due to pronounced fluctuations in their value, the costs for executing applications
implemented on their basis are difficult to forecast, which is problematic in economic
terms. This can provide negative incentives, especially in the case of utility tokens,
which are inherently based on the idea of usefulness and can, for example, be used to
pay for services within the network. This idea is often at odds with the idea of participation in the ecosystem, which in many cases is also inherent in the same tokens. For
example, in some ecosystems a token can be used to buy goods or services, but its
value fluctuates. Using tokens increases their value, but this value is lost at the same
time. In addition to tradable tokens, whose value is directly determined by the market,
there are also models in which tokens are pegged to the value of other objects such as
fiat currencies.
4.2.5.7 Providerless services
Forward-looking concepts are often discussed in connection with DLT, and they should
at least be mentioned here. One frequently encountered idea is that of a decentralized
autonomous organization (DAO). This is understood as a form of organization that is
based exclusively on DLT and whose rules (and business processes) are entirely implemented as smart contracts. For example, a DAO has no management in the conventional sense; instead, all decisions are made by shareholders.
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In this context, “providerless services” are also conceivable. Digital services implemented as smart contracts can―once they are made public―remain available without any
additional maintenance by the original developer, as long as the underlying DLT system keeps running, i.e. continues to be used by the community (or, for example, a
DAO). This results in services without providers: a state of affairs that was not foreseen
by conventional economic theory.
4.2.5.8 Economically autonomous machines
Autonomous machines (like self-driving vehicles) are currently being developed and
enhanced on a large scale. It is therefore only a matter of time until machines begin
interacting autonomously in an economic sense as well. Without central monitoring,
such interactions require a trust-inducing technology like DLT. As a consequence of
parallel development trends in the fields of artificial intelligence and the Internet of
Things, in the years ahead there is every reason to expect the advent of autonomously
acting machines for a wide range of applications. The examples include mobility (selfdriving vehicles), transportation and logistics (drones), and manufacturing (industrial
robots). A blockchain could serve as the infrastructure for these machines to also interact economically (e.g. charging for mutually provided services on a “pay-per-use” basis). Apart from this, it is also conceivable that any taxes due on work done by robots
could be automatically transferred to the responsible taxation authority in an easily
audited form.
4.2.6

Decision-making criteria for the use of blockchain

Decisions on whether or not to use DLT must take various aspects into account. In
terms of design, a distributed system is inferior in many respects to conventional data
storage technologies (e.g. central databases). It is therefore important to individually
check every application to see if the use of DLT adds significant value. To facilitate
these decisions, researchers and practitioners have developed various approaches,
some of which have different focuses or priorities. The World Economic Forum, for
example, has presented a decision tree based on relevant criteria. 107 It includes three
initial criteria for immediately ruling out the use of blockchain. The first question is “Are
you trying remove intermediaries or brokers?” Owing to the distributed nature of DLT,
in most cases it provides few additional benefits if a central unit is already adequately
administering and controlling the system. The next question is “Are you working with
digital assets (versus physical assets)?” If this is not the case, then these assets cannot
be processed by a blockchain either. This criterion can also be regarded as a fundamental design principle of DLT systems. Since one of the core attributes of DLT is longterm, immutable storage of data, it must also be possible to create a permanent, authoritative record of the digital asset in question. Accordingly, implementing DLT
should be avoided until all three criteria are met. It should be noted that the study by
the World Economic Forum does not consider business factors, combinations of technical attributes of different distributed ledger technologies, or different generations.
Scanning the entire trajectory of DLT up to the present, four technological attributes
can be repeatedly spotted that have been used to derive the decision-making criteria
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of various tests. The Bitcoin protocol, for example, succeeded in eliminating intermediaries (in this specific case, banks). The two principal technological bases for this are a
high degree of protection from tampering and a single shared store of information.
The high degree of protection from tampering, which is often incorrectly described as
immutability, is achieved with Proof of Work. A single shared store of information is
achieved―leaving aside the occasional temporary existence of two parallel chains, or
“forks”―by everyone agreeing on a timestamp. Ethereum became the next significant
stage in the evolution of the blockchain idea by making it possible to store so-called
smart contracts (later also referred to as “chaincode”, among other things) at the protocol level, thus enabling all participants to store executable code in the blockchain. As
a result, the added value that blockchain could generate for organizations gained a
new dimension: the implementation and execution of logic by any number of participants. This made it possible, for example, to manage processes across organizations. In
this case it is not only about eliminating a central process manager (and thus an intermediary), but also about linking together participants independently of existing systems and implementing distributed logic. Since then, there have been numerous other
attempts to overcome certain technological constraints and, for example, enable the
sustainability of Proof of Work and the interoperability of different distributed ledger
technologies, with theoretically unlimited scalability being the one with the greatest
potential impact. IOTA, a new distributed ledger technology, is attempting to achieve it
by, for instance, departing from the basic idea of the blockchain and implementing a
database structure based on directed acyclic graphs. However, this technology falls
short of achieving that goal without dispensing with a common store of information.
The last example in particular shows that decision-making criteria need to be both
comprehensive and flexible. Blockchain cannot be limited to a single application, although this is the case with the decision tree of the World Economic Forum. Rather, it is
necessary to consider the current and steadily evolving capabilities of distributed ledger technology as they apply to a particular application. Combinations of tamper resistance, concurrent information, distributed logic, and high scalability are what various
derivative technologies are striving for and can only be individually compared with
conventional technologies.
4.2.7

Blockchain as a digital infrastructure

Although DLT was originally conceived for the purpose of technically implementing a
digital currency, 108 it is more recent versions of it in particular that may be regarded as
generic digital infrastructures. 109 Infrastructures of this kind make it possible to take
their attributes (such as protection from tampering), render them usable, and disseminate them via interfaces for different kinds of applications. On the technical level, as a
rule such a DLT interacts with conventional IT systems instead of being used as a
standalone infrastructure.
An analogy borrowed from a very classical field is well-suited for illustrating the infrastructural character of distributed ledger technology, against the background of still-
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new, barely studied effects on business and society: cities are undoubtedly responsible
for municipal infrastructure such as streets and central facilities. In order to improve
their quality of life, attract businesses, and thus generate revenues, cities leverage the
basic infrastructure of “streets and roads” in order to offer higher-order infrastructure
like “weekly markets”. This higher-order infrastructure can then serve as a platform for
bringing together and rendering accessible the products or services of providers. In
this analogy, the streets and roads correspond to the data lines that, in the context of
expanding broadband services, paved the way for the “Internet of Information” (see
also section 4.2.4). The analogy of a weekly market would be DLT-based infrastructures
of the “Internet of Value and Trust”. Commerce is also conducted by private businesses
on the basis of a DLT-based infrastructure. Here the key questions include how to establish such infrastructures in Germany, and in particular how to ensure that they are
compatible with the German system of laws and values and add value for Germany’s
economy and society. Unless these questions are asked at an early stage and strategies
developed for national policies based on the answers, in the long term DLT infrastructural solutions imported from other countries could prevail.
Smart contracts and tokens in particular lend themselves very well to modelling relationships and interactions among different entities. These interactions take place on
various levels, generally while using the most relevant kinds of DLT systems in each
case. In an economic context, relationships among equivalent private individuals can
be subsumed under the heading of consumer-to-consumer (C2C). Relationships
among companies are referred to as business-to-business (B2B). And relationships
involving government organizations are grouped, for example, under the label of government-to-business (G2B).
In this context, it is frequently postulated that C2C relationships could be accurately
modeled by means of public DLT systems (cf. the technical section), since the parties
involved in these relationships do not necessarily trust one another and therefore require a generally accessible infrastructure with objectively verifiable protection from
tampering. These DLT systems in particular may be regarded as public digital infrastructure. Any individual or organization can join an appropriate network by operating
a node with the corresponding protocol. In the same way, each of these entities can
develop applications on the basis of the infrastructure in order to, for example, implement business models or completely self-serving applications. Public systems thus
exhibit potential for generating new kinds of ecosystems based on the generic attributes of DLT. In technical terms, DLT is in turn based on the Internet as a digital infrastructure. However, DLT still lacks a clear, generally acknowledged, and comparable
layered model. Users are also occasionally challenged by the large number of public
DLT systems, the paucity of standards, and the frequently lacking interoperability of
individual systems. This is problematic, since it limits the economies of scale that public
DLT systems require. Besides generic DLT systems that are suited for general applications, there are also domain-specific systems offering, for example, optimized protocols for financial uses.
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4.2.8

Informational self-determination and digital sovereignty

In recent years, large digital enterprises―which are sometimes bundled under acronyms like FAANG (Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix and Google)―have made a
steady stream of headlines in connection with the excessive storage, use and/or abuse
of data. When, shortly after the 2016 U.S. presidential election, it emerged that the
British company of Cambridge Analytica had used millions of Facebook profiles in an
attempt to influence the outcome, the resulting debate reshaped public perception of
these issues in an unprecedented way. The data were used without the users’ consent
or knowledge. These and similar incidents clearly show that users themselves often
know little about and can do even less to influence how their personal (utilization) data
are disseminated after they use popular online services. Many smartphone apps automatically pass utilization data to Facebook or Google, for example, even when they are
not directly related to the services in question. Researchers at Oxford University, for
example, found that over 90% of all apps include tracking functions belonging to a U.S.
company. 110 In terms of tracking volumes, Alphabet―Google’s parent company―takes
first place by a large margin at 88%, even beating Facebook (44%). 111 Limiting the
scope of this comprehensive tracking, when apps allow it, is often very difficult or impossible to do, even for tech-savvy users.
Yet the right of informational self-determination dictates that individuals are entitled to
decide themselves how their personal data are used. The term “digital sovereignty” is
often used in this context. 112 Although no consistent definition of digital sovereignty
exists yet, in general it means that the individual is enabled to “move in the digital
world in a self-determined way […] and actively exercise [their] rights to informational
self-determination.” 113 The use of the term digital sovereignty implicitly strengthens the
connection to today’s digitalized world and its conditions and challenges.
The GDPR already addresses some of the challenges that are arising in this context. For
example, it regulates data protection and the security of personal data. Now data on
users may only be captured if this is necessary in order for them to use a system or
application. 114 In addition, steps must be taken to ensure that the ways in which these
data are stored and used are transparent to users. Apparently, however, these and
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similar regulations are frequently ignored, as evidenced by a record-breaking fine that
was recently imposed on Google by the French data protection regulator, the Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL). Google has been ordered to
pay a penalty of 50 million euros for violating “transparency and informational obligations”. 115 CNIL said that Google provided insufficient information to users on how their
data are used and also failed to specifically obtain their consent for using their data for
various services including the Google search function, Google Maps and YouTube. 116
This case touches on some fundamental issues. For one, some software is difficult or
impossible to use without the implemented tracking functions, since it is simply not
available or it is extremely difficult to find a version that does not have them. For another, users must overcome considerable hurdles in order to disable these functions.
The situation is additionally aggravated by the platform or network effect that has
already been mentioned here a number of times: for many users there is no alternative
to widespread services like chat platforms, because only these services have a sufficiently large user base for generating real value. In order to take advantage of these
services, users therefore often knowingly or unknowingly take associated data protection issues or a lack of privacy in stride.
A transition from this status quo toward greater digital sovereignty of individuals, and
also of governments and companies, requires more approaches that actively place
decision-making powers in the hands of users instead of those of software providers
and platform operators. In the digital world, approaches of this kind must be appropriately software-based and/or it must be possible to integrate them in existing solutions.
In order to comply with the stipulations of the GDPR, for example, all applicable legal
requirements need to be technically implemented, including, for example, interoperable data formats and the ability to delete data. 117 Relevant economic and social aspects―such as platform or lock-in effects―must also be considered when developing
them.
In the real world, the sovereignty of one’s personal identity is relatively simple to manage. A commonly cited example is verification of an individual’s age. If, for example, it
is necessary to check someone’s age to determine whether they may purchase alcoholic beverages or play certain computer games, they can show their identity card or
passport. In this simple example no other data are relevant and there is therefore also
no need to divulge them, and by and large they are not captured either. As already
explained, however, the situation “online” is quite different. In that world, a wide variety
of information on individuals is constantly collected, disseminated and evaluated.
DLT can help mitigate excessive data use, for example by preventing data from being
used for purposes other than the one at hand, thus contributing to greater digital sovereignty. Going forward, it can serve as an enabling technology for digital, selfsovereign identities. DLT-based platforms are already being developed for managing
digital identities (see section 4.2.5.5). Such a platform provides the required infrastructure for each participant to actively manage their digital identity. It is relevant that
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none of the data are directly stored in the DLT-based infrastructure; the blockchain
only serves as a verification layer. In this context, the key aspects are the security, controllability, and portability of identities. 118 As the term suggests, it should be completely
up to the user to manage their personal identity, thus enabling genuine digital sovereignty. The user alone decides which attributes of their identity they want to share and
with whom. For example, individual aspects such as age, height, gender, contact data
or payment information may be relevant in different situations and used independently
of one another.
In the following, the use of a self-sovereign identity is briefly and simply explained,
taking the example of digital age verification. A user signs on to the identity platform.
It is of course necessary to verify his or her age before he or she is allowed to purchase
age-restricted products such as alcoholic beverages. He or she therefore needs a way
to confirm and verify his or her age, such as a new ID card. Once his or her age has
been verified, he or she alone is entitled to decide who he or she shares this information with. The key aspect is that the information―for instance, his or her exact date
of birth―is not stored on the platform in a publicly accessible form. Instead, there are
only encrypted pointers to the data, and the platform is only used to confirm attributes
(such as age) toward other users (such as an online shop). When making an online
purchase, the user can now answer the question “are you over 18?” with “yes” by directly sharing the verified attribute of “age” with the shop. He or she does not even
have to share information on his or her actual age, only on whether or not he or she is
at least 18 years old (yes/no). Processes of this kind are closely related to other digital
technologies and concepts such as secure multiparty computation. 119, 120
Initial verification of certain attributes is a frequent sticking point in discussions of
whether DLT is the best technical foundation for a system of this kind. A verifying function needs to be accessed in this process, but the jury is still out on whether other
technological solutions might be equally well-suited. Various startups have already set
themselves the goal of developing DLT-based digital identities and providing corresponding platforms that will give users complete privacy and control.
DLT-based approaches are a first step in this direction. Looking ahead, they will technically enable the achievement of greater digital sovereignty. However, this purely technical capability will hardly be sufficient. Appropriate general economic and legal conditions will also have to be met to truly bring about a change in how the topic of informational self-determination is addressed. In practice, the crux of the matter will probably be how to successfully traverse the path from the status quo of “complete dependence on platform operators and software vendors” to “complete digital sovereignty of
the individual”. Various aspects of this conundrum are already being debated. One is
the need for an appropriate legal framework, for instance to justify changes to existing
laws, also against the opposition of large digital enterprises. 121 Moreover, from a purely
market economy perspective it is already hard to restrict the storage and processing of
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data, activities that are dominated by U.S. companies, to European or German jurisdictions. These market-dominating services are typically not provided by European companies, 122 since European or German alternatives to the mainly U.S.-based software are
rare. It is also necessary to clarify these issues in DLT-based IT infrastructures, since―at
least in public blockchains―no territorial restrictions can be enforced. In the future as
well, it will be essential to enable the use of new digital services (such as intelligent
household assistance systems) while safeguarding privacy and security. 123 Further technological advances must not be allowed to endanger digital sovereignty. DLT can
make a contribution here.

4.3

Aspects of Implementation

4.3.1

Diffusion of DLT-based innovations

4.3.1.1 The economic perspective
DLT can provide a high-value digital infrastructure for supporting economic viability.
But it is not a business model in itself. Despite all the media hype around innovative
technologies, and especially blockchain, there is still insecurity in government, business
and society regarding the potential of blockchain and whether this potential can be
leveraged to achieve their goals. In the context of digitalization and ever-shorter innovation cycles, companies are constantly on the lookout for ideas and approaches that
will let them unlock new fields of business or optimize existing processes (see section
4.2.7).
However, there is no reason to think that DLT is already replacing firmly established
intermediaries. It may also be assumed that in the future, both centralized platforms
and distributed, democratically organized DLT platforms will be present, even coexisting in many cases. In the case of the platform-based business models that are so widespread today (Amazon and Uber being cases in point), their value for customers is
mostly due to the many interactions and business partners available there. But this also
comes at a price, because market power is usually concentrated in the hands of semimonopolistic providers (along the lines of the “winner takes all” principle). A conventional centralized platform operator can therefore do business virtually unrestrained; in
particular, it can respond faster and more dynamically to both positive and negative
external developments. What is more, it pursues its own interests with the platform,
thus making it easier to convince investors of the profitability of its business model. As
a consequence, major platform operators achieve an initial efficiency advantage compared to decentralized platforms, which do not constitute business models in their own
right and in which decisions have to be made jointly by all (or at least a majority) of
their participants, who also take responsibility for them. In the long term, however, if
central platform operators abuse their market dominance or fail to adequately meet
customers’ needs (for example, by ignoring data protection requirements), a sustained,
coordinated migration away from them to a DLT-based, neutral, and distributed alternative is within the realm of possibility. In the final analysis, whether a platform succeeds or fails depends on users, and because they have different preferences with
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regard to the above-mentioned advantages and disadvantages, it is probable that
centralized and distributed DLT-based platforms will continue to coexist in the future. It
may be assumed that, in markets where a centralized platform has prevailed, the mere
possibility of a DLT-based distributed alternative arising can be enough to persuade
the platform operator to abandon its monopolistic tendencies. In other words, the
potential existence of DLT alone can have a market-correcting effect.
The use of DLT can also be very promising in situations where an intermediary could
benefit but the market or political environment has prevented one from emerging. For
example, in the foreseeable future it would not make sense to replace the German land
registry with a DTL. But in countries where such registries do not exist or do not function reliably (for example, because of corruption), it could make a great deal of sense
to introduce a corresponding DLT-based system.
A fundamental prerequisite for the successful use of DLT is digitization of the processes to be supported. 124 Provided that this is done, various e-government solutions can
be enriched by the attributes of DLT.

DLT opens up the possibility of an infrastructural IT solution for federal business and
administrative processes where it is important to respect the data sovereignty of the
stakeholders involved while applying the once-only principle.

Generally speaking, these approaches have potential whenever processes call for
communication and cooperation across organizations. The current practice, in which
many organizations separately store their data, definitely also has many advantages
but tends to interfere with collaboration due to a lack of mutual data-related and
technical integration. From an economic standpoint, integrating the data of all government organizations (in a “federal database”) would also increase the efficiency of
administrative processes and government work.
124
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In Germany, however, being a country with a federalist system of government and
political culture, centralized data storage is frowned upon. Here DLT could help
achieve cross-agency processes without requiring central data storage. This would
facilitate communication, support cooperation, and at the same time strengthen the
data sovereignty of individual citizens.
In order to efficiently deploy DLT, public administrations require knowledge of processes within and across agencies, appropriate skills for reorganizing processes against
the background of the possibilities of DLT, legal expertise (for example, on implications
of data storage), and technical capabilities for implementing these approaches. Projects of this kind can be supervised and monitored by facilities that possess appropriate expertise.
In a global survey by the World Economic Forum, 73% of 816 questioned information
and communication technology experts said that they expected the first government
to begin using DLT to collect taxes by the year 2023. 125 In the following, three other
promising eGovernment applications for DLT are discussed. One involves designing
digital proof of identity that does not reveal any personal information that is not relevant to the case at hand. Its core element is a secure DLT-ID that is verified a single
time by a trustworthy authority (e.g. a local community) and can then be used by citizens. In addition, there are interesting uses for DLT applications that document a circumstance or change of status only once. Rapid, secure distribution of new information
to all of a blockchain network’s members also permits cross-organizational coordination of business processes and administrative processes. A change of status can, for
example, trigger subsequent processes at other government agencies. Besides the
applications that have already been described here, DLT also has potential for use
within the scope of democratic processes. Specifically, this technology can be leveraged to support the democratization of elections and administrations while strengthening citizens’ sovereignty.
The digitization of elections typically poses strict security requirements. But ensuring
secrecy and anonymity is not the only challenge. Election systems are also an attractive
target for manipulation attempts. DLT, being inherently impervious to falsification,
unchangeable and transparent, has potential for mitigating problems that have hitherto plagued attempts to digitize elections and even for creating a more reliable standard than paper-based elections. This is due to the fact that votes submitted on paper
have to be digitized in order to count them, a process that is prone to errors and vulnerable to manipulation. The credibility of results can therefore only be ensured by a
disproportionate effort. In elections held with the aid of DLT, by contrast, the entire
process is digital from the start―and at the same time transparent and safe from manipulation. Voter identification could take place outside this system, for example using
biometric verification techniques like retina, fingerprint or dorsal hand vein scanning.
Identification is not the core of DLT, however, but only the interface to users. Here it is
essential to pay close attention to make sure that no unwanted monitoring possibilities
arise from the use of DLT. Although experimental approaches and pilot projects provide an idea of the form that such a system could take, before actually implementing it
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there is a need for additional intensive research and testing. 126 Also where interagency
processes and communication are concerned, DLT can help pool information without
the need for a central database for all citizens. The German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, for example, has tested a DLT solution with promising results and is
already implementing it on a pilot basis for the purpose of improving interagency cooperation. 127
In order for DLT to prevail in an application, a critical mass of relevant parties has to be
convinced of the advantages. For the most part, the principal challenges associated
with implementing a DLT application are not technical or legal, but political and organizational. Even if the initial effort required to launch it is minor, its productive use can
be very costly. A certain minimum number of organizations need to use a DLT application in order to achieve economies of scale. Even if DLT can increase efficiency within a
consortium, all of its stakeholders first have to be convinced that such a solution makes
sense. In large, dynamic consortia this process introduces inefficiency. Alternatives that
do not involve DLT are also available; one possibility is joint ventures with a centralized
system managed according to legal rules instead of technical ones. Yet this type of
cooperation is often also dogged by problems, which improves the prospects of DLT.
Joint ventures often fail due to a lack of mutual trust or self-serving members, leading
to corruption. These problems are addressed in the context of shipping documents in
Chapter 6. Appropriate policies can encourage competitors to join forces, also without
the use of DLT. To establish the right priorities, however, it would appear to be necessary to provide legal security by applying antitrust laws.
Another challenge in connection with DLT is that market players have little knowledge
or understanding of this technology. As a result, companies commonly ignore it when
making decisions. The role of coordinator of a consortium in particular leads to misunderstandings and two possible problems. First, confidence in a distributed solution can
be hindered by a lack of technical understanding. For example, it is doubtful that the
members of a small network of public transportation providers will possess the expertise required to implement and actively participate in running a distributed mobility
platform like OMOS (a collaboration of TÜV Rheinland, Fraunhofer FIT and MotionWerk). Second, it can happen that a consortium’s supposedly distributed design is only
faked by its coordinator. It is very important to foster technical understanding (and
thus confidence) in DTL, especially at small and medium-sized German companies,
even if this alone is insufficient to enable productive use of the technology. At large
DAX-listed corporate groups, it is now common for managers to use DLT to make
investment decisions, despite being clueless as to how it actually works and despite the
fact that these companies could easily afford an R&D department devoted to this
technology. The situation is different at small and medium-sized German firms. These
are usually too small to actively study such a technology themselves. Especially in a
country like Germany, where small and medium-sized companies constitute the backbone of the economy, it would therefore make political sense to help them acquire
relevant knowledge. A consortium of small and medium-sized firms would contribute
to achieving a critical mass and thus accelerate diffusion of the technology. Even if no
appropriate solutions are yet available for these companies in the marketplace, the
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technology itself is already mature enough to seize early-stage opportunities and gain
a competitive edge. In other countries where small and medium-sized firms do not
play such an important role, there is no risk of a technology drain.
4.3.1.2 The Business perspective
DLT is regarded as a disruptive technology. Digital disruption is caused by innovations
that largely or completely displace established technologies, products or services. This
faces companies with issues that also arose in the past in a similar form but were far
less frequent and above all not as broadly relevant. How do I deal with the new possibilities and challenges that digitalization offers me as a company?
4.3.1.2.1 DLT as a disruptive technology
The use of DLT was initially debated in the financial services industry, but in recent
months (the time of this writing is April 2019) diverse companies have taken the initiative in the field of DLT and are addressing corresponding applications and problem
solutions, in many cases within the scope of industry-specific consortia. This trend reveals a fundamental different between disruptive and conventional technologies. Existing or emerging applications are being sought in which disruptive technologies can be
meaningfully deployed (see Figure 17). In this context, more and more companies are
attempting to counter disruptive innovations with conventional practices and approaches―and are running the risk of failing in this endeavor. Miscalculations by major
enterprises in connection with disruptive technologies are public knowledge (the examples include Nokia and Kodak), and so are the negative consequences and failures
they have suffered as a result. When trends are misinterpreted, even current technology leaders can be forced out of their markets in just a few years.

Figure 17: The consequences of disruptive technologies are different from those of normal technologies.

In the case of “normal” innovations, there are plenty of applications for which appropriate technologies are being sought. Where disruptive innovations are concerned, the
opposite is generally true: the technology is already known, but sensible uses for it are
still being debated.
4.3.1.2.2 DLT calls for a different approach to innovation management
Past developments associated with DLT exhibit clear analogies with earlier disruptions.
It is therefore conceivable that the fate of today’s established market players can take a
similar course if they incorrectly assess the potential and effects of DLT. When evaluating disruptive technologies, it is important to take a broad perspective while simulta-
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neously keeping technological developments, the market, and the competitive situation in view (for example, in neighboring industries and general technological trends).
It is not a good idea to focus exclusively on a single source of information. If a company concentrates too exclusively on customers’ wishes and expectations―although
precisely this is a frequently recommended approach in the age of digitalization―it
runs the risk of no longer looking “out of the box” and developing tunnel vision. A
simple analogy makes this clear. In the early 20th century, if merchants or entrepreneurs had been asked how the Atlantic might be crossed more quickly, they very
probably would have answered that a new generation of even faster ships would accomplish this. Then, in 1919, the disruption arrived: the first nonstop transatlantic flight,
piloted by Britons John Alcock and Arthur Brown. But it was Charles Lindbergh, an
American, who attracted the most attention by accomplishing the same feat by himself
several years later in 1927. A few years also passed between the creation of the first
bitcoins in 2009, which attracted relatively little attention, and when this cryptocurrency
began making headlines. It will presumably also take a while until DLT is widely and
productively used. But it would be a mistake not to take this technology into account
in today’s strategic considerations. There is currently no way to know how important
DLT will ultimately be in various fields and industries. According to the “hype cycle” of
the firm of Gartner, blockchain, in other words DLT, is now just past the “peak of inflated expectations”. 128 While in the case of some DLT applications this assessment has
been apparent in the negative reports published since mid-2018, especially for the
cryptocurrency markets, it is unclear whether it is also accurate for DLT in general.
Assuming that the bundle of technologies collectively referred to in this study as DLT is
in fact now in the vicinity of the “peak of inflated expectations”, going forward from
here three different scenarios are imaginable (see Figure 18). One is that DLT will become a standard technology in the near future and deeply transform a wide range of
markets and industries. Another is that the current hype will be followed by a consolidation phase. Over time, the fields of application in which DLT can be productively
used while conferring real benefits will become clear. In the third, it will turn out that
DLT’s disruptive potential is being wildly overestimated and it will not succeed in surmounting existing obstacles, thus relegating it to the status of a niche technology. The
most likely outcome is that DLT, like many other technologies, will take the middle
road. Innovative companies should therefore get ready for a “plateau of productivity”
and not fear the “trough of disillusionment”.
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Figure 18: DLT at the peak of inflated expectations: after this point, there are three conceivable scenarios.

In the best-case scenario, companies take a multistage approach (see Figure 18).
Across all industries, it is important to involve both business and technically competent
staff in the innovation process. This is the only way to ensure that the technology’s
disruptive nature is considered at all of an enterprise’ levels. The perspective of employees with expertise on infrastructure or applications often differs from that of those
who are responsible for a company’s business model. And it is essential to look at
things from all of these standpoints in order to capture the full breadth of possible
applications and their implications. An example of the successful application of this
procedural model is presented in Fridgen et al. (2017).

Figure 19: Procedural model for dealing with disruptive (digital) technologies

1. Understand the technology: Introduction to conceptual and technical foundations
In most cases, companies and their employees have only rudimentary experience of
DLT. Either they completely lack relevant expertise, or it is limited to particular applications such as cryptocurrencies. But in order for all involved employees to be able to
recognize the potential of DLT, avoid unrealistic expectations, and assess as precisely
as possible its impact on their own company and industry, they need to thoroughly
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familiarize themselves with its conceptual and technical foundations. Sufficient time
should be allotted for this phase of the procedural model, since it constitutes the basis
for all further efforts and is indispensable for developing and discussing possible DTL
applications.
2. Unbiased creativity: Develop a variety of possible application scenarios
After digesting the basics and attributes of DLT, it makes sense to creatively approach
potential applications with an open mind. In this phase, it can be a good idea to involve employees who have had no prior contact with this technology; this will encourage unbiased creativity. A creative workshop should be held, focusing on the following
questions: How could your company use this technology? Which intermediary currently hinders your company the most? Are your company’s data in great danger of manipulation in the context of some processes? Which processes take too long? Which
processes have (too) many participants? For which processes and services does your
company pay too much?
3. Look at the market: Consider applications that are already successful
In a further step, existing projects within the same industry are considered and analyzed. Looking farther afield to find and consider other perspectives on and uses for
the technology is advisable. This step facilitates a much better understanding of the
possible situations that can arise and how mature the technology is.
4. Informed creativity: Develop sound ideas for applications
After becoming familiar in this way with existing applications and possibilities, it is a
good idea to hold another workshop to build on all the impressions that have been
gathered and ask once again: How could your company use this technology? Experience has shown that this step can already yield detailed intermediate results against
the background of market observations.
5. Structure ideas: Cluster, prioritize and assess ideas
A certain number of possible DLT applications have already been identified by this
point. Now the most promising of them should be chosen for further study. By applying selected criteria to these and asking the right questions, a good and detailed overview of suitable candidates can be obtained relatively quickly. An example of a question for consolidating the list is: How does this process with DLT compare to the status
quo, and what benefits or drawbacks would it bring? If, after working through the list in
this manner, too many promising DLT applications are still left, further consolidation
should be considered. For example, it can be useful to eliminate the most complex
applications and choose those that express the technology’s attributes best. In addition, the development processes and what has been learned from them should be
straightforward to apply to other cases.
6. Prototyping: Implementation of the best ideas
The goal of prototyping is not necessarily to develop a market-ready solution. Rather,
it is about accumulating expertise in the company to enable swift responses to future
developments. For implementing selected applications, it is advisable to take an agile
approach and move from the initial example to a productive application in a series of
83

iterative steps. This iterative approach rapidly yields initial results that can then be used
to communicate the technology within the company and educate staff about it. This
approach also makes it possible to quickly respond to changes or new insights in the
ongoing evolution of DLT.
Digitalization, and especially disruptive technologies, are exerting a profound influence
on nearly all parts of society, industries and companies. The associated changes often
completely permeate all of a company, from its infrastructure all the way to its business
model. A host of different development scenarios are conceivable, from the development of new products and services to the displacement of “big players” to the creation
of new markets. Companies are asking themselves how, in this complex environment,
they can keep up with developments. In many cases there is a lack of a tailored concept for dealing with situation and managing disruptive innovations. The example of
blockchain shows that these technologies are evolving at a rapid pace. Although no
one can accurately assess their true potential, companies should nevertheless address
them. They are well-advised to keep their sights on the future and actively acquire
relevant knowledge about blockchain.

In order to adequately understand the possibilities of DLT and identify applications for
it, an approach is needed that combines analytical and creative methods. Companies
should observe the market and engage in a dialog with other firms, definitely including
rivals that only compete with them in some areas. It is often worthwhile to track current
technological developments in one’s own industry and beyond.
4.3.2

Obstacles

4.3.2.1 Energy consumption and transaction speed
One frequently cited criticism of DLT is that it suffers from a low transaction speed in
combination with high energy consumption. In the following, both of these aspects are
addressed and put in relation to DLT.
4.3.2.1.1 Transaction speed
The transaction speed and power consumption of a DLT system mainly depend on the
consensus mechanism used. More than 30 different consensus mechanisms meanwhile
exist, of which Proof of Work is the best-known. This is because of its long history and
close association with the Bitcoin system. It is therefore often taken as a basis for comparison and regarded as the standard or as representative of all other DLT systems.
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However, in many cases this fails to take the current state of the technology into account. Other consensus mechanisms are more efficient in various ways; section 3.2.2
provides an overview.
Generally speaking, the transaction speed of a DLT-based system is slower than that of
a central database. There are two reasons for this. One is that the consensus mechanism typically requires verifications and iterative communication with other network
participants, which quickly adds up with global communication. The other is that, because the system is distributed, all transactions have to be redundantly stored in all or
at least a subset of all network nodes. In particular, this means that every transaction
must be communicated to every network node and processed by it.
The transaction speed of a DLT system largely depends on its design. Public and permissionless DLT systems are typically characterized by slower transaction speeds than
private permissioned systems. This has to do with the varying security requirements of
DLT systems. Whereas in public, permissionless DLT systems like the Bitcoin blockchain
everyone can participate in creating new blocks, in a private permissioned DLT system―such as Hyperledger Fabric―this right is restricted to certain nodes. As a rule of
thumb, more open DLT networks have greater security requirements and slower consensus mechanisms. This is due to the fact that there is always greater mistrust toward
other network participants in public, permissionless DLT systems. Moreover, every participant hides behind a pseudonym and their real identity is unknown. In private, permissioned systems, by comparison, there is always a certain minimum level of trust.
This minimum trust is based on the fact that the identities of the network participants
entitled to create new blocks are known. Whenever a network node behaves in a
harmful manner, this strengthens the system under which individual users can be easily
identified and prosecuted if necessary. Ultimately, the underlying basic trust reduces
the security requirements that the consensus mechanism must meet, thus letting it be
designed for greater speed and efficiency.
Transaction speed is still a bottleneck in public DLT systems. But as consensus algorithms continue to evolve, such as Proof of Stake, 129 their performance is also improving. New data structures, such as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), 130 could enable significantly faster transaction speeds. Although DLT systems typically fall short of centralized systems in terms of performance and efficiency, there are definitely applications in
which slow transaction speeds are sufficient. To determine the economic impact of
transaction speeds, the associated efficiency losses need to be separately calculated for
each application. Introducing DLT-based solutions to an existing system can result in
significant changes, making it advisable to consider the implications in each case.
4.3.2.1.2 Energy consumption
Besides low transaction speeds, another issue that has attracted attention in the media
is the notoriously high energy consumption of Bitcoin. Here it is important to keep in
mind that its Proof of Work consensus algorithm was intentionally designed to be
compute- and therefore energy-intensive. The costs of mining are an essential ingredi-
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ent in order for the incentive system to work. The level of difficulty of the computeintensive puzzles, and with it the energy-intensiveness of mining, is regularly adjusted.
But the energy consumption of Bitcoin does not increase in proportion to the number
of transactions per second―this rate is artificially constrained in order to limit the volume of data that each network node must process and store. Instead, energy consumption grows with the effort that miners have to expend in order to generate new
blocks and be rewarded with a certain sum of bitcoins. Other consensus mechanisms,
like Proof of Stake 131 for example, could reduce the energy consumption of DLT systems that use them to negligible levels compared to Bitcoin.
Data storage is substantially less energy-intensive than calculations, and recent developments (memristors are an example) may additionally defuse this aspect. There are
also technical approaches that, like Sharding, 132 seek to reduce processed and stored
data volumes, especially in public DLT systems. Table 2 below provides an overview of
the energy consumption and average transaction speeds of various DLT systems compared to conventional value transfer systems.
Table 2: Duration of 100,000 transactions at maximum capacity

VISA

ripple

NANO

Ethereum

Bitcoin

1.8 seconds

2 seconds

10 seconds

2 hours

4 hours

Power consumed for one transaction, expressed as the time during which it would illuminate a standard 60W lightbulb 133

1
hour
11 seconds
48 minutes

3
11 hours

days 1
118 days

years 9
187 days

years

4.3.2.2 Security, misuse and crime
DLT is not a technology that exclusively encourages or discourages criminal acts. It
depends on the application. The possibility of executing transactions under a pseudonym or completely anonymously can of course aggravate the described problems. This
makes it important to address payment-related challenges right from the development
stage of new DLT applications and to come up with technical and/or organizational
solutions.
One approach could be to introduce an official European digital currency (which might
be called the e-Euro or Crypto-Euro) as the legally compliant basis for DLT applications. This was also proposed by Christine Lagarde, Managing Director of the International Monetary Fund, in a speech he or she gave at the Singapore Fintech Festival in
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November 2018. 134 By enabling unambiguous identification of (legal) persons and documenting transactions, cryptocurrencies could also pave the way for applications that
make it easier to fight crime while also meeting our expectations with regard to security, consumer protection, and data privacy.
4.3.2.2.1 Loss or theft of passwords or private keys
The biggest security challenge in connection with DLT implementations currently involves the private keys that asymmetrical cryptosystems require. If a private key is lost
due to a technical glitch, stolen, or simply forgotten, it is no longer possible to log in.
Unlike systems operated by an intermediary such as a bank, in the case of DLT it is
usually impossible to restore a lost key. In the case of cryptocurrencies, this means that
the money is irretrievably lost.
A recent example concerns QuadrigaCX, a Canadian cryptocurrency exchange. Its
founder suddenly died in December 2018, taking keys required to access the exchange’s wallets with him to the grave. Deposits worth about 190 million euros were
thus effectively lost. 135 And according to Chainanalysis, a blockade analysis company,
23% of all bitcoins have been lost forever as a result of missing personal keys. 136
Large-scale theft of cryptocurrency has become a common occurrence. The most
spectacular cases have all involved hacking cryptocurrency exchanges to steal bitcoins
(a prominent victim was Mt. Gox, a Japanese exchange that has since declared bankruptcy). 137 However, these attacks have not targeted the underlying DLT but instead the
exchanges’ IT security systems, making them comparable to classic bank robberies.
To get around the problem of lost or stolen keys, these could be kept by intermediaries or software vendors, e.g. in so-called wallets, thus presumably reducing the risk of
their complete loss. But this solution is not ideal, since the wallet providers then also
become a very attractive target for criminals―and in fact have already frequently been
preyed on by hackers. Once keys fall into the hands of criminals, these can freely dispose of the money. Billions of euros’ worth of cryptocurrencies have been stolen in this
way in recent years. 138
Many other applications are vulnerable to similar problems. If criminals get hold of
private keys, they can use them to execute transactions or, for example, illegitimately
sign off process steps. The actual consequences depend on the specific application,
but in many cases this is directly comparable to identity theft.
It should be stressed that DLT systems themselves are regarded as relatively secure.
The described problems affect other IT systems in similar ways. And like with other IT
systems, what matters is the sum total of all implemented security measures. Plus, due
to the rapid evolution of cryptocurrencies, these have not or could not have always
134
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been carried out with the requisite care and thoroughness, thus leading to the described situations.
4.3.2.2.2 The DAO hack
In 2015 a German DLT startup calling itself “Slock.it” began developing a framework for
centralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) using Ethereum’s Solidity smart contract
programming language. 139 The idea was to create an open source standard for future
decentralized organizations. In March 2016, Christoph Jentzsch, an employee of
Slock.it, published a whitepaper describing the DAO code that had been developed for
automating organizational governance and decision-making. 140 A sizeable community
grew up around the project and launched the DAOhub forum to become independent
of Slock.it. The DAOhub community then elected a group of 12 curators who were
responsible for supporting the project, which was dubbed “The DAO” and hailed as the
“mother of all DAOs”. 141 The DAO was launched on April 30, 2016 and held a four-week
DLT-based crowdsale, collecting US$150 million in crowdfunding. 142 About six weeks
later, an unknown person took advantage of a vulnerability in the smart contract code
of The DAO to steal more than 3.6 million Ether worth US$70 million at the time. 143
Slock.it, numerous cryptocurrency exchanges, and other informal technical decision
leaders immediately took action to contain the damage, prevent the stolen Ether from
being traded on exchanges, and launch counterattacks. In the end, however, the entire
project was terminated and a hard fork of the Ethereum blockchain intentionally induced to restore the original state of the “immutable” ledger. 144
In the described case, flawed smart contracts were systematically exploited by hackers.
Consequently, the actual protocol of the DLT, specifically of the Ethereum blockchain,
was not itself affected. Instead, the hackers targeted the vulnerable source code of a
program that a user had uploaded. To prevent more incidents of this kind in the future,
templates and modules for frequently used smart contract applications can be expected to appear. In order to develop dependable standard modules, there is a need
for certification and technical inspection agencies for testing the process and application integrity of smart contracts, and also for smart contract libraries and marketplaces.
Warning systems should also be developed so weaknesses can be detected and fixed
at an early stage. 145
Especially small organizations using blockchain and DLT stand to benefit from developments of this kind, since in contrast to large companies they are not in a position to
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establish their own departments for forging blockchain/DLT applications and smart
contracts and must therefore rely on externally purchased expertise and services. 146
4.3.2.2.3 Other kinds of attacks
DLT networks that use the Proof of Work consensus mechanism are vulnerable to socalled 51% attacks, among other things. In order for such an attack to succeed, the
attacker or attackers must control more than half of the network’s computing power,
allowing them to feign transactions, for example. This is highly improbable, however,
given the large size of today’s major cryptocurrency networks and the huge amount of
computing power that would therefore be required.
“Double spending” is when an attacker succeeds in spending the same money twice by
taking advantage of the latency period until a transaction is definitively confirmed to
make a copy of the digital tokens and send it to another party as well. The risk of this
scenario has been significantly reduced by the faster speeds at which transactions are
now executed in today’s DLT systems; in addition, watchful users can prevent it from
happening, especially in the case of large transactions.
Finally, the interface to the real world is still a weak point in DLT security. For instance,
even if sensor data are documented in a forgery-proof format, the sensor itself could
be manipulated. But this attack scenario can only materialize if users are unaware of
the risks and blindly trust information that has been stored in a DLT. In other words,
although DLT reduces the danger of fraud, it cannot completely eliminate it.
4.3.2.2.4 Anonymity, tax evasion and money laundering
DLT implementations that ensure users’ anonymity can permit criminal behavior such
as tax evasion or money laundering. Bitcoin in particular was long suspected of being
used mainly for black market transactions and money laundering. Since Bitcoin users
hide behind pseudonyms, transactions conducted with bitcoins cannot be attributed to
natural persons or legal entities, at least not directly. In the past, criminals have taken
advantage of this fact to launder money.
Where other applications for DLT are concerned, whether to use an anonymitypreserving or non-anonymity-preserving implementation must be determined on a
case to case basis. For B2B transactions in particular, it is generally out of the question
and/or makes no sense to choose an anonymity-preserving system, because as a rule
the parties involved are known to one another. It may therefore be presumed that the
major problems affecting cryptocurrencies are rare or nonexistent in other applications.
4.3.2.3 Data protection and the GDPR
It should be kept in mind that data stored in a DLT system can be read by every other
entitled participant. In order to nevertheless protect data from prying eyes, the idea of
storing personal data or business secrets in encrypted form might be tried. But it
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should be taken account that data stored in a DLT system may remain there forever
without any possibility of changing them.
For the reasons described in section 3.6.2, it is to be expected that it will eventually be
possible to decrypt with relatively little effort stored data that has been encrypted using today’s technology, thus allowing it to be read by anyone. However, here it is important to distinguish between conventional encryption methods and hashing. In conventional encryption (with symmetric keys), there is a one-to-one correlation between
the encrypted and unencrypted texts: if you know the key, you also know the plaintext
text. Hash functions, which are “one-way”, usually compress the data. In other words,
each data packet is mapped onto another data packet of a smaller (fixed) length. A
very large number of data packets yield exactly the same hash value, so no “key” is
unique. Increasing the available computing power only produces more candidates for
the original data packets.
This results in a set of “notes on use”. 147 Only data that are absolutely essential for an
application and can be revealed without violating data protection laws (i.e. “immediately become worthless”) should be stored as plaintext in a DTL system, and only data
that will become “worthless” in the foreseeable future should be conventionally encrypted. As far as is known today, hashed data can be securely stored provided that
the original data are sufficiently long and “unstructured” (this can be achieved by, for
example, conventionally encrypting them before hashing or by inserting long sequences of random digits). The result does not, strictly speaking, correspond exactly to the
original information, which is lost as a result of hashing. However, it can be used to
prove that information has not been altered since storing its hash value in the blockchain. If the old hash value on a DLT system corresponds to the hash value of data
whose integrity needs to be demonstrated, then it may be assumed that they are identical to the original data. This approach is referred to as “combined on-chain and offchain storage”, since the actual data themselves are not present in the DLT system (and
consequently cannot be deleted either), and the DLT system only provides proof of
their integrity by storing hash values.
The supposed incompatibility of DLT with the GDPR is a frequently discussed issue.
This topic will be taken up again in greater detail in section 5.2; here only the main
nonlegal aspects are briefly presented.
Since DLT enables pseudonymization but not anonymization, any node operator can,
now or in the future, use (encrypted or unencrypted) data on DLT systems, either by
themselves or in combination with other data, to obtain information on individuals or
corporate processes. The clever use of hash values (on-chain/off-chain combinations
as discussed above) can dramatically reduce the risk of their deriving personal or confidential information from them and identifying the individuals concerned. However,
the impossibility of retroactively deleting data rules out data sovereignty in the event
of incorrect design or use or intentional misuse. Moreover, it may be possible to analyze metadata stored in a DLT system (activity of addresses (public keys)) to derive
personal information. Especially in the case of public DLT systems, in which the individ-
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ual participants are basically responsible for data protection, this makes it difficult to
comply with the data erasure requirements of GDPR. Despite this, DLT is compatible
with the spirit of GDPR: it helps to promote sensible use of data and mainly hurts large
data processors, which are threatened and could even be rendered obsolete by it.
GDPR-compatible DLT solutions could definitely be designed, although in many cases
this is only possible with workarounds and makes applications unnecessarily complex.
The following three points illustrate this:
(1) In blockchains that do more than simply document transactions, there are approaches (e.g. Zerocoin) that use cryptographic methods (zero-knowledge
proofs) to uncouple owned assets and addresses from one another.
(2) Complete anonymization, for instance by using new addresses (public keys)
for every interaction that takes place on a blockchain, is basically feasible. This
might be accomplished, for example, by advances in the field of self-sovereign
identities (e.g. Sovrin 148).
(3) On the other hand, complete anonymity is not wished by regulatory authorities, especially in connection with financial transactions. But attempts are being
made to integrate “backdoors” in anonymization solutions that would permit
access by authorized agencies (while preventing them from doing so secretly).
It would therefore be a good idea to see whether GDPR could be adjusted in a direction that, without opening the door for abuse, would pave the way for achieving more
of the regulation’s goals.
4.3.3

DLT and governance

4.3.3.1 Governance mechanisms for operating DLT systems
In connection with the governance of DLT systems, one issue is determining who is
responsible for developing, implementing, operating, and maintaining them. Another
important aspect is continual further development of DLT systems. It is also essential to
anticipate future technical and societal requirements and ensure that systems appropriately respond to them.
Due to the fundamental decentralized character of DLT, newly arising DLT systems are
calling for fresh governance approaches that differ from existing solutions. Unlike a
centrally managed system, in a DLT-based solution a large number of stakeholders are
directly involved in development and maintenance. The existence of a network of parties representing different interests adds complexity to tasks that until now have tended to be relegated to internal governance. This makes it necessary to create an appropriate set of rules for implementing responsibilities, decision-making powers, and incentives to maximize the benefits for all participants. New kinds of players that had
never previously been part of regular techno-economic systems are also posing new
kinds of questions. 149 The associated field of study is still relatively young, and many of
these issues are now being actively addressed by researchers. 150
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As DLT becomes increasingly well-established, different approaches to DLT governance are emerging. Owing to the decentralized structure of all DLT solutions, entrusting their operation and maintenance to a single central party should be avoided as far
as possible. However, mostly for the sake of efficiency, a centralized structure is needed for developing a DLT system and performing the associated research activities. To
mitigate this centralized character, DLT systems tend to be open-source projects. Three
main governance models have crystallized for development, implementation, further
development, and marketing. They include projects carried out by communities, foundations and companies.
Many DLT systems, a case in point being the Bitcoin network, completely lack a central
administrative entity. Instead, both organizational and productive tasks are assumed by
the user community. Here attention should be called once more to the fact that Bitcoin
is backed by a core team of developers who manage the blockchain repository. Any
significant changes to the program code require the community’s consent and may
not be implemented by the team of developers in an uncontrolled manner. In systems
of this type, governance primarily arises via the team of developers and acceptance of
the protocol by the community. 151 Development, implementation, further development,
marketing, operation, and maintenance of the infrastructure are largely performed by
the community. In other words, anyone can participate in executing the protocol and
developing it further. Whether or not a given change is ultimately adopted for the
entire system depends primarily on the network participants who use the DLT protocol.
The more support a change receives from members of the community, the more likely
it is that it will be adopted. Special challenges arise when there is disagreement in the
community about the system’s future. This phenomenon occurred a few years ago in
connection with the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains, both of which wound up forking into two separate networks. These schisms were prompted by opposing views
within the communities: in Bitcoin regarding how to increase block capacity, and in
Ethereum on how to eliminate a security vulnerability. While part of the communities
supported the original protocol, another part backed changes that led to a split.
In addition to this completely community-driven brand of governance, in recent years
foundations and companies in particular have been entrusted with governance functions. These approaches make it possible to fund projects while increasing the efficiency of a system’s overall development process. The greater efficiency results mainly
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from the ability to make changes to the protocol without having to achieve a consensus within the community.
Both have been observed especially often in connection with ICOs, which have special
needs: tokens are sold to raise funds for developing and marketing the DLT system.
However, this funding approach is often subject to the rules of the financial market in
which an ICO is made. Investments of this kind are allowed in some parts of the world
but forbidden in others. In Germany, this is regulated by the Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin). 152 Another approach to governance that has appeared in connection with ICOs involves companies such as limited-liability or joint-stock corporations. Here the approach to governance resembles that of foundations, but often places much greater emphasis on operational business activities. In contrast to foundations, protocol development is usually a relatively centralized process.
Alongside these foundations and companies that have emerged from ICOs, established enterprises can also join in a consortium to develop and operate a DLT system.
A well-known example is the R3 consortium 153, which now comprises more than 200
companies. In this case as well, the protocol is open-source, meaning that it can be
freely viewed and used. The Corda network developed by R3 is managed not by the
community, but instead by the Corda Network Foundation. 154 The foundation’s directorship is elected by the members of the Corda network and is supposed to act independently of the R3 member companies. The intention is to achieve more transparent,
credible management of the network. Another example of a DLT initiative involving a
group of companies is Hyperledger. 155 Its protocols are also open-source software. The
Linux Foundation 156 launched the Hyperledger umbrella project and is responsible for
technically managing it. This means that all technical decisions, such as which new
functions to implement, are made by developers who have in turn been selected by
the community. Operation and maintenance of this network differ from those of
Bitcoin, Ethereum and IOA, since it is private and permissioned instead of public and
permissionless. So each collaborating company, or group of companies, operates the
DLT system. Changes can also be made by them individually after they have consulted
the others.
4.3.3.2 DLT as a governance mechanism
DLT systems, and projects to develop them, require appropriately implemented governance rules. In turn, their attributes and possibilities can potentially also contribute to
implementing better governance mechanisms. As already mentioned, “governance”
refers to a set of organizational rules for a system. So far, discussions of this topic have
generally been purely theoretical, often referring to constructs that have not yet been
actually implemented in practice. They revolve mainly around two central precepts.
One is the principle of transparency, which most DLT systems share and (it is hoped)
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has potential for generating a host of benefits, and the other is so-called decentralized
autonomous organizations (DAOs). 157
One possible approach for improving corporate governance involves mapping the
ownership structure of a company onto a DLT system by issuing digital share certificates. 158 This could yield various desirable benefits. One is greater transparency of
ownership situations, which can be expected to affect different interest groups in different ways. While owners of only a small number of shares and investment fund managers are likely to have an interest in greater transparency, the situation with larger
shareholders and employees would diverge. According to the author, large shareholders could purchase more shares in enterprises that are not mapped onto a DLT solution and therefore characterized by less transparency. It would also be potentially easier to detect insider trading. But the extent to which it is desirable or feasible to
deanonymize companies’ shareholders is unclear. DLT systems could also be used to
distribute tokens to listed shareholders that entitle them to vote in elections. The hope
is that this would improve the precision and verifiability of election results while curbing attempts to influence them by secretly lending shares to others. It could also facilitate audits, assuming that companies execute their financial transactions via a DLT
system, due to its transparency and safety from retroactive tampering. 159
From an economic standpoint, smart contracts could potentially affect principal-agent
relationships.

For example, companies can reduce the moral risk by agreeing to a smart contract
(which can no longer be revoked once it has been activated in a DTL system), thus
sending a message to refrain from opportunistic behaviors in the future. This has potential for lowering the agency cost. 160 In this context, smart contracts can harmonize
the interests of different groups, e.g. with incentive systems that involve distributing
tokens (see 4.2.5.6) to interest groups via a DLT system. 161 Here the basic idea is to give
participants in a network, and possibly also in business models implemented on the
basis of it, a direct interest in the success of a given application. The transaction costs
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can be reduced by standardizing the rules for smart-contract-based transactions. This
works because the rules of interaction are formalized in smart contracts and, after the
parties have consented to a smart contract (e.g. using digital signatures), automatically
executed in the DLT system under certain defined conditions. 162, 163, 164
A case study 165 on a decentralized (autonomous) organization assesses the potential of
DLT for governance. It reveals that criteria diametrically opposed to the ideal of decentralization are often still applied, especially when developing DLT-based applications.
When these applications are then used, however, it turns out that the decision-making
rights are more decentralized than in centralized applications: for example, pricing is
directly left to providers whereas in other cases it is directly influenced by the owners
of technical infrastructure. Concerning the assumption of responsibility in connection
with DLT applications, according to the authors a central intermediary is still required
to resolve disputes. Reputation systems are therefore often implemented in DLT systems to encourage the assumption of responsibility. Another interesting aspect of incentivization is that when interest groups use DLT systems as a digital infrastructure for
providing services, this also gives them an incentive to maintain the infrastructure
themselves, for example. 166 In particular, this could include operating network nodes,
active involvement in open-source protocol development, and publication of relevant
tools.
4.3.4

Implications for competition policy

Assuming that the use of DLT will become widespread, it may also have implications
for competition policy. The use of DLT to create a neutral information layer can potentially offset information asymmetries. In addition, the opportunity to participate in an
open system can facilitate market entry by lowering barriers and thus encouraging
competition, thanks to the basic possibility of implementing applications on (public)
DLT systems and in smart contracts. 167 Another idea concerns the use of smart contracts: patent application processes, for example, could be standardized and DLT systems used to store patent information in a way that makes it generally accessible. 168
Due to the greater transparency of DLT systems, it is to be expected that irregularities
in financial and other transactions will become easier to spot. For example, unlawful
collusion could be revealed, although this begs the question as to how much access to
DLT systems must be ensured. 169 It is especially urgent to answer this question in connection with permissioned DLT systems (see section 3.3.1). The opposing view maintains, however, that DLT is more likely to encourage collusion, since it can be used to
make market information more readily accessible, thus also setting the stage for illegal
price fixing etc. 170 Assessments of this position suggest, however, that these objections
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are to some extent exaggerated, and that public antitrust bodies will improve their
monitoring processes and methods in response to new technological developments. 171
Overall, DLT could make it easier to provide evidence of restrictive practices when
prosecuting presumed cartels, owing to its built-in protection from retroactive tampering. 172
How DLT is assessed in legal terms and its implications for subsequent action within
the scope of competition policy law may have enormous repercussions for companies.
Based on a preliminary assessment, competitive restrictions may be imposed mainly on
domain-specific DLT systems (or their developers) for their role as operators of a dominant infrastructure. They could, for example, be prevented from arbitrarily setting prices in their respective DLT systems or taking other steps that might potentially exclude
competitors. 173 Overall, this aspect favors the implementation of appropriate governance mechanisms and corresponding systems by suitable neutral organizations.
Technical standards, which representatives of various industries have often called for as
being essential for the broad dissemination of DLT, 174 are also relevant to competition
policy. For one thing, technical standards are generally believed to foster competition.
However, it is vital to ensure that standards are not established by groups with vested
interests while excluding other groups or making it difficult for them to enter the market. 175 In this context there is also discussion of the extent to which access to permissioned DLT systems must be granted if this is required in order to enter a market
and/or gives competitors a significant extra advantage. To judge this, however, various
aspects must be considered, for example whether or not and if so under which circumstances it can be justified to exclude players. 176
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4.4

DLT in the Mobility Sector

In the mobility sector, which is being shaped more and more by automation and digitalization, the use of DLT is growing. It is inherently suited for addressing many re97

quirements associated with current developments; examples include increasingly networked vehicles, intermodal transportation schemes, and greater future decentralization of this sector with autonomous traffic participants. This section surveys existing
DLT initiatives in the mobility sector. Going further, it then derives and describes the
basic areas of application in this sector. Finally, it introduces the four applications that
are analyzed in detail in the special part of this study.
4.4.1

Fields of application

The first step was to identify a large number of existing DLT initiatives and assess their
impact on the mobility sector by reviewing the relevant literature, searching the Internet, and interviewing a large number of experts. The findings are shown in Figure 20
below.

Figure 20: Overview of existing initiatives and identified applications

Depending on initiatives’ level of maturity, they are classified as live, prototype, concept, and vision. In terms of their impact, they differentiated on a scale ranging from
very low to very high. Mapping them in these two dimensions―maturity and (potential) impact on the mobility sector―clusters of similarly oriented and advanced initiatives appear. The four identified clusters have been labeled transportation and logistics,
mobility infrastructure, mobility platform, and fully autonomous mobility. It is also obvious that numerous initiatives exist where these overlap as well as across different
application areas.
To establish a consistent understanding and clear definitions of important concepts,
the four identified clusters are briefly described in the following.
The application area of transportation and logistics spans initiatives that aim to leverage DLT solutions above all in order to increase the transparency and efficiency of
processes and collaboration involving multiple transportation and logistics providers.
Owing to the stiff competition in this domain, there is considerable pressure to innovative. Consequently, currently many different applications are being experimented with,
which also demonstrates that this area has already attained a relatively high level of
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maturity. For example, Maersk and IBM have developed and introduced a decentralized DLT register called TradeLens in which globally operating trading partners can
model the supply chains for the goods they transport in order to speed up and improve cooperation between government agencies and freight forwarders. 177. In a project with Nord/LB, moreover, a DLT-based prototype was developed for optimizing the
processes involved in creating and handling letters of credit. Letters of credit play a
particularly important role in the logistics sector, where importers use them to assure
exporters that they will pay their bills provided that certain conditions are met. Since
the currently used paper-based approach is very slow due to the large number of parties involved, this initiative has great potential for replacing it with a digital DLT-based
process. In addition, the we.trade consortium is working on a DLT platform for facilitating the conclusion and administration of contractual agreements between banks and
their clients such as logistics service providers. Due to the pioneering character of the
individual initiatives, the use of DLT in the field of transportation and logistics can be
expected to have a major impact on the mobility industry. However, the cited initiatives
must first gain additional experience and put the developed DLT solutions to the test.
The initiatives belonging to the cluster of mobility infrastructure include solutions that
make it possible to intelligently and inexpensively launch charge points for electric
vehicles and enable reliable and, for consumers, straightforward and transparent
charging. Many of them have already reached the prototyping stage and will presumably have between moderate and great impacts on future mobility while fostering the
widespread availability of charging opportunities. In particular, this could address the
challenges posed by the limited range of today’s e-vehicles and the considerable
amount of time required to charge them. It also has potential for advancing the
achievement of the German government’s target, anchored in its Energy Concept 2010,
of increasing the number of electric vehicles in Germany to six million by the year
2030. 178 Other examples of initiatives focusing on charging infrastructure are
Share&Charge, ElaadNL, and Charg Coin, all of which are already being tested with
prototypes. Here the focus is on establishing a consistent, DLT-based charging protocol that brings together various providers and simplifies or even automates payments
between them. But the initiatives also include digital (vehicle) registration and driver’s
licenses, vehicle wallets, tamperproof vehicle checkbooks, and intelligent parking systems, among others. The applications in the field of mobility infrastructure are also
characterized by the fact that nearly all of the initiatives will play a role in the field of
fully autonomous mobility but can also already be taken advantage of today (with the
exception of fully autonomous vehicles). They may thus also be regarded as accelerators or enablers of an infrastructure of the kind required for fully autonomous driving,
along with the relevant standardization. Going further, one challenge is to create additional incentives to stimulate initiatives and investments in the field of mobility infrastructure and establish standards. For example, here there is an opportunity to enable,
with the help of DLT and crowdfunding approaches based on it, private companies and
individuals to help fund public infrastructure and profit from it later.
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The application area of mobility platforms is inspired by the vision of implementing the
idea of intermodal mobility. Initiatives of this cluster pursue the goal of integrating a
variety of mobility services on a single platform and then making it available to customer via a unified platform or a single app (MaaS Alliance 2017). 179 Such a mobility
platform opens up the possibility of fundamentally improving intermodal transportation and greatly boosting the mobility of individuals. They could then, for example,
utilize such a solution to book a taxi to the train station, a train from there to the airport, and a flight to a holiday destination as a package requiring only a single confirmation and payment, instead of having to purchase a separate ticket for each leg of
the journey. The high user-friendliness and low complexity of such a booking could
also contribute to overcoming barriers to the use of public transportation and achieve
greater utilization of its capacities. This would also reduce the number of vehicles using
roads and thus contribute to improving the overall environmental balance sheet of
mobility. In principle, it would also be conceivable to technically implement such a
mobility platform without DLT in the form of an infrastructural system established,
operated and controlled by a single enterprise. However, past attempts to accomplish
this have failed mainly because established mobility providers refuse to collaborate for
fear of dependencies.
Only on a smaller scale has it been possible, with initiatives like moovel, to create intermodal mobility platforms in individual cities such as Stuttgart. In order to create a
scalable solution that would work for entire countries or regions, in the long term the
large number of involved mobility providers and the required extensive collaboration
make it sensible to choose a DLT-based platform. The initiatives of this kind―such as
IoMob, Mobility Broker, OMOS, Tesseract and VeChain―are all currently in the inception phase. Agreeing on shared standards is a long and arduous process and confronts
mobility providers with the challenge of entering into strategic partnerships. Implementation is therefore presumably only feasible in the medium to long term.
The area of fully autonomous mobility includes initiatives that pursue the vision of fully
automated mobility. The case of autonomous vehicles assumes central importance
here. Several companies in the automotive industry are already working on ideas for
making self-driving cars and trucks a reality. It will probably also eventually become
possible for public road vehicles, waterborne vessels, and aircraft to operate autonomously. Aircraft manufacturer Boeing is already designing and testing self-flying
planes, and aims to have them ready for use by 2030. The key function for autonomous vehicles is reliable communication with their surroundings. A very promising
approach for this is a DLT-based communication protocol. In the case of cars, it would
enable wireless car-to-X communication, in other words between an automobile and
elements of the road infrastructure. 180 The decentralized nature of DLT in particular is
regarded as vital for providing protection from aggression and system failures. Apart
from that, the development of self-driving vehicles will greatly benefit from the initiatives of in the fields of infrastructure and mobility platforms. Autonomous vehicles have
enormous potential for influencing various other aspects of the mobility sector. Among
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other things, intelligently controlled driving can reduce fuel consumption and increase
passenger safety. Decreasing the number of required cars in metropolitan areas can
also slash the need for parking spaces, and personalized services can improve passengers’ mobility. The maturity of the presented initiatives is currently very low, since for
the time being fully autonomous driving must be regarded as a vision for the future.
And in any case, the associated ethical issues need to be clarified before self-driving
vehicles are introduced on a large scale. The 20 theses advanced by the ethics commission formed by the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure
(BMVI 2017) 181 are an initial effort in this direction.
Figure 21 provides a summarizing overview of the identified application areas.

Figure 1: DLT application areas in the mobility sector

4.4.2

Preview of the special part of the study

The special part of this study takes a closer look at the just-described four application
areas in the mobility sector that, based on public or academic discussions, seem predestined for the use of DLT. To keep the analysis in a suitable framework, one example
has been chosen from each of the four application areas, described in detail, and analyzed to identify its potential. Each of the four descriptions is divided into an economictechnical part and a legal part. In the economic-technical part, first the current scenario, i.e. the status quo, is described along with the problems and constraints that characterize the present situation. Then the areas in which DLT may possibly prove to be
advantageous for increasing efficiency in the affected industry are identified. Taking
this analysis to its next logical step, after calling attention to the potential uses of DLT,
a possible architecture of a DLT solution is sketched. The economic-technical part then
concludes with a summary of the insights gained and―as far as appropriate―provides
recommendations for action. The legal section on each application investigates, while
referring back to the findings of the economic-technical part, the compatibility of the
presented DLT solution with current laws. If any problems are identified
here―particularly with respect to the challenges associated with data protection and
privacy―thought is devoted to possible solutions, once again culminating in recommendations for action.
The first application falls under the heading of transportation and logistics and involves
digitizing bills of lading and associated bank and supply chain processes in interna-
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tional maritime shipping. DLT can serve as an enabler for these, since it can model on
an IT platform processes that have until now resisted digitalization for economic
and/or cultural reasons. Due to the enormous potential benefits of this approach, it
was often debated prior to the spread of DLT. Now it is possible to describe several
initiatives and quantitatively assess their potential. It can also be shown that considerable progress has already been made in adding digital saving clauses to the existing
laws and regulations.
The situation in the case of charging electric vehicles (which has been chosen to represent the category of mobility infrastructure) is different. Here the extent to which DLT
can improve processes between charge point operators and eRoaming service providers (B2B 182) is analyzed. In contrast to the paper-based processes in international maritime shipping, here nearly all processes have already been digitized. But the market is
still relatively small, young, and highly fragmented. It is therefore only possible to describe in qualitative terms how a DLT-based solution might differ from a prospective
monopolistic provider and positively impact the acceptance of electromobility.
The third application is peer-to-peer ridesharing, in other words the organized provision of noncommercial opportunities to ride in others’ vehicles. Its level of maturity is
comparable with that of e-vehicle charging, but because it falls in the category of
C2C 183 its structure and needs differ. Here too, it is difficult to quantify the potential of
a DLT solution, since established platform operators such as Uber already exist and
additional study is required to determine how much better a neutral platform is for a
national economy than an established commercial ridesharing platform. Moreover, in
the case of ridesharing currently these tend to focus more on supplementary functions
such as payment processing than on exclusively brokering ride services.
The special section concludes by addressing the application of platooning: a technoeconomic system of road transportation in which two or more vehicles drive very close
together to save costs. This is definitely the most visionary application, since in contrast
to the other three the widespread use of platooning requires extensive retrofitting of
trucks. Nevertheless, DLT could, in the form of a decentralized administered payment
infrastructure for sharing achieved (fuel) savings, contribute to establishing platooning
in the logistics sector. Since DLT-based payment processing for platooning would yield
efficiency gains for trips already being made, in this case the potential can be quantitatively analyzed.
There is an opportunity for the Federal Republic of Germany, as a large national economy with highly regarded regulatory standards, to be the first to occupy what is currently still a vacuum in Europe.
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5
5.1
5.1.1

Legal Foundations
Civil Law Considerations
Smart contracts and automated contract execution

A smart contract can be understood as software that processes digitally verifiable
events and executes legally relevant actions based on this, resulting in automated contract implementation. 184 If programmed accordingly, a smart contract can also perform
functions similar to those of a trustee or escrow agent. 185 For example, the solvency of
a contracting party can be ensured by providing the owed sum to the smart contract
beforehand. However, the payment is not released to the recipient unless and until an
agreed event is reported to the smart contract. In this case, the smart contract assumes
the role of a trustworthy third party that keeps the amount to be disbursed, checks
whether the agreed event has taken place and, if it has, issues the payment. On the
other hand, a smart contract can be used in the way that another service or action will
only be provided or carried out if the amount due has been paid. For example, the
engine of a rented vehicle could be prevented from starting until the smart contract
receives notification that payment has been made. This provides a strong incentive for
a party to meet its part of the bargain, which becomes an objective precondition for
receiving the reward. Overall, the use of smart contracts is supposed to reduce the risk
of advanced performance for both sides.
Since smart contracts are nothing but software, they can also be used independently of
DLT. However, implementing them in the context of a DLT system enables direct transactions and has the advantage of high tamper-resistance, thus ensuring the integrity of
the program code. The execution of an agreed action is guaranteed (providing that the
programming has been done correctly). The need to trust contractual partners and
intermediaries is at least partly replaced by trust in the underlying technology, i.e. confidence that the transaction concerned will be executed without any errors.
5.1.2

Limitations on use

The use of smart contracts is subject to certain objective constraints. Not every exchange of goods or services can be completely modeled by software. 186 The reason is
that the exchange must take the form of “if x, then y”. The triggers are limited to those
that can be digitally captured―e.g. charging of a battery with a certain amount of
electricity, or traveling a certain number of kilometers. Information of this kind can be
conveyed to a smart contract via interfaces called oracles. In addition, it must also be
possible for software to execute, or at least initiate, the corresponding response, such
as releasing a payment.
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Vague legal terms (e.g. “after an appropriate time has passed”) cannot be processed
by smart contracts, 187 since software only works on the basis of predefined parameters
and (at least so far) is unable to make value judgements.
These constraints are not rigid, however, since they can change with technical advances. As AI technologies continue to evolve, the possible uses of smart contracts can also
be expected to expand.
5.1.3

Conclusion of contracts

The basis for mutual performance between two or more parties exchange is a contract.
The conclusion of a contract presupposes at least two corresponding declarations of
intent (an offer and its acceptance). 188 A declaration of intent is defined as any statement that expresses the will to induce legal consequences. 189 Within the process of
concluding a contract, a smart contract can assume varying degrees of legal relevance.
5.1.3.1 Smart contracts as objects of agreements
Currently, the greatest practical relevance seems to lie in the cases where the conclusion of a contract is legally independent from the use of a smart contract. Whether or
not certain conduct is equivalent to a declaration of intent, in other words whether it
expresses a person’s legal will, must be interpreted (acc. to Sections 133 and 157 of the
German Civil Code) from the recipient’s objective standpoint while considering all of
the circumstances of the case in question. 190 This general rule does not change in the
context of DLT applications. Executing DLT transactions can thus imply declarations of
intent (in the context of both contractual and material obligations). 191 More often,
however, contracts are concluded independently of them, i.e. as a result of external
circumstances. 192 For example, providing an operational fueling station is regarded as
an offer, and the use of it by a vehicle operator as acceptance of the offer. 193 These
principles can also be applied analogously to the installation of charge points and the
initiation of charging. When the parties agree that payment is to be made with the aid
of a smart contract, this merely constitutes an ancillary agreement about the payment
method. 194
In this context, the following should be considered: should smart contracts be used in
practice for transactions with a broad public (as would be the case in the mobility sector), it is doubtful that the participating individuals will be able to directly interact with
the DLT level and deduce how a smart contract works by looking at the program
code. 195 As a rule, therefore, it will be necessary to design an interface that anyone can
187
188
189
190
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read and understand, for example in the form of an app. 196 Depending on the design
of a given application, use of the corresponding functions will be interpreted as a declaration of intent. 197 The conclusion of a contract thus often precedes the use of the
smart contract. 198 The smart contract is therefore comparable with the mechanical
workings of a vending machine, which merely perform a contractual obligation under
defined conditions. 199
Consequently, it is always necessary to distinguish between the legal (semantic) and
technical (syntactical) levels, 200 and only the former is relevant to the legal assessment.
Despite its name, a smart “contract” must therefore not be regarded as a contract in
the legal sense. 201
5.1.3.2 Conclusion of a contract using a smart contract 202
However, it is also possible to use program code to express a declaration of intent, 203
resulting in a smart contract that resembles a written contractual document. Using a
programming language to formulate a contract is acceptable, at least for individual
agreements. In keeping with the principles of free choice of language 204 and freedom
of design and form set forth in Section 311, Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code, the
parties to a contract are at liberty to select any living or dead language 205 for expressing their declarations of intent. In a legal system that is open to the use of technology,
no distinction ought to be made between statements made in a natural language on
the one hand and in program code on the other. 206 The sending of a transaction may
be regarded as the issuance of a declaration of intent, and the ability to call it up in the
target wallet as its receipt. 207 Moreover, a smart contract can not only express the content of one or more declarations of intent, but also (automatically) generate and communicate them, thereby concluding a contract. 208
It is doubtful, however, whether program code may be used vis-à-vis consumers if it
contains standard business terms, in other words if a programming language is used to
express general terms and conditions.
First of all, one might argue that there is no acceptable way of consulting such standard business terms (in the sense of Section 305, Subsection 2, No. 2 of the German
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Civil Code). In cases like this, the clauses concerned do not become part of the contract. An acceptable way of taking note of the contents exists if the clauses in question
can at least be understood without additional effort. This has already been rejected for
standards business terms written in English, despite the relatively large number of persons who know English. 209 Therefore, it would be unreasonably difficult for an average
consumer to understand the contents of program code. 210 If the applicability of Section
305, Subsection 2, No. 2 of the German Civil Code is denied due to a similarity between smart contracts and standard form contracts, 211 contract passages formulated in
software code could turn out to be “surprising clauses” in the sense of Section 305c,
Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code. However, the use of a foreign language alone
is not typically sufficient to render the content of clauses unusual or surprising. 212
Finally, the use of software code as a contract language can constitute an unreasonable disadvantage in the sense of Section 307, Subsection 1, Sentence 2 of the German
Civil Code, which would render the clauses void according to Section 307, Subsection 1,
Sentence 1 of the German Civil Code. In order to comply with the requirement of
transparency, the party setting the terms and conditions must clearly and understandably describe the rights and obligations of the contractual parties so that the reader,
while exercising due care and diligence, is able to sufficiently understand the meaning
of a clause. 213 The use of clauses in foreign languages does not typically meet the
transparency requirement due to their incomprehensibility. 214 This statement must
therefore apply especially to the use of a programming language, since most people
will lack even the most rudimentary knowledge of it. Consumers would have to rely on
an expensive or time-consuming translation to learn about the content of a contract.
Consequently, using a programming language to formulate standard business terms
would inappropriately disadvantage consumers in accordance with Section 307, Subsection 1, Sentences 1 and 2 of the German Civil Code. This may change eventually if
generally understandable programming languages are developed.
5.1.4

Contractual content and mandatory law

Regarding the content of contracts, the legal level takes precedence over the technical
level. 215 The content of a contract 216 must be determined by interpreting the declarations of intent as per Sections 133 and 157 of the German Civil Code. This agreement
between parties must then be technically implemented. If contradictions or gaps arise
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between what is agreed and what is implemented, steps must be taken to achieve the
agreed conditions. 217
The effects of a smart contract must of course be compatible with applicable laws. 218
These are always the measure of a contract’s validity and legality. 219 The content captured in a DLT system, on the other hand, makes no statement about the legal correctness of individual entries. 220 This means that the act of programing may, on purpose or
inadvertently, yield results that violate existing laws and must therefore be corrected.
Occasionally the question is raised whether automatic execution by a smart contract
can constitute unlawful interference with possession in the sense of Section 858, Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code. 221 This question must be asked in particular if access to or use of something can be blocked by a smart contract (e.g. a leased car that
can no longer be started if a payment is missed, or a smart lock that prevents occupants from entering a dwelling until they have paid the rent). In cases of this kind, it
must be ascertained whether possession has been compromised in a way that qualifies
as unlawful interference. In addition, specific questions need to be asked in connection
with the type of contractual relationship in each case―for example, in connection with
the protection granted to residential tenants. In the cases that this study investigates in
the mobility sector, this issue is less relevant, since smart contracts are only used there
to facilitate payments. The tokens used are not things in the sense of Section 90 of the
German Civil Code, so the provisions of Section 858, Subsection 1 of the German Civil
Code may at most be applicable by analogy. In addition, smart contract-based transactions are often set up so that the party owing payment must pay up front (see 5.1.4.1.1).
He or she relinquishes control over a certain sum of money in advance by authorizing
the smart contract to execute a corresponding transaction. The smart contract therefore does not access property that is under the payer’s control, and consequently it is
unlikely that the recipient unlawfully interferes with possession.
5.1.4.1 Content review, Sections 307-309 of the German Civil Code
If a smart contract is intended to express declarations of intent (see section 0) and
contains conditions that are pre-formulated for a large number of contracts and have
been unilaterally inserted by one party (Section 305, Subsection 1 of the German Civil
Code), then these are subject to the legal restrictions on standard business terms and
thus also to the tests of Sections 307 to 309 of the German Civil Code. 222 There are no
differences from the content review of other contracts, since in this case contractual
terms are merely expressed using a programming language. This is only relevant to
business transactions with entrepreneurs (Section 310, Subsection 1, Sentence 1 of the
German Civil Code), since the use of program code as the contract language is not
permissible vis-à-vis consumers (see section 0).
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When the use of a smart contract is agreed as a method of performance (see 5.1.3.1),
this is typically accomplished with standard terms of business. It is therefore important
to investigate the extent to which stipulating automated performance of standard
business terms in connection with a contract passes the content review. 223
5.1.4.1.1 Breach of Section 309, No. 2 of the German Civil Code
First of all, automated execution could constitute a violation of Section 309, No. 2 of
the German Civil Code. Section 309, No. 2a) of the German Civil Code forbids the exclusion or restriction of an existing right to refuse performance (from Section 320 of
the German Civil Code), while Section 309, No. 2b) of the German Civil Code bans any
exclusion or restriction of the right of retention set forth in Section 273 of the German
Civil Code (provided that it is based on the same contractual relationship) via standard
business terms. . Since as a rule the execution of a smart contract cannot be halted
once it has begun, the user is in effect prevented from exercising any applicable right
to refuse performance or right of retention. Unlike, for example, a debit authorization,
DLT transactions provide no means of instructing a bank to cancel a payment or recovering sums once they have been transferred. 224
However, automated execution bears a certain resemblance to an agreement of an
obligation of advance performance. This means that one party’s contractual obligations are due before the other party’s. 225 The use of a smart contract per se does not
oblige one party to perform completely in advance, i.e. before receiving the contracted
product or service in return. Still, the user relinquishes control over the funds beforehand and as a rule is no longer able to unilaterally prevent them from passing to the
other party. The intention of Section 309, No. 2 of the German Civil Code is not to
generally forbid parties to agree on obligations of advance performance. Tests of such
agreements are therefore based not on Section 309, No. 2 but on Section 307 of the
German Civil Code. 226
5.1.4.1.2 Unreasonable disadvantages as per Section 307, Subsection 1, Sentence 1 of
the German Civil Code
An agreement to automate the performance of a contract could impose unreasonable
disadvantages in the sense of Section 307, Subsection 1, Sentence 1 of the German Civil
Code. An unreasonable disadvantage occurs when the user of standard business terms
unilaterally pursues interests and fails from the outset to adequately consider the other
party’s legitimate interests. 227
A starting point for assessing a clause of a consumer agreement (Section 310, Subsection 3 of the German Civil Code) that calls for the use of a smart contract can be found
in the legal assessment of the aforementioned obligations of advance performance. .
223
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Such agreements require an objective reason to justify the disadvantages imposed on
the customer. 228 Section 320 of the German Civil Code in particular provides a means
of pressuring the contractual partner to perform their part of the agreement while
providing a safeguard against the risk of their insolvency. 229 However, this protection is
not always required. For example, the use of advance performance clauses is regarded
as permissible in mass market operations involving large daily volumes when the individual transactions involve a low business value and negligible warranty concerns
and/or when advance performance coincides with the technical requirements of contract execution. 230
It must also be taken into account that the use of smart contracts actually reduces the
burden on users in comparison with a true obligation of advance performance. Without them, users would be required to completely fulfill their part of the bargain before
receiving anything in return. In particular, smart contracts reduce the advance performance risks of both sides and ensure that only actually received products or services
are charged for. Finally, automated performance also gives the user a guarantee that
the provider will reciprocate. A situation in which a party has an interest in withholding
their performance is most likely to arise in the event of technical malfunctions. These,
as well as intentional manipulations of the accounting infrastructure, can be guarded
against by certifying smart contracts and oracles. Automated contract execution does
not unilaterally help the provider gain an advantage; it also grants the user adequate
prospects of an appropriate counter performance in return, 231 so that the associated
loss of leverage does not appear to constitute an unreasonable disadvantage. 232
The preceding discussion is also relevant if one were to demand an objective reason
for stipulating advance performance obligations in B2B transactions as well. 233

5.1.4.2 Consumer contracts and special types of distribution
In the context of mobility, standards dealing with special approaches to distribution
also deserve attention. Which specific standards these are will depend on the details of
each individual case. In the following, attention is nevertheless called to several regulations that will probably assume relevance in connection with DLT-based mobility solutions.
In the presented scenarios, contracts are concluded electronically: via websites or apps
or at self-service points (the latter mainly have importance in connection with vehicle
charging infrastructure). Consequently, it is necessary for e-commerce transactions to
228
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meet the obligations of Sections 312i and 312j of the German Civil Code. The general
obligations set forth in Section 312i of the German Civil Code apply to all of a trader’s
customers, in other words also B2B customers. Section 312j of the German Civil Code
lists special obligations vis-à-vis consumers. The provider must use telemedia (electronic information and communication services) in the sense of Section 1, Subsection 1
of the German Telemedia Act. In other words, services must be used that convey the
trader’s and customer’s declarations of intent of or at least allow the customer to submit an order by electronic means. 234 In particular, this includes concluding contracts
within the scope of mobile commerce (i.e. the use of mobile telephones as mobile
terminals, for example with mobile browsers or apps, to electronically conduct commercial transactions). 235 Here the definition of “service” must be broadly interpreted; it
extends beyond that given in Section 611 of the German Civil Code and refers to anything performed by a trader that does not consist of supplying merchandise. 236 Furthermore, a contracted service does not itself need to be provided electronically. 237
Services in the mobility sector may therefore fall under the provisions of Sections 312i
and 312j of the German Civil Code. These obligations are not subject to the restrictions
of Section 312, Subsections 2 to 6 of the German Civil Code and always apply whenever a contract is electronically concluded.
A distance contract in the sense of Section 312c of the German Civil Code may be simultaneously concluded, thus invoking Sections 312d et seq. of the German Civil Code.
In order for this to be the case, a contract must be concluded exclusively via telecommunications media, i.e. without requiring the physical presence of the parties to the
contract. 238 The trader must furthermore have at his or her disposal a system that is
organized for remotely selling or providing services, i.e. he or she must have met the
material and personnel-related prerequisites within his or her operation for regularly
conducting off-premises or remote business activities. 239 Here too, the concept of services is defined broadly so that anything provided for remuneration may be the object
of a distance contract. 240 Section 312c of the German Civil Code (as well as Section
312a, which contains general obligations for doing business with consumers) is, according to Section 312, Subsection 1, only relevant to consumer contracts in the sense
of Section 310, Subsection 3. Moreover, none of the exceptions listed in Section 312,
Subsection 2 must be applicable, since in that case, only Subsections 1, 3, 4 and 6 of
Section 312a would apply.
The exception made in Section 312, Subsection 2, No. 5 for contracts relating to the
carriage of passengers may be relevant. This applies to taxi and similar services such as
chauffeur services, as well as to trips made using other forms of transportation. 241 Not
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exempted, however, are brokers and booking platforms. 242 Section 312, Subsection 2,
No. 9 may also be relevant, since automated business premises include all self-service
facilities in which a trader’s services are exclusively provided by way of an automated
system. 243
5.1.5

Treatment of performance problems and reversal issues

5.1.5.1 Performance problems
In the event of performance problems, automated processing can encounter certain
limits. To begin with, not every failure to comply with obligations can be adequately
captured or modelled by software. Whereas it is relatively easy to digitally establish
whether a party has not complied with an obligation or has done so late or inadequately, poor performance is more difficult to assess. For example, deciding whether or
not merchandise is defective probably exceeds the abilities even of the best oracles
now in existence. In addition, the possible constellations involving violations of obligations to take due care and consideration and protect others from harm are so complex
and numerous that it would be practically inconceivable to model them in a flow chart
with if-then junctions. Other prerequisites for secondary judicial remedies, e.g. culpable
behaviors, likewise cannot be easily digitally represented, or else depend on valuations
in individual cases and therefore cannot be processed by smart contracts, at least not
yet. 244 Even in a constellation that could allow software-assisted handling, this eventuality would have had to be thought of beforehand and incorporated into the programming. Otherwise the parties’ only recourse for asserting their rights is a court of
law. In practical terms, the use of smart contracts makes most sense when the risk of
performance problems is very slight or when these can be identified and assessed
without value judgements.
5.1.5.2 Reversal of transactions
In every exchange, a situation can arise in which the transaction must be reversed. One
party may rescind the contract, which creates an obligation to reverse transactions
(Section 346, Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code). 245 . A transaction can also be
invalid or declared null and void ex tunc as a result of being challenged 246 (Section 142,
Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code). In these cases, whatever has changed hands
must be returned in accordance with Section 812, Subsection 1, Sentence 1, Alternative
1 of the German Civil Code.
The objection that the irreversibility of entries in DLT systems conflicts with reversal
constellations does not hold up in a civil law context. 247 While it is true that entries on
already-made transactions can no longer be erased from the blockchain, the invalidity
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Hoeren/Sieber/Holznagel/Föhlisch, Part 13.4 Rn. 49; Spindler/Schuster, Schirmbacher, BGB § 312
Rn. 41.
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Paulus/Matzke, ZfPW, 2018, pp. 431-466. (463).
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Also in the case of revocation in acc. with Sections 355 and 357 of the German Civil Code (unless this
is excluded), MüKo BGB/Fritsche, § 355 Rn. 59.
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On challengingg in case of use of smart contracts: Kaulartz/Heckmann, CR, 2016, pp. 618-624. (622);
Paulus/Matzke, ZfPW, 2018, pp. 431-466 (454 ff.).
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Also acc. to Paulus/Matzke, ZfPW, 2018, pp. 431-466. (460); a.A. Schrey/Thalhofer, NJW, 2017, pp.
1431-1436. (1435 f.).
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of a contract does not imply that transfers of rights or acts carried out to perform the
contact may not exist. This applies especially to cases of rescission, in which the original exchange reflects the legal situation and is not reversed until later. Furthermore, it
is not transactions per se that are void, but the underlying legal acts.
Finally, there is also no legal requirement to destroy all documentation pertaining to a
retroactively reversed transaction. If, for example, a payment is made by interbank
transfer and must later be returned, the original transfer continues to appear in the
account statements of the parties to the transaction. A comparison can also be drawn
with land registry law: Section 46, Subsection 1 of the German Land Register Code
mandates that incorrect entries must be deleted not by completely removing them
from the register, but only by inserting a deletion note. 248
The possibility that value transfers may occur that do not reflect the substantive legal
situation, or that registers may document a formal legal situation that is substantively
inaccurate, is not unique to DLT. 249 When reversing a transaction, it is therefore sufficient to restore the legal economic situation by means of suitable reverse transactions. 250
The details of rights to a refund under the law of restitution largely depend on the type
of token transferred. Tokens essentially consist of nothing more than exclusive, unique,
and non-reproducible database entries. In a token transaction, therefore, instead of
actually moving a set of data only the entitlement to the database entry is changed. 251
The value of tokens arises either as a result of supply and demand or because they
represent rights or claims. 252 After they have been assigned to a user’s wallet, he or she
can transfer the represented quantity of tokens by entering their private key. 253
From this it follows that the factual possibility of accessing tokens, in the form of the
right to change their database entries, is already an asset in the sense of Section 812,
Subsection 1, Sentence 1 of the German Civil Code. So in any case, the previous assignments in the database must be restored when reversing a transaction. With socalled currency tokens or virtual currencies that can be used as means of payment, 254
this is also sufficient. Their transfer is simply a real act. 255 Since tokens are not physical
things, they also cannot be acquired in good faith. 256 If a token represents a claim or
right (like in the case of “utility tokens”, which can be exchanged for a good or service, 257 and some so-called asset-backed tokens, namely those that reflect a right to a
certain asset 258), authorizing a token transaction may be interpreted as an implied dec-
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laration of assignment in accordance with Sections 398 and 413 of the German Civil
Code. 259 In the case of an invalid causal contract, in addition to restoring the original
register entry it would also be necessary to reassign the claim.
If an asset-backed token represents ownership of a thing, 260 in the event of a reversal
every acquired position (property and/or possession) would have to be returned. However, it is questionable whether a token-based transaction can be sufficient for transferring property. 261 When authorizing a transaction, an implied declaration of intent
can definitely exist within the scope of the in rem agreement. But if the original owner
fails to allow the acquirer to at least indirectly take possession of the thing in question,
there can at most be a surrogate in the sense of Section 931 of the German Civil Code.
An acquisition in good faith would only be possible if the prerequisites of Section 934
are met. Since the acquisition (in good faith) of ownership to tokens is out of the question (see above), categorizing tokens as bearer instruments would not facilitate the
acquisition of ownership. 262
5.1.5.3 Access to arbitration bodies/creation of judicial interfaces
To assert their claims, the parties are obliged to resort to courts of law, which is also
the normal procedure. The special feature of DLT transactions is that the claimant requires the participation of the adversary, since only the latter is able to execute the
transaction by signing with their private key. So if it is about asserting a claim to a return transfer of tokens, the claimant has no choice but to petition for the other party to
be sentenced to execute the reverse transaction. 263 There are typically no third parties,
such as a bank, that are able to do this for them. 264 The execution of a DLT transaction
is an example of an act that cannot be performed by a proxy in the sense of Section 888, Subsection 1, Sentence 1 of the German Code of Civil Procedure and can only
be enforced under threat of a fine or imprisonment. 265 It is impossible to seize 266 tokens, however.
To simplify the process of asserting a claim, and possibly also to prevent faulty smart
contracts from running, a kind of backdoor could be created for use by a trustworthy
third party. This could conceivably be an interface to a judicial authority 267 or a pro-
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grammed extrajudicial arbiter. 268 However, allowing subsequent manipulations in this
way 269 would cause DLT-based smart contracts to sacrifice some of their technically
ensured credibility, among other things because of the risk that these possibilities
might be abused by unauthorized parties. A kind of three-person solution could make
sense: two out of three of their keys would be needed to halt the execution of a smart
contract or roll back a transaction. The keys would be distributed to the parties concerned plus a trustworthy third party (e.g. an arbitration body). If the two parties to the
transaction fail to agree, the third could be called upon to tip the scale. 270
5.1.6

Digressions

5.1.6.1 Supervisory issues
Supervisory implications must be taken into account when designing DLT-based payment systems. Under certain circumstances, obligations to obtain permits may apply,
especially under Section 32, Subsection 1 of the German Banking Act (KWG) or Section
10, Subsection 1 of the German Payment Services Supervision Act (ZAG). 271 According
to the German Federal financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin), owing to the many different ways in which tokens can work it is necessary to examine each individual case on
its own merits. 272 As a guide, however, certain general principles can be applied. For
so-called utility tokens that may only be used within the issuer’s own network, exchanging them for merchandise or services, there is a tendency to assume that there is
no need to obtain a permit. But the case can be different if tokens also serve as means
of payment, since they are then more likely to qualify as a unit of account and thus as a
financial instrument as defined by the German Banking Act. 273
Bitcoins have been classified by the BaFin as financial instruments in the sense of Section 1, Subsection 11, Sentence 1 of the German Banking Act, which also applies to other virtual currencies (and currency tokens). As a general rule, the BaFin does not regard
the use of virtual currencies as a means of payment (as substitutes for cash or book
money) as an activity subject to licensing. However, additional circumstances may trigger an obligation to obtain permission. In particular, these include activities such as
268
269
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operating platforms or exchanges, as well as exchanging sums between legal tender
and virtual currencies. 274
5.1.6.2 Liability for smart contracts
Another issue has to do with liability for providing faulty smart contracts. Here it is
necessary to make a distinction based on who does the actual programming. If this is
done by the service provider itself, and if a user suffers damages as a result of programming errors―provided that the general prerequisites are met―the provider is
contractually liable to the user, having failed to meet his due care obligations under
Section 241, Subsection 2 of the German Civil Code. However, if the provider obtains
the software from a third party, then the latter is liable to the provider within the scope
of their contractual relationship. 275 In the context of the provider’s relationship with the
user, contractual liability may be given; this depends mainly on whether the provider
has culpably used a faulty smart contract, in other words if the problem was recognizable.
Smart contracts may also be available free of charge in the public domain. In this case,
the laws on gifts 276 may be applicable, along with the corresponding liability privileges
(acc. to Sections 521 et seq. of the German Civil Code). In such cases the existence of
an intention to be legally bound may be questionable, since the software may have
been made available merely as a favor. However, the likelihood of this is diminished by
the economic importance that software usually has, the risk of damages, and the interest of the party providing software in imposing his licensing conditions. 277
As the connection to the real world grows stronger, so does the probability of infringing on a right protected by Section 823, Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code with a
faulty smart contract. 278 If tokens as such are affected (e.g. in the case of a faulty transaction), the problem arises that neither assets as such nor claims are protected under
Section 823, Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code. 279 An exhaustive discussion of the
tort liability of tokens would exceed the scope of this study, however, so the reader is
referred to relevant literature on this aspect. 280
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5.1.7

Summary

Overall it may be concluded that the existing civil law provisions are adequate for
regulating the use of smart contracts. The unique technological attributes of DLT do
not pose any insoluble legal issues.
Despite their unique attributes, the general rules must also be applied to contracts
involving the use of a smart contract for a certain purpose (in connection with concluding a contract or merely as a means of execution). Whether or not a declaration of
intent exists, in which behavior it may be surmised, and its content must be determined
in the light of Sections 133 and 157 of the German Civil Code. In many cases, the actual
contract will be concluded outside the DLT application. Moreover, contracts concluded
or executed while using DLT are subject to the same constraints as all other contracts.
The parties must therefore respect the applicable laws, including those on standard
business terms and consumer protection. Despite the immutability of DLT systems,
questions posed by the reversal of transactions can be satisfactorily answered, since it
is sufficient to restore the original economic situation. Overall, the achievable degree of
automation is constrained by the limits of what is technically feasible. In many cases,
legal decisions call for value-based assessments that software is not yet capable of.
This applies both to exchanges of performance and remuneration that can be implemented by a smart contract and to issues related to problems in meeting contractual
obligations.

5.2

Assessment from the Standpoint of Data Protection Law

This section looks at the extent to which DLT solutions in the mobility sector process
personal data in the sense of the GDPR. Its aims include identifying the controllers
under data protection law, ascertaining the legal basis of their authority, and determining how they can comply with their obligations to erase and correct data. This discussion is limited to data that are processed by the involved parties via a DLT platform.
The same data protection requirements also apply to personal data that are processed
in other ways for operating mobility solutions, but these are excluded in the following
due to the lack of specific issues.
The following passages apply independently of the specific application in each individual case. The intention in this section is to identify generally applicable solutions that
are consistent with data protection law across all implementations of DLT technology
in the mobility sector. Further below, the findings are applied to individual applications.
5.2.1

Applicability of the GDPR

The GDPR applies when a data processing controller is based in the European Union. It
does not matter where the data are actually processed. The GDPR also applies whenever data are processed in connection with offering products or services to individuals
residing in the EU, even if the responsible controller is located outside the European
Union.
To the extent that the DLT solutions studied here are also or exclusively offered to
natural persons residing within the European Union, it may be assumed that the GDPR
applies to processing of their data. Charging infrastructure for electric vehicles and
ridesharing services also target natural persons residing within the European Union.
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Consequently, the GDPR applies to all processing of their data in connection with these
services. If DLT is used to create a platform for a platooning application or to enable
processing of electronic title documents, this does not typically involve offering products or services to natural persons. However, the GDPR is also applicable in these cases
if the controller is based in the EU. One of the aims of the following investigation is to
ascertain who is the responsible controller under data protection law.
5.2.2

Processing of personal data

According to Art. 1 (2) GDPR, the objective is to protect fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons, and in particular their right to the protection of personal
data. The processing of data is therefore not generally relevant in the context of data
protection law, but only when “personal data” are involved. 281
In the following, it is investigated where personal data may be processed in connection
with implementing mobility concepts with DLT applications. First it is established which
types of data processing are relevant. Then it is checked whether the processed data
are of a personal nature and who is the responsible controller.
5.2.2.1 Relevant data processing activities
The GDPR broadly defines the concept of data processing. Art. 4, No. 2 provides a
legal definition, according to which data processing is “any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not
by automated means, such as collection, recording, organization, structuring, storage,
adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or
destruction.”
When transmitting data via a DLT architecture, a basic distinction must be made
among entry of data, decentralized storage processes, and readout of the data. In the
following, the extent to which these activities fall under the definition of data processes
is briefly explained. The question as to who is responsible for data processing is answered in a later step. 282
5.2.2.1.1 Data entry in DLT platforms
Any information intended for decentralized storage on a DLT platform must first be
entered somewhere. It is possible for only parts of a data set to be placed in the DLT
layer, while other parts remain local. It is nevertheless possible to create links to data
sets that are stored off-chain. As a result of being entered, data are made available to
all persons who may read them. In a public DLT application, anyone may do so; in the
case of a private DLT application, only its direct participants. This approach to making
data accessible may also be regarded as disclosure by transmission or dissemination;
as a minimum, however, it qualifies as “another form of delivery” to all participants who
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are entitled to read them, and it may therefore be assumed that data processing takes
place. 283
5.2.2.1.2 Processing of data on DLT platforms
Data to be stored in a decentralized database are received by participants of a peerto-peer network and distributed within the network to all participants. This processing
may be categorized as “dissemination” of data. Depending on the consensus mechanism used, the newly obtained data are added to the central database, possibly by
miners. These actions, which may be categorized as “organizing”, “ordering” and “storing” of data, also constitute data processing.
5.2.2.1.3 Reading data from DLT platforms
Data are read when needed by authorized system users with reading access. This applies to both on-chain and linked off-chain data. These reading activities also constitute data processing.
5.2.2.2 Personal data
The processed data would have to be “personal data”. This concept is defined in Art. 4,
No. 1, Sentence 1 of the GDPR as follows: “‘Personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’).” The concept of personal data had already been the subject of EU Directive 95/46/EC (Data Protection
Directive) and was investigated further by the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. 284 Accordingly, personal data is defined by four elements: “any information” “relating to” “an identified or identifiable” “natural person”. 285 Here it must always be kept in
mind that these elements must be evident to the observer; whether or not a relationship to an identifiable person exists is therefore always relative.
5.2.2.2.1 Natural persons
Only data of natural persons are protected by the GDPR. All human beings count as
natural persons, regardless of their nationality, but only living persons are included, not
the data of deceased persons. 286 The member states may, however, enact their own
rules on the protection of these data. It must be noted that data related to a deceased
individual can simultaneously include data on still-living persons. 287 The processing of
information on legal entities is irrelevant under data protection laws, provided that it
cannot be used to deduce information on natural persons.
Natural persons affected by data processing can be among the users of DLT applications, which can in turn also capture data of third parties.
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5.2.2.2.1.1 Users of DLT applications
The affected persons can primarily be the users of a DLT application. For determining
whether data protection laws apply to processing of data on the application’s users,
different groups can be distinguished.
5.2.2.2.1.1.1

B2B DLT applications

DLT applications can be designed in such a way that they are not available for use by
private individuals. If a DLT application is used exclusively by businesses, then data
protection laws are not relevant to the processing of data related to these businesses.
The only exception is when a business is so tightly linked to a natural person that information on the business also constitutes information on the natural person behind it.
Among other things, it is conceivable that revealing information on the assets of a
business could be equivalent to revealing information on the assets of the natural person linked to the business. This may be assumed to be true in the case of “one-person
companies” in particular, although other cases are also conceivable. For example, a
company’s name could include the name of its proprietor. The probability of receiving
information on the natural persons behind a business diminishes as the size of the
business increases. Especially with smaller companies, however, this possibility definitely deserves to be considered.
If only companies directly use a DLT application, and transactions performed by one of
the companies using a key do not permit any conclusions to be drawn about any natural persons, then the associated data processing is not relevant under data protection
law. If a mobility application permits an approach in which only such companies are
able to execute transactions, it is preferable from the standpoint of data protection law
(without taking any other factors into account). An exclusively B2B DLT application of
this kind will typically require a closed DLT platform in order to prevent any companies
from participating that do not meet the mentioned prerequisites. This is theoretically
also possible with the participation of natural persons, e.g. as final customers, in a mobility solution. In such a case, however, these persons may not be directly involved at
the DLT level with their own user keys. It will typically be necessary to prevent payments from being made directly by natural persons to those providing the service in
question. Instead, the natural persons must have a contractual relationship with an
intermediary. Only the latter then executes transactions with the service providers via
the DLT platform, while payments between natural persons and the intermediary take
place off-chain.
5.2.2.2.1.1.2

B2C and C2C DLT applications

If, however, a DLT application is designed to let private individuals directly participate
as users at the DLT level, all processing of data related to them is relevant under data
protection law.
5.2.2.2.1.2 Third-party data on a DLT platform
A DLT application is inherently designed to bring about a consensus among the participating parties regarding every piece of information. The possibility cannot be excluded that, depending on the application, the information may also include data on natural persons who are not users of the system.
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If a mobility application can be designed in such a way that only enterprises are active
at the DLT level, then final customers (i.e. natural persons) do not directly use the system. However, data processing by the enterprises on the DLT platform can also be
relevant under data protection law, namely if processed on-chain data contain information on the application’s final customers.
5.2.2.2.2 Information
The term “information” is broadly defined and can refer either to objective information
(such as name and place of residence) or to subjective information (such as opinions
and statements made). Whether or not the information is true is irrelevant. It can be
present in any conceivable format. 288
Nearly all data processed in a DLT context are characterized by more or less large informational content. Although users do not typically operate under their actual names,
information relating to them can be present in the form of usernames, account balances or time stamps. Even the fact that an interaction has taken place on a DLT platform
qualifies as information.
However, information can only be extracted from data when the latter can also be read
and understood by the observer. Encrypted data, although they can be viewed by
anyone, can only be read by those persons who are in possession of the corresponding key. From the perspective of persons that lack the key, encrypted data are therefore not personal data. 289
5.2.2.2.3 Relationship to a person
In the view of the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, a relationship to a person
exists if there is a “content,”, “purpose,” or “result” element. A “content” element is
present when information is given about a particular person, a “purpose” element if
“data are used or are likely to be used, taking into account all the circumstances surrounding the precise case, with the purpose to evaluate, treat in a certain way or influence the status or behavior of an individual.” 290. A “result” element is present if the
information could impact a certain person’s rights and interests. It is enough if the
individual might be treated differently than other persons as a result of processing the
information. 291 When investigating these elements, all of the circumstances surrounding a precise case must always be taken into account.
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5.2.2.2.3.1 Data on users of an application
Users regularly interact using their keys. The fact that a username is assigned to a natural person already constitutes information on that individual (in the form of a content
element). The same statement applies to other information that may be linked to the
username, such as account balances, time stamps, or records of interactions that have
taken place while using that username. These kinds of information are relevant to
those network participants who have an interest in recording them. The information
enables them to tell whether a user has had a required interaction. It therefore serves
the purpose of letting users assess one another (purpose element). This in turn affects
the rights and interests of the users concerned (result element). User names and information associated with them thus contain information on the corresponding users.
5.2.2.2.3.2 Data on third parties
Stored data can also contain information on third parties. The extent to which this is
true must be decided in each individual case.
5.2.2.2.4 Identification or identifiability
An individual can be identified if he or she differs from all other persons in a group. 292
According to Art. 4, No. 1, Sentence 2 of the GDPR, a person is identifiable if they “can
be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a
name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more
factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity of that natural person.” Whether or not a person is identifiable always
depends on the specific circumstances of each individual case. According to Recital 26
of the GDPR, account should be taken of all of the means that are reasonably likely to
be used to directly or indirectly identify a person, such as singling them out. The Court
of Justice of the European Union has elaborated on this in its judgment on whether
dynamic IP addresses constitute personal data, concluding that this is the case if a data
processor possesses all information required to identify a person or at least has legal
instruments for obtaining this information from third parties. 293
5.2.2.2.4.1 Direct identification of a person by knowing their identity
As a rule, knowing someone’s name is considered to be equivalent to directly identifying them. 294 However, since names are not unique, additional information is required
to unambiguously identify them, such as a date of birth, photograph, or address. 295
Users do not use their actual names in the DLT layer. Consequently, they cannot be
identified by means of their names. The situation can be different for affected third
parties whose data are stored in the DLT layer. If actual names are stored here, direct
identification is possible.
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5.2.2.2.4.2 Indirect identification of a person by correlating their username and identity
Personal data also include those that can be assigned to a natural person by taking
additional information into account (pseudonymized data). 296 It could therefore also be
possible to identify a person on the basis of the username that they use in a system.
Each of a DLT network’s participants has a unique username called a public key. For
each public key, there is also a private key that the user keeps secret. The private key
can be used to create a digital signature that lets others verify that the signer actually
possesses the private key corresponding to the public key, without the need for the
signer to reveal it. Nor is it possible with current technology to calculate the private key
from the digital signature and public key.
If a participant wishes to transfer a data set to the decentralized database, he or she
uses his or her public key to send a message to this effect to all of the system’s participants. He or she signs this message with his or her private key. The rest of the participants can then check whether the message has actually come from someone who
knows the private key corresponding to that public key.
The public keys are linked to information on the DLT platform. If an observer knows
which natural person is behind a public key, he or she has information on that natural
person. This continues to be the case for as long as the observer either directly possesses this additional information or has a way of obtaining it from third parties.
Initially, only the individual concerned knows the identity of the natural person behind
a public key. This has no relevance to data protection requirements as long as no other
persons acquire knowledge of this key or are enabled to receive it from the user. Participants in the DLT application use their keys to demonstrate to other participants the
existence of circumstances that are important to the relationship between them. In
order to use the DLT application to execute a contract between two participants, the
provider of a service needs to show the recipient that the agreed service has been
provided. This typically makes it necessary to communicate his or her public key to the
other party. If the recipient knows the identity of his or her contractual partner, he or
she can correlate all information that is (for his or her) visibly linked with his public key
on the DLT platform with his or her identity. Natural persons thus become identifiable
when they reveal the link between their identity and a public key to third parties.
5.2.2.2.4.3 Indirect identification by a user’s IP address
The users of a peer-to-peer network interact by means of IP addresses that have been
assigned to them by their respective Internet service providers. As already discussed,
the Court of Justice of the European Union has ruled that an IP address alone constitutes personal data, owing to the possibility that a processor may exercise a right to
obtain additional information from the corresponding Internet service provider. 297
Knowledge of the IP address could, in combination with other data, be used to correlate the content of an associated message with the sender.
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When sending a transaction in the network, the sender’s IP address is revealed to the
message’s recipient. The transaction is conveyed by the sender to the nearest node,
which checks the message and passes it on. In this way, the message propagates
across the system until every node has received the transaction. Not every node sees
the IP address of the original sender, but only the address of the node from which it
has received the transaction. It can therefore not be sure that the IP address actually
belongs to the message’s sender. However, in a peer-to-peer network it is possible to
draw conclusions about the sender of a transaction by analyzing the messages. If the
participants succeed in carrying out such an analysis, and if it may reasonably be assumed that they will also use the results, then the transactions linked to the IP address
constitute personal data.
5.2.2.2.4.4 Indirect identification by looking at all available information
In order for a user to be identifiable, it is not absolutely necessary for the observer to
know the key in order to establish a connection between it and a natural person. Indirect identification is also possible if a “unique constellation” 298 of information is available that, in its entirety, can only fit to a certain natural person, even when the individual
pieces of information do not allow any conclusions to be drawn. This includes the special attributes cited in Art. 4, No. 1, Sentence 2 of the GDPR that express a natural person’s physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity. As
the density of the set of available information on a person increases, the probability
that they can be identified also grows. 299
The sender dispatches the message for the purpose of storing certain information in a
decentralized database in a tamperproof manner. Depending on the details of a given
case, this information may be sufficient to deduce the sender’s identity. This can also
be true if the observer lacks knowledge of the key linking the user’s identity and
username. This appears to be possible in cases in which the content of the message,
based on logical analysis, can only come from a specific natural person. It does not
need to be possible for anyone whatsoever to make the deduction. In some cases, only
individuals with certain special knowledge will be able to do so. For example, the recipient of a service may not know the key for linking the username to a natural person but
does know that the interaction, owing to the time and circumstances of its execution,
can only come from his or her contractual partner, whom he or she knows.
Even if the observer cannot view the content of a signed message, cases are conceivable in which he can deduce the natural person behind it by considering all of the messages sent under the same username. This can be the case, for example, if information
is added to the database at certain times while repeatedly using the same username.
Whether or not this permits conclusions to be drawn about the natural person behind
these actions depends on the circumstances of each individual case, especially the total
number of participants and the normal frequency of data storage operations.
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5.2.2.3 Intermediate findings
In DLT applications (in the mobility sector), data are processed whenever data are
stored, read or used in the DLT layer. The processed data are personal data if, from a
given observer’s perspective, they contain information on a natural person. This can be
the case if a dataset being stored contains information on a natural person. This can be
a user of the system or an (uninvolved) third party. Transaction data associated with a
signed message may also contain information on system users. This is the case if an
observer is able to correlate the username with a user and the user is a natural person,
or if the user is not a natural person but the observer is able to identify the natural
persons active behind the user. The observer can make this correlation by knowing the
key linking the username and the identity of the user or deducing it on the basis of
other available information. This information can include the user’s IP address or an
overall view of all information linked to a username that the observer is able to access.
Since the existence of usernames, as a bare minimum, is indispensable for a DLT platform, as a rule processed data reveal links to specific persons, at least from the perspective of a certain group of observers. The only exception is when a system’s users
are not natural persons, the natural persons behind the users cannot be deduced, and
no data of third parties are processed in the system. In all other cases, it must be possible to identify the agent responsible for these data processing activities.
5.2.3

Responsibility for data processing

Responsibility for meeting the requirements of the GDPR rests with the “controller”. 300
Only this officer is legally authorized to process data. Vis-à-vis data subjects, the controller is the party responsible for complying with data protection obligations. Pursuant
to Arts. 12-14 of the GDPR, the controller must transparently inform data subjects on
how their data are processed and used. Furthermore, Art. 14 grants subjects the right
to receive information on how their personal data are processed. According to Arts. 1619, the controller must rectify or erase any data that are incorrect or no longer required. For these reasons, the definition of the role of controller has special significance. It is also possible for there to be two or more joint controllers who share responsibility (Art. 26). The controller can also make use of processors (Art. 28) who follow his instructions.
5.2.3.1 Definition of responsibility
According to Art. 4, No. 7 of the GDPR, the controller is the natural or legal person,
public authority, agency or other body that, alone or jointly with others, determines the
purposes of processing personal data and the means used to do so. The question as to
who “decides” is answered by determining who actually influences decisions. The formal legal appointment of a decisionmaker is only indirectly relevant. 301
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“Determining the purposes” refers to the expected or planned outcome of processing,
while “means used” refers to how this outcome is achieved. 302 The term “means” includes technical methods and the scope of processing, authorization to access data,
when data are erased and so on. 303
5.2.3.2 Responsibility for entering data
Initially, all data are passed by participants to other participants for further processing.
The participant who enters data has the sole right to decide on the purposes and
means of this transfer. To the extent that the entering individual is himself the subject
of entered personal data, his actions are irrelevant from the standpoint of data protection law. However, if the datasets contain personal data of other participants or third
parties, there must be a justification for this. Justification is only required when conveying data that are also personal data of the recipients. The recipients are, to begin with,
all system participants with reading access.
5.2.3.3 Responsibility for reading data
When data are read, only the party reading them decides whether and which data are
read. Consequently, only it decides on the purpose and means of data processing. Like
in the case of data entry, the reading party is only responsible for the processing of
data concerning other participants or third parties. In order for this responsibility to
exist, the reading party must be able to determine whether information is of a personal
nature. He or she is thus exclusively responsible for processing the act of reading.
5.2.3.4 Responsibility for storing data in the DLT layer
One challenge can be to determine who is responsible for data processing activities
that participants of a decentralized network carry out for the purposes of creating and
maintaining the decentralized database. To determine who actually influences data
processing activities, it is first necessary to distinguish between “permissioned DLT
applications” and “permissionless DLT applications”.
5.2.3.4.1 Permissioned DLT application (“centralized solution”)
In a permissioned DLT application, access by and the reading and writing rights of
participants are assigned by a central entity. This central entity can consist of a group
of individuals who join forces to operate the system. It defines rights and role systems
for determining which persons should have access to which data. Access to the database is only possible via the higher-level system of the central entity. The central entity
sets the rules for processing of data after these have been entered by network participants. The nodes, and possibly miners, of the underlying DLT platform either belong to
the same group as the central entity, or act in accordance with its instructions by managing it according to rules defined by the central entity.
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In this type of scenario, the central entity exerts direct control over all data processing.
It decides on the purpose and means of data processing, and may therefore be regarded as a controller in the sense of the GDPR. 304 Nodes and miners, unless they belong to the group of individuals who constitute the central entity, are subject to its
instructions and can therefore be contracted processors as defined in Art. 28 of the
GDPR. 305 The prerequisite is the conclusion of a data processing contract between the
central entity and the nodes and miners. This contract defines how data processing
must take place. For example, it can dictate that processing may only be done according to the rules of the provided software.
The use of a permissioned DLT application can simplify the search for a controller as
defined by data protection law. The disadvantage of this approach, however, is that it
is necessary to form a central entity that in turn heavily influences all data processing
that takes place. This rules out the creation of a decentralizing sharing platform that
dispenses with intermediaries, at least in its pure form. There is therefore a need to
study whether or not and if so to what extent the role of controller can also be assigned in a permissionless DLT application.
5.2.3.4.2 Permissionless DLT applications
The search for a controller in the sense of data protection law is more challenging in
the case of permissionless DLT systems, since there no central entity can be directly
identified as being responsible for controlling data processing operations. To some
extent, therefore, the position is taken that every node must be regarded as individually responsible, since it relays data and records them in the database copy that it
keeps. 306 Others regard all of the participants of an open DLT system as being collectively responsible. 307 However, the latter view apparently treats the concepts of participant and node as equivalent. The fact of relaying transactions within the network and
recording data in a local database copy is cited as evidence of responsibility. In this
view, nodes decide to process data according to the rules of the software they use. But
each node could also opt to refrain from processing data or process them according to
different rules. Consequently, each node individually decides on the purpose and
means of its data processing activity.
Since the nodes collectively constitute the DLT platform’s infrastructure, it might be
supposed that they process data as joint controllers in the sense of Art. 26 of the
GDPR. But such joint responsibility would require decisions on the purposes and
means of data processing to be made collectively by all of the nodes. In actual fact,
however, the nodes of a permissionless DLT application do not typically agree on anything. Each of them makes autonomous data processing decisions. It must therefore
be concluded that each node is an independent controller.
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Such a conclusion is not necessarily in the interests of those participating in a DLT application. Under some circumstances, therefore, it will be necessary to make adjustments to the platform’s architecture. In the following, a distinction is made based on
whether all of the participants share an interest in all on-chain data or only selected
participants have an interest in certain on-chain data. The aim is to present a solution
for the role of controller in each case that is in harmony with existing laws.
5.2.3.4.2.1 All participants have an interest in all on-chain data (“open solutions”)
All participants of a DLT network may have an interest in all data that are processed
on-chain. This concerns cases in which a decentralized database is openly kept by all
participants in the interests of all. In other words, they are not supposed to keep information secret from one another. Virtually all cases of this kind will require a closed
DLT application that can only be viewed by the participants themselves. However, not
every closed DLT application will meet the cited prerequisites, since there could definitely also be an interest in not sharing information with all other participants. Regarding cases of this type, the reader is referred to the discussion further below.
If all of the participants have a legitimate interest in processed data, this opens up the
possibility of distributing responsibility across all nodes. In such a case, the type of
responsibility discussed above will be virtually impossible to put into practice. But the
nodes can develop a way of cooperating that also leaves room for an agreement to
jointly share responsibility in the sense of Art. 26 of the GDPR.
5.2.3.4.2.2 Only selected participants have an interest in on-chain data (“anonymization solution”)
The case of a database that is openly kept by all participants will tend to be the exception rather than the rule. Participants will often have an interest in only sharing information with certain other participants. Complying with such an interest on a permissionless DLT platform will pose the greatest data protection challenges. In particular, a
problem arises when data processed on-chain are of a personal nature from the perspective of all of the participants. Unless all of the affected participants have a legitimate interest in knowing these data, the participant storing them will be unable to
comply with data protection requirements by sending personal data of third parties to
all of the network’s participants, since he or she will lack a legal basis for doing so. 308
Furthermore, as already explained above, all of the network’s nodes would then have
to be categorized as controllers in the sense of data protection law. In an open network, however, it would be difficult for these persons to collaborate, and it is not likely
that they would be able to meet their data protection obligations. 309
Spreading the responsibility among all of the network’s nodes would not do justice to
their interests here. Instead, a solution must be found in which responsibility is limited
to those persons who have an actual interest in the transaction concerned. Such a
result could be achieved by adapting the DLT platform’s architecture. Here the principle can be applied that whether or not data are personal is relative and depends on
308
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who views them. The role of controller also requires processed data to be personal
from the controller’s perspective. If only data are processed that are personal from the
perspective of third parties, but the processor has no way of identifying the affected
person, then the processor cannot be the controller. The architecture must therefore
be designed in a way that prevents on-chain data from being ascribed to any natural
person without additional information. Once this is achieved, no personal data will be
processed by the nodes in the DLT layer. The consequence of this is that they cannot
be controllers in the sense of data protection law for the data processing that is taking
place. They are thus absolved of any responsibility for on-chain data processing, which
instead rests solely with those who possess the additional information required in order to correlate the on-chain data with a person.
5.2.3.4.2.2.1

Eliminating the personal nature of information about third parties

When storing on-chain information on third parties, steps must be taken to ensure that
it can only be read by persons who have a legitimate interest in the information.
5.2.3.4.2.2.1.1

Encryption of information

After personal information has been securely encrypted, it only constitutes personal
information for those who possess the key for decrypting it. The key may only be
known to those who genuinely require access to the encrypted information. Encryption
can reduce the group of individuals for whom the stored data are personal in nature to
those who have a legitimate interest in learning them. For everyone else, information
stored on-chain in encrypted form constitutes data without informational content. The
key is required in order to turn them into personal data. This provides a way to shift
responsibility for data processing from the participants of a public DLT application to
the keeper of the key. Then it is not the nodes that are responsible for data processing,
but those who have the key. When an obligation to erase data exists, the key must also
be deleted. This renders the on-chain data anonymous and irrelevant from the standpoint of data protection law.
According to Arts. 25 and 32 of the GDPR, the controller has the obligation to adequately safeguard the rights of data subjects by implementing appropriate technical
measures. Sending personal data for processing on a DLT platform could not satisfy
these requirements, not even in encrypted form. Data are potentially stored forever by
the nodes of a DLT platform, and a form of encryption that is regarded as secure today
could eventually be broken by future computing technology. If this becomes possible,
the personal data concerned will be visible to everyone in the public DLT application.
The selected encryption method must therefore be so secure that it is highly improbably that it will be broken during the lifetime of the DLT platform, or else an exclusively
encryption-based solution should not be relied on.
5.2.3.4.2.2.1.2

Off-chain storage with hash value links

To counter this problem, it can be sensible to store data off-chain as far as possible.
This means storing personal data off-chain in encrypted form under the control of the
storing party. A hash value is generated on the basis of the data. The corresponding
hash value is then stored on-chain along with a link to the on-chain data. The network’s participants cannot tell that personal data are involved without further information. This can only be done by parties with rights to access the off-chain data. The
hash value ensures that the data have not been tampered with since being stored on
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the DLT platform. The data stored off-chain are always under the control of the storing
party and can be erased by it at any time.
5.2.3.4.2.2.2
system

Eliminating the personal nature of information about users of the

Off-chain storage and links to hash values cannot be a viable solution for all data. Certain information must be known to all nodes of the system. Usernames, time stamps
and account balances, for example, cannot be stored in this way. If they were stored in
this way, all of the nodes would need access to the information in order to monitor it,
and subsequent erasure would render it impossible to check the validity of new transactions―and the actual goal of off-chain storage, namely to allow only selected individuals to access information, could no longer be achieved.
Unless all data can be stored off-chain or at least encrypted, information stored onchain should only be identifiable as relating to certain users if the viewer has a legitimate interest. Although it is impossible to monitor who views on-chain data in a public
DLT application, the DLT architecture can be adjusted to ensure that participants cannot associate on-chain data with persons unless they are in possession of additional
information.
Even when usernames, account balances, and executed transactions are visible onchain, these can only be linked to persons unless it is possible to assign the username
to a natural person. Initially, only the owner of a username knows the key linking them.
He or she can share this information with selected third parties while hiding it from
everyone else. By controlling knowledge of this key, it is possible to prevent anyone
who is not privy to it from extracting information on specific users from the on-chain
data. For this to work, the on-chain data may not reveal any personal data to anyone
who does not know the key. Preparation is required in order to establish such a system. It must be ensured that only those familiar with the key are able to associate the
data with specific persons.
5.2.3.4.2.2.2.1

Single-time user of usernames

First of all, it must be ensured that none of a transaction’s content could be used to
deduce the natural person behind a username. In extreme cases, this can be done
solely by knowing that the username was employed at a certain point in time. Depending on the number of users and the circumstances of an individual case, conclusions
may be drawn that reveal the identity of the natural person behind the username. If
the potential group of users is sufficiently large, however, as a rule it is safe to assume
that the mere fact of a username interacting with another cannot reveal anything
about the parties concerned.
It appears to be essentially possible for users to generate a different username for
every transaction executed on the DLT platform. Each transaction is then linked to a
unique ID. Only the person in question knows the key linking the ID and their identity.
He or she can share it with those who have an interest in the transaction. It can typically be assumed the identity of the user cannot be deduced from a single use of a user
ID. The only exceptions are scenarios in which, owing to the circumstances of an individual case, it may be possible to identify individual natural persons by considering the
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entirety of the circumstances surrounding a single interaction involving the use of a
particular username at a certain time. However, as soon as the application grows past a
certain size, this should no longer be possible.
Nevertheless, generating a new username for every single interaction runs up against
technical limits when values (e.g. tokens) are linked to a username and need to be
transferred between users. If a user wants to merge, pass on, or cash out such values,
he or she will have to use the same ID again, and several interactions with the same
username could give rise to patterns that others can detect and use to draw conclusions about the participating persons. It is difficult to generally characterize the circumstances under which such knowledge could be derived by analyzing data. A solution is
therefore preferable that prevents multiple uses of the same username. This in turn
calls for additional adjustments to rule out any possibility of deducing the user’s identity. Various solutions enter into consideration for this, and in some cases it may be possible to combine them for added security. In the following, the approaches of off-chain
transaction balancing, zero-knowledge proofs, and stealth addresses in conjunction
with ring signatures are briefly presented by way of example.
5.2.3.4.2.2.2.2

Off-chain balancing of transactions

One approach that appears feasible, especially for B2B DLT solutions that do not inherently rule out any possibility of drawing conclusions about the natural persons behind a company, is off-chain balancing of transactions by the network’s participants.
Instead of directly entering every transaction in the DLT platform, each party has a
separate account for balancing transactions. At regular intervals, all of the parties make
balancing payments on the platform. This approach synchronizes the frequency and
spacing of the participants’ activities, thus making it more difficult to draw conclusions
about processes within the company and the associated individuals. It also becomes
harder to detect patterns by analyzing the data.
One serious drawback of this balancing approach is a loss of transparency. The participants are individually responsible for forming balances. Since there are regular periods
during which no entries are made in the decentralized database, it is impossible for
participants to check balances in advance. But in situations in which this risk is acceptable and could possibly be managed with appropriate precautions such as random
checks, balancing can be a feasible way to anonymize data records.
5.2.3.4.2.2.2.3

Use of zero-knowledge proofs

The use of zero-knowledge proofs appears to be a way to send a transaction to the
network without having to reveal one’s own username, that of the recipient, or the sum
being sent. 310 Nodes can check the transaction’s validity without receiving any information on the sender, recipient, or transferred amount. From the perspective of the
network’s participants, therefore, the data do not refer to specific persons. Under these
circumstances, the nodes are thus not responsible for the data processing that takes
place. Assuming that zero-knowledge proofs are securely implemented, their use can
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be a highly promising approach for creating an open DLT solution that complies with
data protection regulations.
5.2.3.4.2.2.2.4

Use of stealth addresses in combination with ring signatures 311

In order to prevent transactions sent to a user from being linked to his or her public
username, a “stealth address” can be generated for receiving each one. The sender
and receiver generate it by exchanging keys. Transactions can be sent to a stealth address without the network’s participants being able to see the corresponding public
address. Only the recipient, by using a secret key, can find out which stealth addresses
are assigned to his username. Another secret key lets him access the value stored at
them.
The use of stealth addresses conceals a transaction’s recipient while the senders remain visible. Transactions that make use of stealth addresses can therefore also be
observed and conclusions drawn about them. Ring signatures are a way to also disguise the addresses from which transactions are executed.
Ring signatures have multiple inputs and outputs, which makes it impossible to tell
which of a group of users have sent which transactions to which recipient. On a second
level, transactions can be combined in a way that only lets a given transaction’s sender
and recipient see the amount transferred. Combining stealth addresses and ring signatures could thus be a way of eliminating links between usernames and identities for a
system’s participants. The stored transactions are then anonymized for participants
who do not possess the keys required to associate them.
However, it is important to not lose sight of the consequences of technical anonymization, whether this involves zero-knowledge proof, ring signatures in combination with
stealth addresses, or another approach. If the aim is to create a DLT-based payment
system, criminals can also benefit from the associated anonymization. As a comparison
with cash transactions shows, at first sight nothing seems to be wrong with a way of
making payments largely anonymously. But digital cash equivalents harbor far greater
risks, since they can be exchanged by anyone from anywhere at any time. The goal of
data protection is partly at odds with the need for (state) supervision of payment
transactions. If all participants in a digital payment system are anonymous, it can become more difficult to fight crime. When governments promote the use of a DLT platform incorporating a technical anonymization solution, these consequences must be
taken into account.
5.2.3.4.2.2.3

The risk that platform participants may break the rules

The aim of an anonymization solution is to completely eliminate personal data from
the DLT layer. No one except those directly involved in a transaction should be able to
connect it to individuals on the basis of on-chain data. The approaches described for
achieving this state of affairs pose considerable challenges. If data unintentionally
make their way into the DTL layer that can then be used by the network’s nodes to
extract information on natural persons, then these―as already explained―are respon-
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sible for processing this information. This poses the difficult task of asserting the affected individuals’ rights. No central entity exists that could intervene and rectify the
situation. If the wish is to do without such a central entity, then the software used by
the nodes of the DLT platform must not allow a situation in which nodes become controllers. It must therefore be designed so that all on-chain information processed by
the nodes is in a format that prevents it from being associated with natural persons.
5.2.3.5 Intermediate findings
Each participant is responsible for the data he or she stores and reads out. Unless the
architecture is additionally modified, responsibility for on-chain processing is shared by
all of a network’s nodes. In case all of the network’s nodes have a legitimate interest in
all processed data, this can definitely be a workable solution (open solution).
As a rule, however, not all of a DLT platform’s participants will have a legitimate interest in all processed information. In such a case, assigning legal responsibility to all of
them will lead to undesirable results. Owing to the obligations associated with such
responsibility, the role of node will become unattractive. It will be difficult for nodes to
meet their responsibilities, or even impossible if they are required to rectify and erase
data. Moreover, every time that personal data are entered in the DLT platform they
would be relayed to an undefined group of persons, for which the party entering them
would have no legal justification.
Alternative solutions therefore need to be created for distributing the responsibility.
This in turn requires adjustments to the DLT platform’s architecture. If not all of the
participants have a legitimate interest in all processed data, then either a responsible
central entity must be created by implementing a permissioned DLT application (a
centralized solution) or, in the case of an open DLT application, a way to eliminate the
personal nature of all data processed on-chain (an anonymization solution) must be
found.
5.2.4

Legal basis for data processing

According to the GDPR, the controller is fundamentally prohibited from processing
data without permission. Data may only be processed by the controller if there is a
legal basis for doing so. The legal bases for processing personal data are mainly given
in Art. 6 of the GDPR. The following sections seek to identify suitable legal bases for
storing, reading and on-chain processing of data.
5.2.4.1 Justifications for storing and reading data
To begin with, participants who store and read data must be able to cite a legal basis
for doing so. A distinction can be made depending on whether all of the data in question are personal data of the other parties involved in a specific transaction, or data of
third parties are also processed.
5.2.4.1.1 Processing of personal data of other parties involved in a transaction
Independently of a specific case, it can be generally ascertained that the storage or
reading of data to meet a contractual obligation takes place with the other party involved in a transaction. According to Art. 6 (1) Subparagraph 1 (b) of the GDPR, pro-
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cessing of data is lawful if it is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the
data subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to
entering into a contract. The term “contract” covers all legal transactions and similar
contractual relationships. 312 It covers all of the performance, ancillary and other obligations associated with a contract. 313 Processing of data is necessary if a contract could
not otherwise be fulfilled as the parties to it have agreed. 314 In each specific case, the
parties to the transaction are in a contractual relationship (the details of which can
vary). The participants use a DLT architecture to enable tamper-resistant exchange of
information that they need in order to meet their respective contractual obligations. To
the extent that the processed data are limited to what is required to fulfill the contract,
Art. 6 (1) Subparagraph 1 (b) of the GDPR serves as the legal basis for processing them.
5.2.4.1.2 Processing of the personal data of third parties
The situation is only different when a transaction, in addition the data of the parties
involved in it, also contains data on uninvolved third parties. This cannot be justified
with the legal basis for fulfilling a contract, since in that case persons whose data are
processed must themselves be parties to the contract. Instead, other legal justifications
must be found for this. The main possibilities are processing of data to meet legal obligations, processing of data to protect legitimate interests of the controller or a third
party, and processing of data after obtaining the consent of the affected person.
5.2.4.1.2.1 Meeting of legal obligations, Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Point c of the GDPR
It appears possible that the data of third parties may be entered and read in order to
comply with a legal obligation. According to Art. 6 (1) Subparagraph 1 (c) of the GDPR,
data may be processed if this is necessary to comply with a legal obligation to which
the controller is subject. According to Art. 6 (3) Subparagraph 1 of the GDPR, this obligation can derive from European Union law or the law of a member state. It must be a
legal provision stipulating a standardized obligation that directly applies to data processing. It is not sufficient for the controller to cite a random legal obligation and process data for the purpose of meeting it. 315
5.2.4.1.2.2 Protection of legitimate interests of the controller or a third party, Art. 6,
Paragraph 1, Point f of the GDPR
According to Art. 6 (1) Subparagraph 1 (f) of the GDPR, data processing is also lawful if
it is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller or
by a third party, except when such interests are overridden by interests or fundamental
rights and freedoms of an affected person that require protection of their personal
data. Legitimate interests include not only legally justified ones, but also actual, economic, value-based, emotional and idealistic interests. 316 It may be generally assumed
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that affected persons deserve protection. For deciding whether or not this applies in a
given case, it is necessary to consider its details. The tasks and purposes pursued by
the controller by processing data must be taken into account, as well as the sensitivity
of the data with regard to the affected individual’s personal rights.
5.2.4.1.2.3 Consent of the data subject, Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Point a of the GDPR
Finally, according to Art. 6 (1) Subparagraph 1 (a) of the GDPR, the consent of the affected person may justify processing of personal data for one or more specific purposes. This consent must be explicitly given and refer to the specific purpose of the data
processing. It must be provided voluntarily, in an informed manner, and unmisunderstandably. According to Art. 7 (1) of the GDPR, the controller must be able to demonstrate that the consent of the person concerned has been obtained. According to Art. 7
(3) of the GDPR, the affected person has the right to withdraw his or her consent at
any time. This does not affect the lawfulness of data processing that has already taken
place, but no further processing may be carried out. Not least due to the possibility
that a data subject may withdraw consent at any time, as well as the associated documentation requirements, this should only be resorted to when no other possible legal
basis for processing is applicable.
5.2.4.2 Justification of on-chain processing
The legal basis for on-chain processing depends on the solution chosen for assigning
responsibility. In the “anonymization solution” described above, there is no need to
justify on-chain processing. If only selected participants have an interest in on-chain
data, an architecture is required in which the network participants cannot detect any
connections between them and natural persons. If this is the case, then they have no
obligations under data protection law and consequently also no need to legally justify
processing of the data.
The situation is different in “open solutions” and “centralized solutions”. A justification
for processing data in these is discussed in the following.
5.2.4.2.1 Legal basis for data processing in “open solutions”
If all participants have an interest in all on-chain data, and if the DLT application is
designed to be open, then all participants are equally responsible, and possibly jointly
responsible under Art. 26 of the GDPR, for processing of data. In this case, they may
conclude a contract for jointly managing the database and storing data. Then data
processing takes place in fulfillment of this contract. If no contract is concluded, then
data processing may take place in the legitimate interests of the jointly responsible
participants. Since all participants have an interest in processing data, reciprocal processing of their own personal data will most probably pass the test of a balancing of
their interests. The parties would also need to have a legal basis for processing the
personal data of third parties. For this purpose, the third party and processor could
conclude an agreement that can only be fulfilled by processing the data in the distributed database. Alternatively, the participants could have a justified interest. Finally, it
appears possible to obtain each individual third party’s consent for processing their
data.
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5.2.4.2.2 Legal basis for data processing in “centralized solutions”
In a permissioned DLT application, a central entity is responsible for data processing.
The nodes regularly process data at the request of the central entity. The central entity
must also demonstrate a legal basis for on-chain processing. To begin with, here it is
also evident that that central entity concludes a contract with the participants. The
subject of the contract is operation of the decentralized network by the central entity.
The data processing that takes place is thus required to fulfil the contract. If data of
third parties are processed in the database, the possible legal basis for this could be an
obligation arising from the contract between the central entity and third parties, a justified interest of the central entity, or the consent of the third party. However, in this
context it is always necessary to check whether the data of third party actually need to
be processed on-chain or off-chain storage of the data, linked by hash values, would
also be possible. 317
5.2.5

Implementation of the right to rectification and erasure

One challenge posed by data processing on a DLT platform is protecting the rights of
affected persons that are codified in the GDPR. While Articles 13 to 15 of the GDPR
contain relatively few special provisions that are directly relevant to obligations to provide information, the right to rectification (Art. 16) and the right to erasure (Art. 17) in
particular can be problematic. These are therefore examined more closely in the following.
According to Art. 16, Sentence 1 of the GDPR, a data subject has the right to obtain
from the controller without undue delay the rectification of inaccurate personal data
concerning him or her. He or she also has the right to obtain from the controller the
erasure of personal data concerning him or her without undue delay if one of several
reasons listed in Art. 17, Paragraph 1 applies. It follows that in the procedure being
considered here, erasure can be mandatory if the data are no longer required for the
purposes for which they were captured, if the data subject withdraws consent given to
process data and there are no other overriding legitimate grounds for the processing,
if the person concerned exercises his or her right to object to the processing, if the
personal data have been unlawfully processed, or the personal data must be erased in
order to comply with a legal obligation under laws of the European Union or a member state to which the controller is subject.
How the erasure obligations are met once again depends on whether an “anonymization solution”, an “open solution” or a “centralized solution” is involved.
5.2.5.1 Erasure in an “anonymization solution”
In an “anonymization solution”, the erasure obligations are relatively simple to meet.
Not all of the system’s participants are responsible, but only those who hold the key
linking a person’s username and identity for a given transaction or control the personal
data stored off-chain. If data are stored off-chain and linked at the DLT level by a hash
value, then the data stored off-chain can be erased by the controller at any time. Then
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the remaining on-chain pointer to the off-chain data goes nowhere. The remaining
data have no connection to a natural person. Only those data are still personal that can
be attributed to a natural person provided that the key linking their username and
identity is known. The key is in the possession of the controller responsible for data
processing. If the controller has the obligation to erase the personal data concerned, it
is not the on-chain data but the key linking the username and identity that is deleted.
Then not even the controller is able to identify the natural personal solely on the basis
of the remaining on-chain data. Consequently, the data have then been permanently
anonymized. This is equivalent to erasing them. 318
5.2.5.2 Erasure in “open solutions” and “centralized solutions”
If an open solution is chosen, all participants are collectively responsible and jointly
obliged to erase data if one of the applicable grounds exists. In a centralized solution,
however, responsibility rests with a previously denominated central entity. This highlights another challenge that both solutions face. While the role of controller can be
assigned to all participants as a group or to a central entity, in both cases it must be
possible to meet erasure obligations: in the first this falls to all participants as a group,
and in the second to the central entity. In these models as well, it must not be possible
for the contents of a block to be retroactively manipulated by the participants. Possible
solutions must therefore also be provided for this.
As a general rule, data should not be erased as long as they continue to be required
for meeting the purpose of their processing. If a contract is concluded between the
central entity and the participants or among the participants of an open solution concerning data processing on the DLT platform, then data processing based on this contract is lawful as long as it is required for performing the contract (as per Art. 6, Paragraph 1, Point b of the GDPR). If the contract calls for tamperproof storage of data of
the participants on a DLT platform, it could be argued that, due to the architecture of
DLT, the data must remain stored forever. Any subsequent manipulation of the data
would interrupt the chain and endanger the purpose of the contract. In centralized and
open solutions, the erasure of participants’ personal data could therefore be dispensed
with as long as all of the participants have entered into a contractual relationship with
one another or with the central entity before joining the DLT project. This contract
would prescribe the running of a fundamentally unchangeable DLT platform by the
central entity or all of the system’s participants, while clearly designating processed
data as such and limiting them as far as possible. However, this approach also leaves
third-party data out of account. If data of third parties are also processed in addition to
data of the system’s direct participants, who use usernames to perform actions on the
DLT platform, it is therefore also necessary to conclude a contract with each such third
party on permanent storage of their data.
Even if such a contractual agreement exists among the participants, it is additionally
necessary to prevent unlawful data processing. According to Art. 17 (1) (d) of the GDPR,
unlawfully collected data must also be erased if they have been processed on the basis
of a contractual agreement. However, it is impossible to rule out the possibility of unlawful processing in advance. This could, for example, have the effect of rendering the
318
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contract between the parties void due to defects. The controller can then no longer
cite the contractual agreement as the basis for processing data. In order to comply
with existing laws, therefore, a centralized or open solution must be equipped from the
start with ways to retroactively manipulate the chain. These are briefly discussed in the
following.
5.2.5.2.1 Redactable blockchains
At least for blockchain solutions, one way to comply with obligations to erase and rectify on-chain data can be the use of advanced “chameleon hashes” in a “redactable
blockchain”. 319 Chameleon hashes are used instead of ordinary hash functions to link
individual blocks, the difference being that they include a “trapdoor”. A secret key
makes it possible to generate the same hash value with an altered input, thus making it
possible to retroactively manipulate the content of a block while keeping the chain
intact. The special feature is that when this hash function is used in a “redactable
blockchain”, after a changed block has been published any collisions of the hash function can only be found with knowledge of the key. This keeps the blockchain unassailable by outsiders despite the changes. Changes can be reconstructed by the network’s
participants, however. This prevents those in possession of the key from making any
unnoticed changes. The key can be kept locked away by a central entity and only used
when required. Alternatively, a multipart key can be spread among multiple participants so the blockchain can only be altered by all of them working together. 320 In a
centralized solution, the key can be administered by the central entity. In an open solution, it is conceivable to divide the key among all of the system’s participants or designate a group of “administrators” within the system who are responsible for performing
this task.
5.2.5.2.2 Forks
When all participants work together in an open solution, to comply with an erasure
obligation all of the nodes effectively agree on a fork. A central entity could order the
nodes, acting as processors, to implement a fork. This changes the rules of the DLT
platform. All datasets with content to be erased could be removed from the DLT platform, ignored by the nodes from that point on, and deleted. Since all nodes are either
jointly responsible or act as processors engaged by a central entity, such an approach
basically appears to be conceivable.
5.2.5.2.3 Off-chain storage and one-time issuing of usernames
If the solutions presented are not feasible, an approach comparable to an anonymization solution can definitely be taken in open and centralized solutions. Usernames are
issued once, and data that permit association with a person are stored off-chain and
linked to the chain with hash values. Then the erasure obligations can be met like in an
anonymization solution. The keys linking usernames and identities are administered by
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the central entity in the case of a centralized solution, and by all of the system’s participants in the case of an open solution. If required, they can be erased by the controller
in each case to ensure permanent anonymization of the data.
5.2.6

Summary

In connection with a DLT solution, data processing is performed either in connection
with providing merchandise or services to a person residing in the European Union or
by a controller based in the European Union. In both cases, the GDPR applies.
In terms of whether personal data are processed at the DLT level, it is possible to differentiate between exclusively B2B solutions that exclude any possibility of identifying
natural persons using the system, and all other cases.
5.2.6.1 Exclusively B2B DLT applications
Individuals affected by data processing can be users of a system or third parties. If a
DLT application is directly used only by companies whose activities do not allow anything to be deduced about the natural persons behind them, processing of data on the
system’s users is not relevant under data protection law. If an application requires the
participating companies to exchange data via third parties, e.g. final customers, then
these data must be stored off-chain. No personal data are therefore processed at the
DLT level, and none of the processing is relevant under data protection law. If a mobility solution allows such an approach, it deserves preference under existing data protection laws. The associated challenge is how to prevent natural persons behind the participating company from being identified. Larger companies are not exempt from this.
Each individual case must therefore be carefully examined.
5.2.6.2 Other cases
If an exclusively B2B solution as described above neither possible nor wished, the application will typically require the processing of personal data. The users of B2C and
C2C applications are mostly natural persons. Natural persons can also be affected in
the case of B2B applications if the persons behind the company are known.
These persons rarely appear under their actual names in stored datasets, but they can
be identified if the key linking their identities and usernames is known. Nor is it possible to rule out the possibility that they may be identified even without knowledge of
the key, namely by analyzing all available information stored on-chain.
The controller responsible for storing and reading data is the active agent in each case.
If data on a transaction partner are involved, Art. 6 (1) Subparagraph 1 (b) of the GDPR
will typically constitute a viable legal basis for data processing. In the case of thirdparty data, these can be stored and read in order to comply with a legal obligation or
protect legitimate interests or with the consent of the affected third party.
Responsibility for on-chain processing is shared―unless the architecture is additionally
modified―by all of the network’s nodes. In the event that all of the network’s nodes
also have a legitimate interest in all processed data, this can definitely be a viable
(open) solution. If not all of the participants have a legitimate interest in all processed
data, then in the case of a permissioned DLT application it is necessary to either create
a responsible central entity (centralized solution) or, in the case of an open DLT appli-
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cation, eliminate the personal nature of all data processed on-chain (anonymization
solution). In the event of an anonymization solution, no legal basis for on-chain data
processing is required because the data concerned are not personal. However, anonymization solutions do pose one major challenge: namely ensuring that the software
used by the nodes will not allow on-chain storage of any personal data. In an open or
centralized solution, the personal data of users can be processed on the basis of a
contract, to protect legitimate interests, or with the consent of the affected individuals.
The hardest part in all of these models is enforcing the right to rectification and erasure. While in anonymization solutions this is fairly easy to accomplish simply by deleting the key and using off-chain data, open and centralized solutions require additional
tweaks. If the use of a redactable blockchain, forks, or comparable instruments for
retroactively manipulating the DLT layer fails to deliver a viable solution, then under
existing laws erasure obligations can only be countered by choosing an anonymization
solution, in other words refraining from storing any personal data in the DLT layer.
5.2.7

Outlook for future legal reforms

The investigation shows that the use of DLT applications for mobility projects is basically compatible with the GDPR. Depending on the specific application, however, extensive adjustments to the architecture will be needed to meet the erasure obligations.
In some cases, this may require considerable programming work.
In terms of data protection law, the main obstacles to the use of DLT applications are,
for one, unsatisfactory assignment of the controller function to all of the nodes of a
DLT platform and, for another, the lack or impracticability of possibilities for retroactively deleting stored information. The best arrangement would be one in which responsibility for on-chain process of data is clearly allocated, making it superfluous to
erase stored information.
Future laws could achieve this goal by assigning a controller role to each participant in
a specific transaction. The nodes of the network act on their own as data mediators
and have no interest in the processed information. While it is true that they determine
the purpose and means of data processing in their copies of the database, from a larger perspective they are actually tools that the DLT application’s users employ for exchanging and storing data. 321 A law could therefore stipulate that the controller responsible for processing information linked to usernames in a DLT application is identical with the participants behind the usernames who, after receiving detailed information, have freely opted to use the application. If a transaction also contains
usernames of other participants (in addition to the storing party’s own username), then
these will subsequently be responsible for the personal data contained in the stored
information in the form of their usernames.
This approach would give rise to a situation in which the affected individuals themselves become (joint) controllers of relevant data processing. Commingling the roles of
controller and data subject in one and the same person would cancel out their respec-
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tive data protection obligations. Erasure of data is not explicitly called for, but the participants know this in advance. By participating, they agree to this state of affairs. The
shared goal of those using a DLT platform to exchange information depends on longterm storage of information on the platform. This fact could be taken advantage of to
find a way to securely implement DLT applications in compliance with data protection
law.
However, no matter which approach is taken it is always essential to keep in mind that
data protection law, as an extension of general personality rights, is extremely important. Suggestions to roll back data protection laws to allow technologies that are
able to execute value transactions more efficiently must therefore be treated with caution. In any case, it is out of the question for such a change to justify processing the
data of third parties who are not themselves participants in a network. There is no
alternative to storing their personal data off-chain. Also after amending existing laws,
on-chain data must be kept to a bare minimum to prevent any data besides a
username and an associated value transaction from being stored in the DLT layer. Participants in a DLT application would have to be thoroughly informed in advance about
the consequences of concluding a contract, and especially those of permanently storing information linked to their usernames.
Any such amendment would face considerable hurdles. First of all, the concept of controller is anchored in European Union law. Individual member states do not have the
right to independently interpret or standardize it. Consequently, any adjustment to the
concept of the controller would require a change to the GDPR at the EU level. In addition, the risks involved in shifting responsibility to the participants in a given transaction must be considered. Joining a DLT platform would require users to partially waive
their data protections. But no situation may arise in which citizens relinquish control
over their own personal data as a result of careless or (de facto) obligatory participation in a DLT project. Candidates would also have to be thoroughly informed about
how data are processed on a given DLT platform before joining it, which begs the
question as to who or what is obliged to provide this information. It is conceivable that
future laws will require the information to be embedded in the DLT platform’s software. If any DLT application then fails to comply with this requirement and nevertheless processes data, all of its participants would be guilty of violating data protection
law.
Another problematic situation can arise if individual participants, either intentionally,
negligently, or as a result of technical defects, enter personal data in the DLT network
that do not comply with the system’s requirements. This can result in the constant
publication of personal data of third parties or participants that exceed the required
minimum. A participant who does this could be held accountable, but he or she would
be unable to comply with the associated erasure obligations. At the very least, possibilities for claiming compensation would have to be provided. But it is highly doubtful
whether a system that can be intentionally or unintentionally misused in this way could
do justice to the data protection principles of Art. 5 of the GDPR and the privacy by
design and privacy by default requirements of Art. 25. One possible solution is DLT
platforms that are technically configured to prevent such misuse, for example by designing the software to only accept datasets that cannot possibly contain personal data
that should not be published.
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5.3
5.3.1

Existing Regulatory Approaches
International 322

5.3.1.1 USA
In the USA, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) oversees ICOs and
trading in cryptocurrencies and tokens. 323 No nationwide federal legislation exists on
this, 324 although various states have passed their own laws. The best-known regulatory
system is probably that of the BitLicense issued by the New York State Department of
Financial Services (NYSDFS) 325 to companies that engage in virtual currency activities. 326
As of early 2019, several laws related to DLT technology have been proposed. 327 Most
of them aim to regulate virtual currencies, but some also call for the use of DLT technologies by the government and the introduction of rules to facilitate the enforceability
of smart contracts.
5.3.1.2 Switzerland
In Switzerland, virtual currencies and other DLT applications (including smart contracts)
are being monitored by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA),
which assumes certain kinds of activities to be subject to regulatory licensing requirements. 328 The FINMA has also published guidelines for handling enquiries from ICO
organisers. 329
In early 2018, the State Secretariat for International Financial Matters launched a working group on blockchain and ICO to review the Swiss regulatory framework and identify possible need for action. The declared goals were, among others, to increase legal
security and ensure a technologically neutral regulatory system. 330 A recent report by
the Swiss Federal Council refers to a certain need for legislative action. Among other
things, it recommends adjusting the laws on securities to achieve greater security and
enable technology-neutral transmission of value rights via entries in distributed regis-
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ters. 331 It also sees a need to update bankruptcy law by, for example, conclusively regulating the separation of cryptocurrency-based assets from an estate in liquidation. 332
The financial market law is regarded as being adequately technology-neutral with no
need for any substantial adjustments at this time. 333
5.3.1.3 Malta, Liechtenstein
In 2018 the Maltese parliament passed three laws containing specific provisions on DLT
applications. The Malta Digital Innovation Authority Act (MDIA Act) 334 created the Malta Digital Innovation Authority, whose tasks are to include supervising and regulating
innovative technologies. The law explicitly refers to DLT technology and smart contracts. The Innovative Technology Arrangement and Services Act (ITAS Act) 335 deals
with the certification of DLT applications. Finally, the Virtual Financial Assets Act (VFA
Act) 336 contains provisions on virtual currencies, ICOs etc.
Liechtenstein 337 has drafted a law for establishing a secure legal framework for DLT.
5.3.1.4 Japan 338
In Japan, reforms of several laws entered into force in 2017. They contain special provisions on virtual currencies. Art. 2 (5) of the Payment Services Act contains a legal definition of the concept of “virtual currency”. Now there is also a registration requirement
for providers wishing to operate exchanges for virtual currencies. To help combat
money laundering and funding of terrorism, operators of exchanges must now establish the identities of their clients. New consumer protection rules were also established.
5.3.2

Germany and Europe

No DLT-specific legal provisions exist yet at the federal level in Germany. The current
discussion is revolving around issues related to legislation on financial and capital markets, especially whether to treat tokens as securities and the associated supervisory
implications. The German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) has taken a
stand several times on issues related to virtual currencies, tokens, and ICOs. 339 In par-
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ticular, it has acknowledged virtual currencies as units of account in the sense of Section 1, Paragraph 11, Sentence 1, No. 7 of the German Banking Act (KWG). 340 All of its
assessments have been made on the basis of existing laws.
At the European Union level, the first directive mentioning virtual currencies was finalized in December 2017: the term “virtual currency” now appears in Art. 1 (2) (d) of the
5th Money Laundering Directive. In August 2018 a petition to extend the provisions on
crowdfunding of ICOs was integrated. 341 The European Union is also considering additional measures for creating a competitive, innovative financial market, including
blockchain technology. 342 Overall, the emphasis here is on legal issues around financial
and capital markets, especially as regards protections for investors. 343
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6
6.1
6.1.1

Economic and Technical Aspects
Definition and description of an example application

A bill of lading (BoL) 344 is a key document in the context of international shipping and
logistics. It is a special transferable shipping document that simultaneously confers title
to the goods in question. It is typically issued by a carrier (a shipping company or forwarder) or its agent, initially to serve as a receipt by documenting acceptance of the
freight by the exporter (loader) for shipping. It contains important information on the
type of goods involved and the details of their carriage. Normally it is given to the
importer (unloader) after it has been signed by the exporter and carrier and the cargo
has been paid for. In international trade, the BoL derives its importance primarily from
the “International Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law Relating to
Bills of Lading and Protocol of Signature” of 1924. 345
A BoL serves three main functions: 346 it is a receipt acknowledging that goods have
been loaded, it contains or evidences the terms of the contract of carriage concluded
between the exporter and the carrier, and it documents title to the goods. This last
function means that the designated consignee or lawful holder of the BoL owns the
goods and is therefore legally entitled to receive them, and can also use the BoL to
transfer ownership of the goods to another participant in the delivery chain. 347
Bills of lading play an important, internationally acknowledged role in global shipping.
In the context of international trade, the importer and exporter require additional security whenever there a lack of mutual trust, for example due to differing legal systems in
their respective countries. Ideally, the exporter does not want to give up possession of
goods until he or she has received payment for them from the importer. Conversely,
the importer has a legitimate interest in receiving confirmation that he or she will receive the goods in the agreed condition before paying for them. The BoL is used as an
instrument for resolving this conflict of interests. When the cargo is loaded, the exporter receives the BoL from the carrier as a receipt. It guarantees ownership of the goods,
even if they are no longer physically in his possession. A copy of the BoL is often sent
to the importer to serve as evidence that the goods have been dispatched. After the
importer has made payment for the goods, the exporter sends the BoL, in other words
he or she physically sends it to the importer or an agent designated by him or her,
who then takes delivery of the goods while physically handing the BoL to the carrier.
Figure 22 illustrates how this works.

344
345
346
347
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Figure 2: Simplified depiction of the role of a BoL in international shipping

A BoL typically contains the following information 348:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data on the exporter and importer (name/company, contact information)
Possibly contact information of third parties that need to be informed of the
current status of shipping
Data on the carrier (company, logo, address, contact information and terms of
carriage)
BoL number (a unique number assigned by the carrier or shipping company)
Name of the ship/vehicle and number of the trip
Place of receipt, loading port, unloading port, place of transfer, final destination
Container number, seal number, registration number
Description of goods (total weight, volume etc.)
Applicable Incoterms 349 (international contract terms)
Place and date of dispatch and signatures of the exporter, carrier and importer
Terms of carriage and possibly shipping specification such as “port-to-port” or
“combined transportation”.

The BoL can also contain special agreements between the exporter and carrier that
deviate from those of the shipper. 350
Owing to the comprehensive documentation of the carriage terms included in the BoL,
its legal station and its long tradition, it is the preferred instrument for letters of credit
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(LC) in international shipping. 351 The standards for using letters of credit are defined in
the UCP 600 (UCP = Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits) of the
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). 352 A letter of credit is defined there as follows:
A (documentary) letter of credit is a payment mechanism used in international trade.
The importer’s bank (issuing bank) undertakes to pay to the exporter of goods the
corresponding value after certain previously defined documents have been completely
and correctly presented. The process is illustrated in simplified form in Figure 23. 353

Figure 3: Simplified diagram of a letter of credit process

Consequently, as a rule four parties are involved: an importer (applicant or buyer), an
exporter (beneficiary or seller), an issuing bank and an advising bank. The letter of
credit is always based on a contract for buying certain goods (1), in which a letter of
credit is specified as the instrument of payment. The letter of credit itself, however, is
separated from this purchase contract. Only the terms that the letter of credit contract
specifies for the documents to be submitted are relevant for implementing the process.
After the purchase contract (1) has been finalized, first the importer requests his bank
(issuing bank) to issue a letter of credit (2) and ask the advising bank (3) to inform the
exporter that the letter of credit (4) has been issued. Then the exporter sends the
goods to the importer (5) and submits all previously stipulated documents (e.g. the bill
of lading) to his bank (6). The advising bank checks to make sure that these documents
are complete and correct. This check is often carried out manually using paper-based
documents. If the right documents have been received, they are passed on to the issuing bank, which performs the same checks on them. As soon as this bank has also
verified that the documents are correct, payment is made to the exporter.
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In this case study, the BoL―representing all kinds of documents used in international
trading―is examined more closely and the (document) letters of credit that are frequently associated with them analyzed in greater depth to identify possibilities for
employing DLT. In addition, the closely related implications for supply chain processes
will be analyzed.
6.1.2

Status quo and challenges

In 2017 goods worth a total of nearly 18 trillion U.S. dollars were traded in the world’s
markets, 354 90% of which were transported between countries by sea. 355 This trading
and the associated logistical processes are increasingly dependent on highly complex
and specialized supply chain processes that, in many cases, have in turn only become
feasible as a result of introducing and/or using advanced communication and information technologies. However, documentation of these processes is still largely paperbased, similarly to the case of bills of lading.
The use of paper-based documents has various drawbacks. The single biggest disadvantage is probably that they have to be physically transported. An importer must
present the original paper BoL in order for the carrier to release the goods to him. In
the best of cases, the exporter is able to obtain the BoL from the carrier very quickly
(e.g. a day after the ship leaves port). On average, however, exporters wait three days
for this to happen, and sometimes a week or more can elapse. The BoL must then be
sent to the recipient of the goods (or an agent authorized to accept them on his or her
behalf). Even if the documents are sent by express mail (i.e. airmail), they take an average of another four to seven days to arrive. Then the recipient has to turn them over to
the local freight forwarder, which can take up to two days because the customer service offices of most shipping companies are far from the port. 356 The situation is additionally complicated by the fact that many different parties are involved in even the
most straightforward international shipping processes. 357
The problems are compounded when banks are also involved in the process, for example in connection with letters of credit. The exporter has to provide them with the
BoL and other documents for crosschecking the credit terms. These documents must
also be physically relayed to the next party in line, for example by a courier or airmail.
In a letter of credit process the documents also have to be checked to make sure that
the conditions are met. This is often painstakingly done by hand by bank employees.
The bottom line is that it frequently takes longer to send the documents than the merchandise, which prevents timely pickup of the shipment at the port of destination―everyone has to wait for the original BoL to arrive. A study carried out by the
import manager of a large shipping company found that penalty fees were levied on
about 25% of all shipments involving a letter of credit transaction because they were
not collected on time. The problem is aggravated by the fact that the average available
time window for delivering the BoL has been shrinking in recent years as cargo ships
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have been getting faster. For example, it now takes only nine days for a freighter to get
from Bremen to New York. Overcrowding of ports has become a serious problem as
shipping volumes steadily increase, putting pressure on carriers to clear merchandise
off piers as quickly as possible.
The upshot is that the heavily paper-based process slows down almost all of the steps
involved, while manual copying of information is a major source of errors. 358 Insufficiently digitized processes and the associated low level of automation frequently result
in a lack of information, like for tracking merchandise, thus generally making supply
chain processes quite inflexible. This in turn requires companies to keep larger quantities of raw materials on hand, which incurs additional costs. Overall, today’s analog
system is estimated to generate costs on the order of between five and 10 percent of
the total value of all internationally traded goods 359 each year, totaling around one
trillion U.S. dollars. In recent decades, intensive study has been devoted to identifying
ways of digitalizing international trade and replacing bills of lading, which still play a
central role, by a suitable electronic process with the same functionality. Such an electronic alternative, referred to in the following as an “e-BoL”, could significantly reduce
the time required to process documents and also greatly improve security with encryption and digital signatures. Efficiency could also be improved by eliminating errorprone manual copying of information. IBM has estimated that faster provision of information and associated efficiency gains in logistical processes could save so much
time between processes steps that total maritime shipping costs could be slashed by
as much as 40% for a saving of up to several thousand dollars per container.
The current situation and its challenges have sparked an intensive search for alternatives. In recent decades, the Sea Waybill has emerged as one practicable option. 360 In
contrast to conventional bills of lading, this solution eliminates the need to physically
hand over goods in order to transfer ownership of them. It is sufficient for the receiver
to present a copy of the Sea Waybill as proof that he or she is authorized to pick up
the merchandise. This at least permits digitization of the information flow, although not
of the ownership transfer processes associated with handing over a BoL. The use of
bills of lading, since they are legally comprehensive and universally usable instruments,
continues to be very widespread.
The technical requirements for creating a digital BoL could definitely be met with conventional digital technologies. A public/private key infrastructure could enable authorization, encryption and integrity (SSL/TLS), and a central register could be set up to
ensure that each valid e-BoL corresponds to only one transaction.
The first attempt to create an electronic BoL based on these principles that deserved to
be taken seriously was BOLERO, 361 a centralized private registration and communication system supported by a consortium comprising several shipping companies, banks,
insurers, and telecommunication providers. It enabled the participants in a given ship-
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ping process―and only them―to join and read or edit transactions. Cryptographic
methods were used. The platform also provided a means for members to communicate with one another.
One problematic aspect was the internationally unrecognized electronic format of the
BoL (as well as the lack of a legal basis for its use). An attempt was made to get around
this by appropriately defining the platform’s terms of business. But it remained unclear
whether the owner’s right to take receipt of the goods was actually transferred under
national law in every case. Independently of the issue as to whether or not the rules
should allow this, it is questionable whether an electronic BoL can enable it. This is
because the associated freedom to conclude contracts could very well collide with the
legitimate interests of third parties, such as creditors of players involved in the transfer.
Most authors assume that, under current laws, an electronic BoL cannot transfer ownership of goods and thus also rights and obligations. 362 BOLERO was unable to achieve
a breakthrough in the marketplace, nor did any other centralized platform succeed in
doing so either.
In recent years, however, events have accelerated. In late 2017 IBM and Maersk undertook a fresh attempt by developing TradeLens, a blockchain based on Hyperledger
Fabric, for managing the container shipping supply chain. They succeeded in digitizing
all of the documents involved in the process and allowing containers to be tracked.
According to IBM, 92 enterprises including both shipping companies (e.g. Maersk and
Pacific International) and port operators (e.g. Rotterdam and Singapore) with over 200
docks are now participating, representing about 20% of all international shipping, plus
roughly the same number of other docks (around 235). So far more than 250 million
“shipping events” have reportedly been handled via TradeLens. 363 It should be mentioned that no way to transfer ownership of eBoLs has yet been implemented, so it has
thus far only been possible to use TradeLens for reliably documenting supply chain
processes for all of the players involved in moving a shipment of goods. A few national
authorities, among them the Saudi Arabian customs authority, are also planning to
adopt TradeLens. 364 However, IBM and Maersk charge fees, about which very little
information is currently available, for access to the TradeLens system. They are also
claiming intellectual property rights arising from the project. In effect, this cancels out
the solution’s decentralized nature. Although it has been growing fast, its long-term
ability to successfully compete against a completely open solution therefore remains
questionable.
Presumably in response to this, in late 2018 some of the world’s largest shipping companies and terminal operators founded another consortium for the purpose of developing a DLT-based platform for a global trading ecosystem called the Global Shipping
Business Network (GSBN). Currently it is striving to digitalize and automate the documentation and processes for hazardous goods, which are typically hampered by a
number of regulations. Ultimately, the aim is to enable seamless end-to-end sharing of
documents and data throughout the maritime shipping process.
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Wave, an Israeli startup, and Barclays said that they executed the world’s first shipping
transaction with blockchain technology in 2016. 365 Wave is already working on a commercial solution involving bills of lading digitized with DLT; currently it is testing various
pilot implementations together with several shipping companies. 366 Another startup,
Slovenia-based CargoX, announced in late 2018 that it was making a DLT-based electronic BoL solution commercially available. The system makes it possible to issue and
transfer electronic BoLs on a public blockchain. In January 2018, CargoX raised over
seven million USD with an ICO for the purpose of conducting pilot projects in the second half of the year with several logistics service providers that are now also using the
platform. They include Schweizer Fracht AG, Sprint International Express, Globalink,
Global Value Network and Freightalia. According to CargoX, users can issue and transfer a BoL in minutes for only 15 U.S. dollars.
BlockLab, an entity established by the Port of Rotterdam Authority and the Municipality
of Rotterdam, is currently implementing another pilot project in which Samsung SDS
and ABN AMRO, among others, are also involved. 367 The goal is complete, paperless
integration of all physical, administrative and financial streams of international distribution chains.
6.1.3

Possible solutions and the role of DLT

An e-BoL must perform the three basic functions of a BoL that were described at the
start of this chapter. In particular, it must stipulate the terms of carriage, provide confirmation that the carrier has received the goods, and enable transfer of ownership to
them. In addition, an e-BoL should be inexpensive and extremely difficult to counterfeit. For such an e-BoL to prevail in practice, the cost of introducing and using it must
also be relatively low. At the same time, there naturally also has to be a way of ensuring that only persons with a legitimate interest in the transactions concerned receive
access to the data contained in an e-BoL.
As far back as the mid-1990s, the legal prerequisites for digitizing bills of lading were
addressed by the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).
It identified the already-discussed “guarantee of uniqueness”, which any electronic
implementation of a BoL must provide, as the biggest challenge. 368
Centralized platforms operated by an intermediary such as BOLERO, which until recently were the only available possibility for technically implementing an electronic BoL
(e-BoL), are saddled by disadvantages and risks for the involved players. For example,
centralized platforms all suffer from a vulnerability known as a “single point of failure”
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that becomes a potential target. There is thus always a danger of intentional manipulation by hackers or intermediaries. The main problem, however, like in many other B2B
situations in which multiple organizations must cooperate in order to digitalize a process, is that as a rule a competitive situation exists with other enterprises in the same
value chain, leading to a lack of mutual trust. The market dominance that the operator
of a centralized platform can potentially derive from a monopolistic situation based on
control of the platform also poses considerable economic risks for competitors. It is
also very possible that, due to the enormous economic and therefore also strategic
role of international maritime trade, some countries may have reservations about a
platform controlled by monopolists in another country. This typically leads to a situation in which it is practically impossible to recruit collaborators for a centralized platform.
As already explained in the general section, DLT can address these issues and, particularly in situations of this kind, enable cooperation by enterprises by serving as basic IT
infrastructure. When implementing such a solution, there are several challenges that
have to be mastered in order for an e-BoL to be recognized and adopted. Alongside
the use of digital signatures instead of manual signatures, it is essential to make sure
that it cannot be copied in a distributed system. The use of digital signatures is already
quite widespread in Germany and other countries, so no new technological innovations are needed to accomplish this. Although it is not possible to technically stop an
electronic document from being copied in a DLT system, consensus mechanisms can
prevent both the existence of multiple valid copies of the same e-BoL and multiple
valid uses of the same e-BoL. The basic idea behind digitalizing bills of lading is thus to
model them as “asset-backed tokens” 369 and ensure, by means of governance rules in
the DLT, that they can only be used once by design. Thanks to the PKI 370 that is usually
inherent in a DLT solution, the digital signatures required for the e-BoL have already
been implemented. In addition, DLT-enabled tamperproof process documentation
ensures auditability 371 and legal security in the event of disputes.
An e-BoL could also be enhanced to enable greater automation of credit transactions.
For example, an escrow smart contract 372 could be used to freeze the fee that an importer must pay when creating the e-BoL. When unloading the goods, the token for
the e-BoL can then be transferred from the exporter to the importer, thus triggering
the dissolution of the smart contract and releasing the frozen sum of money. It will
later be important to analyze other downstream effects in such a system, such as associated lockups of capital.
6.1.4

Process description

The following technical architecture, which executes a digital twin of each analog step
now performed, could be used to digitalize bills of lading while meeting the requirements described above.
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•

•

•

•

Like in the conventional system, before goods are dispatched the importer
and exporter conclude a purchase contract and the exporter/importer and
carrier conclude a shipping contract, for instance by reciprocally signing corresponding electronic contract documents.
The moment that the goods are loaded, an e-BoL containing the data required of a BoL 373 is created by the carrier and digitally signed by him and the
exporter. All of the participants in the logistical process then receive information on the content of this BoL. The ownership situation can be unambiguously represented by implementing the e-BoL as an asset-backed token 374 that
is initially assigned to the exporter.
This token is essentially no different from a smart contract, in other words a
DLT address to which messages can be sent and the content of which can be
changed in accordance with certain rules on which a consensus exists in the
network.
The token’s ownership situation can be represented by defining an “owner”
entry for the corresponding smart contract containing the owner’s public key.
The owner’s private key is then an essential prerequisite for changing this field.

One possible version of a digitalized e-BoL process is schematically shown in Figure 24.

Figure 4: Schematic depiction of e-BoL-based international trading

It should be noted that smart-contract-capable DLT is a prerequisite for such a system
to work. One possibility, which is used by TradesLens and others, is to implement it in
Hyperledger Fabric. Solutions of this type also involve architectures that are especially
well-suited for representing the process associated with the BoL. In the case of
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TradeLens, there are several REST-APIs 375, for example an API for adding or removing
players involved in the process (e.g. ports, forwarders etc.) and an API for entering
events in the TradeLens platform, such as expected arrival times, which are then automatically passed on to the involved nodes and process participants. The TradeLens
platform thus already integrates a large number of comprehensive APIs that participating companies or authorities can use to submit documents for defining events related
to shipping containers or goods. Although this platform apparently does not yet include a way to transmit e-BoLs, it is possible to generate an e-BoL for documentation
purposes, as well as general documents such as scans of papers. It should be stressed
that an appropriate implementation, for example in Hyperledger Fabric, 376 would provide a comprehensive range of possibilities for safeguarding companies’ secrets:
•

•

•

The use of a private blockchain automatically keeps the number of nodes that
are able to access data very small. These can include, in addition to shipping
companies, upstream forwarders or large customers, as well as ports or national authorities such as customs agencies.
In addition, Hyperledger Fabric integrates comprehensive data security functionality. For example, it is possible to administer multiple private blockchains
with a subset of the nodes participating in each one. The architecture behind
TradeLens can therefore be described as a collection of blockchains, with only
those nodes having reading and writing rights for a given shipping event―for
example, moving a container from A to B―that are actively integrated in the
process, for instance by the creator of the e-BoL.
It is also possible to keep data completely private within one of these blockchains. For example, if it is wished to keep the contents of a container or a
company’s identity secret, then these data are only revealed to authorized
nodes. The same possibility also exists for input or output values flowing into
or out of a smart contract (chaincode).

Where letters of credit are concerned, an e-BoL could also conceivably be used to
completely automate the analog process described above by means of DLT, e.g. as
shown in Figure 25.
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An API (application programming interface) is a programming interface of an IT system, i.e. a part of a
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Figure 5: Letter of credit process based on an escrow smart contract

This process could in principle be executed without the involvement of any banks. First,
any additional documents required for the letter of credit besides the e-BoL are defined. Before the goods ship, the sum owed by the importer is coded in a so-called
escrow smart contract. 377 As soon as a previously defined trustworthy party 378 (such as a
courier) digitally has confirmed the dispatch or arrival of the goods 379 and verified that
the stipulated conditions are met, the money can be released to the exporter. The
escrow smart contract thus not only checks 380 whether conditions are complied with,
such as whether certain deadlines are met, but also secures the payment, a function
that would normally be performed by one or more banks. Here the question arises
whether payment can be directly executed via DLT (e.g. using tokens) or if the smart
contract can only perform a triggering function while actual payment is made via established channels.
Moreover, a letter of credit―in addition to its transaction function―can, in particular,
also assume a financing function for the exporter via so-called reverse factoring, which
is significantly reduced in processes based on escrow smart contracts. Due to the fact
that in this approach (i.e. bypassing banks) liquidity is bound up in the smart contract,
it will later be necessary to discuss the legal implications of using smart contracts to
manage funds on an escrow basis.
Overall the discussed processes make it very clear that a flow of information is a prerequisite for digitalizing bills of lading and letters of credit. Functions for real-time
tracking and tamperproof storage of data should be an integral part of any DLT-based
ecosystem for documents such as bills of lading. This is confirmed by the fact that
TradeLens is actually, first and foremost, a platform for the exchange and tamperproof
storage of information contained in shipping documents. It is safe to assume that both
here and in other approaches that are now appearing in the market, over time addi-
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tional possibilities such as the use of e-BoLs or completely digitalized letters of credit
will also appear.
6.1.5

Conclusions and recommendations for action

There are many reasons why the digitalization of international shipping has not yet
progressed very far, especially concerning bills of lading. The enormous complexity
and diversity of international shipping activities, conflicting legal systems, and a lack of
suitable cross-country infrastructure, among other factors, have conspired to prevent
the establishment of a consistent, standardized digital solution. One frequently cited
explanation for the relatively low digitalization of the logistics sector (as opposed to,
for example, the financial sector) is collisions between the laws of different countries. 381.
Skepticism toward the idea of a central institution as a trust-inspiring intermediary also
tends to be great in an industry that has traditionally been relatively unfettered. Add to
this the fact that central platforms tend to be driven by a single operator and lead to
monopolistic conditions. This prevents the adoption of centralized solutions in B2B
contexts. Competitors have no incentive to participate in the platform of a direct rival.
Mistrust of digital solutions is also widespread, among other reasons due to growing
insecurity around who might be able to view confidential information and concerns
that information could be lost as a result of programming mistakes or malicious attacks. Also cited as barriers are high insurance premiums for unknown programs and
risks, as well as initially low potential benefits in return for substantial investments (with
a platform effect only becoming noticeable relatively late in the game). Smaller companies in particular are usually challenged because they have to join the same ecosystem as large corporations in order to derive benefits from a digital solution and must
also make comparable investments, for example to integrate appropriate application
programming interfaces (APIs) into their systems. In a survey published in 2008, the
reason most frequently given for not joining a platform was that the infrastructure,
market and/or trading partners were not yet ready for such a solution (51%), followed
by concerns about its legality (44%). Other reasons such as inadequate security (25%),
excessively high costs (12%) and confidentiality issues (10%) played only a minor role. 382
In the case of BOLERO, logistics companies apparently lacked a sufficiently strong incentive to switch from time-proven processes to digital solutions.
As described above, a digital equivalent to a bill of lading can be implemented either
by a central authority or on the basis of a DLT solution. Solutions involving a centrally
coordinated platform have been technically possible for a long time but have nevertheless failed to take off. However, increasing efforts in recent months to establish
DLT-based solutions in the market suggest that DLT is in fact able to give rise to solutions that the participating players regard as highly promising.
A prerequisite for any electronic system to get off the ground, regardless of whether it
is DLT-based on not, is international harmonization of the relevant legislation 383. Once
this is done, widespread acceptance and use of e-BoLs are a genuine possibility.
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In all initiatives, however, it is essential to avoid focusing attention exclusively on bills of
lading. Instead, these should be regarded as just one among various important types
of documents. Other documents that play important roles in these and similar processes, like insurance papers or certificates of authenticity, should also be addressed. In
addition, it may be necessary to adjust or clarify existing laws to ensure the validity of
electronic signatures and digital certificates, as well as the accessibility and probative
strength of electronic transactions in courts of law and the distinction between negotiable documents (especially bills of lading) and nonnegotiable ones. In the long term,
it will also be necessary to shed light on liability issues in connection with programming and system errors and the resulting lack of clarity with respect to the ownership
of electronic bills of lading.
Unfortunately, efforts by regulators and legislators to encourage a shift to electronic
documents have so far evoked little interest in the commercial sector, as various examples show. It therefore makes sense that lawmakers are mostly taking a wait-andsee stance, especially since legislation in general tends to be reactive rather than proactive. But politicians are well-advised to consistently monitor new developments, since
otherwise they run the risk of endangering Germany’s foreign trade interests by failing
to keep up with the latest technological trends.

6.2

Legal Discussion

Going further from the preceding economic and technical analysis of the potential of
digitalizing bills of lading and analysis of possibilities for implementing this with DLT, it
is now important to investigate the status of this internationally important document in
German maritime shipping law. Attention will then turn to the issue of data protection
in connection with digital shipping documents.
6.2.1

Trading documents

Bills of lading are covered by Sections 515 ff. of the German Commercial Code (HGB).
In maritime shipping, the bill of lading securitizes a claim for surrender of the shipped
movable goods. It also represents the goods themselves, so that they can be disposed
of only by handing over the paper (the “trading effect” 384). Besides the bill of lading,
the German Commercial Code also defines the consignment bill (Section 443, mainly
applicable to domestic shipping 385) and the warehouse warrant (Section 475c), both of
which also represent goods and can be traded in lieu of them, which is always why all
three are also referred to as trading documents. What is common to the traditional
securities is that the legislator often gives the same normative structure. This is illustrated by the almost identical digital saving clauses of Section 443 (Subsection 3), 475c
(Subsection 4) and 516 (Subsections 2 and 3) of the German Commercial Code, which
give equal status to conventional paper-based trading documents and their functional
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digital equivalents and are therefore relevant to DLT applications. 386 Consequently,
today it is already permissible to use DLT-based digital trading documents provided
that they perform all of the same functions as their paper-based equivalents. On balance this is also positively assessed in the literature, constrained only by the challenges
described below. 387
6.2.1.1 International applications of German maritime trading law
Germany has ratified the Hague Rules (formally the “International Convention for the
Unification of Certain Rules of Law Relating to Bills of Lading and Protocol of Signature”) but not later updates of them such as the Hague-Visby Rules and the Hamburg
Rules. 388 Nor has Germany so far signed the later Rotterdam Rules (formally the “United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Carriage of Goods Wholly or
Partly by Sea”), the first to include rules on electronic documentation. 389 An insufficient
share of the other signatory states has also so far failed to ratify them, and they are
consequently not yet in force. 390 Despite this, they have served as a model for updating
German maritime trading law. 391 The Hague Rules, to the extent that they are applied,
take precedence over national law, including Sections 476 ff. of the German Commercial Code. 392 Maritime trading agreements primarily specify the applicable law and/or
legal venue. 393 If there is a conflict, i.e. in the event of a neglected or invalid agreement,
German maritime trading law may be applicable under Article 5, Subsection 1 of EU
Regulation no. 593/2008 (Rome I).
6.2.1.2 Credit transactions in foreign trade
Credit transactions in foreign trade illustrate the advantages of DLT-based trading
documents, as already discussed above in section 6.1.4 in an international context 394.
On that basis of that, here credit transactions are also briefly covered before explaining
how trading papers can be represented on the basis of DLT.
If a German importer (buyer) purchases goods from an exporter (seller) in Asia, it is in
the exporter’s interests to wait for proof of payment before releasing them to the carrier, and it is in the importer’s interests to withhold payment until proof is provided
that the goods have been turned over to the carrier. This conflict of interests can be
resolved, as already described in 6.1.1, by a credit agreement between the trading partners. Accordingly, the buyer undertakes to pay for the goods by arranging a letter of
credit at a bank. 395 For this purpose, the buyer (or applicant) requests the bank to issue
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the letter of credit (via an agreement on non-gratuitous management of his affairs as
per Section 675 of the German Civil Code), whereupon the bank undertakes to make
the seller an abstract promise to fulfill an obligation as per Section 780 of the German
Civil Code (a so-called letter of credit, which is defined in greater detail in the “Uniform
Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits” (UCP) of the International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC), the latest version of which is UCP600. 396, 397 The seller thus acquires a
direct and independent claim against the so-called issuing bank for payment in return
for the documents on the goods. The latter are checked for correctness by the bank
within the scope of the agreement with the buyer before instructing a nominated bank
in another country or the seller’s bank, mainly with respect to the type and quantity of
the goods, packaging, shipping deadlines and quality certifications. If and when all of
the documents pertaining to the goods precisely meet the conditions of the letter of
credit, and only then, the payment is made. This arrangement grants the seller a separate claim to payment from the bank that is independent of the buyer’s interests. The
buyer, for his part, receives all of the documents from the exporter that are required to
demand concurrent release of the goods by the carrier in accordance with Section 521,
Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code as their legitimized owner while returning the
bill of lading in accordance with Section 521, Subsection 2 of the German Civil Code. In
practice, it can take longer to check and send the documents than it does to ship the
goods (this aspect has already been covered in detail in 6.1.2). 398 DLT-based trading
documents hold promise for solving this problem by automating data management
and evaluation.
6.2.1.3 DLT-based trading documents
According to Section 443 Subsection 2, Section 475c Subsection 4, and Section 516
Subsection 2 of the German Commercial Code, DLT-based trading documents are only
equivalent to the paper-based originals if they digitally duplicate all functions of the
paper-based trading documents, thus ensuring that the analog and digital versions are
equivalent. Besides issuing trading documents, it is therefore particularly important to
duplicate the documentation, blocking, trading and legitimation functions of the paper-based versions. 399 The following discussion looks at bills of lading by way of example, but the same requirements also apply to consignment bills and warehouse warrants.
6.2.1.3.1 Issuance
In the analog world, trading documents require an issuance agreement 400 for transferring a documented right to receive payment to the owner of a document, which must
also be turned over to him. These documents must contain the information stipulated
in Section 443 Subsection1 in conjunction with Section 408 Subsections 1 to 3 and
Section 515 of the German Civil Code. The same statement also applies to the corresponding digital equivalents in accordance with Section 443 Subsection 3, Section
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475c Subsection 4 and Section 516 Subsection 2 of the German Civil Code. In the context of DLT, asset-backed tokens are suitable instruments for accomplishing this. 401
In the context of DLT, a token is equivalent to “an exclusive, unique and nonreproducible entry in a database.” 402 A token as such is ultimately merely a smart contract that, in
addition to other attributes, has an “owner” field that can only be changed using the
private key of the individual who currently has rights to it. In the context of merchandise logistics, a token reflects ownership of a particular real asset or, in the case of
trading documents, a claim to a certain real asset, which is why it is referred to as an
asset-backed token. 403
In order to create an asset-backed token, a warehouse manager, carrier or forwarder
must digitally merge the required information in a token via an interface to a DLT platform (API). This is added to a DLT platform as a smart contract after it has been validated and stored by all of its nodes. 404 After a token has been added to a DLT platform, the information it contains is irreversibly linked to it. Because there can only be a
relatively small number of nodes, such as cargo handlers and government agencies, a
private permissioned blockchain (DLT platform)―as explained in section Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.―is an appropriate network structure. 405
6.2.1.3.2 Evidentiary function
The evidentiary function of a bill of lading involves showing that the carrier has taken
over the goods in the state described pursuant to Section 515 Subsection 1 nos. 7 and
8 as well as Section 517 Subsection 1 no. 1 of the German Commercial Code. This function can be adequately performed by digitally, i.e. via software, merging all required
information in an asset-backed token.
6.2.1.3.3 Legitimation function
In the analog world, a bill of lading entitles the document’s owner to exercise the contractual maritime freight rights that it confers. 406 Pursuant to Section 519 Sentence 2 of
the German Commercial Code, his entitlement is assumed if he or she is in possession
of the formally legitimizing document. The nature of this legitimization depends on the
type of bill of lading involved. A distinction is made among bearer, order (or negotiable), and straight bills of lading. 407 As indicated in its name, in the first of these, according to Section 519, Sentence 3 No. 1 of the German Commercial Code any bearer of
the document, even without being mentioned (by name) in the document, is legitimized; this type has no practical relevance owing to the impossibility of tracing the
bearer’s history. 408 In the second type, as defined in Section 519, Sentence3 No. 2, the
bearer is legitimized by being named as the recipient (in some cases the words “to
forwarder’s order” or similar may be enough) or if he or she is identified by an unbro-
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ken chain of endorsements. 409 In the third case, pursuant to Section 519, Sentence 3
No. 3, the bearer is only legitimized if his or her name appears in the document as the
authorized recipient. When using a DLT application, the bearer is legitimized to the
carrier via a user interface that clearly and unmisunderstandably indicates who the
asset-backed token is assigned to (depending on the DLT application’s design, possibly
only to authorized users). It also frees the carrier from having to check it for visible
signs of manipulation like in the case of paper-based bills of lading. 410
6.2.1.3.4 Blocking function
The principle follows from Section 519, Sentence 1 of the German Commercial Code
that, alongside the rights bestowed by a bill of lading, claims based on the freight contract (contract of carriage) may not be additionally exercised if they are already conferred by the bill of lading. 411 The bill of lading thus blocks claims derived from the
freight contract, since the bill of lading takes precedence over it. This is because the
freight contract may not necessarily reflect a legal relationship identical to that of the
bill of lading. 412 A bill of lading primarily documents claims against the carrier for carriage to the destination and delivery there to the party authorized by the bill of lading,
as per Section 514, Subsection 1 (2) and Section 521, Subsection 1 (1) of the German
Commercial Code. 413 Secondarily, it also entitles the bearer to damages in the event of
loss of or damage to the goods. 414 The blocking of the freight contract by the bill of
lading ends, for example, if the bearer refuses to accept the goods. 415 In that case, the
carrier can once again exercise the rights conferred by the freight contract. 416 Because
all of the nodes of a DLT application can verify the existence of the bill of lading, they
are also aware of its blocking effect. If, taking the aforementioned example further, the
bearer should refuse to take possession of the goods, the carrier would have to place
this information on the DLT platform in order to reverse the blocking effect; this function can therefore also be modeled there.
6.2.1.3.5 Trading function
In the event that ownership 417 to cargo changes en route as a result of its being resold,
this is equivalent to transferring a token to a new importer/buyer via a transaction on
the DLT platform once it has been validated by all authorized nodes and stored in the
distributed computer network. 418 The new ownership situation is then evident as already described.
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6.2.1.3.6 Signature
The wording of the saving clauses on electronic bills of lading in Section 443 Subsection 3, Section 475c Subsection 4 and Section 516 Subsection 2 (3) of the German
Commercial Code is nearly identical, containing the phrase “authenticity and integrity
of the record.” The term “record” (“Aufzeichnung” in German) was translated from the
Rotterdam Rules for Section 516 Subsection 2 and then reused in all of the other saving clauses for the sake of consistency. 419 The intention is to make it clear that a private
record in the sense of Section 416 of the German Code of Civil Procedure (ZPO) is not
involved. 420 The requirement to lastingly ensure the authenticity and integrity of the
record explicitly avoids stipulating that the electronic record must include a qualified
electronic signature as per Section 126a of the German Civil Code. This takes account
of the fact that the procedure for providing a qualified electronic signature according
to the rules of the German Signature Act (now defunct) is quite laborious and costly,
and in any case the present wording allows greater flexibility. 421
6.2.1.3.7 Unwinding of transactions
It is fundamentally possible to unwind DLT-based transactions. On this, please refer in
particular to the general discussion of smart contracts (5.1.1). Where bills of lading are
concerned, this would take place in such a way as to ensure that afterward, once again
only the original owner would be able to access the asset-backed token using his or
her private key. The continued existence of its transaction history on the DLT platform,
as explained in the general section on smart contracts, 422 is harmless. 423 The only plausible reason to require the deletion of a transaction history in connection with trading
documents is in connection with critical goods etc., provided that the parties involved
reach a consensus on this. This does not, however, detract from the fundamental
equivalence of DLT- and paper-based trading documents.
6.2.1.3.8 Numerus clausus
In Germany the number of different types of securities is limited by a numerus clausus
system, which initially hindered the insertion of the above-mentioned saving clauses
on electronic trading documents. The legislature wanted to eliminate this “obstacle”
with the latter. 424 The empowerment clause of Section 516, Subsection 3 of the German
Commercial Code (which reoccurs with identical wording in Section 443 Subsection 3
and Section 475c Subsection 4) also does not imply a restrictive assessment. The German federal government commented on the bill that “the extent to which use is made
of this empowerment […] [ought to] depend on whether suitable forms and procedures emerge in practice.” 425 The empowerment clause is only intended to ensure in
practice the standardization of the details of issuing, presenting, returning and trans-
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mitting an electronic bill of lading, as well as the particulars of the process of posting
retroactive entries to one. 426
6.2.1.3.8.1 Presenting
The aspect of “presenting”, which Section 516, Subsection 3 of the German Commercial
Code empowers the Federal Ministry of Justice and Consumer Protection to regulate,
does not necessary imply a document, despite the wording. At first glance this also
appears illogical in the context of electronic bills of lading, which are supposed to
overcome the need for paper documents. What causes one to sit up and take notice in
this context, however, is the law on stocks as a special category of securities. Although
Section 10, Subsection 5 of the German Stock Corporation Act (Aktiengesetz) allows for
limiting or excluding stockholders’ right to demand individual share certificates, joint
stock companies remain obliged to issue and store a global share certificate (Section
9a, Subsection 1 (1) of the German Safe Custody Act (Depotgesetz)). 427 Despite this, the
broad definition of securities given in Section 2, Subsection 1 of the German Securities
Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz) also encompasses securities as such if no corresponding certificate has been issued. As long as a security, and thus ultimately also a
trading document, possesses the required characteristics, it is also valid in digital form,
e.g. as a token. 428
6.2.1.3.8.2 Subsequent additions
In the bill for the present Section 516 of the German Commercial Code, with regard to
the foreseen empowerment to regulate the details of entries in electronic bills of lading, the German federal government explicitly cited cases in which a carrier might want
to enter a reservation in an electronic bill of lading as described in Section 517, Subsection 2. 429 Where DLT is concerned, the requirements for such reservations can be met
with by a smart contract if the carrier permits the later addition of more information. In
the case of a DLT platform, to an objective observer the entire trading document then
appears to be a combination of original entries and subsequent additions. Consequently, there is no need to intervene in the DLT platform as such.
6.2.1.4 Use of DLT for data protection in the context of digital trading documents
If a token is to be used as equivalent to a trading document and transferred between
the contractual parties to a trading transaction, protection of the data of affected natural persons must be ensured.
Like with any other application, the affected persons can be users of the system or
third parties. Exporters, importers, carriers and forwarders enter into consideration as
direct users of the system. These interact with the smart contract via DLT within the
scope of the processes for transferring the token. Their interactions are documented in
the DLT. Processing of these data is relevant under data protection law whenever an
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involved exporter, importer, forwarder or carrier is a natural person. 430 In the case of
companies, if it is impossible to draw any conclusions about the natural persons behind them from the use of usernames alone, then transactions executed by the system’s users are not relevant under data protection law. 431 Here too, however, it may be
possible to identify persons from information contained in trading documents. Under
certain circumstances this can include data on third parties who wish to be informed of
the status of the shipping operation. 432 Nor can the possibility be ruled out a priori that
conclusions might be drawn about third persons associated with a transaction from a
description of goods in a paper-based document.
Consequently, modelling trading documents on a DLT platform requires appropriate
adjustments to the architecture. It is necessary to make a distinction based on whether
or not knowledge of the platform’s users (exporters, importers, carriers, forwarders)
can be used to deduce information on persons behind the company or companies.
6.2.1.4.1 No information on natural persons behind a company
It may be impossible to identify natural persons behind the participating companies. In
this case, processing of information on the participating companies is not relevant
under data protection law. However, in this case it must also be ensured that the digital equivalent of a trading document contains no personal information on third parties.
Processing of these data via DLT can be prevented by storing them off-chain. The information in the trading document is not stored as plain text, instead remaining locally
in a signed and encrypted form with the issuer, who may grant other participants in
the transaction access to the document. The ability to view the document depends on
receiving the key for unlocking the encrypted information. A token on a DLT platform
only contains a hash value of this information. 433 This ensures that the information cannot be retroactively altered. A hash value per se does not constitute personal information, since the hash function is such that it is impossible to reverse engineer a hash
value to draw conclusions about the inputs. There is therefore no way to identify natural persons from on-chain data. 434
Even when the possibility of obtaining information on natural persons associated with
the participating companies can be ruled out, it is still necessary to ensure, by technical
means, that the content of the trading document is stored off-chain and only linked to
the DLT layer by hash values. This can ensure data-protection-compliant implementation. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that the impossibility of learning
about natural persons behind a company cannot be taken for granted. If a platform is
by definition supposed to be open, also to importers, exporters, carriers and forwarders acting as small companies with a considerable associated risk of revealing information on natural persons, 435 this approach cannot be sufficient. In such a case, the use
of a username in connection with transferring the trading document via the DLT layer
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See section 5.2.2.2.1.1.
See section 5.2.2.2.1.1.1.
See the description of the usual content of conventional trading documents.
See the explanation of hash values in 0.
See 5.2.3.4.2.2.1.2.
See also 5.2.2.2.1.1.1.

can by itself already constitute a relevant act under data protection law. Other solutions must then be found.
6.2.1.4.2 Information possible on natural persons behind the companies
If an exporter, importer, carrier or forwarder is a natural person or company behind
which natural persons can be identified, the challenges already discussed in the general part arise when interacting with such a participant via DLT. In this case as well, data
must be stored off-chain and linked by hash values. However, it is also necessary to
take steps to eliminate any chance of identifying the persons behind usernames.
An “open solution” 436 would require all system participants to have a legitimate interest
in all information. But only the persons involved in a given shipping transaction have a
legitimate interest in transmitting an individual trading document. Permitting all system
participants to view all activities is therefore not compatible with data protection law.
Consequently, an “open solution” cannot work here.
However, a “central solution” 437 basically appears to be possible. This calls for a permissioned blockchain to be operated by a central entity, which can use a system of rights
and roles to control which information is visible to which participants. The central entity
is then the controller, in the sense of data protection law, responsible for on-chain data
processing. An agreement concluded between the participants and the central authority enters into consideration as the legal basis for this processing. 438 The central entity
must have suitable erasure methods at its disposal. The possibilities include a “redactable blockchain” 439 in which changes can be retroactively made by the central entity,
and forks 440 in which the nodes are required to erase unwanted data from the decentralized database.
If a “centralized solution” is impossible or unwished, an “anonymization solution” 441 can
also be chosen. In this case it will not be possible to balance transactions, 442 since every
transfer of the trading document must be traceable. Only technical anonymization
solutions such as zero-knowledge proofs 443 or stealth addresses in combination with
ring signatures 444 therefore enter into consideration. With anonymization, no data
processing relevant to data protection law takes place on-chain. Consequently, no
legal basis is required for it either, and there is no need to erase data.
6.2.2

Conclusions and recommendations for action

The saving clauses on electronic trading documents in the German Commercial Code
requiring them to be equivalent to paper-based documents are already enabling the
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On “open solutions”, see also 5.2.3.4.2.1.
On “centralized solutions”, see also 5.2.3.4.2.1.
On the legal basis for choosing a centralized solution, see 5.2.4.2.2.
On redactable blockchains, see 0.
On forks, see 5.2.5.2.2 and 0.
On “anonymization solutions”, see 5.2.3.4.2.2.
On balancing in general, see 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.2.
On zero-knowledge proofs, see 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.3 and 0
On the use of stealth addresses in combination with ring signatures, see 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.4.
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use of DLT-based documents today. This legislative technique therefore provides flexibility and the legislature may also want to take advantage of it in other areas as well.
Data protection law requires a distinction to be made depending on the nature of the
potential participants (exporters, importers, forwarders and carriers). In case they are
exclusively companies and it is not possible to draw any conclusions on the natural
persons behind them, it is sufficient to dispense with storing personal data in the DLT
layer. The information must be stored off-chain instead and linked to the DLT platform
by hash values. However, such a solution requires that the participants be checked
beforehand to make sure that they meet the above-mentioned requirements. Smaller
companies would probably not qualify.
If DLT-based trading documents can at least be transferred by and to exporters, importers, carriers and forwarders who are natural persons, or if knowledge of an involved company also reveals information on natural persons behind it, then an open
DLT platform does not enter into consideration for data protection reasons, at least
not without modifying its architecture. The required modifications could be made by
creating a responsible central entity (“centralized solution”) or by completely anonymizing usernames (“anonymization solution”).
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7
7.1

Economic and Technical Aspects: Technical Part

7.1.1

Definition and description of the application

Vehicle electrification, widely referred to in Germany as electromobility, electric mobility and electrified mobility, has experienced rapid technical advances in recent years.
However, the numbers of both electric vehicles in use and new registrations have fallen
short of expectations. As of January 1, 2018, Germany only had about 291,000 electric
vehicles (including hybrids). 445 It therefore now faces the challenge of accelerating the
shift to sustainable forms of transportation by encouraging greater use of electric vehicles. It appears possible to meet expectations regarding the further spread of electromobility in the medium term. One essential prerequisite for this is the establishment of
a publicly accessible charging infrastructure. This infrastructure must be designed to
meet the requirements for all charging situations throughout the country and enable
easy use and payment. 446 The charging situations vary greatly and are very contextspecific, but can be broken down into three broad categories:
a) Charging at home
b) Charging at the destination
c) (Fast) charging on the road
Whereas (a) is typically possible in a familiar environment without the need for a
charging system or user interface, namely by plugging into a household power outlet
or wall-mount charger 447, the processes for (b) and (c) can be very different. At the
same time, there are barriers to greater adoption of all-electric cars, the chief ones
being charging situations (b) and (c) and so-called “range anxiety”, namely the fear
that a vehicle will not have a sufficient charge to reach its destination and strand its
occupants. 448 The expansion of infrastructure for these two charging situations and the
market penetration of electric cars are coupled. The still-low registration figures for evehicles in Germany pose considerable economic risks for (would-be) charging infrastructure operators. Due to the relatively small number of electric cars in use, many
existing charge points are used too infrequently to be profitable. This applies especially
to capital-intensive rapid charging infrastructure. Conversely, it is mainly the lack of
(rapid) charging opportunities that is inhibiting sales of e-vehicles. This is driving a
negative feedback loop. 449
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Comparisons
To provide a basic supply and break this vicious circle, public charge points should be
available to all e-vehicle drivers. Germany already has numerous charge points, many
of which also support rapid charging. 450 In the past, and to a limited extent today as
well (in the case of older charge points), there have been challenges with regard to the
accessibility of charging infrastructure. To improve this situation, the legislature has
already passed ordinances to ensure discrimination-free access to public charge
points. “Discrimination-free” means that every charge point can potentially be used by
any e-vehicle and driver. The number and rapid charging capabilities of publicly accessible charge points are not adequate throughout the country for ensuring high market
penetration of electric vehicles. They should therefore not be additionally partitioned
and fragmented. The causes of partitioning basically involve three levels:
•
•
•

The physical level (e.g. plug compatibility)
The information level (e.g. protocols and information and communications
technology (ICT)
The economic/business level (payments and payment systems)

The information level in turn has several layers that need to be considered. For example, communication between the charge point and vehicle and between the charge
point and backend systems of the charge point operator (CPO), and between CPOs
and other market players involves different protocols and systems in each case. The
first-mentioned are sometimes also called low-level protocols and the last as higherlevel protocols or systems. A comprehensive overview of all common charging protocols and players is provided in the source listed below. 451
The core challenges posed by partitioning have increasingly shifted from the physical
level to the information level (especially higher-level protocols) and the economic level.
This will be illuminated further below. In the following, the relevance of partitioning
and the consequences of the available charging infrastructure are discussed. Figure 26
illustrates the accessibility of charging infrastructure in Germany based on data from
Open Charge Map, a global registry of electric vehicle charging locations. 452
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I.e. they provide more than 22 kW.
V2G Clarity, IEC 63110 – Standardizing the Management of Electric Vehicle (Dis-)Charging Infrastructures.
452
Openchargemap.io/site
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Figure 6: Charging locations in Germany: (a) all publicly accessible charge points, (b) all publicly accessible charge points with rapid charging capabilities, (c) all publicly accessible charge points from the user
perspective

It is clear from this that Germany has already established a relatively dense network of
charge points and made them publicly accessible (a). It is also apparent that only a
small fraction of them has rapid charging capabilities, mainly along motorways (b).
Considering the network of one leading provider that is active Germany-wide but does
not operate any physical charging infrastructure itself, instead exclusively ensuring
accessibility and uniform rates 453 to drivers and owners of electric vehicles, the resulting
picture shows very clearly that some drivers are likely to experience a (high) degree of
partitioning. The players in the charging ecosystem are presented in detail below, since
they have great relevance to the application under discussion. It is also apparent that,
as of December 2018, only a minority of all physically available charge points provide a
consistent charging experience that, ideally, is characterized by ease and convenience. 454 Looking at other providers, similar results are obtained. While it is true that
electromobility, which also includes electric commercial vehicles such as buses and
trucks, is developing very dynamically, it is also extremely important to ensure a crossprovider charging infrastructure of sufficient scope and density to meet requirements. 455 Especially in economic terms, possibilities for facilitating access to public
charging infrastructure and counteracting partitioning also need to be investigated.
In the following, attention therefore concentrates on ways of reducing partitioning at
the informational level and especially at the economic level, which comprises the subprocesses of authentication, authorization, billing and value transfer. In this context, it
is particularly important to obtain an overview of the current situation at the economic
level, which in everyday language is often simplified as “ways to pay”. From the perspective of a driver, there are three different ways to pay for charging:

453

A widespread model is for providers to simply offer accessibility and send customers a monthly invoice, but pass on the price at the charger while adding a fee for access. Although this model corresponds to the one in place for vehicles with internal combustion engines, the pricing models applied to
electric charging are far more heterogeneous and the prices themselves also exhibit much greater differences. They include prices per charging event, per minute, and per unit of electric power.
454
In this case study, charging is addressed from the perspective of electric vehicle operators. It is also
possible to talk about the customer experience from the standpoint of charging infrastructure operators.
This is an important concept in modern business administration; it defines the customer relationship and
therefore contributes to the success of a business venture.
455
Anderson, LADEN2020 Schlussbericht.
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(1) Charging infrastructure operator-specific payment: Drivers of electric vehicles
can use an app of the charge point operator on their smartphones to initiate
the charging process. The app also contains details on how to make payment,
such as by direct debit or using an NFC (near field communication)-enabled
credit card.
(2) Web-based direct payment: The second German Charge Point Ordinance requires all new charging stations to enable ad hoc payments with a so-called
Web-based direct payment procedure. This process must not discriminate
against anyone or require a contract to be concluded with the operator beforehand. Credit cards are an accepted Web-based payment method.
(3) Payment via a third-party service provider: Users of e-vehicles can also be enabled to access charging infrastructure without directly concluding a contract
with the operator. Similarly to (1), these approaches involve the use of a charging card or smartphone with a charging app. The difference is that a third party, with whom the driver has concluded a contract, provides the app or charging card. In this scenario, the driver receives an invoice from the third-party
service provider, to which the charging station operator sends an invoice for
the consumed electricity.
In the application investigated here, payment via a third party has special interest as
the focus of a possible DLT-based solution. The goal of this payment option is to offer
drivers of electric vehicles a familiar, convenient charging experience across all charging situations and thus contribute to increasing the acceptance of electromobility. 456

The eRoaming model is a payment option belonging to the third category. Its goals
are to unify all of the individual steps involved in charging and create a consistently
customer-focused charging experience. The concept of roaming was invented by the
mobile phone industry. Now, for example, when traveling to another EU country a
user’s smartphone almost always automatically connects to another network operator
with which the home operator has concluded a roaming deal. Another example is
ATMs, despite the fact that the term “roaming” is rarely used in this context. Multiple
banks form a network with a shared IT system to offer ―possibly for a fee―”roaming”,
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in other words the ability to withdraw cash or execute other transactions using the
machines of other banks. The same idea occurs in similar form in connection with electromobility, i.e. with different charging networks collaborating with one another. While
the roaming fees for mobile phones are capped by European law within the EU, sharing of ATMs is usually regulated at the national level. Analogously, eRoaming strives to
achieve a consistent, good-quality customer experience with maximum coverage. The
quality of the customer experience is determined by many factors. From the perspective of electric vehicle drivers, the two most important are:
•
•

Transparent, fair and, as far as possible, consistent rates and prices
Standardized, straightforward authentication and authorization in every charging
situation

In order to keep this promise, new market players and roles have become established
within the scope of eRoaming. These are sketched in the following. It should be kept in
mind that a single company, and in general terms any legal person, can definitely perform several of the following sequentially listed roles.
A charge point operator (CPO) runs a pool of charge points at one or more locations,
each of which can have one or more chargers and plugs. CPOs can, but in practice
often do not, have an interface to customers. It is more common for their facilities to
enable authentication with a dedicated card or app provided by the CPO. The pools
are therefore commonly referred to as charging networks. The charging infrastructure
itself is designed to meet the requirements of the charging situations sketched above.
Stations for charging vehicles while they are traveling (case (c)) are often built and run
by CPOs when this is their core business. In this case, the operator and owner of the
infrastructure are identical. In the case of “charging at the destination”, by contrast,
ownership and operation are sometimes separate. Once again, various relevant scenarios can be distinguished. Three models are basically possible, geared to different kinds
of operators and their interests:
1.

2.
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Proprietary operation: In this case, the owner is also the operator (CPO). It runs the
entire charging infrastructure on its own. The interfaces to IT systems must be individually implemented and maintained. This mode of operation is typical of players
with a large number of charge points, such as corporations or municipal utilities.
Contract operation: In this case, the owner is not the charge point operator (CPO).
Instead, another party such as a local municipal utility is contracted to do this. They
are then integrated in a (CPO) charging network. Although this greatly reduces the
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3.

owner’s workload, control over the details of the operation, such as rates, largely
also passes to the contractor. Occasionally would-be owners of charging infrastructure purchase charging stations from large CPOs, which in turn buy the
charging systems as “white label” solutions from “charge point manufacturers”
(CPMs). In these cases it is not uncommon to supply electricity to e-vehicle drivers
at cost price or even free as an incentive for taking advantage of another service
such as a hotel. When power for charging is provided free, eRoaming is irrelevant.
Partial third-party operation: Some CPMs or CPOs that operate white label solutions also provide intermediate solutions. For example, the rates or access possibilities themselves can be fixed in considerable detail 457 while interfaces and other
services are provided by the CPM within the scope of charging management and
billing protocols. In these cases, the owner is often responsible for providing firstlevel support. 458 Because CPMs are not normally also CPOs, they typically do not
enter into any eRoaming arrangements; in fact, like in the case of self-run operations, integration in eRoaming networks is a rarity. If a charge point can be integrated in a CPO charging network, authentication and authorization can be performed via it. Beyond that, the accessibility of the CPO charging network can be
improved by taking advantage of any existing eRoaming arrangements.

[[Example: There is a rapid charge point on the parking lot of the SuperPrice supermarket in Anyville. Customers can use a card from the Anyville municipal utility
to authenticate themselves and pay at a reduced rate of 10 cents a minute that has
been set by SuperPrice. In addition, because the Anyville municipal utility has
joined an eRoaming network, drivers from nearby Anytown who have obtained a
flat rate from their provider can also charge their cars free of charge in Anyville.]]
The typical charge point owners that apply the three scenarios described above include hotels, parking facilities, companies and landlords. These players have an interest
in providing charging services so that their guests, customers, employees or tenants
can meet the requirements for starting or continuing their journeys from these typical
destinations.

E-mobility service provider (eMSP): An especially important role is played by eMSPs,
who have an interest in providing the previously described services to their customers.
An eMSP is essentially the operator of a platform on which charge points and drivers
of electric vehicles come together. The platform is accessed via human-machine interfaces (HMIs) that are installed at the charger or integrated in in-car entertainment systems or mobile phone and occasionally Web-based apps. The consumers, i.e. platform
users, utilize the latter to select suitable charging locations when planning their routes.
These intermeshed roles and players are depicted in Figure 27.
Not uncommonly, the underlying value proposition, in the guise of a platform economy, is supplemented by premium service components such as green electricity certificates, carbon offset or local power certificates, reservation of chargers (if permitted by
other involved market players) or rentals of cars with internal combustion engines for
driving longer distances. In this example application, we first focus on the aspect of the
457
458
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E.g. exclusively private access, public access, public access on request etc.
First-level support refers to the first point of contact for all support requests.

accessibility and convenience of public charge points. Both enhance customers’ charging experience and offset range anxiety, which is one of the greatest obstacles to emobility. 459 Not uncommonly, eMSPs are simultaneous CPOs. But there are also numerous “dedicated” eMSPs, some of which only serve certain customer groups such as
drivers of company cars. It is important for eMSPs to provide good coverage, i.e. a
sufficient number of well-distributed charge points, via the platform interfaces. In
keeping with the classic theory on platform economies, they are subject to positive
networking effects and the concept of critical mass.

Figure 27: Representation of the roles and players involved in electric vehicle charging as a platform
economy (based on van Alstyne et al. (2016)

Clearing and Roaming (C&R): While large CPO charging networks theoretically operate
eMSP platforms and can therefore achieve the required critical mass, this is not technically feasible for dedicated eMSPs without networking and payment settlement. The
same statement also applies to small and medium-sized CPO charging networks. In
order for both producers and consumers to derive greater benefits from their platforms, the already discussed eRoaming model was studied, developed and introduced.
Here we will use the term “clearing & roaming” (C&R) to designate the activity of implementing eRoaming networks. The name combines two essential services that C&Rs
must be able to offer participants. “Clearing” refers to (partially) automated payment
settlement, which takes place between eMSPs and CPOs across platforms. This depends on their being essentially roaming-enabled. Although automated payment settlement is not absolutely essential for roaming networks, a service that lacks it would
have to rely on manual settlement of payments with the associated additional overhead. It should be noted that such a player could potentially collect data from all of the
charging transactions conducted. Possession of this information can improve such a
player’s understanding of the market compared to individual eMSPs and CPOs. In this
role, C&Rs provide a platform via which eMSPs can network with one another. Since
eMSPs are themselves platforms, C&Rs in effect offer a platform for platforms. This is
also referred to as a superplatform. 460 Figure 28 visualizes the interconnected relationships. As a consequence, depending on the form that a given C&R role takes, market
power can accumulate in the hands of these players, making it conceivable that others
459
460
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will become mistrustful of this form of intermediation. This is remarkable in the sense
that the subprocesses described above presuppose trust in correct mediation and
settlement by the C&Rs.

Figure 7: Superplatform acc. to Lang/Szczepanski et al., 2019.: a platform of eMSP platforms―a schematic depiction of a pure hub-and-spoke model for cooperation in eRoaming

In practice, several such intermediaries have developed, many of which in turn have
CPOs among their shareholders. According to one study, 461 three idealized cooperation models can be distinguished in the context of eRoaming: (1) meshed networks, (2)
hub-and-spoke networks, and (3) spoke-model interroaming networks.
A meshed network (1) is implemented in eRoaming by bilateral connections, which
requires interfaces to proprietary systems and is therefore a slow and laborious process. In a hub-and-spoke network (2), analogously to a superplatform there is a central
C&R provider with which all CPOs and eMSPs establish interfaces. In a spoke-model
interroaming network (3) multiple C&R providers are interconnected by direct interfaces between all of them. It can be observed that in practice not all C&Rs collaborate
bilaterally and that transitive relationships are not possible. Such transitive relationships
would, for example, allow customers of an iMSP that has an interface with a C&R provider, which in turn has an interface with another C&R provider that has an interface
with a third C&R provider to which a CPO C is connected, to charge at C. Figure 29
shows in idealized form the three prototypical cooperative models for charging of
electric vehicles. In Germany, model (3) dominates. However, model (1) would be more
desirable because it would encourage competition better, while model (2) is the least
attractive since it would result in a single player dominating the market. In this sense,
model (3) is an intermediate solution between these two extremes. It is unclear whether the previously mentioned network effects would lead to further market concentration.
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Figure 8: Cooperative models for eRoaming based on “Begleit- und Wirkungsforschung Schaufenster
Elektromobilität" (BuW), 2015.

Alongside these three cooperative models, the above-mentioned C&R providers differ
in terms of their vertical integration and whether or not they also provide clearing services in addition to roaming. This applies especially to model (3), in which multiple C&R
providers ought to have implemented these functions end-to-end, i.e. from initiation
of the process by the driver of an electric vehicle to the conclusion of charging. In
practice, in relationships of this kind it is not always the case that all functions are performed. While the processes required for roaming need to be comprehensively modelled, this is not necessarily so with (semi-)automated clearing. It should also be noted
that, for economic and other reasons, functions like premium services are optional and
do not necessarily have to be taken advantage by a C&R provider’s users.
The technical-functional processes are first sketched below before going on to describe their contractual relationships in general terms. The latter will be more thoroughly illuminated in the legal section.
In connection with implementing a C&R service, two process groups need to be distinguished:
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(1) Authentication, authorization and transfer of transaction data (roaming)
(2) Invoicing 462 and execution of payments (clearing)
Process group (1) involves providing information at the charge point 463, legitimizing a
charging event that has been initiated by an identified e-vehicle driver (authentication
and authorization), technically supplying electric power from the charger to the vehicle,
and measuring the relevant performance parameters (e.g. time, energy flow, charging
session, connection time, parking time etc.) and storing them in a charge detail record
(CDR).
On the basis of these processes, bilateral settlement of charging services received is
possible between the CPO and eMSP. Some roaming providers that do not also act as
clearing houses base their service exclusively on these components. The CPO is responsible for documenting incurred costs. At the time of preparing this study, this still
partly requires considerable manual work, a fact that is prompting many CPOs to invest in more complex backend solutions to increase their level of automation.
Process group (2) involves invoicing, settlement and offsetting of charging services
between CPOs and eMSPs, and processing of invoiced charging services via payment
services. For this purpose, monetary values are transferred between the eMSP and the
CPO, which can take different forms depending on the payment method employed.
This is accomplished with the aid of information from the CDR. Then agreed rates and
prices are applied for invoicing the services. Process group (2) depends on the proper
functioning of process group (1).
These processes are coordinated at the IT level using a wide variety of typically open
communication protocols. While communication between an electric vehicle and the
charger is nearly always based on the ISO/IEC 15118 standard and communication between the charger and the CPO typically uses the Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP),
which has been widely adopted in this market, a large number of other protocols are
also in use. Competing C&R providers typically rely on different protocols. The largest
C&R provider, intercharge, uses the Open Intercharge Protocol and e-clearing.net relies on the OCPP. Their names reveal that they have been largely shaped by their respective users. Newer, less prevalent protocols that mediate directly between eMSPs
and CPOLs are still in the development stage. However, these too require the existence
of central registries that statically store relationships between eMSPs and CPOs for
queries and approvals. In Germany, this task is performed by the Bundesverband der
Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft (Federal Association of the German Energy and Water
Industries).
The contractual situation can be summarized in simplified form 464 as follows: so that
eMSPs can work with CPOs via C&R providers, eRoaming contracts must be concluded
between eMSPs and C&R providers as well as between C&R providers and CPOs to
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Invoicing: The process of creating an invoice with the result of the billing document (invoice), which
contains the invoice value (invoice value= and its invoice components).
Charge point information such as price, maximum charging speed, charger availability etc.
Many other schemes exist, but the contractual setup described here is a widespread model.
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define their relationships. In addition, eMSPs must also directly conclude contracts with
CPOs in order to specify settlement terms. If there are n CPOs and m eMSPs, then
potentially n x m contracts need to be concluded among the last-mentioned players.
These contracts are needed because, even when a C&R provider meets the technical
prerequisites for cooperation, this will not necessarily enable the settlement of services
between an eMSP and a CPO. By way of conclusion, it should be mentioned that in
practice a company can assume multiple roles. Larger CPOs in particular also provide
eRoaming-capable electric vehicle charging services. Consequently, customers can also
charge at other CPOs that have concluded contracts with the same C&R provider.

Figure 9: Market roles and players and contractual relationships (a simplified schematic depiction)

7.1.2

Status quo and challenges

The availability of suitable charging infrastructure for meeting demand being a vital
requirement, it is important to analyze and understand the accessibility and other issues that public charge points face. This section therefore summarizes the situation
from the viewpoint of drivers, i.e. electromobility users, before explaining the challenges of CPOs and eMSPs.
The chief value proposition of eMSPs is to provide customers with a consistent charging experience. This means providing as many (rapid) charge points as possible with
transparent, attractively priced terms and smooth payment processes that require
minimal effort on the part of drivers. Against this background, partitioning the theoretically available charge points is an unsatisfactory solution. Although Web-based direct
payment processes like those described above have been possible at all installed
charge points since 2017 thanks to the second German Charge Point Ordinance, they
are not ideal from the driver perspective:
•

Comfort: Direct payment is less than pleasant because drivers are generally
obliged to interact with an unknown user interface at the charge point, often in
bad weather. For another, many users are reluctant to reveal personal data and
confidential credit card information (if they even have a credit card). In some cases,
eRoaming providers enable Web-based direct payment using proprietary mobile
apps or separate websites that the user must open in a browser in order to complete the transaction. Both approaches are widely perceived as user-unfriendly. 465

465
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•

In addition, instead of a single consolidated statement, e.g. at the end of each
month like with the eMSP, users receive a separate receipt or invoice every time
they charge.
Settlement modes: It takes an additional effort to learn about rates and prices. It is
common for clauses on possible roaming fees to be hidden away in fine print. And
ad hoc charging rates tend to be high. It is therefore understandable that drivers
or owners of slow-charging electric vehicles are more likely to choose a service
provider whose prices are based not on elapsed time or a flat rate but instead on
the amount of energy consumed (in kilowatt-hours). If the charge point that a
driver wants to use only offers a time-based rate, he or she may go elsewhere to
avoid paying more than users whose vehicles support rapid charging. This applies
analogously to charge points where a higher price must be paid for ad hoc charging, and especially to those that require the payment of a fixed base rate to offset
low variable costs (which in extreme cases can be none at all, effectively resulting
in a flat rate).

The current situation poses challenges for CPOs, which are summarized in the following. Depending on their operational model, CPOs strive to make their charging infrastructure available to the largest possible number of electric vehicle drivers. The main
motivation is to increase revenues. From today’s perspective, this requires implementing multiple communication protocols, thus increasing the associated IT integration
costs. Costs are also incurred for C&R services. These usually require the payment of
three- or four-digit sums on a monthly or yearly basis, occasionally supplemented by
one-off hookup fees that can run into thousands of euros. The use of multiple C&R
services can impose an excessive IT and/or financial burden on smaller CPOs. The fact
that, depending on the C&R service, it can be necessary to manually invoice every
single eMSP at the end of each month makes the situation even more difficult. Worse
still, the vast majority of established C&R services negotiate bilateral contracts with
static pricing. In the event of a merger or the takeover of additional eMSPs, the terms
have to be manually changed. This high overhead leaves many CPOs no choice but to
charge roaming fees.
eMSPs face similar changes. But because there are far more CPOs than eMSPs, it is
very laborious to establish and maintain relationships with CPOs while negotiating
different terms in each case. The technical challenges involved are also considerable
for eMSPs. They have to make an enormous effort to mobilize enough capacity for
checking the monthly invoices received from CPOs.
7.1.3

Possible solutions and roles of DLT

Role
DLT could potentially perform at least three functions for addressing the challenges
described above. They are:

1) Authentication and authorization with DLT-based, autonomous identity solutions
2) Tamperproof documentation and storage of charging events
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This includes, above all, taking advantage of DLT’s attributes of unchangeability and verifiability for invoicing charging services, from the
eMSP all the way to the meter, for irrevocably documenting charging
events 466 in compliance with the applicable laws and ordinances on
measures and calibration.

3) Prompt billing of and payment for charging events using tokens
By modeling these three functions, a DLT solution can assume the role of a C&R provider as described above for implementing a meshed network model of cooperation
(3) that will “by design” eliminate the risks associated with a concentration of market
power in the hands of individual C&R players. A DLT-based solution would, first and
foremost, make available a (further) alternative in the form of a neutral platform 467
alongside existing C&R players. If market power should then become excessively concentrated, more and more players can be expected to switch to this neutral platform.

Solution
The use of a platform based on a public DLT system such as Ethereum could, unlike
existing C&R services, enable new players to enter and participate in this market faster
and more easily. Ideally, each CPO and each eMSP would constitute a node. Detailed
study is required to determine the extent to which IT integration costs can be reduced,
since this greatly depends on how the DLT solution is designed. Because, at least theoretically, no (more) new roaming communication protocols have to be created, the
required work would only involve applying established standards to communications
between vehicles and charge points, charge points and CPOs, and CPOs and the DLTbased platform. Since not every charge point but only every CPO would constitute a
node, no modifications to existing charging infrastructure are required, especially since
currently existing C&R services already have Internet connectivity. 468 From the perspective of electric vehicle drivers, charging conditions will become transparent, since this
information, being part of the smart contract specifications, is stored in the DLT layer
where it is publicly accessible. It could also be advantageous if drivers did not have to
have their own wallet or a publicly known identity, instead being able to use a temporary pseudonym, provided that the eMSP in question keeps records of each combination of pseudonym, time stamp and customer. Charging events would then be easy for
CPOs to authorize and would be lastingly documented when storing a CDR in the DLT
layer in such a way that executing the smart contract triggers a value transfer from the
eMSP to the CPO.

466

The required tamperproof sensors, for examples, are being developed (further) within the scope of the
SecMobil project promoted by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy.
Cf. section Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden..
Cf. section 7.1.1.
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Figure 10: DLT flowchart showing how the roles interact

7.1.4

Process description

Authentication and authorization: Say that an e-vehicle driver has investigated the
available charging facilities ahead of time, for example while planning her travel route,
or obtained information via the in-car entertainment system, and selected an appropriate charge point along the way. There also may be predefined or user-defined profiles in the vehicle that include charging preferences. After the vehicle arrives at the
charge point and is connected, it receives the charger ID straight from the CPO, e.g.
according to the communication rules 469 defined by the plug & charge 470 protocol. This
communication takes place via a direct channel―in other words, off-chain―since attributes such as speed take precedence and lack of trust has not yet been identified as
an obstacle at this point. The vehicle uses the received information to log in with its
eMSP, which checks the terms for that particular combination of driver and charger
(and thus the CPO) and, if the result is positive, authorizes charging. The terms for
starting the charging procedure can then be easily rechecked and either accepted or
rejected. By tapping a button on a screen of the in-car entertainment system, a corresponding query can be initiated or a declaration of intent printed out as appropriate.

Documentation and maintenance: Within the scope of the documentation, the concluded agreements are specified before actual charging begins. These include the

469
470

For example within the scope of ISO 15118.
Plug & charge allows an e-vehicle to self-authenticate (without needing a charging app or card at the
charger).
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terms of the impending charging event, such as the applicable rates and the signatures
of the contractual parties. A posteriori, the charging parameters and, once again, the
signatures are recorded. It is possible to divide up the charging process into sections,
with this procedure being repeated in each one. This increases the strength of the
documentation. In these cases, however, it is advisable to incorporate scalability and
transaction costs into the decision-making process. This way, tamperproof storage of
the CDR in the DLT can provide the basis for the required trust between two parties (in
this case, the CPO and MPS) without the necessity for a C&R service to perform this
role.

Settlement and value transfer: For settlement purposes, the eMSP makes partial pay-

ment 471 up front within the scope of an escrow smart contract 472 to give the CPO confidence that the eMSP possesses tokens for making payment, and then initiates the
process. The tokens 473 of both parties are kept in the escrow smart contract until the
transaction has been completed. The energy transfer itself takes place in accordance
with standard Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) specifications. Then the CPO stores
the CDR, which ideally is based on data from tamperproof sensors, along with the
driver’s temporary pseudonym and the eMSP ID, in the distributed ledger to serve as a
receipt. While acknowledging this, the tokens are transferred from the escrow smart
contract to the CPO’s wallet. Actual clearance for payment settlement takes place afterward―i.e. the remaining tokens are returned to the eMSP. Analogously to centralized C&R services, (automated) payment settlement is an additional service.
At the end of the month, the charging event is invoiced to the vehicle driver, who only
has a contractual relationship with the eMSP.

471

For the sake of simplicity, we are assuming that a sum up to a defined maximum (e.g. 60 euros in the
case of chargeNow) is paid up front so that the eMSP will never have to transfer any additional tokens
at the end of the charging process.
472
See the general technical section.
473
The details of the token’s design (cf. the section on digital documents 4.2.5.6) cannot be generalized
and in any case are irrelevant at the level of abstraction chosen for this case study.
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Figure 11: Schematic process description of a DLT-based implementation

7.1.5

Conclusions and recommendations for action

The use of DLT being investigated here is a scenario in which DLT results in disintermediation (i.e. reduces the use of intermediaries between producers and customers),
counteracting the tendency of today’s C&R providers to assume a typical intermediary
role in the electromobility value creation network by setting up superplatforms. It is
evident from the approach described here that technoconceptual solutions are possible and, analogously to neutral platforms, could make it more difficult for power to
become concentrated in only a few hands. However, it remains quite doubtful that a
DLT-based solution that only models existing functions could acquire a significant
share of the market, considering that, especially in Germany, well-established players
largely dominate it, with CPOs also participating by acquiring shares of them. These
C&R services are already deriving enormous benefits from network effects. As a rule
large CPOs have simultaneous access to all relevant C&R services via standardized
interfaces. In addition, C&R services and their protocols are continuing to evolve rapidly. It remains to be seen whether roaming prices can and will fall with the advent of
DLT-based solutions. A more detailed analysis than is possible within the scope of this
study is needed in order to precisely assess this potential effect. In case a blockchainbased solution becomes established as a basis for other, similar applications such as
the previously mentioned green and local power certificates, distribution of charging
across multiple electric vehicles within the scope of smart charging, and home charging, a new situation will arise in which such a DLT solution could become a genuine
alternative as a neutral platform in a market that has not yet been carved up.

7.2

Legal Discussion

The preceding comprehensive economic and technical analysis of the status quo in
section 7.1.2 shows that charging of electric vehicles is currently only possible with the
participation of multiple players. In the following, the aim is to legally define and fill in
more details of the required contractual relationships. Although the use of DLT could
reduce the number of contractual relationships, it also poses challenges under data
protection law, which are also addressed in the following.
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7.2.1

Contractual relationships

It follows from Section 4 of the Charge Point Ordinance (LSV) issued by the Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy 474 that the relevant contractual relationships
can be distinguished on the basis of the chosen payment method (as already discussed
in 7.1.1). The LSV implements EU Directive 2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative
fuel infrastructure with the goal of advancing the establishment of charging infrastructure. 475 The German legislature initially only implemented the directive’s technical
standardization requirements (as the first LSV) and later supplemented this, among
other things by addressing the aspects of authentication and payment, which also
need to be implemented (under the second LSV). 476 If the operator of a charge point
lets users charge their vehicles without authentication as per Section 4, No. 1, Letter a
of the LSV without making a financial contribution or in return for cash payment as per
Section 4, No. 1, Letter b of the LSV, then in the first case a gift is typically involved in
the sense of Section 516 of the German Civil Code, and in the second case a purchase
contract for electric power arises in accordance with Section 453, Subsection 1 and
Section 433 of the German Civil Code. 477 The latter also applies in the case of card- or
web-based payment, both of which require authentication as per Section 4, No. 2 of
the LSV.
What interests here is so-called roaming, with charging across multiple providers, 478
instead of the just-described practice of charging at individual, unconnected charge
points. 479 Like in the case of mobile telephony, each customer concludes a single subscription-like vehicle charging contract in the form of an ongoing obligation 480 with an
eMSP (see Figure 30). The contract resembles conventional electric power supply contracts, since the purpose for which the purchased electricity is used―in this case, for
operating a vehicle―is irrelevant. 481 Consequently, in accordance with Section 453,
Subsection 1 and Section 433 of the German Civil Code it basically constitutes a contract for purchasing electricity, while differing from conventional electric power supply
contracts in that it entitles the customer to use the charging infrastructure. 482 In order
to enable charging across multiple providers, the R&C services conclude bilateral
roaming contracts with individual eMSPs and CPOs (see Figure 30). The principal characteristic of these bilateral roaming contracts is that their conclusion also gives rise to
separate multilateral (charging network) contracts among all participating eMSPs and
CPOs (see Figure 30). 483 This is necessary because no direct contract arises between a
customer who signs up for a roaming scheme and a CPO. 484 When the customer
charges his or her electric vehicle, contractually it is the eMSP that uses the unrestricted access which a CPO has granted to the customer in each case. 485

474

Section 49, Subsection 4, Sentence 1, Nos. 1 to 4 of the German Energy Industry Act (Gesetz über
die Eletrizitäts- und Gasversorgung).
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Directive 2014/94/EU, Recital 23.
476
Lehner, RAW, 2018, pp. 17-21. (18).
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Graf von Westphalen/Schöne,37. EL. Okt. 2015, Stromlieferverträge Rn. 369.
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Overkamp/Schings, EnWZ, 2019, pp. 3-8..
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Section 4 of the German Charge Point Ordinance (LSV).
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Overkamp/Schings, EnWZ, 2019, pp. 3-8 (7).
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Graf von Westphalen/Schöne, 37. EL. Okt. 2015, Stromlieferverträge Rn. 369.
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In this constellation, the eMSP faces a price risk. While he or she may have agreed on a
flat rate with his or her customers, toward the CPO involved in the roaming scheme he
or she might have to pay the participating CPO a fee per kilowatt-hour or charging
event. Comparable to conventional fueling agreements in the context of fleet leasing,
eMSPs therefore have an incentive to conclude special agreements with CPOs in order
to make their business calculable. 486
Today, as shown, a large number of contracts is required to organize a roaming
scheme. Over time it may then be possible to lower the number of participants, especially by substituting R&Cs, to simplify matters. In the medium term, however, smart
contracts stored on a DLT platform could be integrated in the remuneration agreements to automate payment for charging by means of tokens. 487
7.2.2

Blockchain-based data protection for electric vehicle charging infrastructure

In connection with making payments for using charging infrastructure, personal data of
the system’s users may be processed. The extent to which data protection laws come
into play here depends on whether the information on users of the system includes
information on natural persons. Where the system’s users are concerned, it is necessary to distinguish between eRoaming schemes on the one hand and systems in which
drivers directly pay the CPO on the other. In connection with eRoaming, it also matters
whether knowledge of the eMSP and CPO can reveal information about the natural
persons behind them.
7.2.2.1 Data protection in connection with eRoaming when no information can be
obtained about natural persons behind the eMSP and CPO
In the case of eRoaming, it is usual to execute transactions at the blockchain level exclusively with a B2B solution between the eMSP and CPO. The driver approaches the
CPO to initiate the charging process. The driver can also be authenticated at that time.
The transactions required for payment to be made between the eMSP and CPO are
executed in the blockchain. However, these transactions do not include any information on individual drivers. Problems under data protection law only arise if
knowledge of the eMSP and CPO also reveals information on natural persons behind
these companies. 488 If this is not the case, on-chain processing does not raise any issues under data protection law.
7.2.2.2 Data protection with direct payment and eRoaming if information can be obtained on natural persons behind the eMSP and CPO
If a customer is supposed to directly execute the transaction with the CPO via a separate payment process, under existing laws it is necessary to choose one of the solutions
explained in the general section. Such a solution is also required if the blockchain is
exclusively operated by the eMSP and CPO but one or both of them is a small compa486
487

Hahn/Grün, IR, 2013, pp. 293-296 (295).
The website of the charge point operator Ionity, a joint venture of BMW, Daimler, Ford and VW, lists
tokens as a possible means of payment: https://ionity.eu/de/wo-und-wie.html (last accessed on
26.02.2018).
488
See 5.2.2.2.1.1.1.
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ny, thus making it easier to learn about the natural persons behind them. This is especially likely to be the case with CPOs. For example, if a CPO consists of a single individual, and if the key linking the username with the CPO is known, then the information
associated with the username of the CPO in question is personal data. In this case, an
appropriate solution must be chosen to satisfy the stipulations of data protection law.
An ”open solution” 489 would require all participants in the system to demonstrate a
legitimate interest in all of the information. However, only the parties involved in the
actual charging process have an interest in the payment transactions for operating
electric vehicle charging infrastructure. It follows from this that it is contrary to data
protection law for all system participants to be privy to all activities. Consequently, an
“open solution” does not enter into consideration here.
By contrast, a “centralized solution” basically appears to be feasible. 490 This would have
to involve the operation of a permissioned blockchain by a central entity that is able to
use a system of rights and roles to control which information is visible to which participants. The central entity would therefore be the “controller” (in the sense of data protection law) for on-chain data processing. A contract concluded between the participants and the central entity enters into consideration as the legal basis for this processing. 491 The central entity must also possess suitable means of erasing data. This
could be enabled by a “redactable blockchain” 492 in which the central entity can insert
chains or forks 493 in which the nodes are obliged to erase unwanted data from the
decentralized database.
If a “centralized solution” is neither possible nor wished, an “anonymization solution” 494
could also be chosen. In the context of eRoaming, off-chain balancing is basically possible. 495 In this approach, the participating eMSP and CPO do not enter every transaction in the blockchain; instead, each of them keeps a separate ledger off-chain. The
offsetting payments due are then made between the participants at regular intervals.
No patterns should be evident in these payments that could make it possible to deduce the identity of the CPO or eMSP behind a username.
Anonymization solutions enter into consideration for this, such as zero-knowledge
proofs 496 or stealth addresses in conjunction with ring signatures. 497 In the case of
anonymization, no data processing of relevance to data protection law is stored onchain, and consequently no legal basis is required for doing so either. Nor does it have
to be possible to erase data.

489
490
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492
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495
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On “open solutions”, see 5.2.3.4.2.1.
On “centralized solutions”, see 5.2.3.4.1.
On the legal basis for choosing a centralized solution, see 5.2.4.2.2.
On redactable blochchains, see 0.
On forks, see 5.2.5.2.2 and 0.
On anonymization solutions, see 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.4.
On balancing in general, see 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.2.
On zero-knowledge proofs, see 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.3 and 0.
On stealth addresses in conjunction with ring signatures, see 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.4.
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7.2.3

Conclusions and recommendations for action

Vehicle charging is a potential application for DLT, especially in connection with
eRoaming. In the medium term, its use can lead to payment with tokens and in the
long term perhaps even to a reduction in the number of parties involved in providing
the services, which is like to cut down the large number of contracts that are required
today. Looking ahead, it is important to keep in mind that, besides charging, there is
also discharging. Electric vehicles can also serve as energy storage modules, for example in a microgrid. Here the legal hurdles mainly have to do with energy law rather
than DLT-specific issues. 498 However, they are not part of the scope of this study.
If eRoaming is implemented via a DLT platform, this will be permissible under data
protection law provided that the natural persons behind the participating eMSPs and
CPOs are not identifiable. There can be a need to make adjustments, however, if information on transactions conducted by eMSPs or CPOs also reveal information on
natural persons behind these companies. The same statement applies if, instead of an
eRoaming scheme, an approach involving direct payment by drivers to CPOs is taken.

498

An introduction is provided among others by: Scholtka/Kneuper, IR, 2019, pp. 17-21.; Overkamp/Schings, EnWZ, 2019, pp. 3-8.
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8
8.1
8.1.1

Ridesharing
Economic and Technical Aspects: Technical Part
Definition and description of the application

Consumers are increasingly resorting to shared means of transportation for getting
around instead of traveling alone. This has potential for saving costs and resources,
thus reducing environmental burdens. Whereas forms of public transportation such as
buses, subways (underground trains) and railways are characterized by fixed routes
and schedules, shared use of motor vehicles provides greater flexibility. In many cases,
the benefits also include greater comfort and convenience and faster travel. This applies especially to rural areas, where it is more difficult to arrange dense, regular public
transportation services.
Ridesharing is defined in this context as the shared use of a vehicle by several persons
with similar travel needs, who typically also divide up the incurred costs. 499 For the
purposes of this study, it is immaterial whether the driver also travels in order to get
somewhere (peer-to-peer) or does so as a commercial activity.
In Europe, the USA and China, the overall market for shared mobility is projected to
grow by between 15 and 28 percent yearly until 2030. While in the United States and
China monopolistic providers control more than 80% of the market, for regulatory
reasons there is currently greater fragmentation in Europe. 500 A survey of experts carried out by the German Aerospace Center revealed that approaches for the shared use
of motor vehicles are still relatively unknown in Germany. It is expected, however, that
these forms of mobility will gain in importance in several defined contexts and mainly
among younger persons, but not in city centers. 501
The spread of shared mobility options is intimately linked to increasing digitalization.
Digital platforms are a prerequisite for scalable real-time coordination of the supply of
and demand for transportation opportunities, and these in turn depend on high availability of the Internet and advanced information and telecommunications technology. 502 In this context, digital platforms are undertakings in two- or multiple-sided markets that use the Internet to enable interactions among two or more different but mutually dependent user groups. Value should be created for at least one of these user
groups. 503 Specifically, this means that digital mobility platforms dynamically bring together providers and users of mobility opportunities. According to the German Federal
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy, digital platforms can also be described as
intermediaries that use digitized information on networked devices to simplify searches
and reduce the cost of comparing offers. 504 In the context of ridesharing, there are
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Furuhata/Dessouky et al., Transportation Research Part B: Methodological, 2013, pp. 28-46..
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both digital platforms that themselves provide transportation and/or have drivers under contract, and such that merely capture and coordinate supply and demand. 505 In
both types, as a rule for each trip there is someone offering transportation and one or
more persons who ride with him or her.
In practice, three distinct ridesharing models have emerged, which differ in terms of
the time dimensions of the offers they list. 506 The first two types resemble one another
closely in terms of how their platforms are structured.
•

•

•

8.1.2

One-off ride offers: Most common are platforms on which someone places an
offer to carry passengers well in advance. In this scenario, interested persons
can use the digital platform to book the trip.
Regular commutes: There are also models in which someone offers to regularly carry passengers, for example to their place of work. These offers can also
be booked by others; typically only the initial contact is made via the ridesharing platform.
Ad hoc ridesharing: In addition, there are platforms offering dynamic ad hoc
ridesharing. Drivers and potential passengers are directly and spontaneously
brought together on the digital platform, with the latter typically using mobile
devices to search for rides. This model has been gaining in popularity in recent
years while benefiting from the spread of mobile devices and mobile Internet
services. In practice, most platforms combine two or all three of these models.
Status quo and challenges

In Germany, the passenger transportation sector is currently divided between traditionally highly regulated and organized taxi services on the one hand and new digital
mobility platforms offering ridesharing opportunities on the other. Because the vehicles of private individuals offering transportation are in heavy demand, many ridesharing providers charge lower prices than regular taxi services. According to one study, 507
increased competition in the market is generating price benefits for consumers, at least
for the time being. As a result of these economic incentives, as well as increasing flexibility for choosing transportation, overall the demand for ridesharing services is surging. In addition, this trend may possibly generate other benefits for society such as
reduced emissions and overall lower traffic volumes. 508 This is offset, however, by various challenges that have not yet been resolved 509 and call for new ways of thinking.
1.

505
506

Formation of monopolies
Ridesharing platforms generate greater benefits for everyone involved as the
number of participants―both providers and consumers―increases on both
sides as a result of so-called network effects. 510 The downside to this is a risk
that monopolies will form, since coordination of the market inevitably concen-
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trates in the hands of a small number of platform operators. 511 Initially there
are various providers jostling for business, but eventually one or a small number of platforms wind up dominating the market. After that point, the monopolists can leverage their market power to block competing ridesharing providers from accessing customers and eventually exclude them completely from
the market. The dominant platforms can then set prices almost however they
please, since they alone are in possession of customer data in isolated silos.
These additionally strengthen their position and make it increasingly difficult
for new rivals to penetrate the market. Over the long term, this poses serious
risks for free competition and also hurts customers as a result.
2.

Identity management and generation of trust
Operationally, ridesharing also poses problems with regard to identity management and trust among the involved parties. One major challenge, for example, is instilling mutual trust among travelers who typically do not know one
another, which is a necessary prerequisite for the trip to go smoothly. For this
purpose, platform users typically need to reveal quite a bit of personal information to the platform operator etc. This often includes information that is not
relevant, such as place of residence and date of birth.
It is also necessary to ensure that payment is only made for services that are
actually provided as agreed, in order to prevent fraud. 512 In other words, trust
must be established regarding the willingness to pay of the individual parties
involved in the process. It is common for so-called reputation systems to be
used for this, despite the fact that they suffer from various weaknesses. The
most critical aspect is how to provide an incentive for users to truthfully provide the requested information. 513 Escrow services are also used to reliably ensure payment for adequately provided transportation. This involves a third
party freezing a sum of money for the trip and not disbursing it until confirmation is received that the service has actually been provided in an appropriate
manner. 514 These services also require information to be passed on to a third
party, in addition to requiring extra work and possibly additional fees.
Because customers must open a separate account for each available platform
service, moreover, it becomes more difficult or inconvenient for them to switch
to another provider or take advantage of any available cross-provider services.
This circumstance additionally amplifies the problems discussed above in connection with monopolies.

3.

Payment settlement
Another critical aspect of current ridesharing platforms has to do with processing payments for transportation services. In practice, there are two main
alternatives for this: direct payment (in cash) by passengers to the driver, and
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payment via a third party such as an online payment service provider. 515 Bilateral cash payments pose the risk that passengers may not carry enough cash
in sufficiently small bills with them or will simply fail to turn up, while the driver
has costs in any case. 516 What is more, in the case of an argument it is impossible to realistically check whether or not payment has been made. Payment
settlement via a third party has the drawback of incurring transaction fees that
increase the overall cost for the provider and consumer 517 and have the additional disadvantage that data are relayed to yet another party. This payment
method is usually employed by ad hoc ridesharing platforms. 518 And if, as described in point 2, escrow services are used, additional work and expense also
result.

Figure 12: Summary of the problems of the existing situation

The upshot is that, in order to address the challenges sketched in the foregoing, there
is a need for novel approaches to designing ridesharing platforms. To avoid the problems associated with the formation of monopolies, it appears desirable to strive for an
open platform solution that will not exclude any providers or consumers from the market. There is also a need for alternatives to current practices for creating a sense of
security and trust between travelers. It is particularly important to create identity management systems that span multiple providers and allow selective release of information on passengers. Finally, alternative approaches for efficient and secure settlement of payments between trip providers and passengers.
8.1.3
1.
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Possible solutions involving DLT
Monopolistic tendencies
To add value for users, it is essential for digital platforms to generate strong
network effects. 519 This also applies to the market for ridesharing platforms.
Generally speaking, however, it can be observed that the profits generated by
a platform are not or not fairly distributed among the platform participants; in-
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stead, in many cases the intermediaries who run the platform retain an excessive share. 520 In order to prevent the market from becoming concentrated in
the hands of just a few providers, it appears to be essential to create an open
platform that will not exclude any providers or customers from participating
and is not controlled by a single institution.
DLT, because of its distributed nature and possibilities for automating business
processes with smart contracts, is inherently well-suited for rendering individual institutions obsolete as intermediaries for bilateral relationships. 521 The
specific case of ridesharing, however, poses challenges for identifying solutions that can be conceptually and technically implemented while adding value.
One core function of ridesharing platforms is coordinating supply and demand, in other words matching ride providers and passengers. 522 For this purpose, it is continually necessary to analyze, update and process large data volumes. Especially with dynamic ad hoc ridesharing, this is an extremely complex
task, since diverse, frequently changing parameters (such as GPS data) need to
be processed. 523 It is therefore doubtful that DLT, in its current stage of technological development, would be suitable for ridesharing, at least for this type,
for several reasons. Due to the high (monetary) costs of performing computational operations with smart contracts in today’s public DLT systems, as well as
the general limitations of smart contracts in terms of storing, querying and
processing large data volumes, it does not appear to be feasible to implement
appropriate algorithms with smart contracts. Other constraints are the high latency times and maximum data throughput, in terms of transactions processed per second, of currently available public DLT systems. 524 Although several initiatives are striving to create ad hoc ridesharing platforms with DLT, the
status of their technical implementation is difficult to assess to a lack of precise
information. According to what little is known, however, in many cases matching of supply and demand does not take place directly on a DLT system. 525 It is
also necessary to ascertain how much value could actually be added by tamperproof storage of all posted ride offers and searches. Where this is concerned, it may also be difficult to comply with data protection requirements
(see the general legal discussion). The use of DLT for matching supply and
demand must therefore also be critically regarded in this context as well.
In the case of ad hoc ridesharing, presumably one or more locally oriented,
neutral and centralized entities are needed for capturing and coordinating
supply and demand in real time. This layer could then serve as a platform on
which various ridesharing providers could post their offers while continuing to
operate customer interfaces. With this approach, it would no longer be possi-
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ble to exclude other providers or certain customers. Within this scenario, the
possible business models encompass the use of anonymized utilization data
and provision of customer interfaces, for example, which could also be integrated in other systems if expedient. Overall, a combination of on-chain and
off-chain process is therefore the probable outcome for this application. Aspects that can be handled via a DLT system will be discussed in greater detail
below.
Ridesharing platforms for regular routes (commuter services) and one-off ride
offers with long lead times, by comparison, involve relative static listing of ride
offers and requests that are displayed to users in response to corresponding
searches. DLT-based decentralized marketplaces could be used in these cases
to coordinate supply and demand. 526 Decentralized and distributed storage
systems such as the Interplanetary File System 527 are generally used for this, in
order to bypass the data storage constraints of DLT systems. Multiple providers can then use defined interfaces to run applications ridesharing customers,
with all of them accessing the same open data layer and the ride offers and
searches stored there. Despite the coexistence of different customer interfaces,
this approach permits the creation of an open and decentralized data layer.
DLT can also assume other roles to pave the way for open ridesharing platforms that are accessible to various providers. In order to achieve a critical
mass of platform participants (and thus also network effects), it could, for example, be used to create an incentive system that rewards them for their active participation by giving them tokens representing shares of the platform or
allowing them to help design it. 528, 529 For the technical reasons explained
above, it may not be feasible to implement the matching algorithms themselves in a DLT-based system. 530 Instead, there would only be an interface for
issuing tokens for each action performed on the platform. Tokens could also
be used to pay for services via the platform. Finally, tokens could potentially
facilitate and document payments for the services of individual providers on
the open platform. This would be especially relevant if, for example, services
are booked via external user interfaces.
2.
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Identity management and creation of trust
One possible use of DLT in this context is selective identification and authentication of individual parties in a way that respects their privacy. 531 This approach could, for one, potentially be used to authenticate and register individual users vis-à-vis multiple ridesharing platforms without the need for them to
open more than one account. It would also make it easy for them to switch to
another provider. For another, DLT could be used to resolve a previously identified trust issue 532 between drivers and passengers. For example, a driver
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could directly and verifiably inform selected passengers or a platform that he
or she has a valid driver’s license without, for instance, having to disclose his or
her date of birth. 533
3.

Payment services
Another possible use for DLT in connection with ridesharing is a history function for storing metadata on the business relationships between drivers and
passengers. This would make it possible to verify the originally agreed conditions for a ride at a later time. This application is similar to one discussed in the
next section in the context of platooning.
Tokens are currently an integral part of nearly all DLT systems. 534 Such tokens,
corresponding to values in fiat currencies, could, for example, be integrated in
ridesharing platforms as an alternative to conventional means of payment.
Credit card payments require an existing contract with corresponding (thirdparty) payment service providers. In practice, however, at least when taking a
global perspective, fewer persons have concluded a contract of this kind than
own a smartphone 535 (which is needed to pay in a cryptocurrency), a fact that
could encourage the spread of ridesharing platforms. The general part of this
study contains a detailed discussion of payment functions. Although in many
cases current DLT technology incurs higher transaction costs than the use of
conventional payment service providers, considerable work is now being devoted to the development of alternative consensus mechanisms such as proof
of stake for reducing the transaction costs of public DLT systems.
The use of smart contracts for implementing escrow contracts 536 appears to be
especially promising in the context of payment settlement for ridesharing.
Generally speaking, conventional platform solutions involve sending a certain
sum of money to a third party. After receipt of the service is confirmed, this
sum is disbursed to the driver. 537 DLT could automate this process without the
need to involve intermediaries. In the standard case, 538 the involvement of an
additional intermediary could be prevented by automatically disbursing the
agreed sum after the parties have signed off with their private keys. In addition, the selection of one of several verified mediators via a DLT system (using
public keys, for example) could be used to automatically trigger the resolution
of possible disputes 539 and record the process in an understandable form in a
DLT system.

8.1.4

Process description

The process varies for different kinds of ridesharing mainly in how supply and demand
are matched. On ridesharing platforms that coordinate ride offers ahead of time, pro533
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viders use a (mobile) application to upload an offer for a precisely specified route at a
certain time on a particular date. This applies to both one-time rides and regular
commutes. In the next step, potential passengers use a (mobile) application to search
for available rides for a precisely specified route. If the routes partly or entirely coincide
in time and space, matching offers are displayed to the searchers, who can choose one
of them. This gives rise to a bilateral connection between a driver and a passenger.
Additional details, such as the meeting place, can then often be discussed and coordinated via the same platform.
While it continues to be possible to offer interfaces to users (of (mobile) applications)
via various centralized providers, the data storage layer and the protocols for coordinating offers can be implemented in a decentralized manner with the aid of DLT systems. From the perspective of customers, however, this does not initially alter the process.

Figure 13: DLT partially supports the ridesharing process.

In the case of ad hoc ridesharing, by contrast, potential passengers first use a (usually
mobile) application to post a request for a ride on a certain route. A matching algorithm, which at this time usually runs on the IT infrastructure of a given platform operator, then looks for offers that match the search. These can be from drivers who are
geographically available to the potential passengers. The corresponding ride requests
are then displayed to these drivers (typically also via a mobile application). If a driver
accepts one or more of them, an agreement arises between the driver and the passenger or passengers, and he or she picks them up at the place specified by the application. In this scenario as well, as a minimum it is desirable to openly design the data
layer, and if possible also the matching algorithm. In view of the performance requirements described above, however, it is questionable whether DLT could be used for
this. What is needed is a neutral platform, and DLT could potentially support its implementation in various ways (cf. the possible solutions for and role of DLT). It also
matters whether or not tamperproof storage of all posted offers and searches (along
with the associated costs) is required.
Up to this point, DLT could possibly, as described in the previous section, be used as a
digital infrastructure for registering users of the various (mobile) ridesharing applications. It is important to stress, however, that the DLT systems used in the application
scenario of an open ridesharing platform should also be public systems (see section
3.3.1 on public permissionless DLT systems), since interactions among many parties (in
actual practice, often private individuals) are modelled. The use of DLT is also conceiv193

able for selective identity management after supply and demand have been matched.
A driver can use his digital identity to prove to his passengers that he or she has a valid
driver’s license. This claim would have already been digitally signed by the responsible
authority and an anonymized pointer to a public blockchain stored without permitting
any conclusions to be drawn about the actual person behind the driver’s license.
After supply and demand have been matched, a smart escrow contract can be used.
This involves creating a standardized smart contract containing metadata on the ride
(e.g. date, route, price and number of passengers). Provided that all participating parties agree, they can then use their private keys to sign in to the corresponding DLT
system, whereupon the smart contract is written into the DLT system and becomes
executable there. After the ride service has been provided, each of the parties must
once again send a signed message to this effect to the corresponding smart contract,
whereupon the agreed price for the ride can be disbursed to the driver in each case. If
a party refuses to sign, it is possible to deploy a mediator who has been previously
chosen and defined in the smart contract. Alternatively, it is conceivable to integrate an
interface that lets customers pay via DLT using a (mobile) application. In this case,
cryptocurrencies can be used as an alternative means of payment. From the user perspective, this closely resembles conventional online payment services and in practice
would presumably supplement them. Section 0 contains a more detailed discussion of
the advantages and disadvantages of paying with cryptocurrencies.
If DLT is used to implement a system with incentives in the form of share tokens, then
tokens are disbursed for each action on the platform (e.g. willingness to drive, the actual trip, and submission of an evaluation via a reputation system). These tokens represent shares in the open platform and could, for example, be used in turn to pay for or
provide compensation for services provided on the open platform.
8.1.5

Conclusions and recommendations for action

To prevent the formation of monopolies and associated data silos, it is necessary to
create an open, distributed ridesharing platform that does not exclude anyone offering
or searching for rides from participating. Comparing the practical requirements of such
systems with the special technical features of public blockchains, the exclusive use of
DLT for this purpose appears questionable, at least where ad hoc ridesharing is concerned. Protocols for implementing DLT-based decentralized marketplaces can be
used for static offers and searches, like in the cases of single rides and commuting
services. DLT is basically well-suited for modelling direct relationships and processes
among different parties and also for irreversibly documenting past events. However,
these bilateral and multilateral relationships do not exist until after supply and demand
have been matched, when it can also be important to securely store historical data. It
follows that DLT as a digital infrastructure can assume important supporting functions
in connection with ridesharing activities. These include, for example, extended identity
management at several points of the process, provision of trust-generating mechanisms, and implementation of an incentivization and settlement structure for open
platform systems.
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If this application is extended, for example by integrating providers of different modes
of transportation besides those that offer ridesharing services on an open multimodal
platform, 540 DLT could also potentially add value there. In this scenario, existing relationships among multiple suppliers would have to be modeled, e.g. in order to facilitate guaranteed settlement of provided multimodal transportation services. Examples
include the OMOS 541 (Open Mobility System) initiative for creating an open, decentralized transportation system and the proposed Germany Ticket. Integration in multimodal transportation systems could also generally promote the spread of ridesharing. 542

8.2

Legal Discussion

As already shown in the preceding economic and technical analysis, certain characteristics of current DLT platforms―above all, the latency of data processing and energy
costs for executing transactions―tend to make it unsuited for implementing ridesharing platforms without intermediaries. From a legal perspective there are also obstacles
that, while being DLT-specific in terms of their data protection implications, mainly
arise from ridesharing as such.
8.2.1

Passenger transportation law

In Germany, commercial transportation of passengers by motor vehicles for consideration is regulated by the Passenger Transport Act (Personenbeförderungsgesetz) (Section 1, Subsection 1, Sentence 1). A fundamental precept of this law is a “numerus clausus of types and forms of transportation [requiring approval]”, for which reason only
specifically recognized forms of transportation may be licensed. 543 Ridesharing services,
unless they are already covered by the Passenger Transport Act because their use is
free of charge or the revenues they generate do not exceed the operating costs (Section 1, Subsection 2, No. 1) or because they are subject to approval during a defined
time period because they are new and still in a trial phase within the scope of a saving
clause (Section 1, Subsection 7), can therefore only be licensed as rental cars used to
transport passengers (Section 49, Subsection 4). 544 The problematic aspect here is that,
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according to Section 49, Subsection 4, Sentence 2 of the Passenger Transport Act,
rental cars may only be used to carry passengers if a request to provide this service is
received at the entrepreneur’s place of business or home. Furthermore, Section 49,
Subsection 4, Sentence 3 prescribes that a rental car must return without delay to the
entrepreneur’s place of business after meeting a transportation request unless it has
received another request before leaving the place of business or home or by telephone while traveling. Both requirements conflict with ridesharing practice. 545 The underlying idea of ridesharing, namely pooling of trips, also contradicts Section 49, Subsection 4, Sentence 1, according to which rental cars may only be rented in their entirety for transportation purposes. Only a passenger may request a pooling of trips, having
the sole right to determine the purpose, destination and route of a trip according to
Section 49, Subsection 4, Sentence 1.
Due to the associated licensing problems, the current Passenger Transport Act has
come under criticism. 546 During the 19th legislative period of the German Bundestag,
the parliamentary coalition comprising the CDU, CSU and SPD therefore announced its
intention to amend this law. 547
Amending the Passenger Transport Act is no easy task, 548 however, since conflicts have
to be resolved between public passenger transportation and taxi companies on the
one hand, both of which have the status of public services, and the economic interests
of new providers of transportation services, including some that carry considerable
weight such as Uber, on the other. With regard to the possible use of DLT for ridesharing, it is important not to lose sight of the fact that it renders intermediaries obsolete,
making it essential for any future licensing requirements to apply not only to large
providers but also to drivers. In the future, the latter could conclude transportation
contracts with smart contract-based remuneration agreements (as per Section 631 of
the German Civil Code) without an intermediary.
8.2.2

Data protection

A DLT-based ridesharing solution intended to eliminate the need for centralized intermediaries will typically require drivers and passengers to directly interact on the blockchain. These will often be natural persons, so processing of their data will be subject to
data protection law. Appropriate mechanisms to ensure compliance will therefore be
required. Either a “centralized solution” 549 or an “anonymization solution” 550 could conceivably be used for this. However, in view of the fact that a DLT platform does not
currently appear to be a very promising approach for ridesharing services, there is no
need for any further discussion here of how to implement one in a manner that is consistent with data protection.
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8.2.3

Conclusions and recommendations for action

The current German Passenger Transport Act poses problems for ridesharing. There
are plans to amend it, however. In anticipation of DLT, the new law should take into
account that both intermediaries and platform operators and agents could eventually
become obsolete, making it essential for any licensing requirements to also include
drivers.
Ridesharing also poses challenges with respect to data protection law. Since the participants include natural persons, an open DLT solution (at least, without modifications to
the architecture) is not an option. Instead, a responsible central entity would have to
be created or else direct links between usernames and participants eliminated by
means of an anonymization solution.
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9.1

Economic and Technical Aspects

9.1.1

Definition and description of the application

Platooning involves a closely packed group of two or more road vehicles driving in
single file. It includes a system for sharing the cost savings that this generates. Accordingly, a “platoon” is a convoy of two or more vehicles that drive together for a generally not previously determined time period over a shared portion of their respective
routes. 551 Platooning requires the use of various technologies that typically also play a
role in (fully) autonomous driving, 552 such as distance sensors and automatic control
systems for steering wheels, accelerator pedals etc. Platooning also depends on digital
infrastructures for coordinating and executing technical processes among the participating vehicles and for implementing (monetary) exchanges. Platooning activities are
currently (still) in a precompetitive stage. Competitive implementation is technically
conceivable with either a centralized architecture 553 in conjunction with an appropriate
central coordinating market player or a DLT 554-based architecture without the involvement of any intermediaries.
Independently of the IT architecture used to implement it, platooning is regarded as a
promising approach 555 that may have considerable potential for implementing major
improvements in connection with the steadily increasing truck traffic on Germany’s
roads. 556 Truck platooning in particular is regarded as providing opportunities not only
to realize significant cost savings but also to improve the safety 557 and efficiency 558 of
traffic while reducing environmental burdens at the same time.
The economic rationale for combining vehicles in a platoon has to do with the anticipated reduction in expenditures for fuel, personnel (i.e. drivers, especially in commercial applications) and insurance.
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Figure 14: Cost breakdown for road haulage companies 559

The prospects for improving fuel economy are especially promising, in terms of both
magnitude and immediacy. The vehicles following the lead vehicle consume less fuel as
a result of reduced wind resistance; this is commonly referred to as drafting, slipstreaming or tailgating. Surprisingly, even the vehicle heading up the convoy can cut
down on fuel consumption as a result of reduced turbulence, although this effect is
considerably less pronounced. It is only possible to estimate the magnitude of potential savings, since it depends on the spacing and speed of the vehicles, among other
factors. Parameters such as road and environmental conditions (paving, temperature,
elevation and slope) also have to be taken into account. Various experts predict average savings of around five percent for the lead vehicle, roughly 10% for the last vehicle
of a platoon, and about 15% for the vehicles in the middle. 560 Trials conducted by the
company of Scania have shown, for example, that truck platooning can potentially
generate savings of up to 12%. 561
The following back-of-the-envelope calculation of fuel savings shows that platooning
has considerable potential for delivering economic and environmental benefits. Each
year, trucks travel a total of about 35 billion kilometers on toll roads. 562 If all routes
were driven in platoons of two vehicles (which actually overstates the potential, since it
is not feasible to form such small platoons on sparsely traveled roads at night, and also
overestimates the number of leading (and following) vehicles, which reduces the estimated fuel saving per vehicle), it appears plausible that an average fuel saving of 10%
could be achieved on half of the mentioned 35 billion kilometers. At today’s typical
diesel fuel prices of around 1.30 euros per liter 563 and average consumption of 30 liters
per 100 km, the potential total saving in Germany is on the order of
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35 bn km × 50% × 10% ×

30 l
€
× 1.30 ≈ €683m
100 km
l

However, it remains to be seen whether the hoped-for fuel savings will actually be as
large as manufacturers and scientists predict. At the CES technology trade show in Las
Vegas in January 2019, Daimler Trucks announced that past estimates of expected fuel
savings had turned out to be inaccurate 564 and it had therefore decided not to pursue
this business model any further. Instead, the company plans to focus on developing
autonomously driving trucks further to SAE level 4 to enable platoons of two so that
the driver of the second vehicle can rest during the trip. 565 The potential of this approach is explained in greater detail in the paragraph after next.
Diminished fuel consumption also reduces CO2 emissions. 566 This is a major benefit,
since trucks account for a large share of emissions caused by road traffic. In the EU,
about six percent of all emissions and roughly a quarter of the CO2 emitted by road
vehicles come from heavy commercial vehicles like trucks and buses. 567 To get an idea
of how platooning could curb CO2 emissions in Germany, like in the calculation above
it is assumed that 10% less fuel would be consumed on half of the 35 billion kilometers
that trucks travel on toll roads. In addition, according to information provided by the
German Association of the Motor Vehicle Industry, 2.65 kg of raw CO2 are emitted for
every liter of diesel fuel consumed 568 (without considering the effect of catalytic converters etc.). This means that, with average fuel consumption of 30 liters per 100 km,
about 1.39 million tonnes of CO2 emissions can be prevented each year.
35 bn km × 50% × 10% ×

30 l
kg
× 2.65
≈ 1.39m tonnes
100 km
l

Apart from cost savings for fuel and the positive effect on CO2 emissions, it is frequently noted that electric vehicles could also increase their range as a result of energy savings. Increased range has been identified as one of the key prerequisites for advancing
electromobility. 569
Personnel costs can be reduced in truck platooning with the aid of automated support
systems, which are already sufficiently advanced to enable such a high degree of autonomy that the driver of a following vehicle in a platoon could theoretically use the
time to rest or engage in other activities instead of steering. The resulting greater flexibility could open up new possibilities for drivers to plan upcoming logistical activities
such as unloading and the return trip. If plans change, the driver could also communicate with the dispatcher or use the time to prepare required electronic documents for
handover of merchandise at the destination. 570 This aspect is regarded as one of the
most important drivers of cost savings. It is probably also the one that will take the
longest to implement, since certain technical and legal prerequisites have to be met. In
564
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particular, current German law forbids drivers of following vehicles in a platoon to use
the time to rest. 571 Studies have also cast doubt on whether drivers could actually relax
during a platooning trip, since they have to be ready to intervene or take over at any
time, calling for a level of concentration comparable to what is required when actually
driving. It is safe to assume, however, that once the technology matures sufficiently it
will no longer be essential for drivers to be constantly alert and ready to go into action
at a moment’s notice.
Another potential benefit of platooning is greater traffic safety as a result of using support systems to automatically maintain the right distance between vehicles and regulate their speed. In general, support systems can respond to unexpected events faster
than human operators, thus preventing rear-end collisions etc. 572 The resulting reduction in serious traffic accidents could, over the long term, not only decrease the number of injuries and fatalities but also bring down insurance premiums. Current insurance models that also apply telemetric data for calculating rates anticipate such a
trend. 573 However, the financial savings from lower insurance premiums will definitely
be less than those from the other benefits of platooning, considering that that insurance payments currently only account for less than a tenth of trucking companies’
costs. 574
9.1.2

Status quo and challenges

The European Truck Platooning Challenge, organized by the Netherlands in 2016 to
promote platooning, demonstrated the technical feasibility of truck convoys under
realistic conditions. 575 Six European truck manufacturers―Daimler, MAN, DAF, IVECO,
Scania and Volvo―formed truck platoons that drove via different routes to the Port of
Rotterdam. For the most part, they drove during daylight hours under normal traffic
conditions. R&D projects in Germany are currently also testing truck platooning under
realistic conditions. One example is a project promoted by the Federal Ministry of
Transport and Digital Infrastructure. Called “Electronic Platooning – Digital Innovation
EDDI”, it is being conducted in cooperation with MAN and DB Schenker and involves
tests on the A9 motorway between Munich and Nuremberg
It should be stressed, however, that the mentioned initiatives have only tested platooning on a precompetitive basis. The commercial success of this technology depends to a
large extent on enabling trucks to form “mixed platoons” independently of their owners (e.g. trucking companies) and manufacturers. This is based on the realization that,
for economic reasons (i.e. whether additional investments, e.g. for sensor systems, pay
off), platoons will only be sufficiently often if the involved players are able to agree on
a technology and/or standard that permits any truck to form or join a convoy with any
other truck or trucks. This ability is regarded as essential by those in charge of numerous research and development projects, despite the fact that it has not yet been possible to implement it. This problem was also acknowledged in the EU document “On the
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road to automated mobility: An EU strategy for mobility of the future”, 576 which led to
the ENSEMBLE initiative for advancing communication protocols for multi-brand truck
platooning. 577
In platooning, the trucks can, for example, communicate via a Wi-Fi link based on the
IEEE 802.11p standard 578 for their support systems to exchange sensor data on the positions and speeds of surrounding vehicles. Technically speaking, semi-automated driving in a platoon (with SAE level 4 automation of trailing vehicles) requires protocols for
trucks to communicate with one another and surrounding road infrastructure. These
must be able to model various maneuvers that may be required during a platooning
trip, such as forming and dissolving a platoon. They must also include mechanisms for
ensuring safety in traffic situations at all times, both for the truck drivers and for drivers
of other vehicles. To make sure that trucks and their proprietary “IT systems can communicate with one another despite the wide variety of different makes and models in
use, it is necessary to standardize the communication protocols and interfaces in keeping with the goals of ENSEMBLE. Road markings that are difficult for the support systems to read and interpret, as well as dense traffic and traffic jams, also pose technical
challenges. There is a risk that incorrect interpretation of what is going on around the
trucks might cause accidents. This calls for advances in automated driving.
So that truck platooning can become reality, however, apart from resolving the described technical challenges it is also important to clarify other economic issues. Economically speaking, there is no incentive to lead a platoon: the savings from reduced
fuel consumption are larger for trailing vehicles, and if it should someday become
possible to spend less time actually steering vehicles, the lead truck and the company
it belongs to will not benefit from this either. If trucks of one company lead platoons
more often than those of other enterprises, it will be at a competitive disadvantage
compared to rivals that travel further back in the platoon and therefore experience
greater cost savings. Regularly taking turns in the lead, as is usual in bicycle racing,
appears to be complicated and can even reduce fuel savings or, worse, interfere with
the flow of traffic. The logical answer would appear to be a system of monetary incentives for compensating the lead truck for the cost savings it sacrifices. This in turn calls
for a suitable settlement system.
In such a scenario, the obvious solution would seem to be a centralized platform that
serves as an intermediary between the individual trucking companies. Like on other
digital platforms such as Airbnb, this intermediary would regulate the interplay of the
independent competing participants. In so doing, the intermediary ensures that all of
them obey a fixed set of rules (for calculating compensatory payments and ensuring
that they are made) that, ideally, adds value for all of the involved user groups. The
business model of the platform itself is based on charging the participants utilization
fees, as a rule in the form of transaction fees, for interactions that take place over the
network.
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It is possible that other, independent solutions will evolve, with each of them assuming
a platform role of this kind. In the long term, however, it is to be expected that only a
few, or just one, technologically superior (or market-dominating) solution will prevail.
The reason for this is that the benefits of a platform crucially depend on so-called network effects. In this case, this means that the overall savings a given participant can
expect will initially grow disproportionately faster with each additional participant that
joins, because this also increases the probability that they can all form and operate
platoons.
The problem with this is that, in the long term, individual platforms develop into monopolistic providers and, as experience in other areas has shown, take advantage of
their dominance to erect barriers to the market entry of new competitors or raise the
fees for using the platform so far that they no longer maximize the welfare of the individual participants (see the general economic section or the section on ridesharing).
Particularly in the case of B2B, manufacturers and/or road haulers must fear a world in
which a platform operator, of which direct competitors may also own (considerable)
shares, comes to dominate the market. Analyses by consultancies 579 express the expectation, in agreement with the observations in the general part of this study, that both
vehicle manufacturers and technology corporations will vie for the central role of platform operator.
9.1.3

Possible solutions and the role of DLT

As already explained, a central platform potentially constitutes a solution to the fundamental problem of how to settle payments among mutually mistrustful players in
the case of truck platooning. In this case as well, DLT appears to be a good way to
prevent the formation of a monopoly, as discussed in the general section. 580 To enable
a differentiated analysis of the possibilities for its use, at this point a distinction will be
made between two different versions of platooning: planned platooning and ad hoc
platooning. 581 These differ in terms of their degree of spontaneity and the amount of
trust that DLT can create. In planned platooning, the bringing together of various vehicles to form a platoon is planned in advance of the actual platoon trip itself. 582 In this
type of platooning, in contrast to ad hoc platooning, the individual parties have less
need to establish mutual trust because they already know one another and may even
be able to work out how to distribute the costs and savings in advance of the platoon
trip and possibly even record this modus operandi in a smart contract or offline payment channel. In the case of ad hoc platooning, a platoon is formed spontaneously at
short notice without prior planning. Ad hoc platooning therefore presupposes a greater need for trust, since the costs and savings must be distributed without agreeing in
advance on the particulars.
Participants stand to benefit from DLT particularly for reciprocally settling their respective compensations. In addition to impeding the formation of a monopoly, it has the
advantage of permitting automated real-time settlement of microtransactions without
579
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the need for subsequent clearing, thanks to its peer-to-peer structure. Real-time settlement presupposes continual Internet access. On German roads, however, it can also
be absent for long periods of time. This theoretically opens up the possibility that new
platoons could form during offline phases without the rear vehicles making payments
(when Internet access is restored). During the offline phases it may not be possible to
verify whether a vehicle in back is solvent. However, it should be stressed here that this
fraud scenario is purely theoretical, since it would require a great deal of effort and,
when small sums are involved, probably not be worthwhile. There are also various ways
to technically avoid this problem.

Planned platooning, for example, can avoid this issue with the aid of so-called offline
channels: if the platoon is planned sufficiently in advance, a smart contract can be written into the DLT and, if there is Internet access, written into a smart contract before it
starts. This would involve freezing a certain sum (escrow contract). If a transaction that
has been digitally signed by both platooning participants is then sent to the address of
this smart contract, the appropriate fraction of a token or amount of cryptocurrency is
transferred to the participant concerned. This ensures that the lead vehicle, as a result
of the rear vehicle regularly signing platooning data or corresponding transaction
claims, receives a guarantee of fair compensation, also offline. In view of the large
number of trucks (more than 100,000) using Germany’s roads, it is essential to make
sure that a technical solution of this kind is sufficiently scalable. This also highlights the
fact that road traffic is especially prone to unexpected delays, making planned platooning, i.e. based on an agreement concluded well in advance, challenging to organize. Although it is overall technically relevant, in actual practice its role will be minor.
Ad hoc platooning should be able to overcome this weakness and permit the formation of platoons without a lead time (i.e., in “real time”) by giving the participants a
guarantee that they will also receive ad hoc compensation payments. The following
discussion is therefore restricted to the case of ad hoc platooning. This platooning type
is hypothetically also vulnerable to the above-mentioned fraud scenario, but there are
various ways to prevent it from happening. For example, each participant could be
required to keep a certain minimum sum in their account, or reputation mechanisms
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could be implemented. Owing to the low economic relevance of this scenario, no further attention will be paid to it. Regarding the prerequisites of spontaneity, scalability,
and low transaction costs, a DLT system that permits feeless microtransactions and
high scalability is a good choice. The Berlin-based IOTA Foundation, 583 for example, is
studying a protocol of this kind. A technology of this kind would be an apt approach
for enabling settlements in connection with ad hoc platooning.
A sensible figure for the number of kilometers driven in both platooning cases (with
long-term planning and ad hoc) without changing positions is around 100 km. For the
entire distance, this yields transactions amounting to approximately (assuming fair
distribution of platooning revenues, i.e. both participants receive 50% of the savings
achieved by the rear vehicle):
100 km ∗ 10% ∗ 30

𝑙𝑙

100 km

€

* 1.30 * 0.5 = €1.95
l

For longer platoons, e.g. consisting of five vehicles, the typical distance traveled without changing the constellation (at least in the case of ad hoc platoons), will be shorter
(by about a factor of 5). At the same time, each following vehicle must only pay a fraction of the total compensation for the lead vehicle (1/4 of the saving in each case). The
amount of the transaction will then be significantly less than the value above, namely
by about 10 euro cents. It is essential for the transaction costs to be sufficiently small so
that such a transaction is also worthwhile.
9.1.4

Process description

In the following, the principal phases of ad hoc platooning with settlement of payments via a DLT infrastructure are briefly presented. For the sake of simplicity, the descriptions are limited to the case of a two-truck platoon. As a rule of thumb, they can
be extended to longer platforms by treating a platoon of a given size as a unit and
iteratively adding one more truck at a time.
1.

Platoon search and contract conclusion: A vehicle or its driver can generate a
platooning bid either completely automatically or using an app while offering
to be the lead or trailing vehicle. This can take the form of an “invitation to
bargain” (invitation ad offerendum) or a binding offer. Alternatively, existing
offers to platoon can be addressed to other trucks within the range of its own
local Wi-Fi. Identification must then take place in the sense of linking the company or truck to the address assigned in the DLT system. In addition, an
agreement must be reached on how to calculate the compensation payment,
for example by bilaterally negotiating parameters such as speed, spacing etc.
or by setting a flat rate (euros/km). Analogies to ridesharing can be drawn
here, since in a certain sense this involves a local, free “marketplace” or ecosystem in which apps can negotiate and conclude formal agreements with one
another. It has been observed that in the proprietary systems of vehicle manufacturers, “calculation and invoicing of the value added by a platoon [are] of-
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2.

3.

ten opaque and hard for users to understand”. 584 This problem does not have
to occur in a DLT-based implementation.
Coupling: The platoon is formed: the two trucks position themselves one in
back of the other and begin exchanging sensor data that are crucial for actual
platooning and/or calculating the compensation as agreed, such as speed or
spacing. The vehicles drive in this formation and gradually travel the agreed
distance before swapping positions.
a. Driving together (leading and following): Sensor data continue to be
continuously exchanged to ensure the platoon’s safety in traffic.
Transparency and provability can be ensured in the event of a later
dispute by signing and temporarily storing sensor data locally prior to
transmission. There is presumably no point in storing these data (also
as hash values) in the blockchain, since in the event of an accident any
disputes would only involve the most recently exchanged data. For
compensation received, at certain contractually specified intervals (or
possibly not until the end of the platooning phase) the system of the
trailing vehicle signs transactions with the lead vehicle and sends
them to it. These can be sent to the DLT either immediately (if there is
Internet access) or later (if not) and―provided the corresponding account has sufficient funds―executed. It may occasionally be necessary
to increase the distance between the vehicles to let cars in or respond
to a changing weather situation.
Uncoupling: If, when the platoon has arrived at the arranged location, another
vehicle wants to join or the platoon needs to end earlier than planned, e.g. because the lead driver does not meet the expectations of the driver in second
place or because the second driver has not met his promises (in the sense of
not signing transactions), the platoon must end. Manually as in (1) or automatically, a command is given for the vehicles to uncouple and the spacing of the
trucks is increased to the normal minimum distance prescribed by the German
Road Traffic Regulations (Straßenverkehrsordnung). If the driver of the trailing
vehicle has engaged in other activities while traveling in the platoon (to the
extent permitted by law), the system must check whether that driver has regained full control over his vehicle.

After the fourth phase, final settlement may take place or, as soon as an Internet connection is reestablished, the backlog of transactions uploaded to the DLT system. Apart
from that, both vehicles are now free to join new platoons or leave the motorway. If a
driver has violated the contractual terms (by not paying), his vehicle’s license plate
number can be used to take legal action.
9.1.5

Conclusions and recommendations for action

As already indicated, both the physical formation of platoons and communication between participating vehicles are currently being tested independently of DLT. A DLTbased solution can make it possible for mutually unfamiliar market players to fully automatically make fair compensatory payments to one another without the need for a
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central third party to act as intermediary, while enjoying adequate safeguards against
fraud. In addition, ongoing documentation of driving mistakes or technical problems of
the vehicles in a platoon could ensure their verifiability for clarifying liability issues. DLT
can thus generate the trust required for the lead vehicle to count on receiving fair
compensation for services provided, also when forming a platoon with direct competitors (i.e. trucks of other road haulage companies). This last aspect will probably be
crucial for enabling the breakthrough of platooning technology. It could, for example
by speeding up the standardization process for car-to-X communications and the development of highly automated vehicles, encourage technological advances while simultaneously increasing the potential for adding value as described above, mainly in the
form of fuel savings, less time spent steering (eventually), and lower insurance premiums.
In practice, the compensation payments made for platooning will be in the range between a few cents and several euros. In Germany as a whole, they will add up to a high
three-digit or low four-digit sum per second. Due to the large number of trucking
companies (around 15,000 in Germany alone 585), a DLT-based solution would tend to
resemble a public blockchain in terms of performance and efficiency. Further efforts
are therefore required to develop a DLT technology with the scalability needed to process a five-digit number of nodes while keeping transaction costs very low. In addition,
DLT raises not only legal questions but also ones of a general nature. These are addressed in the following legal section.

9.2

Legal Discussion

Platooning, both per se and in the context of DLT, touches on many areas of law, although the focus is on road traffic law, contract law, and data protection owing to their
direct practical relevance. These are addressed in greater detail in the following.
9.2.1

Road traffic law

Currently, trucks weighing over 3.5 tonnes that travel at speeds faster than 50 km/h are
required by Section 4, Subsection 3 of the German Road Traffic Regulations (StVO) to
maintain a minimum distance of 50 meters from the next vehicle. So unless a special
permit is obtained (allowed by Section 46), on German roads it is not currently possible
to save fuel or reduce steering time by driving in the slipstream of a preceding truck.
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Before making adjustments to this rule, however, in case there are distance checks by
the police it is also necessary to find a way to make it quite clear, without leaving any
room for doubt, whether or not a given truck is driving in a platoon. A solution could
be provided by Section 63a, Subsection 1 of the German Road Traffic Act, which requires information to be stored on places and times when drivers in a platoon relinquish control over their vehicles. However, although Section 63a, Subsection 2, Sentence 1 permits these data to be provided to state-level authorities for investigating
traffic violations, it is still unclear who exactly these data must be provided to 586 and
where they should be stored, 587 among other things.
From a traffic safety perspective, it must also be asked whether it is acceptable to interpret driving in a platoon as constituting a break in the sense of Article 7, Paragraph 1
and Article 4, Letter d of Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006, considering that the driver of a
vehicle equipped with a highly or fully automated driving function is required by Section 1b, Subsection 1 in conjunction with Subsection 2 of the German Road Traffic Regulations to remain sufficiently alert at all times in order to be able to immediately resume steering the vehicle whenever required, which could rule out the breaks required
by Article 4, Letter d of Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006. 588 However, it could possibly be
recognized as a break, since Article 8, Paragraph 8 of Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006
only explicitly requires the vehicle to be stationary. 589
9.2.2

Contract law

Smart contracts enter into consideration for financially balancing the efficiency gains
that vehicles driving in a platoon achieve by reducing fuel consumption and steering
times. They involve (payment) software that is stored across a large number of computers in a P2P network (DLT platform or blockchain). 590 The input values required for
calculating a balancing sum, such as fuel consumption, GPS data etc., are processed
off-chain (i.e. in the platoon) for data protection reasons. 591 On-chain (i.e. on the DLT
platform), merely a (micro-)transaction equal in amount to the balancing sum is executed. 592 In the following, the contractual basis for executing these transactions is analyzed in greater detail.
9.2.2.1 Conclusion of a contract
Every platoon must be based on a contractual relationship that regulates balancing
among the participating parties in a way that does justice to their interests. For example, it must be clear from the outset who drives the lead vehicle and provides the following vehicles with the data they need in order to follow automatically in the lead
vehicle’s slipstream. It must also be clarified in advance exactly how the payments
made by the trailing vehicles to the lead vehicle to offset their fuel savings will be calculated.
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It is unclear how and when these agreements should be concluded. Every contract
arises on the basis of at least two coinciding declarations of intent, corresponding to
an offer and its acceptance. A declaration of intent constitutes an expression of the will
to establish, alter the content of, or terminate a legal transaction. It is therefore necessary to determine which actions or conduct of platoon participants may be regarded as
legally relevant expressions of will. Which declarations are made at which points in
time depends, first of all, on the circumstances under which a platoon is formed in a
given case. There may be a prior agreement between the participating companies
and/or drivers (with a planned platoon). In this case, as a rule the relevant declarations
of intent will have already been made in connection with concluding said agreement. If
ad hoc platoon formation is to be possible, the problem arises that on the routes driven there may not always be a connection to the Internet and thus to the DLT platform. 593 The possibility of guaranteeing payments by “freezing” a certain sum beforehand is then not available. Despite this, there may be an interest is using smart contracts to execute payments. In this case, the parties can conclude an agreement that
includes both a payment obligation and the obligation to induce settlement payments
as soon as an Internet connection is reestablished by sending signed transactions to
the smart contract. In ad hoc platoons of this kind, a signal from a vehicle prepared to
lead the convoy can initially constitute an offer to an undefined group of persons,
which is then accepted by the drivers of the participating vehicles. 594 A scenario also
appears possible in which a potential lead vehicle issues an invitation to submit offers
(invitation ad offerendum) by initially merely signaling its willingness to lead the platoon and enter into a corresponding contractual relationship. Other vehicles interested
in following it can then reply with their offers, which can be confirmed (= accepted) by
the lead vehicle. The respective drivers naturally act as agents of their employers in the
sense of Sections 164 ff. of the German Civil Code. The contractual relationship thus
does not arise between the drivers personally, but instead between the logistics companies they work for.
This agreement is concluded prior to use of the smart contract for executing balancing
payments. The content and effectiveness of the contract therefore legally depend on
this agreement and not, for example, on the programming code of the smart contract. 595
9.2.2.2 Type of contract
There is no clear answer to the question as to which type of contract should be used
for platooning. The possibilities include a service contract or a contract to produce a
work, but an internal (i.e. civil-law) partnership agreement as defined by the German
Civil Code is probably the best choice.
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9.2.2.2.1 Differentiation from a service contract as per Sections 611 ff. of the German
Civil Code
A service contract requires exchanging a service for a remuneration. This might apply
here in the sense that the driver of the lead vehicle accepts the following vehicles into
his slipstream, continually supplies them with driving data, and receives (for example) a
flat rate per kilometer in return. In the case of platooning, however, the main priority of
all participants is to reduce fuel consumption 596 and, at some future time, steering
times as well. A partnership agreement is better-suited to this shared goal.
9.2.2.2.2 Differentiation from a contract to produce a work as per Sections 631 ff. of
the German Civil Code
In view of the just-described goal of a platoon’s members, the option of a successoriented work contract can also be eliminated, since the point of an agreement to form
a platoon is not to successfully transport goods.
9.2.2.2.3 Partnership agreement as per Sections 705 ff. of the German Civil Code
The purpose of a partnership agreement is to achieve a common purpose, and it
obliges the partners to promote the achievement of this purpose. It does not need to
take any particular form and can therefore also be impliedly concluded. 597 Nor is it
necessary for the participants to be aware that they are forming a partnership in accordance with the German Civil Code; their will to legally join forces is sufficient. 598
9.2.2.2.3.1 Common purpose
The participants’ goal of reducing fuel consumption and steering times by teaming up
in a platoon is a permitted, durable and self-benefiting purpose, since it is directed at
promoting the interests of all of the partners, i.e. the companies behind the drivers. 599
9.2.2.2.3.2 Obligation to promote the achievement of a common purpose, contributions
In order to achieve the envisaged savings, the driver of the lead vehicle, as already
explained, accepts one or more other vehicles into the slipstream behind his vehicle,
makes his vehicle continually send them data of relevance to driving such as speed,
braking, GSP position and acceleration via Wi-Fi, and otherwise watches over the platoon. The performance of services being acceptable as contributions by a partner as
per Section 706, Subsection 3 of the German Civil Code, he or she thus makes the
largest contribution to the platoon. In addition, the drivers of all following vehicles
contribute to achieving the common purpose by entering the slipstream and completing the platoon. They also provide financial compensation to the lead vehicle.
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.

Note: A platoon’s lead vehicle also saves fuel, although less than the following vehicles driving in its
slipstream, because of reduced turbulence in its wake.
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9.2.2.2.4 Position of the partnership toward third parties
Because the sole purpose of the partnership is the internal goal of reducing fuel consumption and steering times, it may be assumed that the partners have no other outwardly directed interest in having their civil-law platooning partnership engage in legal
transactions with third parties. 600 It is therefore safe to assume that the technically justified authorization of the driver of the lead vehicle to manage the partnership’s affairs
does not extend to representing the partnership toward third parties outside of the
platoon, and Section 714 of the German Civil Code will be waived in the partnership
agreement. 601
Due to the lack of engagement with third parties, it follows that a civil-law platooning
partnership would be a strictly internal partnership devoid of legal capacity. 602 The
relationship of the participants is thus limited to debt balancing among themselves
without any additional organization. 603
Furthermore, an internal partnership typically has no joint assets. 604
When financial balancing among a platoon’s members takes place via a DLT-based
smart contract, the latter executes the payments fully automatically provided that the
instructions from the platoon vehicles match. It is not the partners’ will for the tokens
used for this purpose to constitute joint assets, since the smart contract is only intended to serve as the virtual escrow agent of each of the platoon members.
The fact that balancing instructions are sent from the vehicles to the DLT platform
could imply joint assets and external civil-law partnership, since the platoon is visible
from the outside in this respect. To avoid liability risks here, it would be advantageous
for the transfer of balancing requests to the smart contract to coincide with the dissolution of the platoon (i.e. direct liquidation of the civil-law partnership). Alternatively,
the platoon’s members could agree among themselves on joint assets that would be
held in rem, for example by the lead vehicle, which would outwardly act under its own
name. 605 This would also be advantageous for settlements in the event that a participant leaves a platoon consisting of multiple vehicles sooner than expected. Apart from
this, the fact that the lead vehicle separately and bilaterally settles with each other vehicle is evidence against joint assets and an external civil-law partnership. For liability
reasons, an internal civil-law partnership is preferable, because it, as already explained,
does not perform any actions with legal consequences and therefore cannot be held
accountable for violating legal obligations to do or refrain from doing anything, which
also eliminates its liability. 606
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With regard to the partners’ liability 607 within the scope of their internal relationships
with one another, the principle of contractual freedom takes precedence. 608 The members of a platoon can therefore freely conclude agreements to restrict or eliminate
liability, e.g. in connection with their financial balancing obligations.
9.2.2.2.5 Departure of a partner
Depending on where trucks are loaded or unloaded, a platoon can lose one or more
vehicles at any motorway exit. Leaving the platoon could constitute a classic termination in the sense of Section 723, Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code. Assuming that
a civil-law platooning partnership will usually be formed for a certain length of time, for
example for the duration of a trip from Munich to Nuremberg, Section 723, Subsection
1, Sentence 2 of the German Civil Code requires the existence of compelling grounds
for termination. If a member has to load or unload somewhere along the way, e.g. in
Ingolstadt, it would impractical and ineffective to require him to first continue driving
to Nuremberg and then turn around and drive back to Ingolstadt. If the partnership
agreement includes a continuation clause based on Section 736 of the German Civil
Code, the member concerned would retire from the partnership for good reason. If it
is possible to reach a given destination via different routes without any appreciable
difference in the required time, it is often likely to be the case that a member will, on
the basis of his own experience (number of construction sites, traffic jams, frequency of
accidents, landscape etc.), have a different preference than the driver of the lead vehicle. On the basis of a purely objective assessment, this is highly unlikely to constitute a
compelling reason for leaving the platoon. However, it has to be possible for a truck to
flexibly leave a platoon for purely economic reasons, for example because the dispatcher has arranged for it to take on an additional load elsewhere at short notice.
To ensure this flexibility, it is essential for the partnership agreement to accommodate
departures from the platoon and ensure its continuation with the remaining vehicles
afterward. 609 If only one partner is left after the departure of another, the partnership is
dissolved without the need for liquidation, due to the lack of joint assets. The smart
contract automatically executes the financial settlement with the departure of the last
following vehicle. This closely corresponds to the idea underlying Section 721, Subsection 1 of the German Civil Code, which describes the distribution of profits and losses
after dissolution of a partnership. If settlements are already continually performed for
every kilometer traveled, despite this not being practical, this provision would have to
be waived to preserve fundamental personal freedoms. 610
9.2.2.2.6 Joining of a new partner
It follows from the principle of contractual freedom and Section 727, Subsection 1 of
the German Civil Code, according to which a partnership is not dissolved upon the
death of a partner if its agreement states otherwise, that at any time an additional
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following vehicle can join an existing platoon if it concludes an admission agreement
with the existing members. 611 In the partnership agreement, the platooning participants
can create an obligation to accept additional following vehicles and authorize one
partner, who in practice will be the driver of the lead vehicle, to conclude any admission agreements with them.
9.2.2.2.7 Replacement of a partner
It is also possible to replace a platoon member with another. This can be accomplished
either with a double agreement, i.e. the departing and entering partners each conclude
an agreement with the other partners without giving rise to a direct legal relationship
between the departing and entering partners, or else the switch is made by transferring the departing member’s share to the new member in accordance with Sections
398 and 413 of the German Civil Code. The second possibility appears less likely due to
the interactions with the smart contract and the settlements executed by it.
9.2.2.2.8 Liquidation
In the case of an inwardly directly civil-law platooning partnership without joint assets,
there is no room for winding it up in accordance with Sections 730 ff. of the German
Civil Code. 612 If only the lead vehicle remains in a platoon, the partnership is dissolved,
which equates to its complete termination. 613 The continued existence of the partnership is not a prerequisite for internal settlement. In fact, the participants’ postcontractual obligations include bringing about the settlement, 614 which is executed by the
smart contract.
9.2.2.3 Malfunctions and unwinding of transactions
The use of smart contracts that is considered here is only for the purpose of balancing
out the benefits that the members of a platoon derive from its use. If the software for
calculating the settlements works flawlessly, remuneration is only made for cost savings
that have actually been achieved. Poor performance as such, for instance in the form
of insufficient participation in the platoon, is therefore not considered. 615 It is possible,
however, that technical problems or discrepancies between agreed and programmed
content could result in payments that are too low or too high. In such a case, the difference must be paid if too little was received (in lieu of fulfilling existing primary
claims) or returned if too much was received (to avoid unjust enrichment). Rescission
issues also arise in the event that the concluded contract is voided, for example after
being contested. In this connection, the reader is referred to the general discussion of
smart contracts in section 5.1.1.

611
Jauernig/Stürner, § 737 Rn. 10.
612
MüKo BGB/Schäfer, § 730 Rn. 12.
613
BeckOGK/Koch, § 730 Rn. 50.
614
MüKo BGB/Schäfer, § 730 Rn. 2.
615

Liability for technical malfunctions of vehicles etc. is not blockchain-specific and therefore not covered
by this study.
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9.2.3

Data protection

When using a DLT platform to execute transactions in connection with platooning,
special attention must be paid to data protection laws. The affected persons are primarily the users of the blockchain application. In the case of platooning, the application will be used by trucking companies. A distinction must be made on the basis of
whether knowledge of a trucking company can also be used to obtain or derive information on natural persons behind it. If this is not the case, processing of the users’
data has no relevance under data protection law, and a DLT platform can be used to
execute transactions within the scope of platooning.
The situation is more problematic if information about a trucking company can be
used to reveal information on natural persons behind it. Besides the managing directors or owners of smaller companies, these can also be drivers of larger trucking companies, to the extent that they can be deduced from the activity of a username. If the
participation of trucking companies that meet these conditions cannot be ruled out,
then processing of usernames on the blockchain falls under data protection law. In this
case, use of the blockchain must be modified in order to comply with legal requirements. In doing so, a distinction must be made between exchanging driving data for
determining the balancing payments due and exchanging data for actually making the
payments.
9.2.3.1 Exchange of driving data
Data for determining the balancing payments among a platoon’s members can be
exchanged locally between the participating trucks. While doing so, the data can also
be evaluated by smart contracts to calculate the compensatory payments that are due.
If a temporary blockchain is created for this purpose, it can be managed as an “open
solution” 616 among the platoon’s members. All of them then share responsibility for the
data processing done. The data processing operations are limited to the time period
during which that specific platoon existed. Data may only continue to be stored after
the platoon has ceased to exist if and only as long as they are required for evidentiary
purposes. All of the platoon’s members delete data as soon as they are no longer need
for calculating the balancing payments.
9.2.3.2 Exchange of data for executing the balancing payments
The balancing payments themselves may not be made on the local blockchain, however. If it is also wished to execute them on the basis of DLT, the technology used for this
must include a solution for ensuring compliance with data protection law, to the extent
that it would otherwise be possible to draw conclusions about the natural persons
behind the participating trucking companies. An open solution may not be used, since
not all participants in the payment system have an interest in all transaction data.
However, it basically appears possible to use a “centralized solution”. 617 It would have
to involve a permissioned blockchain operated by a central entity. The central entity

616
617
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On open solutions, cf. 5.2.3.4.2.1.
On “centralized solutions”, cf. also 5.2.3.4.2.1.
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can use a system of rights and roles to control which information is visible to which
participants. The central entity would be the controller, in the sense of data protection
law, for on-chain data processing. A contract concluded between the participants and
the central entity could constitute the legal basis for this processing. 618 The central
entity must provide suitable erasure methods; these could include, for example, a “redactable blockchain” 619 in which all changes made by the central entity can be stored,
or forks 620 in which the nodes are required to delete unwanted data from the decentralized database.
If a “centralized solution” is impossible or not wanted, another option is an “anonymization solution”. 621 This would enable off-chain balancing. 622 In this case, the participating trucking companies do not enter every transaction in the blockchain; instead,
each of them keeps a separate off-chain ledger. The balancing payments among the
participants are executed on-chain at regular intervals. Here it is important to avoid
any recognizable patterns in the payments that might make it possible to identify the
trucking company behind a username or natural persons associated with it. To accomplish this, the companies should only use each username for a single interaction. The
possibilities here also include technical anonymization solutions such as zeroknowledge proofs 623 and stealth addresses in combination with ring signatures. 624
If anonymization is successful, no more data processing of relevance under data protection law will take place on-chain, and consequently no legal legitimation will be
required for it either. Nor will it be necessary to erase any data.
9.2.4

Conclusions and recommendations for action

A nationwide rollout of platooning will require a change to Section 4, Subsection 3 of
the German Road Traffic Regulations (Straßenverkehrsordnung), which requires trucks
to maintain a minimum distance of 50 meters from the vehicle in front on motorways.
First, however, a way must be found for the responsible authorities to reliably tell
whether or not trucks are driving closer together because they are in a platoon. It
makes sense to use the location and time data that must be stored according to Section 63a, Subsection 2 of the German Road Traffic Act for this, since they permit deduction of the driving mode (manual vs. automatic). Although Sentence 1 permits
these to be provided to the authorities, this solution is only a viable alternative if it is
specified in greater detail, in particular by defining the addressee and where the data
will be stored. The authorizations provided to the German Federal Minister for
Transport and Digital Infrastructure by Section 63b of the German Road Traffic Act
should be exercised for this purpose.
Legally speaking, it is not entirely out of the question for platooning to be categorized
as a break from driving in the sense of Article 7, Paragraph 1 and Article 4, Letter d of
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
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On the legal foundations for a centralized solutions, cf. 5.2.4.2.2.
On redactable blockchains, cf. also 0.
For more on forks, cf. 5.2.5.2.2 and 0
For more on anonymization solutions, cf. 5.2.3.4.2.2.
For more on balancing, cf. 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.2.
For more on zero-knowledge proofs, cf. 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.3 and 0
On stealth addresses in combination with ring signatures, cf. 5.2.3.4.2.2.2.4.

Regulation (EC) No. 561/2006. However, it has not yet been conclusively studied
whether the obligation of every driver to remain sufficiently alert to immediately resume driving (acc. to Section 1b, Subsection 1 with Subsection 2 of the Road Traffic
Regulations) permits genuine recuperation. There is therefore a need for additional
research here. Broadly speaking, platooning with DLT-based payment handling is
based on an internal partnership.
There are also challenges with respect to data protection law. In many cases,
knowledge of companies using the platooning platform can be used to learn about the
natural persons behind them (proprietors, drivers etc.). If these are active with a
username on a public DLT platform, data processing may take place that falls under
data protection law. In these cases, it will be necessary to adjust the architecture. This
can be done by implementing a central entity that is able to influence the processing
of data (a “centralized solution”). Alternatively, technologies can be used that remove
the link between a username and the user’s identity (an “anonymization solution”).
In case the participants are exclusively companies and it is not possible to draw conclusions about the natural persons behind them, then it is sufficient to dispense with storing personal data in the DLT layer. The information should instead be stored off-chain
and linked to the DLT platform by hash values. However, with a solution of his kind it is
essential to check the participants in advance to determine whether they meet the
above-mentioned requirements. Smaller companies in particular would probably have
to be excluded from the system.
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Distributed-ledger technology, which is still relatively young, is now on its way to market maturity after having passed the peak of the Hype Cycle in 2017/18. At this
time―due to its diverse potential applications in the public sector and in business―a
large number of public institutions (e.g. the European Blockchain Observatory and
Forum, the German Federal Office for Migration and Refugees, and the German Federal Ministry for Transport and Digital Infrastructure), companies (e.g. IBM, Maersk, and
BMW), foundations (e.g. IOA, Sovrin, and Share&Charge), and research institutions (e.g.
universities and Fraunhofer Societies) are actively developing this technology further,
using it, or assessing it from a wide range of perspectives. Yet DLT is not a technology
that, if appropriately fostered, could produce a “European champion”, in other words a
monopolist with a DLT-based business model. Rather, it is essentially a digital infrastructure. In combination with other key technologies such as artificial intelligence or
the Internet of Things, DLT solutions have potential for providing the technological and
economic foundations for a plethora of applications. It should be stressed that, as a
rule, the reasons for using a DLT solution are not purely technological in nature; a centralized system is typically more efficient than a distributed one. Rather, it is because
DLT can digitally support and increase the efficiency of processes for which no central
platform has yet become established, for various reasons that include avoiding the risk
of monopolies or endangering federalist organizational principles. Especially in fragmented markets like Germany’s, which is characterized by a large number of small and
medium-sized enterprises, and also in German and European administrations, DLT has
enormous potential―and not just for benefiting individual market players, but also for
raising the efficiency and competitiveness of entire industries. It therefore very possibly
constitutes a libertarian alternative to purely capitalist societies dominated by a small
number of large corporations, state-controlled economies, and centralized digital
states. But it also requires, and deserves, special help for getting off the ground. The
costs of setting up a DLT system can be considerable, but it does not only confer a
competitive advantage on its initiator―it also benefits all other participants. Targeted
assistance and startup funding from the state are essential to ensure the critical mass
that is typically required for these systems to fulfill their potential and deliver benefits
to society and the economy. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the state to make sure
that the advantages inherent in DLT materialize, including prevention of monopolistic
structures but also societal aspects such as anchoring European values in a digital infrastructure.
DLT should therefore be regarded as digital infrastructure, not as a disruptive business
model per se: it is only in conjunction with other technologies that it can unfold its
potential and provide a foundation for new business models while boosting efficiency
within and across industries.
The unique nature of DLT also poses some fundamental questions. Technically, the
issue of scalability has yet to be resolved. The aspects being studied range from approaches for increasing scalability to concepts that reduce the need for it (e.g. sharding, pruning, on-chain and off-chain approaches, hierarchies, and interoperability),
and all of these are basically still in their infancy. In view of DLT’s infrastructural character and considerable complexity, moreover, it also needs to be clarified whether it is
necessary to rate or certify it.
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A great many legal obstacles also remain. To be sure, the use of smart contracts has a
sound basis in civil law. Fundamental reservations concerning their rescission are being
dispelled, due to the fact that DLT transactions are not identical to the underlying legal
transactions. Agreements that integrate smart contracts are not fundamentally different, since the parties to them must also obey the law. The bottom line is that the only
real constraints are imposed by the current state of the technology.
Independently of issues in connection with contract law, it is to be expected that greater attention will focus on legitimizing tokens. The principal aspects requiring clarification are rights to tokens, the extent to which they enjoy protection under civil law, and
whether there is a need for legislative action here.
Also notable are the data protection challenges associated with the use of DLT. The
GDPR assumes the existence of a central controller, while DLT is inherently based on
distributed storage of data in a large number of nodes. This contradiction can be partly
resolved by appropriately designing a system’s architecture. It is becoming clear, however, that it is not feasible to entirely dispense with the use of intermediaries. Coordinating central entities can be tempting targets for those affected by data processing.
But the only way for data to be openly exchanged without such central entities while
still complying with data protection law is to completely refrain from storing personal
data in the DLT layer. This poses formidable challenges. While third-party data can be
stored off-chain and linked by means of hash values, data attributable to direct users
are still present in the DLT layer in the form of their public keys, at least when the DLT
application is used by natural persons or companies backed by natural persons whose
identities can be deduced. There is a need to anonymize usernames, which can be
accomplished by using them only once and, under certain circumstances, by also employing technical methods such as zero-knowledge proofs. In practice, implementations also have to be protected from misuse. It is worth noting that conflicting interests
must be weighed when employing an anonymization solution. A DLT application that
ensures the complete anonymity of users also potentially provides opportunities for it
to be misused for illegal activities. The interest that governments have in, for example,
monitoring payment flows must also be taken into account when choosing an alternative; in cases of doubt, it can tip the scales toward an anonymization solution.
It is also necessary to resolve the conflict between the immutability of DLT on the one
hand and the right of affected individuals to demand the correction or erasure of their
personal data on the other. A controller can easily make retroactive changes in ordinary databases, but in the case of DLT platforms this is neither possible nor desired.
The possible solutions include technically creating a backdoor to permit an authorized
individual to make retroactive corrections or, again, simply not storing any personal
data in the DLT layer, since this would rule out any later changes.
The four case studies presented cover a wide spectrum of potential uses for DLT. In the
cases of electric vehicle charging, ridesharing and platooning, pragmatic use of DLT
can increase efficiency and optimize processes. However, the actual savings are either
fairly minor or difficult to quantify. The bill of lading case study stands out; it reveals
opportunities for achieving enormous improvements and savings with the aid of DLT.
Overall it can be safely assumed that in the near future at least, distributed ledger
technology is unlikely to fulfill many of the great expectations that have arisen in connection with cryptocurrencies and all the associated hype. In the long term, however,
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many technological hurdles and legal problems will be overcome by technical or legislative solutions. This also makes it clear that an interdisciplinary approach involving
cross-company consortia, as well as considerable patience, will be required. The state
should realize that it also stands to greatly benefit from distributed ledger technology
and therefore take all required steps to promote its use for the benefit of society and
business. Otherwise the further evolution of this technology will shift to other countries. Germany optimally meets the social and technological-creative prerequisites for
shaping the development of DLT and leveraging its benefits. If Germany and Europe
miss this opportunity, there is reason to fear that future advances in DLT will take place
elsewhere in other countries and societies, before being ultimately adopted in Europe
as well. This would have negative consequences, since it always takes longer to regulate new technologies than it does to develop them in the first place. Regulation typically does not begin until a demand for it arises, in order to provide legal security for
our society’s creative minds. This can be prevented by providing sandboxes, real-world
laboratories, and competent partners at public institutions and ministries. These are
essential prerequisites for systematically creating a fertile ground for new ideas and
developments to sprout and grow.
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